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i.i ABSTRACT 

In this thesis I argue that the design field is under-equipped to radically confront 

the crisis of defuturing. I will contend that redirective and undisciplined modes of 

practice are better placed to critically address problems of projection and 

production by engaging design as politics and the project as limited. I propose a 

framing theory that uses the otherness of these positions to explore how 

concepts of thingliness produce a new dimension for practice that I will call 

Weird Design. 

I present the case that the Radical Period of the 1960s opened up a definitive 

space of counter-practice that signals an important turn towards weirder ideas 

and approaches. More recently speculative and critical designers generating 

‘design fictions’ link to this radical tradition and continue to take design into new 

and strange territories. By mapping lines of investigation within the existing 

literature I saw that there were very few examples connecting radical and 

speculative methods with the politics of redirective and undisciplined thinking. 

Furthermore this inquiry showed that weirder theories could be found in the 

adjacent field of media studies, where increasing attention is being turned 

towards radical design, speculative objects and the absolute philosophy of 

things-in-themselves. Adapting the concept of weird media proposed by 

Galloway, Thacker and Wark (2014) I found that I could also use weird as a 

means of flipping between disciplinary and undisciplined modes of research, 

shifting focus on using design to project what-might-become towards the darker 

utility of unknowingly engaging design as shaping our fate and defuturing what-

might-not-become. 

To test the viability of weird design I generated a series of rhetorical machines 

and map-devices making use of Foucault theory of Heterotopia to locate weird 

design within the other spaces. This revealed that design is increasingly 

becoming weird and mediated as we enter the age of unsettlement, asymmetry, 

and the post-normal. It also showed me that using ‘weird’ as an adjective 

diminishes the capacity to think one’s way through the radical possibilities of 

this framework as a benchmark for seeing design as a meta-ontological force. I 

identified that this requires new methods and so have deployed the verb form of 

‘weird’, to weird design. To take ownership of the term ‘weird’ as something that 

can shape an irresponsible or undisciplined research method, I saw that it was 
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more useful to establish ‘weird’ as a protocol for forging alliances and 

alignments across and beyond disciplinary boundaries and norms. This also 

establishes a weird connection with a different and ‘other’ space of radical 

design maintained by a Master of ancient weaving. By using spinning and 

weaving as verbs and actions that could be applied to my maps and schemes, 

the methodical entanglement of weird design gathered by my research leads to 

a praxis-based concept of weirding. This results in a fourfold mode of inquiry 

that negotiates the complex territories I describe as the Zoo of Weird Design. To 

both engage and refuse the labyrinthine twisting and turning of the Zoo of Weird 

Design, a series of principles are presented at the conclusion of this study that 

demonstrate that by changing how the word ‘weird’ is thought, it is possible to 

shape the kinds of questions that other spaces of design-based thinking and 

action can ask. These kinds of questions are relevant to designers seeking 

radical and critical points of departure as well as others addressing crisis at 

disciplinary, social, temporal and planetary scales by asking — if design is 

making everything weird are we becoming weirded by design?  
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Figure A: The radical gestures that lead to weird design 

“[T]he habitual way we ‘see’ photographically conditions the evidence [and] the ethnographic 

turn in design research, dependent on the photograph as evidence, is undermined because the 

image is now nothing but evidence of itself” (Bremner & Roxburgh, 2014: 213). Using this 

analysis, whilst there is much that can be said, shown and described about what is captured in 

these two images, throughout this thesis I will explore this praxis of spinning and weaving in 

terms of excommunication and apophanai, a ‘saying away’ or speaking by negations. Therefore 

these images are not presented as evidence of weird design, but do capture the gesture to 

weird design as it is explored within my thesis as a fourfold mapping of designs other spaces.
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Our world — the world of human fabrication within the world — is a world of 

active object-things. From our very beginning, their ontological designing 

contributed to bringing our being into being…the memory of things is vested in 

things themselves — they are iterations of remembered and forgotten forms. 

 

— ‘Of Object-Thing(s)’ in Becoming Human by Design, 
Tony Fry 2012 

 

 

As that activity named “design” becomes ever more characteristic of our 

situation, it now becomes ever more evident that the whole of civilization is a 

cunning device to cheat us. As we approach the third millennium, we begin to 

learn to outwit culture, to scheme against the schemes that are designed to 

cheat us. 

 

— ‘On the word design’ in The Shape of Things, 
Vilém Flusser 1992 

 
 

With weird media, all objects inevitably withdraw into things. What results is a 

negative mediation, the paradoxical assertion and verification of the gulf 

between two ontological orders. 

 

— ‘Dark media - an abbreviated typology’ in, 
 Dark Media/ Excommunication: Three inquiries in Media and 

mediation,  
Eugene Thacker 2014 
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i.ii INTRODUCTION: The importance of language in marking out a weird 
design topography  

 
i.ii-i On design and weird 
Design is a tricky business. This is to say that whilst there is the business of 

design, the discipline of design and the production of designed things, objects, 

spaces, and so on, there is also a darker, nebulous side. This is identified by 

Vilém Flusser when looking at the noun ‘design’ as ‘intention’, ‘plan’, or ‘plot’, 

linking it to ‘cunning’, ‘deception’, and ‘scheming’. By extension, the verb form 

— which can mean to concoct, draft, sketch, fashion, or create — suggests that 

‘to design’ is to engage in a kind of devious cheating whereby culture or the 

artificial allows ‘us’ to become more powerful than nature and its laws (Flusser 

1992). Thus, ‘design’ also names a kind of strange, relational entanglement that 

Tony Fry describes as ‘object-things’ — an ontological, world-making and un-

making force that shapes our being and becoming (Fry 2012). In this thesis, I 

investigate how these crafty qualities and ‘thingly’ dimensions make design 

weird. 

 

Like design, the word ‘weird’ can be a slippery customer. Generally, the term is 

used to describe something out of the ordinary. As an adjective that indicates 

what is unusual, strange, or odd, it includes benign aspects such as the 

fantastic, exotic, marvellous, and eccentric — anything ‘weird and wonderful’. 

However, research of the history of its use reveals these as recent meanings 

that belie darker connotations lurking within definitions such as the peculiar, 

mysterious, uncanny, or unfathomable. This gives us the noun-like concept of 

‘the weird’ — a category of supernatural, unearthly, and unexplainable 

phenomena. These uncomfortably strange events, elusive and indescribable 

horrors, or fantastic experiences that defy understanding are often found in the 

literary genre of ‘weird fiction’. The ‘weird’ of weird fiction defines a nonhuman 

dimension that H.P Lovecraft, one of the genre’s best-known authors, describes 

as ‘cosmic outsideness’ that exists beyond the pale of our everyday senses: 

 

… [weird stories] achieve, momentarily, the illusion of some strange 
suspension or violation of the galling limitations of time, space, and 
natural law which for ever imprison us and frustrate our curiosity 
about the infinite cosmic spaces beyond the radius of our sight and 
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analysis … weird tales may be grouped into two rough categories—
those in which the marvel or horror concerns some condition or 
phenomenon, and those in which it concerns some action of 
persons in connexion with a bizarre condition or phenomenon 
(Lovecraft 1933). 
 

It is with this Lovecraftian notion of the weird that the media theorist Eugene 

Thacker engages when looking at communicational forms that paradoxically 

manage to transmit their “absolute impossibility” (Galloway, Thacker & Wark 

2014: 19). Thacker frames these as a particular kind of object-thing relation he 

calls ‘weird media’: a ‘strange non-knowledge’ that occurs when “…objects 

inevitably withdraw into things” (Thacker 2014: 133).  

 

By interlocking the philosophical discussion underpinning Thacker’s concept of 

dark, haunted, and weird media with Fry’s concept of the object-thing, design as 

politics, and sovereign sustainment (Fry 2011), my study activates new ways of 

looking at uncanny speculation in ‘design fiction’ (Auger 2013). By reading 

these together as ‘weird design’ rather than trying to produce another 

neologism appended to ‘design’, I develop the notion that a deliberately 

‘weirding’ approach to discursive practice can address forms of design-based 

‘unknowing’ (Fry 2003c) such as defuturing, unsettlement, and unsustainment 

described throughout the work of Tony Fry. To address the paucity of material 

linking these fields of inquiry and attend to an identified gap in methods that 

apply ideas of weird mediation to design, my study proposes using ‘weird’ as a 

verb, to weird design. 

 

i.ii-ii Using the verb ‘weird’ to weird design 
My inquiry begins by looking for a new benchmark of radical practice based on 

political notions of disciplinary alterity. This looks at categories such as critical, 

radical, sustainable, and speculative design as “…fluid, evolving patterns of 

practice that regularly traverse, transcend and transfigure historical disciplinary 

and conceptual boundaries” (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a). These alterplinary 

‘roots’ of my own “…redirective practice…” (Fry & Dilnot 2003) have been 

explored through a body of projects completed prior to this study. In looking to 

radically respond to conditions of crisis at various levels, I consider my ‘design 

past’ in terms of historical configuration, mediation, and deficit (Dilnot 2009). 
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Thus, the concept of weird design opens up a discourse towards and 

experiments with “…irresponsible and undisciplined research…” (Rodgers and 

Bremner, 2013a). I utilise a pick-and-mix methodology that reflects the material 

bricolage and makeshift assembly within my practice to select various lenses 

from within the literature. These allow me to establish my own heterotopian net 

utilizing Foucault’s concept of ‘other’ spaces. As my study progresses, I find 

that, rather than using the term ‘weird’ to designate another ‘counter-space’, I 

investigate how ‘the weird’ opens onto a tricky, mystical, and alienating design-

based ‘outsideness’ linked to the “…indivisible relationship between the 

formation of the world of human fabrication and the making of mankind itself” 

(Fry 2012: 1). 

 

My approach engages specific aspects of the term ‘weird’ to see design as an 

animate, agentive force that draws on the earliest meanings of weird as an 

adjective that describes supernatural qualities of ‘fate’ or ‘destiny’ (Weird, adj. 

2020) and a noun when defined as “…the principle, power, or agency by which 

events are predetermined” (Weird, n. 2020). By untangling the complex ecology 

of meanings connected to the word ‘weird’ over the course of my research, the 

initial concept of ‘weird design’ — a descriptive category for an alternative and 

radical practice-driven research — gives way to a more complex investigation of 

weirding — a design-based method for understanding the negative mediation 

that verifies a “…gulf between two ontological [design] orders” (Thacker 2014: 

133). 

 

I thus use the concept of weird to mediate two ontological domains of design. 

The first is framed by a disciplinary and epistemological view that incorporates 

commercial, experimental, critical, discursive, and exhibitive models of practice 

(Tharp & Tharp 2013). The other involves the complexity of ontological 

designing as a redirective and futural memory “…that requires going beyond the 

limits of existing configurations of design, design education, design practice and 

relations with clients” (Fry 2011: 203). To translate the idea of the weird in 

media to design, I look at how my existing practice prior to this study navigates 

between disciplinary and redirective frameworks by using a spatial analysis of 

otherness that is based on Foucault’s concept of heterotopia.  
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This spatial system allows me to move from thinking about weird design as a 

mode of project-based or conceptually-led investigation to trying to weird design 

as a set of methods and protocols for talking about inaccessible forms of 

practice as spaces that can alienate oneself from disciplinary limits. This uses 

the transitive form of the verb ‘weird’ that indicates “…to preordain by the 

decree of fate; esp. in passive to be destined or divinely appointed to, into, or 

unto; to assign to (a person) as his fate; to apportion as one's destiny or lot, or 

to warn or advise by the knowledge of coming fate” (Weird, adj. 2020: 1.). As a 

more active conceptual framework, the verb form of ‘weird’ brings forward the 

following thesis — by conducting undisciplined research as a mapping of a four-

fold, ‘thingly’ and mystical dimension of design, can this process also be used 

as a method to show and describe how to weird it? 
 
i.ii-iii To weird design as a deep-thinking on wyrd  

Use of the verb form of ‘weird’ activates a specific relation between design as 

objects made by and ‘for us’ and a thingly design-in-itself that operates as a 

force that controls or shapes being-in-the-world; this brings forward a more 

complex notion of fate or ‘what will come to be’. By digging into the roots of 

weird in the more ancient concept of wyrd, concepts of warning, foresight, 

agency, and deep-thinking are brought into play. Both nuanced and ambiguous, 

this is “…a word with a past, one that mirrors the history of the people who used 

it” (Pedersen 2016: 737). So, in one sense, wyrd “…was not a sort of pagan 

god: it personified, for what is a timeless concept, pagan only in its 

associations, the concept of inescapable event” (Gordon 1954) whilst wyrd also 

activates “…issues of man's agency and responsibility in the face of cosmic 

powers rather than on the relationship of such powers to one another” 

(Pedersen 2016: 723). Furthermore, “Many words that express the concept of 

wyrd are derived from the Old English root meaning ‘to shape’” (Weil 1989); this 

can be linked to confrontations with wyrd as “…a baffling retrograde force which 

is bearing down on the present and turning it into the future” (Lochrie 1986: 

327). 

 

I will explore some of these ideas in more detail in the next chapter. At this point 

in my discussion, these readings highlight the potential to reactivate ancient 

notions of wyrd as something that today represents the manner in which we 
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shape and create designs of varying orders and scale. Moreover, to understand 

that there is a wyrd of design is to acknowledge that designs also go on to 

design us ontologically. In this sense, wyrd can be tied to Fry’s concept of 

designing in time as “…learning how to design from 'the future to the present” 

(Fry 2009: 147-155) via Lochrie’s observation that “Man's judgment will be 

determined by his ability to recognize this movement of wyrd, to anticipate the 

confrontation between present and future which wyrd continually engenders” 

(Lochrie 1986: 327). My study maps a similar temporal confrontation, 

movements that are present within the disciplinary field, and its other spaces to 

develop a set of principles that can be used to weird an ontological relation of 

design as object-things. 

 

i.ii-iv The language and lexicon of weird design 
This brief introduction to the complexity of ‘design’ and ‘weird’ highlights a 

recurring theme within my research; namely, that certain spaces within 

language direct what can be done with design, which gives shape to the kinds 

of questions that the discipline can ask. This concept engages an 

understanding of language as something ‘that commands us’: once recognised, 

this makes it one of the most powerful instruments of design (Fry 1999: 175). As 

a dynamic and transformative potential to create and speak a new language 

that defamiliarises the familiar (Fry 1999: 13), my ‘appropriation’ of weird and 

design, the radical, redirective, and the speculative emerges from an inquiry 

that attempts to negotiate different spaces of design-based thinking and action 

identified by a growing vernacular of specialised forms, methods, and theories. 

In this sense, I engage the idea that “…thinging is a type of naming that brings 

to presence something that is already happening, but has been or become 

concealed” (Willis 2006: 81).  

 

Throughout my study, I will use key terms and theories to construct relational 

maps that have oriented myself within a disciplinary mangle (Pickering 1995). 

This entanglement is read as that which conceals notions of the weird of design 

in the post-normal, the crisis of crisis, and an age of asymmetry. Given the 

importance of language to my process of thinking within the space and 

thingliness of what we say and do as ‘design’, I include a brief lexicon of key 

terms that feature throughout my study in Appendix A. This builds on what I 
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have said regarding the weird and design whilst also explaining the nuance and 

specific use of ideas and concepts with which I have engaged through my 

research. In the discussion that now follows, I will highlight in underline some of 

these terms that will appear in the lexicon. 

 

I thus begin my study by looking into my existing background of work created as 

a redirective design practitioner. In my research, the methods laid out by 

redirective practice include the necessity of understanding conditions of 

defuturing as a phenomenology of the ‘yet-to-be’ (Fry 2009: 290). This requires 

reading design as a meta-category of being-in-the-world and using this to gain a 

“…historical understanding of what has structured one’s practice and oneself as 

… a designing subject” (Fry 2007).  

 
Applying these methods of auto-analysis via notions of ‘shuttling’ (Fung 1998) 

and reading backwards to go forwards (Fry 2009:285), I identify how my 

working methods have been shaped by the terms and ideas of radical and 

speculative design. This allows me to further understand how these counter-

disciplinary and discursive modes have expanded the remit of design-based 

research and production.  

 

Through this process, I posit that, by creating spaces of disciplinary ‘otherness’ 

within the field, the critical and fictional qualities of these methods could be 

making design weird. This initial pass engages the word ‘weird’ as it is generally 

applied in daily use to indicate what is unusual, abnormal, or eccentric to 

identify how certain forms of alternative or so-called non-commercial practices 

“…are glitchy, strange, disruptive, and hint at other places, times, and values” 

(Dunne and Raby 2013: 100).  

 

As a language of the uncanny and strange, speculation is changing the nature 

of what normalised design is and what it can do by asking questions about the 

futures we want and do not want. However, the foundational thinking of weird 

design as covered by the first two chapters of this thesis serves to highlight the 

manner in which attending to design’s ‘becoming weird’ produces what Mende 

calls a ‘blind spot’ — something that allows ‘us’ to see ourselves thrown into 

strangeness (Mende 2012: 31). Reflecting on how the darkness of the blind 
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spot “…permanently changes the field of action…”, and indicates the 

“…possibility to give a thought a twist away from a position of knowing” (Mende 

2012: 20), to weird, emerges from comparing certain design practices, 

approaches and thinking that are rendered or remain ‘unseen’. 

 

In my study, I try to use the blind-spot as a kind of parallax view to examine the 

ways in which certain terms and language shape the post-hermeneutic lines of 

inquiry found in the media theory of excommunication (Galloway, Thacker and 

Wark 2014). By comparing this to a process of excommunicating a specific 

change in my practice that occurs in parallel to this study, this state-of-practice-

based otherness will be described both as a radical space via the gestures of 

spinning and weaving and as a chorismos — “…a separation or space of 

withdrawal that can alter the proximity of change agents to the familiar” (Fry 

2011:79).  

 

As a “…a self-created condition of alienation wherein one becomes an outsider 

while remaining on the inside of the situation from which one is recoiling” (ibid), 

the complex relationship of this space to my study allows me to link Thacker’s 

discussion of apophatic mysticism and acts of apophanai as ‘saying away’ or 

speaking by negations (Thacker 2014: 81). By maintaining a ‘blind-spot’ or 

lacuna of practice within my research, I use media theory to consider how 

design as and of object-things can “…carry the human mind into foreign and 

otherwise unknown lands” (Galloway 2014: 62). In this way, my study 

progresses towards a further reading of the meta-qualities of ontological design 

to describe a thingly meditating force that, instead of projecting new forms of 

weird designs, is mapped as a method to weird. 

 

i.ii-v Comparing the platform of weird design to other developments in 
design thinking  
By first establishing a theoretical platform of weird design, it is important to note 

that some of this discussion will address similar concerns tabled by other 

recently developed concepts such as ‘queering design’ (Canlı 2015), 

‘decolonising design’ (Kiem 2019, Ansari 2019) ‘strange design’ (Dautrey & 

Quinz 2016), ‘adversarial design’ (Di Salvo 2012), ‘vapourworlds’/’design 

fictions’ (Coulton and Lindley 2017), ‘contestable design’, ‘critical making’ (Hertz 
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2012, Ratto and Hertz 2019) and ‘tricky design’ (Fisher and Gamman 2018). 

Several of these areas have emerged concurrent with my own research, 

suggesting that perhaps it is in ‘the now’ that we can use such terminology to 

adequately carry out an analysis of ‘what today is’. My study of the terms ‘weird’ 

and ‘design’ thus operates at various levels and aims to add to an ongoing 

diagnosis of the present. 

 

Moreover, quite a few of these texts have come to my attention post factum —

that is, after seeing design as weird, I have now begun to see that it is also 

queer, contestable, in need of decolonisation, and so on. Therefore, my inquiry 

does not extend to a comprehensive analysis of this literature, nor do I seek to 

catalogue where each overlaps and diverges from my own concept of design 

becoming weird. To this end, weird design is not proposed as another 

neologism that carves a place within this increasingly dense disciplinary 

nomenclature. Rather, it can be stated that the shared genealogy of histories, 

theories, and practices found amongst this collection and the concerns of my 

research can offer additional purchase on an emerging topical space. This is a 

specific territory that is being described by the different approaches registered 

by these emerging areas within the design field, including the weird of design. 

 

i.ii-vi Findings first pass: To weird via scheming schemes of topics and 
territories 

Here, the vital difference of my study from the listed material rests on the key 

finding of my investigation: the use of ‘weird’ as a verb to develop a design-

based method to weird. This folds the growing interest in queerness, 

strangeness and otherness back into the concept of disciplinary questioning 

already raised via the notion that “…a topic is a place both on the ground and 

within language” (Wark 2006: 38).  

 

Wark notes in Gamer Theory that, through conquest and naming, mapping and 

erasure, the topical feeds into a process that then creates ‘the topographic’. As 

the topographic produces and maps “…lines that connect the topics and which 

doubles the topical with the space of maps and texts” (ibid), this in turn leads to 

the creation of topology: “…a continuous field of equivalent and exchangeable 

values, instantly communicable everywhere” (Wark 2006: 42). Thus, the 
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transformation of space and time — from topic to topography to topology — is 

“…an effect of the development of the lines with which to mark and manage it” 

(Wark 2006: 54). Moreover, through the algorithmic management of logistics 

and data that make up topologocial times, the “…gamer is a designer…” and 

“…designers, like all managers, operate within given limits” (Wark 2006: 51). In 

many respects, my research flips this observation of Wark, whereby current 

conditions mean that the edges of the discipline are becoming increasingly 

fictional and game-like whilst the core business of design continues to facilitate 

and manage the flows of topological vectors. 

 

Thus, to begin to see design as weird, Wark’s topology activates my own take 

on scheming and mapping as a state of play wherein “…we begin to learn to 

outwit culture, to scheme against the schemes that are designed to cheat us” 

(Flusser 1992: 21). In my study, I explore a process of gathering and mapping 

as a means of experiencing the weird of disciplined design as a kind of zoo — a 

bounded game where “…topology is experienced more as a gamespace than a 

cyberspace: full of restrictions and hierarchies, firewalls and passwords” (Wark 

2006: 48).  

 

i.ii-vii Findings second pass: To weird as a method of mapping the 
relation between object and thing — using redirective methods to rethink 
the radical and the ontlogical 

Through a recurring process of quadrant mapping — an undoing of existing 

disciplinary topology through generating a shifting game that plays with an 

internal mix of topics and topography, terms, language and naming — my study 

establishes that to weird is to use design research as a mediating protocol to 

“…get at something beyond the explainable” (Wilk 2018). However, instead of 

opting for the objective distance of science or the speculative possibilities of 

fiction, my study attempts to contribute to ongoing debates on what designerly 

thinking and research involves and delivers by attempting to weird it. More 

specifically, this process of mapping will operate as an activity that animates my 

findings, making this new knowledge something that is “…alive and inseparable 

from the mind and body that encounters it” (Wilk 2018).  
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Drawing on the distinction that Thacker’s weird media makes between objects 

and things, I link this to the object-thing as a mediator of “…inner and outer 

experience…” (Fry 2012: 105) framed by the ontological grounding of 

redirective design. This holds that the ‘thinging of things’ is not a metaphorical 

conceit but an ‘active world-making’ (Willis 2006: 81). The design philosophy of 

‘object-things’ is thus described as “…having the potential to contribute to 

creating a diverse response to the convergent political and theoretical lacuna 

that characterises ‘now’” (Fry 2006b). 

 

My study will therefore bring together the thingly qualities of redirective design 

practice and the mediation of the weird for the first time through an 

undisciplined design research that produces a method to weird by design. By 

understanding my past projects as subject-object and object-object relations, I 

compare these to the thinlgy and embodied qualities of a new phase of non-

practice that occurs in parallel to my research on the weird. By weaving 

together these ‘other spaces’ of thinking and action, my research negotiates an 

object-thing relation that produces a specific symmetry or ‘self-unified fourfold’ 

that I link to Heidegger’s notion of ‘thinging’ as an act of gathering (Heidegger 

1971: 176). In a nod to both Flusser and Heidegger, my method to weird design 

evolves from a set of scheming schemes that maps relations that occur 

between objects, spaces, subjects, and things, further activating these terms as 

the verbs ‘objecting’, ‘spacing’, ‘subjecting’ and ‘thinging’. These schemes and 

maps were integral to the construction of my experimental theory and questions 

regarding weird design and were used in my study as pieces of ‘philosophical 

lab-equipment’ (Bogost 2012: 100). Linked to the concept of heterotopia 

(Foucault 1986), the method of mapping operates as both a ‘concrete 

technology’ and ‘rhetorical machine’ (Faubion 2008, Johnson 2013).  
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Figure B: The thesis-mapped to weird design 
This set of four interlocked maps was used to develop the structure and content of my study as 
a series of interlocked terms. This establishes the thesis itself, as something to weird, using the 
rhetorical machine and method of my maps. Each chapter map has been spun and aligned to 
allow the key findings of my study to be interwoven at the centre of the interlocked four-fold 
system. In this way the central terms designate a territory to weird design, which is the 
contribution this research makes to the field. This is the final result of several versions collated 
at the end of this study. 
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i.ii-viii Chapter outline: The zoo of weird design 

The gamespace of these maps are used in my study to establish a heterotopian 

zone that I call the ‘zoo of weird design’ — a research-based artifact that is also 

the structure of my thesis. Utilising four interlocking quadrant maps (Figure A. 

below), I assemble and emplace an entangled set of terms, practices, and 

theory to give form to the becoming weird of this research. Furthermore, this 

chapter structure plots the linear progression of my inquiry as a circular and 

recurring directionality, using the research to give shape to cyclical qualities of 

weird. With each chapter constituting a specific territory of design otherness, I 

use my method of mapping to further divide these chapters into eight sections 

that have been spun and aligned to both weave and weird the story of the 

research.  

 

In Chapter One, I outline the roots of my study into the weird as it is grounded in 

notions of crisis. This drives the research-based modes of inquiry that spans the 

disciplinary, inter-disciplinary and undisciplined spaces of design. Each of these 

areas will be discussed in relation to my past practice and projects I have 

generated in the field of art as a redirective designer. In addition to 

understanding how this informs the basis of my study, I will use this discussion 

to outline the questions I will ask, the reasons I am asking them and the 

objectives of my research. By interrogating my past practice, I bring forward 

existing critical approaches as tactical theories to further investigate the issue of 

why we might need new methods when we begin to see design as something to 

weird. This will be explained using an artifact I call the Ur-map of this research 

— the key piece of design that weirds this study. Furthermore, because the 

weird is a relation occurring between objects and things, this chapter also 

unpacks the term ‘object’ as it is framed by the discipline of design by linking 

this to the concept of ‘objecting’ — both an act of making otherwise and a 

critical framework of refusal. This establishes ‘the objecting object’ as 

something that begins to give shape to mapping as a weird method of artifact-

based research. 

 

In Chapter Two, I address the literature linked to histories of radical design as it 

informs the recent development of speculative design fictions to understand 

how these practices contribute to making design weird. The analysis of this 
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material establishes a key difference between the model of utopia used by the 

radical and speculative designers and my own approach towards the weird that 

uses the otherness of heterotopia put forward by Foucault’s essay/lecture “Of 

Other Spaces”. I investigate how a set of zones drawn from the principles of 

heterotopia constitutes a mode of inquiry I call ‘spacing’ — a means of 

identifying gaps relating to the radical and speculative that are then used to take 

the political aspects of my practice in a new direction. By aligning the critical 

crisis identified by my study with the heterotopian zones of crisis and deviation, 

I emplace the radical and speculative in a territory which I map as the 

sentimental. Based on readings of the sentimental as misrepresenting the world 

to construct narratives of ‘unreality’ (Jefferson 1983: 524), I posit that counter-

disciplinary approaches are limited when based on the uncanny science fiction 

of utopia. Radical difference in this instance aims to establish exit-points based 

on a changing at the roots found in sanctioned forms of design work. By using a 

weird approach, I hold that the design politics of unsettlement deal in the 

absolute otherness of the real. This amplifies the scale of the unknown beyond 

the temporal remit of disciplined design, resulting in the impasse of an 

irresponsible or undisciplined researcher. I will contend that, as an alternative to 

speculation based on science fiction, the language of weird fiction, mysticism, 

and excommunication can address the gap of the sentimental by using negative 

modes of artifact-based investigation as a protocol that undisciplines research. 

 

In Chapter Three, I establish my platform of weird design by overlapping weird 

media, xenocommunication, hyperobjects, and alien phenomenology to subject 

designerly ways of thinking to the weird thingliness of media theory. In addition 

to addressing the wider literature and issues related to the ‘thing turn’, I engage 

Tim Ingold’s concept of the objectless environment and ‘meshwork’ (Ingold 

2010) to link philosophies of mediation with object-oriented debate in the design 

field. Ingold’s reading of creative practice as bringing things to life via Deleuze 

and Guattari’s concept of itineration — the following of thread-like ‘lines of 

becoming’ (Deleuze and Guattari 2004: 293) — is used to reframe the radical 

as connection to a rhizomatic, design-based ‘rootedness’. Comparing this to my 

own ‘becoming-other’ through the radical entanglement of weaving and 

spinning, I explore how the itineration of this practice establishes a chorismos 

— a space of alienation or withdrawal from the familiar (Fry 2011: 79). As a 
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chorismos, weaving and spinning shifts the focus from a hylomorphic model of 

design based on iterative production to a weird model where work is 

“…consubstantial with the trajectory of [a practitioner’s] own life” (Ingold 2010: 

10). Within the space of research, negotiating the gap between disciplined 

design and the politics of otherness requires what Mackenzie Wark calls 

‘flipping’ — the labour or praxis by which a thing is known (Wark 2015). By 

adopting flipping as a constant movement between and betwixt the different 

states of work traced within my study, I frame the ‘subjecting subject’ of the 

design-self as a heterotopian site to weird. This engages the verb to weird the 

design researcher as an object-thing.  This leads me to ask how can the 

undisciplined designer be shaped as a liminal form and undisciplined 

transgression? Can the designer as an object-thing redraw disciplinary 

boundaries and try to escape the management of it’s topology, and through 

tracing lines of becoming and lines of flight begin to weird design? 

 

In Chapter Four I present a series of findings uncovered by applying the 

theories of weird design to research-based outcomes. This includes testing 

weird design as a conceptual framework driving new kinds of projects, mapping 

out the zoo of weird design as space of research, and using the map as a 

device that applies the actions of spinning and weaving acquired in the dark 

design space of this chorismos to reflect on the alien or unknown qualities of 

design as speculated by theory. These experimental tests are used to address 

the relations between objects, space, subjects, and things as a ‘four-folding’ 

(Heidegger 1971). Through the praxis of flipping and four-folding the study 

articulates a method to weird design as mapping, weaving, and weirding. This 

process results in a further set of findings that use the method of weirding to 

weird care and to craft weird — each a response to questions being asked 

within the discursive field of design. These findings together represent an 

attempt to use design research as a ‘thinging of things’, a means of 

demonstrating how protocols of thingliness can open up portal-like dimensions 

of alter-practice based on disciplinary otherness. An analysis of this material 

constitutes a gathering of weird relations that are mapped across other spaces 

by the heterotopian subject. I use these new directions indicated by my 

research to undertake a reworking of Foucault’s principles of other spaces to 

generate my own principles of weird design.  
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This final move of the study shows that to weird into, through, and for design is 

to establish a new benchmark for radical practices. In a set of concluding 

remarks I reflect on how the four key chapters of the thesis use the different 

meanings of ‘weird’ to generate a rich and complex set of understandings of 

design as an ontological force and tricky praxis space. This establishes that my 

contribution to existing frameworks of knowledge is to use the term weird to 

present to the discipline a method for thinking and action based on using to 

weird as a passage from object to thing. 

 

i.ii-ix To weird design: the lines of inquiry and changing questions, aims 

and objectives of this study 
I engage the word ‘weird’ as the unusual, abnormal, or eccentric to define 

radical practices as weird design. Such design leads to investigating the weird 

of design politics and fictions, engaging the esoteric qualities of weird as fate or 

destiny to identify design as an object-oriented ontological force — something 

that shapes the world we inhabit, who we are, and where we are going. This is 

then used to reflect on how reading design over time can inform certain 

embodied trajectories of the self, engaging the verb form to weird. This employs 

the word ‘weird’ as an action, based on mapping a multi-stable territory of 

becoming that operates in the positive form as design research and in its 

negative form as an obscure space of praxis. By using actions found in the 

negative space of spinning and weaving, I weird my method of mapping by 

interlocking the various lines of becoming traced by my study as a weirding. 

This offers a set of examples and principles that can allow others to weird, a 

means of moving beyond disciplinary design. 

This process of inquiry is itself an investigation of methods and methodologies 

found across and between the different or other spaces of practices covered by 

my research. Using an iterative approach of bricolage and assembly to 

establish a mode that untangles my ‘improvised following’ of certain lines of 

inquiry as weird ‘lines of flight’ and ‘lines of becoming’ weird (Deleuze and 

Guattari 2004: 323, Ingold 2010: 10), the nature of this undisciplined and 

irresponsible method uses a pick-and-mix of different philosophical frameworks 

and theoretical lenses to ‘see the weird between these lines’. This active, 

praxis-based approach eventually produces the principles to weird design as a 

means of reflecting on and sharing the process of my design research 
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becoming weird. In this way I combine philosophies of research, inquiry, and 

designing in my study to develop an iterative process that uses weird “…not to 

solve problems, but to redefine them; not to answer questions, but to raise the 

proper question” (Žižek 2006).  

By first looking at radical design in a coming age of unsettlement, this study 

sets out to ask a series of specific questions related to this historical trajectory: 

• How might it be possible to recover the radical energy seen in avant-

garde movements of the 1960s in the activities of Superstudio, 

Archizoom, Archigram, and the Situationist International?  

• What have we ‘unknown’ about this period in relation to our own?  

• Are there any observable projects that continue to carry the core 

thinking of this period into the contemporary context? 

• What was missing or overlooked in this period that might offer clues for 

the growing of spaces of radical thinking? 

• How can radical history be used to establish a radical now and set a 

new benchmark of radical practice? 

Using four key terms — ‘crisis’, ‘design’, ‘defuturing’, and ‘redirection’ — in the 

following chapter, I will present how the existing modes of inquiry were used 

within my practice and how these were used to establish the initial questions I 

set out to ask and why I was asking them. These questions also articulated a 

set of aims and objectives that would be addressed by examining more closely 

contemporary forms of the radical, including my own practice. Thus, these aims 

and objectives were to: 

• Establish a new benchmark for radical design praxis by conducting an 

in-depth study of the work of a select group of contemporary trans-

disciplinary designers, existing and emerging alter-institutional structures, 

and my own practice as enactments of post-sustainable ‘ecologies of 

complexity’; 

 

• Illustrate how these ecologies — of disruption, irresponsibility, 

conditionality (undisciplined practice), and ignorance (knowing that we 

un-know) — map new territories and modes of economic and cultural 

creative production that are futural; 
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• Theorise an internal heterotopia as a perpetually present state of a 

radical ‘otherwiseness’ to reshape creative practice in the coming age of 

unsettlement. 

I begin by responding to these aims and objectives through engaging the 

design literature that maps the topics and topical terrain of radical and 

speculative design. This process allowed me to discover that I had turned away 

from focusing on the radical as an ecology of complexity and had shifted 

towards a wider framing concept of weird design. Here, my past practices and 

projects establish a baseline of designerly research and an understanding of 

how crisis leads to the ‘exiting’ of certain methods, theories, and approaches 

that frame my initial investigation.  

This exiting process examines how the language used by the design field both 

defines its remit and shapes modes of interrogation into its limits. By then 

looking at the philosophical and conceptual frameworks in which these earlier 

activities were situated, I unpack some of the tools I was using to investigate 

the questions: ‘What am I doing?’ and ‘How can I explain this to others?’ This 

leads to seeing design as a becoming that is weird. This turns the problems of 

crisis into a space of otherness in itself and opens up new line of questioning 

that builds on and moves beyond those framed by my original proposal as 

follows: 

• Is design becoming weird? 

• Is the other space of radical design activity the origin of weird design?  

• Is the weird a continuation of critical, speculative, and fictional modes of 

design? If so, how have these other spaces contributed to weird design? 

• How might this weird place be accessed and where might it be found in 

relation to existing limits? Can connecting and overlapping shared 

concerns and approaches found in philosophy, media, art, and design 

locate and describe a weird design? 

• How can weird design transform existing practices and what can the 

‘weird’ tell designers about the things they make as an ontological and 

complex entanglement of ‘things’, ‘selves’, and ‘worlds’? 
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These questions then established a clearer set of aims and objectives that are 

articulated as follows: 

 

• Produce a review of the existing literature around radical and 

speculative design projects to see if there is an ‘other’ dimension to 

design at or beyond these boundary-making practices; 

• Address critical concerns within the design discipline by comparing and 

contrasting a range of viewpoints that present design from ontological, 

political, and undisciplined perspectives; 

• Develop a theoretical framework for a new radical and propositional 

design approach based on identified ‘limit cases’; 

• Use Foucault’s heterotopian topology “Of Other Spaces” (Foucault 

1967, 1984, 1986) as a methodological framework for categorising and 

analysing findings; 

•  Take existing design practices ‘somewhere else’ by establishing a set 

of principles ‘of weird design’; 

•  Demonstrate that weird design can also happen ‘in’ and ‘to’ practice by 

reformatting my own past practices and projects within the research and 

developing a new set of design fictions to form a zoo of weird design; 

• Contribute new ideas and examples of radical and speculative design 

that show another way of making and thinking design-based artefacts-as-

research (Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 2006); 

• Gain an in-depth understanding of the ontological force of design as 

things-in-themselves to weird design. 

 
i.ii-x Looking back to go forward — towards Chapter One 

The shift from my first set of questions regarding the radical to the second set of 

questions regarding the weird occurs through using weird as a verb to weird 

design instead of an adjective or noun to describe another category of radical, 

designerly otherness. This transforms the relation of the radical as something 

that is other to the discipline, to a becoming radical — an active or agentive 

means of reading design as something rooted in time and events. This chronic, 

recurring, and ecological notion of the radical attunes itself to the thingly 
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qualities embedded in what arrives by design. Throughout the course of my 

inquiry, my research comes to identify that this is something that is causing the 

conditions of crisis which we register today.  

In the following chapter, I will thus outline the process that leads to these 

understandings. This begins by looking back at my initial research topic where it 

is apparent that I was preoccupied with crisis in various forms and scales. This 

was framed at a wider level by the ongoing crisis of world — climate change, 

species extinction, and the destruction of places, people, and ecologies. 

Incorporated into this was the prevailing crisis unfolding in the social, economic, 

political, humanitarian, and disciplinary spheres. Inquiring into these large-scale 

problems is a central concern of my work, both as a designer, educator, and 

artist; however, the idea of taking a more radical approach to these critical 

issues within a design PhD stemmed from the experience of crisis occurring at 

a more personal level.  

After several years of practice, I had reached an impasse. The massive 

complexity of the problems to be addressed and a wider inertia towards the 

core of the problems themselves reflected an internal feeling of burn-out. I was 

feeling that something was missing or that I was missing something — like a 

gate was closing and that maybe it was time to start searching for an 

emergency exit. Lacking a truly radical platform that might sustain a meaningful 

output of change, I began to question what the radical could mean when crisis 

becomes the default state — a constant feeling of general unease and restless 

unsettlement. Grappling with this crisis of crisis would turn out to have a weird 

impact on my research. Therefore, to understand how I eventually ended up 

using crisis to weird, I begin by looking into my own design past as ‘objects’ of 

design that establish the verb ‘objecting’ as a mode of inquiry.
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CHAPTER 1. THE OBJECTING OBJECT 
Artefacts that Research; Redirective-Design; and the Crisis of Defuturing 

crisis (n.) Early 15c., from Latinized form of Greek krisis "turning point in a 

disease" (used as such by Hippocrates and Galen), literally "judgment, result of 

a trial, selection," from krinein "to separate, decide, judge," from PIE root *krei- 

"to sieve," thus "discriminate, distinguish." Transferred non-medical sense is 

1620s in English. A German term for "mid-life crisis" is Torschlusspanik, literally 

"shut-door-panic," fear of being on the wrong side of a closing gate. 

--- 

The objecting object 

As stated in my introduction, my thesis details a shift in thinking and action that 

begins from an existing platform of redirective practice and leaps towards an 

unknown space of ‘otherness’ I initially describe as ‘weird design’. Then, by 

using weird as the verb to weird design from this space, I establish a new 

benchmark for radical and irresponsible praxis that is based on a method of 

four-fold mapping. This act of mapping incorporates the radical gesture of 

weaving as weirding to engage ‘object-things’ within their meta-ontological 

dimension of pasts and futures. In this way, mapping, weaving, and weirding 

define a territory that moves within design as politics, project, sentimentality, 

and the sacred.  

 

The main push factor of my jump towards the radical is an ongoing 

confrontation with crisis at various levels. This includes a crisis of working 

methods, a crisis of disciplinarity, a crisis of wider social-cultural change, and, 

reading these together, an overall confrontation with the ‘crisis of crisis’ — 

which is to say, a “…crisis of structural unsutainabilty [that] does not appear as 

crisis” (Fry 2009: 110). Through attempting to address crisis by researching the 

radical period and its effect on practices today, I identify different lines of inquiry 

that emerge from a pick-and-mix of methods and conceptual lenses. However, 

instead of using these lenses and frames of reference within the existing 

gesture of science — gestures that are based on splicing up, probing at and 

peering through, this mix is used to “…abandon this foundation…” (Flusser 

2014 [1999]: 155)  and develop new gestures of searching based on the 

embodied and ancient gestures of weaving and spinning. In distinction to the 
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current foundation of the gesture of (re)searching predicated “…on the 

difference between subject and object, human being and world, I and it…” 

(ibid), the radical continuity of these new/old gestures allows me to tease out, 

gather together, and carefully patch, bind, and interlock a new platform of 

thinking that eventually lands on an understanding that design is becoming 

weird. Through this new understanding, I begin to work my way back through 

the different threads that have allowed me to see design as weird and map this 

territory as a method to weird design. 

 

The key finding of my research involves the proposal of using weird as a new 

kind of method and gesture of searching. Therefore in this chapter I examine 

how rethinking the existing methodologies used in my practice prior to 

commencing this study initiates the modes of inquiry that lead to seeing design 

as weird. I will show and describe how different aspects of my practice have 

explored design as both a subject of philosophical inquiry and a speculative and 

material mode of investigation. This will further outline how redirective practice 

establishes a view of design as an ontological mode of being. I demonstrate, 

through a brief analysis of the production of my past projects, how I span the 

fields of design and art to interrogate the ontological ramifications of design as 

(de)futuring through a politics of making things otherwise. This redirective 

benchmark establishes a framework for how I view the production of knowledge 

within this research, a process that instead of “…digging 

down for reasons…” looks to spinning, weaving and weirding as gestures 

“..reaching out broadly for attractive possibilities…” (Flusser 2014 [1991]). This 

calls on Flusser’s notion that knowledge production is in crisis and thus the 

“…gesture of searching…” is changing. As such, there is a need to turn away 

from operative hypotheses, critical objections and the separation of subject and 

object, and instead look for new models that “…refer back to the gesture 

itself…”  based on the “…concrete, full, living experience of being-in-the-world” 

(ibid). 

 

Furthermore, I will outline how this approach includes a confrontation with 

“…the debris of disciplinarity…” (Kincheloe 2011), something that requires 

navigating between and across territories which I describe as disciplined, 

redirective, and radical. As a practising designer/artist/thinker operating at the 
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boundaries of the ‘disciplinary dissolve’, I trace and track how this can 

contribute to an emerging state of undisciplined design research (Rodgers and 

Bremner 2011b, 2013a). Adopting irresponsible modes of inquiry that engage in 

a ‘pile-up’ of jumbled ideas and perspectives allows me to disrupt, redirect, and 

depart from what one might call ‘proper work’ (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a: 

12). I will show that, by using accepted disciplinary methods described in the 

literature as “methodological pick and mix” or “mixed methods” (Yee 2010) and 

bricolage (Kincheloe 2001), this research establishes a methodological ground 

that is undisciplined. This ground is then used to outline how my methods 

evolve in the subsequent chapters as weaving, mapping, and weirding. 

 

Through a process of analysis that reviews my past work to extract the 

methods, theories, and modes of inquiry that inform it, I reflect and expand on 

wider design methodologies that are undisciplined and redirective. My research 

can thus serve as an opportunity to re-think academic norms (McGuirk 2011). 

This also allows me to rethink the production of my existing design-based 

research ‘objects’ through the lens of ‘crisis’ to develop a notion of ‘object’ 

activated by the verb ‘objecting’. 

 

The ‘objecting object’ concept is then used to consider how a gesture of 

searching can become praxis-based — a process that looks for radical points of 

departure to produce forms of undisciplined practice and a new benchmark of 

radical design embedded in a concrete, full, living experience of being-in-the-

world. As this praxis of searching is based on mapping work within ‘other 

spaces’ of design, to locate a dimension that is ‘weird’ and to gain a full 

understanding of how I see these different or ‘other’ dimensions of design, I 

return to the beginnings of my design practice to understand how the discipline 

of design has designed the way I see ‘Design’ in different ways. 
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1.1: DEFUTURING: learning to see a radically different kind of design  

 

Designers, design in a designed world, which arrives by design, that designs 

their actions and objects, or more simply: we design our world, while our world 

designs us.  

— ‘Design’ in A New Design Philosophy: An introduction to 
defuturing, Tony Fry 2009 

 

The gesture of searching raises epistemological, ethical, and existential doubts. 

It is false, criminal, and not very interesting. It must be changed, and with it all 

our gestures. For it is the model for all our gestures. We find ourselves in 

crisis…. We no longer believe that we make gestures but that we are gestures. 

— ‘The gesture of searching’ in Gestures 
Vilém Flusser 2014 [1991] 

 

1.1-1: The roots of crisis — The work of disciplined design as producing 
what-might-become  
My induction into the discipline of design began at university. More specifically, 

through undertaking a Bachelor of Design offered by the College of Fine Arts in 

Sydney (COFA). The course, slightly different to other design degrees at that 

time, was promoted as focusing on an “…integrated approach rather than on 

narrow vocational specialisations” (University of New South Wales [UNSW] 
1998: 47). So, rather than a singular pathway leading to a singular area of 

expertise, COFA students were required to undertake multiple and concurrent 

classes in and across the three broad areas of graphics/media, 

industrial/product/object design, and architectural/spatial/urban design. This 

combining of what were normally seen as separate professional competencies 

could classify my early practice as one grounded in a multi-, cross-, inter- or 

even ‘pluri-disciplinary’ approach whereby “…an understanding is demonstrated 

of a combination of disciplines that are already related in the various domains 

within design itself” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a: 11). 
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Design, as we understood it then, was still considered a somewhat vague 

catch-all phrase that required further definition. For example, a key text used to 

introduce we novice designers to the field was Adrian Forty’s Objects of Desire 

(Forty 1986). In its opening pages, ‘design’ is addressed as having two 

different, but inseparable meanings. It may refer to the look of things and 

usually involves notions of beauty, such as when we say “I like the design.” 

Alternatively, there is, according to Forty, the ‘more exact’ use of design as 

“…the preparation of instructions for the production of manufactured goods…”— 

for example, when someone says “‘I am working on the design of a car’” (Forty 

1986: 6-7). Recalling Forty here usefully highlights the baseline impression of 

design established by the multi-studio output of my university years.  

 

Far from the tricky scheming and cunning plots defined by Flusser, design was 

seen as the production of any given thing we might be working on at the time: a 

coffeepot, cookbook, or kitchen layout, chairs, lamps, fonts, or follies, a 16th 

century ruff, a garbage bin, and so on. Thus, the language of design was often 

inscribed by different kinds of production or by the nature of work required 

leading to where one would work. Design would hence evolve through 

specialisation into a more precise vocation, such as design studios, advertising 

agencies, illustration, publications, interiors, theatre, exhibitions, festivals, 

fittings, furnishings, display, decor, decorative or applied objects, film, television 

production, and post-production (UNSW 1998: 47). The design of design school 

was thus shaped at the outset by the type of work you could do after finishing 

your design degree. So, even if the overlapping approach of COFA offered 

access to “…a range of different areas of the design profession…” (UNSW 

1998: 47), these professions were geared towards the same thing, irrespective 

of range and specialisation: making more stuff. In this sense, what I call 

disciplined design was centred on turning the ‘what-might-become’ into 

‘what-is’. 

 

1.1-2: Seeing disciplined design as a projection of what-might-not-be 
As fate would have it, attending this particular university at this particular time 

meant that I ended up being directed away from the dominant mode of 

designing established by the core program of the design school. This can be 

attributed to a single class run in my second year as a one-off experiment. The 
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thinking it inspired was something of an aberration when set against the wider 

backdrop of my degree. It both changed the way I navigated the multiple 

territories of design at university and went on to sustain a deep and lasting 

effect on my practice and the projects it produced for many years to come. As 

such, this experience of redirective design fundamentally informs the methods I 

use to conduct my research into the radical possibilities of seeing design as 

weird. 

 

Unlike the years that came before and after, Design History, Theory and 

Aesthetics (2a) was outsourced to a group called the Ecodesign Foundation (or 

EDF) led by design philosopher Tony Fry. The year was 1999, the same year 

that A New Design Philosophy: An introduction to Defuturing (Fry 1999) was 

published. As suggested by the title, this text outlines an agenda for rethinking 

and remaking design through the critical concept of defuturing — a method of 

design-based thinking and action that “…radically transforms what design is 

and does…” (Fry 1999: 2). Here, Fry uses historical material on design to 

expose defuturing as “…the archeology of another ground, the ground of the 

negation of the future” (ibid). As a philosophical mode of inquiry, defuturing 

presents a more complex metaphysics of design as ontology or being-in-the-

world. This frames design as “…one of the most powerful ways to understand 

how a world is prefigured, made and acts” [Fry 1999: 22]. The philosophical 

approach outlined in this text serves as a useful means of identifying how the 

lectures and content of this class expanded ‘design’ as tabled by the rest of the 

course. This ‘other way’ of thinking design was further developed by later 

interaction with the EDF and an ongoing engagement with Fry’s key texts and 

thinking. Consequently, from that point onwards I saw design as something 

more than production, manufacture, objects, and work; rather, it is also a thingly 

force that can shape what-might-not-come-to-be. 

 

1.1-3: Ontological Design as object, agency, and process 

The philosophical approach of ontological design opens up a mode of meta-

practice that spans three different areas: the designed object, design agency, 

and design in process. The first category of the designed object was more or 

less the core concern of my other studio classes. The object in this instance is 

any form that emerges from the transformation of ideas into matter — cities, 
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websites, buildings, bill posters, gardens, hammers, lemon squeezers, cars, 

chairs, images, forks, dress, fashion, magazines, jewellery, jugs, products, 

lampshades, and so on. The second level, design agency, covers the figure of 

the designer, professional, or otherwise and the capacity to engage in the act of 

designing. This also includes tools created for this purpose, such as software, 

patterns, drawing, and instructions — all of these technical means fall under the 

category of agency. Together these two levels describe the disciplinary remit of 

design schools like COFA. However, it is at the third level, design in process, 

that Fry activates a more radical sense of design through its ontological 

presence in time and space. Here, design becomes “…the on-going designing 

that is the agency of the designed object as it functions or dysfunctions” [Fry 

1999: 6].  

As an undergraduate, this level of thinking was radically different from notions 

of ‘concept’ used in studio classes and other survey-based modes of teaching 

based on history and theory. If the rest of the degree represented a ‘disciplining’ 

of my ideas of design, ontological designing represented a kind of ‘un-

disciplining’ or meta-disciplining of my practice. Indeed, many of its core tenets 

have supported the academic thinking and teaching in which I have participated 

over the last 20 years. Aspects of ‘design in process’ have therefore been key 

to understanding areas such as design thinking, sustainability, design for 

behaviour change, and a host of critical design modalities that have become 

more prominent as the discipline matures. 

By tracing how my own understanding of design has evolved over the course of 

my practice, I want to show that, by focusing on this third tier — the relational 

quality of design objects as they become ‘thing-like’ — my study frames 

methods of researching design ontologically as a becoming weird of objects, 

subjects and things. According to Fry, the act of designing, the designers that 

do it and the fields of these activities as they accumulate over time is ‘Design’ 

with a capital ‘D’ — a direction, a force, a power and imposition, a way of being 

in the world. By focusing on Design as a uniquely anthropocentric capacity to 

make, shape, and create a world within the world, Fry shifts design towards a 

more temporally active, agentive condition that is both omnipresent and integral 

to every “…intentional act we take…” (ibid).  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In this sense, I will argue that design is a force that weirds. Like the motif of 

wyrd as ‘the shaper’ — the implacable arbiter of human struggles in ancient 

times (Weil 1989: 94) —‘Design’ operates as a relational entanglement of 

conditions, objects, and effects that are thrown into the future from the past and 

the present. Furthermore, by naming and understanding design as a force that 

weirds, I propose to add to the ways in which research can attune and attend to 

a Design’s wyrd — that is, to cultivate a certain sense of ‘timefulness’ 

(Bjornerud 2018) that is present within the objects, agency, and process of 

disciplined design as they future or defuture. 

 

1.1-4: Futuring or defuturing 

Fry’s notion of what a design ‘designs’ — that is, the determinate 

consequences, great or small, intended or otherwise, of a designed thing — 

establishes whether it either futures or defutures. A ‘futuring’ or ‘futural’ design 

is one that opens up futures and generates time by affording a ‘sustain-ability’. 

In other words, it provides us with a capacity to establish long-term continuities 

(Fry 1999: 288), something that opens up multiple possibilities of multiple 

futures. In contrast, defuturing designates a design that takes time away 

through unsustainable or untenable negation. A design that defutures literally 

destroys ‘future futures’. In this way, the ethical philosophy of defuturing can 

present a significant challenge to designers and the design discipline, as many 

aspects of the field — including the mandate of sustainability — can be read as 

defuturing at a wider level. Defuturing thus establishes a means of reading 

design as something that shapes being-in-the-world as a making or unmaking 

in, of and as time. This is to say that, in every design, “…each, and every, thing 

has its time… there is never a mere object” (Fry 2011f). 

Difficult and complex, defuturing constitutes an “…adventure of the unknown…” 

(Fry 1999: 286). Throughout Fry’s substantial body of work, this fundamental 

concept is explored in more detail and in various ways. The adventure of 

defuturing entails “…a learning to see, think, act and make otherwise…” that 

becomes possible “…once the defutured is identified, named and read” (Fry 

1999: 66). That one class was a formative ‘event’ and I have since continued to 

grapple with the notion of futuring and defuturing throughout my work in various 

ways. Revisiting this key text in this study highlights how these new concepts 

that I experienced as a second-year, yet-to-be designer would then go on to 
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design ‘me’ and my approach to ‘design’ over time. That is to say, the thinking 

and action initiated by my encounter with this thinking would become a major 

influence on the next 20 years of my practice. 

Methodologically, defuturing establishes that design can involve an 

engagement with qualities that include ‘finitude’, ‘prefigurative action’ and 

‘making time’ (Fry 2011f: 2). Thus, defuturing induces a sense of design-as-

wyrd — it shows us that within this thing called ‘design’ there are ‘secret stories 

of the past’ that “…hold up the world, envelop us in the present, and set our 

path into the future” (Bjornerud 2018: 162). Furthermore, if we take weird to 

mean the unusual or strange, the concept of defuturing then represented an 

uncanny ‘otherness’ to the prevailing notions of design with which I was 

becoming familiar. Finally, if the weird constitutes a kind of agency that shapes 

‘what is to come’, my encounter with the design philosophy of Fry represents 

something that has weirded my practice over many years and that directly 

results in this inquiry. 

As this chapter unfolds, I will continue to unpack how my initial induction into 

the wider counter-frameworks of Fry’s work inform methods that stem directly 

from asking and living with the following imperative question: “What can I see 

taking the future away, and what can I do to reduce the impacts of my own 

actions which defuture?” (Fry 1999:172). With this study bringing together the 

culmination of my ongoing response to that question over the many years of 

practice, I now activate this knowledge base through my research to frame how 

the radical challenge of futuring and deufuturing sustains critical modes and 

methods of thinking over time — a design weird that informs and initiates this 

inquiry. 
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1.2 REDIRECTIVE PRACTICE: The methodological roots of my study 
based on my existing projects operating between and betwixt art-and-
design 

 
Where do we go from here? The answer to this question, irrespective of who or 

where we are requires both going back and going forward. Going back implies a 

critical reflection upon, a learning from, and taking ownership of defuturing. 

Going back thus leads to a going forward ... no matter what one does, the 

learning of defuturing has potential directional and ethical consequences for 

how one exercises one's mind and labour.  

 

— “Where do we go from here? Last words” 
in A New Design Philosophy: An Introduction to Defuturing, 

Tony Fry 2009 
 

 

1.2-1: Exploring the defuturing of design through the spaces of art 

I thus continue the process of ‘going back to go forward’ to unpack how the 

methodological foundations of defuturing have also directed the thinking and 

labour of this inuqiry. After completing my studies, alongside work in the ‘design 

profession’ — both as a graphic designer and continued engagement with the 

discipline of design as an academic — the main area of my practice that has 

informed this study involved creating projects as an exhibiting artist. It was in 

this arena that I most fully explored the directional and ethical consequences of 

learning from, critically reflecting on, and taking ownership of defuturing. This 

began in 2007 and has continued in various forms up until the beginning of this 

research. As art-based outcomes, these projects used methods of ontological 

designing to experiment with and interrogate the designed world. This included 

the making and unmaking of habits and habitats, systems of design, design 

futures, the histories of what has been designed, the structures that we create 

and that create ‘us’, and parts of the world that design conceals or reveals. 

These have been mixed, matched, and reworked in various ways to generate 

projects that speculate on futuring what-might-become and on defuturing what-

erases-becoming. 
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Within this study, what I call my past practice or past projects constitutes 26 

different artworks and the contexts in which they were made and presented. 

This does not represent everything I have created within my artistic practice but 

draws from most of the works that have directly interrogated design in some 

way. A catalogued file of these works, including their titles, year they were first 

exhibited, where they were shown, the materials used to make the work, and 

some reference images has been compiled in Appendix B. This should serve as 

a useful reference when I discuss the following projects throughout the thesis: 

 

Open office for an Editorial Committee (2007), Book Case (2007), They 

Talk of Disphorrea (2007),  En Plein Air (2008), Hanging Gardens and 

Other Tales (2008), Notes on the Art and Manner of (Dis)Arranging one’s 

Books (2008), Scanty Fare, (2009), Colony Collapse (2010), Make-Do 

Garden City (2010) Gwago Patabágun ___ We will eat presently (2010), 

Making Time (2010), Propensity of Things & Third Pool at the Oasis 

(2011), The Restless Quarter (2011), Landescapes (2011), Delerious 

Bakery & Portraites of the Inditchenous Beestes & This Quick World 

(2011), Sojourn in Espérance Bay (2011), A tale from the book of cities 

(2012), Target in Darkness (2012), So tonight I’m going to party like it’s 

Mayan date 12.20.20.18.19 (2012), Kaurioke (2013), Mutopia (2013), 

and At the end of home (2013). 

 

In the main, each of these projects responded to a curatorial brief that would 

require addressing specific thematic issues or questions; thus, whilst operating 

in the field of art, they are also very much examples of a hybrid art-design-led 

research process. Driven by critically informed, artefact-based and site-specific 

investigations, in the context of the thesis they represent “…productive and 

purposeful experiments…” (Gibson 2010).  

 

Given the number of works included, there is not enough space in my thesis to 

discuss each work at length. Rather, my focus here will be on certain 

connections that can be found between different works and looking at how 

these connections can bring forward the key literature and move my inquiry 

towards an understanding of the verb weird. To this end, examples of these 

works and their different modes of operation will be discussed in more detail in 
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Section 1.3 so that the works as a whole can be read as a platform of 

production that serves to identify a key methodological approach of my study — 

that of redirective practice. 

1.2-2: Practice becoming redirective:  
These projects, which often fed into or drew from my academic teaching and 

client-based studio work, also contributed to the discursive field through 

presentations, artist talks, and publications. Together, these different areas of 

working at learning to see, read, think, and make otherwise were all part of what 

I call my redirective practice. 

This is another key idea that runs throughout Fry’s work. Howeverr, it should be 

said that it is only briefly touched on in An Introduction to Defuturing — first in 

connection to Aristotle’s notion of phronésis as a combination of action, theory, 

and practice “…functioning together with foresight…” (Fry 1999: 35) and later in 

the closing statements where a commitment to working against defuturing is 

seen as: 

…but one critical element of a larger project of the development of 
redirective practices that turn against the unsustainable in the 
service of sustain-ability (Fry 1999: 290). 

Hence, my practice in the first years after leaving university was not yet 

redirective but still very much in the grip of disciplinarity. As redirective practice 

was explored more actively within the online journal Design Philosophy Papers 

(DPP), I also came to adopt and evolve a position of redirective practice across 

the various spaces of output and practice. 

In the key essay “Manifesto for Redirective Design”, published in the second 

issue of DPP, Dilnot and Fry (2003) present a change mandate that addresses 

the inability of disciplinary design to adequately confront the crisis of defuturing. 

Furthermore, their manifesto speaks directly to designers and design thinkers 

who might want to confront design as defuturing yet feel overwhelmed by “… 

having no ability to act, either in thought or in practice” (Dilnot and Fry 2003: 

96). Framed by the idea “… that it is not possible to be ‘radical ’ and earn a 

living…”, the paper positions redirective practice as a move “towards relearning 

how to make and shape the world” across ten points. These identify the need 

for:  
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Recognising the metaphysical and ontological dimension of design 
[1]; and technology [2]; to critically read how they perform 
relationally as an inscriptive world making agency [3]; whilst 
registering design as ethics materialized or negated [4]; requiring 
the elimination by design [of] much of what has been designed [5]; 
to bring about design as sustainment through remaking the old [6]; 
by recovering what design knows but has forgotten [7]; whilst 
learning to: design in time (and better grasping the temporal nature 
of ourselves and things) [8]; overcome the structural limits of 
language [9] and; care through designing things that are sacred 
[10] (Dilnot and Fry 2003: 98) 

The ten points of this manifesto offer a good summary of how I have explored 

working as a redirective practitioner within my art-based practice. As I will show 

in the next section, across this work I explore various combinations of these 

‘moves’ in different ways. Point 10, in particular, represents an important nexus 

point or gap between the work I was doing prior to this study and something I 

wanted to address through this research. Furthermore, on reaching the 

conclusion of my inquiry I can claim that my study frames an experience of a 

careful, radical, and sacred design dimension that uses the verb weird in a 

particular way. Working backwards through each of these points, I establish that 

to weird offers a method for learning to recognize a metaphysical, ontological, 

thingly, and sacred dimension of design that is activated by entering the 

temporal nature of things as a force that weirds ‘us’, just as designs ‘design’ us. 

 

1.2-3: Redirective modes of inquiry directing the methods of my research 

Redirective design is further used by Fry in various articles across subsequent 

issues where it supports related ideas under discussion, including quality 

economies (Fry 2003d), ethics as futuring (Fry 2004), and design and the other 

(Fry 2003a).  Each of these texts had a formative impact on my practice as it 

transitioned from design to the field of art. Moreover, the key ideas within these 

texts serve as the main point of departure for specific projects such as Making 

Time (2010), Propensity of Things (2011) and Gwago Patabágun (2010). By 

returning to the methods and literature of redirective design, I produce an 

analytical frame within this study that allows me to review how this set of 

practices “…perform inscriptively, in relation to each other in the world…” (Dilnot 

and Fry 2003: 98) and use the relational, ontological frame of the redirective to 

establish a ground for seeing design as weird. 
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This process allows me to address one of my initial questions where, by 

conducting an in-depth study of my own practice as enactments of post-

sustainable ecologies of complexity, I asked if this could establish a new 

benchmark for radical design However, instead of using this analysis as I 

originally intended — that is, to theorise an internal heterotopia as a radical 

state of ‘otherwiseness’ — the process of re-reading my works generates a 

certain archaeological baseline for thinking weird design. This begins from an 

understanding of how this collection of projects can be seen as examples of 

designing betwixt design’s others — that is, design that is framed by spaces of 

knowledge existing “between what it was and what it is becoming” (Fry 2003a: 

341). This was undertaken by emplacing each of these works within Foucault’s 

concept of heterotopian ‘other’ spaces to see where the weird might be located 

within a method of: 

 

…critical design practice that produces nothing but deals with what 
is (rather than what might be) …  a turning back toward our own 
being, not to dwell in an inner self, but rather to activate a being that 
is an animator of sustaining relations (Fry 2003a: 349, bolding 
mine) 

 

In Chapter Three, I expand on this idea of ‘producing nothing’ as a specific 

modality of research that I will link to the negative representation detailed by 

Thacker’s description of object-thing relations. This is key to thinking weird 

design, as Thacker identifies that the weird of media produces very little at all —

 “…not objects but things receding into an obtuse and obstinate thinglyness” 

(Galloway, Thacker and Wark 2014: 18). I will also further unpack this 

connection between design and media as a means of registering weird design 

by exploring this in relation to Fry’s observation that as the ontological 

designing of the designer is suppressed in service of “…the designing forces of 

things…it may well be that ‘ craft ’ will be able to partly sustain the continuity of 

a depleted community of designers” looking to establish a ‘counter direction’ 

that cuts across defuturing (Fry 2003a: 350). 

 

This notion allows me to reframe the methods of redirective practice as 

something weird and initiates new and radical protocols that pass backwards to 
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go forwards, rerouting pathways around certain conditions of the modern to 

access others that might be dormant or rendered unseen. In this sense, I adopt 

the redirective as my primary method to begin my inquiry into the weird of 

design. Through focusing on my existing redirective practice and methods as 

the critical baseline of my study, I then use a combination of different theories 

that interrogate ‘design otherwise’ alongside methodologies of design as politics 

presented in the later work of Tony Fry to see what this territory conceals. 

Naming redirective design alongside other areas such as radical and 

speculative design as a ‘becoming’ weird of design thus ‘brings to presence’ the 

possibility of thinging these practices by attempting to cut across, reconfigure, 

defuture/refuture and, ultimately, to weird them. 

 

1.2-4: Elaborating on the ‘making otherwise’ of redirection to research the 
otherness of weird 

My study therefore argues that to weird grows rhizomatically from being 

redirective, as this is to adopt a new kind of political and ethical meta-practice 

that starts “…to redesign [and] redirect the structural and cultural conditions that 

designs our mode of being-in-the-world” (Fry 2007: 8). Expanding on the 

mandate of the manifesto, in Redirective Practice: An Elaboration (Fry 2007) 

redirective design registers the roots of this study into the weird as something 

embedded in the “…ambitious transformative agenda directed at and beyond 

design” (Fry 2007: 18). This is because redirection frames a mode of inquiry 

that asks a series of questions regarding one’s role in the existing 

unsustainable structures established by a modern habitus (Bourdieu, 1997). 

 

Dilnot and Fry suggest that redirective designers begin to interrogate their 

defuturing habitus — this is, socializing structures, structuring dispositions and 

habits as constituted in practices and past experience — within a mode of 

inquiry that begins by asking: What constitutes my practice? Where did its 

dynamic come from? Where is it going? What has structured my disposition 

towards acquiring my practice? How did I see it’s potential in relation to myself 

and my world? (Dilnot and Fry 2003) 

 As an emerging designer asking myself these kinds of questions, I began to 

redirect my work away from spaces of professional design and teaching and 

move towards the spaces of art to create projects for art festivals, survey 
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shows, and artistic residencies and exhibitions. These questions thus operated 

as a fundamental mode of “…uncoupling, modifying, remaking or reframing…” 

(Fry 2007: 9), a process that used my design base to engage with certain 

cultural constructs, including specific histories, scientific knowledge, 

technological understandings, and other underlying structures that that have 

shaped my practice and ‘the designing-self’. For example, rethinking the 

structures, purpose and tool sets of my client-led graphic design practice was 

fundamental to the development of the propositional project The Restless 

Quarter (2011) — a modified future urban fabric that visually cut up, remade 

and reassembled documents I had collated to audit current structures related to 

mobility. 

Therefore, on returning to the space of research, these questions have been 

asked again to see if they could open up a new response to the crisis within my 

existing work mentioned above. This interrogation informs an iterative process I 

develop throughout the rest of my thesis as weaving, mapping, and weirding. 

This trajectory of inquiry resolves itself by asking whether design is weird and 

what could I learn from designers who are making it weird. This generates a 

reframing and rethinking of radical and redirective aspects of my past work to 

take it ‘somewhere else’. To show and describe how this process unfolds in my 

study, the following section discusses some of the projects I have created by 

cataloguing them within the principles of redirective practice tabled in the 

manifesto. Read in this way, I then use the redirective baseline of these works 

as a ‘making otherwise’ of design to generate a topology of otherness by 

engaging the notion of heterotopia (Foucault 1967 [1986]). The emplacement of 

my past work between heterotopian ‘other spaces’ establishes the ground on 

which I conduct the remainder of my study as both weird design research and 

using research to weird design over the next three chapters. 
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1.3 DESIGN: interrogating what-has/has-not-become through art as 
redirective research 

Acknowledgement—the shift in knowledge—is instigated when the researching 

artist conducts a productive and purposeful experiment. Etymologically, to 

experiment and to experience are closely related…. The experimenter goes 

consciously and interrogatively into and then out of an experience, knowing it 

somewhat by immersion and then somewhat by exertion and reflection. 

 
— ‘Art as Research is …’ in The known world, 

Ross Gibson 2010 

 

 
1.3-1 My past practice and projects as redirective art and design 
This thesis progresses by calling on the overall body of my past work as an 

archive of redirective artefacts that hold rich data on my trajectory of becoming 

a redirective practitioner and making redirective work and projects. Moreover, 

by reading against this archive, I will consider how this baseline can be used 

negatively to develop and think through the weird design concept. That is to 

say, instead of complying with a tendency to “…read creativity ‘backwards’…” 

and start from each outcome or novel object and trace it back “…through a 

sequence of antecedent conditions, to an unprecedented idea in the mind of an 

agent…” (Ingold 2010: 10), I will follow these as ‘thingly’ lines of flight or lines of 

becoming ‘other’ through redirective practice (ibid) and how this operates as a 

precursor to weird design. This section therefore aims to give a very brief 

overview and general discussion of some earlier projects by grouping together 

certain works according to key themes found in redirective practice and the 

other literature that links to these theories.  

 

Employing the tactics and strategies of art as a state of encounter (Bourriaud 

1998) explored within interrogative art practices such as relational aesthetics 

(ibid), post-colonial discourse, alterplinarity (Bourriaud 2009), and live-art 

(Sofaer 2002), my hybrid approach encompasses modes of presentation that 

include various media and forms alongside certain interventions where the 

presence of the artist as designer/maker/user activates certain objects, events, 

or participatory exchange. In this sense, a given artwork can include individual 
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elements, states of change, or a total experience. These projects, manifesting 

as artefacts that generate semi-fictional realities or scenarios, would move 

between a kind of “…artful design and designerly art…” — a practice that 

attempts to “…recover an ability to sense things, to make sense of things … 

[that reveals] thingness itself [and] develop[s] a much more nuanced 

understanding of use” (Tonkinwise and Titmarsh 2013: 17). Hence, my practice 

occupies a space that, instead of being art or design, exhibition or product, 

useless or useful, and so on, combines tools, tactics, theory, aesthetics, and 

modes of creative production by overlapping critical modes of interrogation 

within the field of art with understandings of Design as a responsive action to 

technics (ibid). 

Thus, my art projects allowed for specific kinds of live-testing or research into 

ideas such as defuturing and sustain-ability by privileging a nuanced approach 

to performative use and participatory action, often involving myself as artist, 

maker, activator, participant, user, and redirective design researcher. In this 

sense, my approach constitutes a method of creating projects that, whilst 

occurring within spaces of art, work against the grain of artistic practices 

involving experiences framed as the ‘consumption of contemplation’ (Groys 

2017). Following Tonkinwise’s and Titmarsh’s reading of the separate remit of 

these fields via the work of Heidegger, my work would fall within a combined 

classification which they concede as ‘..art-and-design…’ (Tonkinwise and 

Titmarsh 2013).  

Here, the ‘and’ is explicitly emphasized as “…the same ‘and’ that lies between 

earth and world…an ‘and’ signaling the belonging together of what is 

necessarily in strife” (Tonkinwise and Titmarsh 2013: 17). Thus, as my 

redirective practice works at the nexus point described by art and design, the 

work — both as an act of creation and as an exhibited situation —engages the 

ontological dimension of design as an issue of aesthesis: the sensing or 

experience of things. This is also described as beauty-in-use, an aesthetic that 

involves active engagement over the hegemony of vision involved when viewing 

or looking at art or design as something displayed and separated from direct 

audience interaction (Tonkinwise 2003). 
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1.3-2 A general overview of a site-specific, live-art approach 
Shown in a variety of contexts often connected to major art institutions and 

developed within specific art festivals or as part of artist-in-residence projects, 

my work tends to be situated outside the ‘white-box’ of the gallery. Generally, 

the approach has been to utilise an institutional platform to engage or explore 

peripheral, disused, or overlooked zones. These gaps would often occur at an 

overlap between public and private space, allowing the projects to perform a 

site-specific interrogation of the design world in which they were located by 

using their suspended ambiguity to produce an object, action, or event that 

questioned different situated contexts,, different understandings of the past, and 

multiple possibilities that future. 

 

Foyers, front lawns, shopping malls, markets, botanic gardens, local parks, a 

desert park, a giant salt lake, an air balloon, and even a heritage-listed 

underground toilet block — each of these different sites have been used to 

frame some form of responsive intervention or participatory, live-art scenarios. 

Shuttling between the extraordinary and the everyday, central to each work has 

been the inclusion of an artefact or assemblage that made use of various 

techniques that criss-crossed between the fields of art, craft, and design. This 

has also included a mix and match of sculpture and installation, drawing, video, 

performance, printmaking, writing, curating, and the design of spaces and 

events whilst incorporating elements such as the keeping of native bees, 

performance lectures, supermarket tai chi lessons, archery training, indoor 

vegetable gardening, Wardian cases-in-suitcases, 3-D stereoscopy, morse-

coding, pushing food carts, delirious baking, solar etching, plant gathering, 

meditative reclusion, and nostalgic karaoke. 

 

Driven by the philosophical frameworks of defuturing and Sustainment, these 

works were additionally informed by post-colonial theory, museology, and an 

interrogation of scientific methods as “…the technical manipulation of things 

in our environment…” (Flusser 1991: 147). Each project could, in different ways, 

be seen as a shared experiment in imagining or enacting a futuring scenario or 

a critical engagement of defuturing by considering aspects of time, economies, 

politics, comfort, and crisis. Exploring unsettlement, mobility, and making-do, 

provoking new ways of interacting with urban and ‘natural’ environments, 
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facilitating dialogue or exchange, often through the sharing or presence of food, 

or making visible contested histories and possible futures — as ‘fabulist 

archaeologies’ or unexpected encounters, these works would operate as 

experimental attempts at recovering obscured cultural knowledge, inventing 

new practices, or making present the complex entanglements of culture, 

memory, and erasures. 

 

Read together, these works represent an accumulated body of research into 

and through redirective objects and design fictions, with each work amassing a 

body of auxiliary research material to drive design towards a futural sense of 

learning and remembering.  They also establish modes of inquiry that are based 

on a dual consciousness of tacit knowledge and critical distance that is 

activated when the creative arts are used as the basis for scholarly research 

(Gibson 2010). Gibson holds that when an artist-researcher journeys into a 

given experimental experience called the artwork (including the studio-process 

of making an artwork) there is a heuristic process of acknowledgement that 

proceeds through actions and repercussions that can then be accounted for 

and made communicable through language (Gibson 2010: 10). Therefore, this 

section details a series of short descriptive accounts that will link a set of works 

and the experience of making them to points extracted from the manifesto of 

redirective design. This serves to show how my practice operates as a mix of 

site-specific and performative artistic-research and redirective design-based 

interrogation that establishes a ground for weird design to move within and 

between. Furthermore, this discussion informs a survey of the full body of work 

against the ten points established by the redirective design manifesto. This is 

included in Table A at the end of this section and allows for a further 

identification of how my practice shifts from being ‘discipline-based’ to being 

‘issue- or project-based’. This then establishes the redirective practice baseline 

of this study as a platform of ‘undisciplinarity’ — methods of research that are 

equally a way of doing work and a departure from ways of doing work (Rodgers 

and Bremner 2013a). 
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1.3-3 Elimination of design by design in Open Office for an Editorial 
Committee (2007), Book Case (2007), Notes on the Art and Manner of 

(Dis)Arranging One’s Books (2008), and Scanty Fare (2009) 
The concept of dematerialisation and elimination design (Tonkinwsie 2004b, Fry 

2003e) was the premise behind the very first work Open Office for an Editorial 

Committee (2007). Inspired by the skeletal, personal architecture of Alan 

Wexler and Archigram, these semi-sculptural interventions asked what happens 

if we eliminate the edifice of the building itself. Lo-fi and awkward, this mix of 

furniture and equipment referenced the cut-n-paste zine aesthetic of its users — 

the Voiceworks editorial committee. This project also signalled an ongoing 

interest in using the suitcase as a symbolic and structural substrate for various 

kinds of travelling archives that later included Book Case (2007), Notes on the 

Art and Manner of (Dis)Arranging One’s Books (2008) and Scanty Fare (2009). 

In each of these works, reworked suitcases suggested the elimination of fixed 

libraries and settled life. These works also respond to issues such as the stress 

created by the defuturing qualities of unaffordable real estate and the post-

urban (Kinnunen 2013), and the possibilities and problematics of working as a 

semi-nomadic researcher and contemporary bricoleur, parachuting into various 

contexts and burdened with the weight of theory but lacking locally grounded 

knowledge (Rodenbeck 2011). 

 

1.3-4 Critically reading unsettlement in Colony Collapse (2010), Gwago 

Patabágun ___ We will eat presently (2010) and Restless Quarter (2011) 
This exploration of nomadic mobility links directly to Fry’s concept of the ‘age of 

unsettlement’. Tracing the manifold issues generated by increasing political 

dysfunction, climate crisis, and instability brought on by defuturing conditions, 

‘unsettlement’ names an impending phase of human planetary inhabitation that 

arrives when a breakdown in existing territorial regimes and control of space by 

the state means that security of place can no longer be guaranteed (Fry 2011b: 

438). The challenge of developing moving, metro-fitted, or rapidly deployable 

non-urban ‘city’ structures that anticipate and respond to unsettlement has been 

discussed at length within Fry’s work and presented through specific projects 

(Fry 2011b, 2011c, 2011d). It therefore represents a key issue of redirective 

practice and my past practice, and features as a key concern of my original 

research proposal.
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Figure 1.1: Open office for an Editorial Committee, 2007 
National Young Writers Festival This is Not Art 
Civic Park, Newcastle, Australia 

 
Figure 1.2: Book Case, 2007 
Art in the Park at Maundrell Park 
Sydney, Australia 
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Three works that specifically investigate unsettlement as a central premise are 

Colony Collapse (2010), Gwago Patabágun ___ We will eat presently (2010) 

and Restless Quarter (2011). Each project developed a design-based artefact 

that could functionally test the unsettled as a real possibility and presented an 

engaged, live experience of how the “…rematerialisation and reanimation of 

community…” could be rethought or remade “…as a moveable foundation of 

exchange within unsettled realities” (Fry 2011b: 439). This also involved modes 

of playing with the structural limits of language and theory by utilizing the image 

and imagination, mixing the real and unreal to speculate about Urmadic futures 

in the now. These three projects operate as a triptych of unsettled, hyper-mobile 

propositions for a coming age of unsettlement. Each subsequent work builds on 

what was learnt and established by the previous iteration. The small-scale 

wandering apiary/ ‘hacktivated’ wheelbarrow of Colony Collapse informed the 

more complex development of a fully operational, custom-built and crafted 

‘yatai’ cart in Gwago Patabágun. The aesthetic realness and functional 

knowledge established by these full-scale works, discovered by pushing them 

through the city of Sydney, tending to their wellbeing, and opening them up 

through use during public events, was then used to develop and give weight to 

the quicker and more portable paper archive of the Restless Quarter — a cut 

and paste dossier that imagines how a future Urmadic city-zone might look, 

feel, and operate. 

 

The Restless Quarter attempted to further engage ‘the wider world’ — 

responding to a curatorial brief to create artistic propositions that would then be 

tabled to the mayors of both San Francisco and Sydney. The need to travel 

easily between the two sister cities dictated the lightweight approach that 

maintained a material sense of craft whilst being easily sent through the regular 

postal service. Later, the ‘transformative intent’ of these positions was used to 

develop a critical response to the City of Sydney’s planning document 

Sustainable Sydney 2030: Vision with an international conference of 

sustainable futures and experimental art. These proposed ‘five redirective 

moves’ were supported by what had been established within these three works, 

using the experiences that these macro-thinking micro-interventions modelled 

and then scaling-up these ideas to consider an unsettled and Urmadic 2030 

vision. 
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 Figure 1.3: Colony Collapse, 2010 
Firstdraft Residency program + Firstdraft Gallery 
Sydney, Australia 

 

 
Figure 1.4: Gwago Patabágun ___ We will eat presently, 2010 
In the Balance: Art for a Changing World 
Museum of Contemporary Art  
Sydney, Australia 
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Figure 1.5: Restless Quarter, 2011 
Sister City Biennial: Urbanition 
CarriageWorks Arts Centre Sydney, Australia & San Francisco Arts Commission 
Gallery, San Francisco, USA 

 

 

1.3-5 Interrogating the colonial project as exformation to recover what 
design has forgotten 

Recalling the moves of redirective analysis above, these last three projects also 

examined structural defuturing as a condition of destruction and erasure 

embedded within Sydney as a colonial project.  By folding these histories of 

forgetting and erasure into current dilemmas such as food-insecurity, bee die-

off, and cultural imbalance, this process reflectively engages the past as an 

underlying structure that shapes practice and the designing-self. 

 

Recalling the ontological ‘worlding power’ of language discussed by Willis in my 

introduction, the project title Gwago Patabágun ___ We will eat presently was 

specifically selected from the notebooks of Sydney’s first colonial astronomer, 

Lieutenant William Dawes, and his Dharuk language teacher, Pategarang. At 

that time, these had been recently published and made available as an online 

resource at www.williamdawes.org. Responding to the question of ecological 

(im)balance as part of the survey show In the Balance at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art in Sydney, making the term Gwago Patabágun ‘present’ 

within the title and its telling invited a reflection on what had been annulled 
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through the loss of the original languages and speakers of the Darug and Eora 

nation.  

 

Colonial, post-colonial and de-colonial discourse was also used to drive the 

site-specific, residency-based projects They Talk of Disphorrea (2007), En Plein 

Air (2008), and Sojourn in Espérance Bay (2011). This was also explored in 

connection to the historic Rocks area of Sydney through three interactive 

sculptural interventions: Portraites of the Inditchenous Beestes (2001), This 

Quick World (2011) and the archaeo-political project Landescapes (2011). In 

each case, these works used different historical starting points found within 

spaces linked to each project to uncover or reveal a complex entanglement of 

politics, landscape, language, knowledge, identity, and notions of cultural 

difference and ‘the other’ through the creation of artefacts, forms of social 

engagement and community participation, and installations in unexpected 

places which included a visitors’ centre, telephone booths, heritage spaces, and 

even a salt lake. As inhabited field offices, anachronistic imaginings, performed 

displacements, bumbling archives, and mixed-up documentation, these works 

occupied the hybrid and liminal space of possibility. In the early phases on my 

research, I began to link this to the method of exformation described by Kenya 

Hara as a process that focuses on “…converting the known to the unknown…” 

to communicate and make understood how little we know (Hara 2007).  

 

At the time of creating these projects, colonial and de-colonial design narratives 

were still a relatively ‘unknown’. Recent research emerging at the beginning of 

this study has now added modes of decolonial thinking to broader critical design 

discourse that include links to the work of Fry, defuturing, and unsettled furtures 

(Kiem 2017, Ansari 2019). For example, Kiem uses the concept of unsettlement 

as a key example of “…design as a zero point epistemology…” to argue that a 

colonial framework within design configures “…normalising relations of 

negation, hyperexploitation, and ecological destruction” (Kiem 2017). I used 

post-colonial theory in early research to investigate design-based cross-cultural 

exchange (Logge 2004). By identify the need for a more engaged model of 

discourse informed by theories of complex entanglement (Papastergiadis 2000, 

2003) and the dialectic tensions of ‘negation-as-negotiation’ (Bhabha 1994: 

228), these critical positions were later used within the above works that 
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interrogate the colonial moment as a period of rationalist thinking that later 

generates forms of ‘unknowing’ that shape both present and future worlds, 

selves and things.  

 

By returning to these previous works in my study, it became possible to see 

that, as redirective projects, the artefacts and events linked to them sought to 

question how can we “…learn how to explore design archaeologically…” so that 

we can identify what was “…once known and designed, but now has been 

forgotten” (Dilnot & Fry 2003). Through the work of Kiem and others, it is now 

possible to read projects such as They Talk of Disphorrea and Landescapes as 

pieces of speculative and critical design that invite viewers to consider the 

present as something that has been shaped by the colonial project and 

consider the embedded and normalising relations that this creates over time. 

Using Hara’s notion of exformation, the colonial moment, via phases of erasure, 

exploitation, and destruction, made many aspects of the pre-colonial ‘world’ an 

‘unknown’ territory at a wider level. By tracing these qualities through residual 

signs and signals present within urban and regional environments, it becomes 

possible to ‘read’ a city like Sydney as an assembled landscape made up of 

difficult stories and complex and entangled histories. By making these 

‘unknowns’ present within the artefacts presented, the projects represent an 

important existing practice-based research method that uses the redirective 

notion of prefiguartive knowledge (Fry 2011: 204) and learning from the past to 

imagine the future.  

 

1.3-6 Rethinking my past projects: the grounding work of weird design  
This brief introduction to the projects I have created, and the different contexts, 

issues, and ideas generated by my redirective art-and-design based output, 

could easily be expanded beyond the works I have discussed. I had originally 

proposed to conduct an in-depth analysis of this body of work and map this as a 

new territory of production linked to post-sustainable ecologies of complexity 

(Rodgers and Bremner 2014b). This analysis, summarized by the above, was 

undertaken during the early stages of my research. However, a full mapping 

and further in-depth discussion does not feature heavily within later chapters, as 

the focus of my research has shifted towards an investigation of the weird and 

design. Nonetheless, the methods used to generate the critical artefacts, 
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experimental experiences, and theoretical knowledge embedded within these 

past works represent an important collection or archive of existing objecting-

objects that I will continue to interrogate to ‘see what they know’ (Tonkinwise 

and Lorber-Kasunic 2006). Through this mode of animate ‘talk-back’, I more 

clearly define how I understand the production of weird, design knowledge 

within my study. 

 

Therefore, the analysis of the above examples serves to highlight how my 

existing thinking and working lays the groundwork for my inquiry based on 

researching design otherness and the methods established by redirective 

practices. In order to revisit, (re)order and catalogue these works in this study, I 

looked at how they operate as modes of ‘making otherwise’ and address 

different criteria that I have extracted from the redirective literature (see Table A 

below). This showed that there are redirective lines of questioning that are used 

throughout many works. For example, ‘using design to recover what design 

knows but has forgotten’ and ‘overcoming the structural limits of language’ are a 

concern of several projects. Alternatively, looking at the projects The Target in 

Darkness (2012) and Kaurioke (2013), these later works deal with most of the 

questions posed by redirective questions and could be taken as an indication of 

a point at which my work establishes a solid redirective foundation. Moreover, 

Table A also shows that there are very few works that directly address ‘design 

in time’ and the making of ‘care through designing things that are sacred’; 

therefore, works that do attempt to approach this issue are important as they 

begin to register modes of design that address ‘being finitudinal’ or recognizing 

that “…design is the giving or negation of time…” (Fry 2011f) that this study 

seeks to address more fully. 

 

It is important to note that this idea is a stronger feature of Fry’s thinking from 

around the time that this study began. This also coincided with the crisis in my 

own practice that precipitated a shift from continuing to look into issues raised 

by the redirective questions of my past project and begin a process of looking 

for new avenues of inquiry through a more formal framework of research. 

Hence, weird design emerges first as an extension of specific methods of 

inquiry established by my existing practice and the specific space of design 

research described in the next section as a redirective baseline. This then 
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moves towards the use of the verb to weird as form of redirective ‘chronality’ or 

“…designing that makes time…” (Fry 2009: 138).  

 

This process is linked to the methodological proposition of undisciplined 

research (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a) and adopting otherness as a specific 

space of emplacement by engaging Foucault’s essay on heterotopia. This is 

discussed in detail in Chapter Two and establishes an important distinction 

between weird design and using ‘weird’ as a verb to develop a method to weird 

my past work. However, in the following section I will further unpack the 

‘redirective baseline’ and use this review of my past practice within this 

framework to establish how these artefacts of artistic and redirective 

experimentation, research, and production inform the methods of inquiry I have 

applied in an ongoing fashion throughout my research. 
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Table A: A review of my past practice and assessment of each project as embodying 
elements from the original ten-point manifesto of redirective design. This process is 
driven by the understandings developed through this research and is an exercise of 
generating a self-reflective stance and objective critical distance from this practice to 
see what it can contribute to my inquiry as a source of information (Mäkelä 2011). This 
data shows that, around 2011, I had established a redirective baseline across most of 
my projects and that, entering into this study, my work is starting to head somewhere 
else. 
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1.4 Crisis: Questioning disciplined methods to weird research and 
develop unsettling artefact-based knowledge 
 
If the artefact responds to a problem that the designing-as-research has 

revealed anew, then design researchers need to stage an experience of what is 

most problematic about the problem — those examining the artefact for 

evidence of new knowledge should be made to suffer pain, in order to sense 

the knowing carefulness that the designer has facilitated the artefact to enact. 

 

— ‘Noticing Lack of Misfit’ in What Things Know:  

Exhibiting Animism as Artefact-Based Design Research, 
Cameron Tonkinwise & Jacqueline Lorber-Kasunic 2006 

 

 

1.4-1 The redirective baseline as a praxis-based approach to producing 
undisciplined design knowledge and research 
I have looked in the above sections to my design past as it moves between 

disciplined forms of the design school and the otherness of Fry’s new design 

philosophy. Working between these two spaces of design throughout an 

extended period of artistic production establishes a design-based research 

approach that uses the redirective mandate to generate projects that interrogate 

the designed world as either furturing or defuturing. By tracing the ‘history’ or 

‘archaeology’ of my practice I have identified key differences in methods, 

thinking and approaches between what I refer to as ‘disciplined design’ — a 

mode of working found within design schools that “…with a few exceptions … 

offer[s] no resistance or alternatives to the market model” (Margolin 2003) — 

and redirective practice — a new role for the designer that seeks to go beyond 

this disciplined model, thus framing my research as it occurs within the 

disciplined field in a specific way — that of undisciplined otherness. This self-

reflective review serves to introduce the reader to my practice and the key 

concepts that inform it, and to further demonstrate that weird design is, as I 

have stated, “…both a way of doing work as it is a departure from ways of doing 

work” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a: 12). Based on this approach, I propose 

that this study operates as both a redirective and undisciplined design inquiry.  
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This position is founded on what Fry calls the redirective baseline: “A 

willingness to accept responsibility for what is designed as unfinished and thus 

in continual process” (Fry 2008: 57-58). The redirective baseline of practice is 

most fully outlined in Design Futuring, Sustainability, Ethics and New Practice 

(Fry 2008), Fry’s follow-up to A New Design Philosophy (Fry 1999). This text 

serves as a useful anchor point that ties the methodologies of my existing 

practice to the opening phases of my research as an inquiry that was looking for 

a new benchmark of radical practice. Furthermore, Fry’s arguments leading into 

the position of the redirective baseline support a key premise of my early inquiry 

where I posit that the design school is under-equipped to adequately imagine a 

radical response to the crisis of defuturing (Fry 2009: 171-174). By elaborating 

how my existing practice operates within a redirective baseline, I register a 

predisposition towards seeing design as weird insofar as redirective designers 

understand that “…everything designed goes on designing…” (Fry 2008: 56). 

Furthermore, as this is “…an essential frame of ethical evaluation…” and an 

approach to sustain-ability that requires ‘designing-in-time’ (Fry 2008: 58), to 

weird aims to make a contribution to emerging methods and practices that can 

operate as a kind of ‘timefulness’ — a geologically weird approach proposed by 

Marcia Bjornerud who suggests that “…geology is about understanding ‘wyrd’ 

and that this can transform our relationships with nature, our fellow humans, 

and ourselves”  (Bjornerud 2018: 162, 178). 

 

The publication of Design Futuring coincides with the early years of my 

transition to artistic practice. Taken as a whole, the redirective baseline outlined 

by this text and the methods it advocates such as ‘designing-in-time’ (Fry 2009: 

58), ‘designing nothing’ (Fry 2009: 71), ‘recoding’ (Fry 2009: 81) and 

‘platforming’ (Fry 2009: 126), outlines a position that works towards design 

being ‘remade and inverted’ (Fry 2009: 27). This brings focus to how I view the 

production of knowledge within the context of using ‘weird’ as a verb, given that 

redirective design frames “…direction (time and orientation) as its primary 

objective [and] form (objectified function) its secondary consideration” (Fry 

2009: 27). 

 

As a methodology, redirective design operates as a “…recasting of how acting 

and making are observed, understood and engaged as (design) practice 
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bonded to praxis (action)” which produces: 

 

…a new kind of (design) leadership, underpinned by a combination 
of creating new (and gathering old) knowledge, directed at 
advancing means of sustain-ability while also politically contesting 
the unsustainable status quo (Fry 2009: 57-58). 

 

Thus, as a redirective design inquiry, this study further acknowledges that terms 

such as ‘practice-based’, ‘practice-led’ and ‘design-oriented’ research methods 

continue to suffer from a wider disciplinary “…lack of understanding and 

consensus on the epistemological and methodological framework designers are 

using” (Yee and Bremner 2011).  Yee and Bremner go on to suggest that there 

are epistemological issues around artefacts, their making and academic 

traditions that favour the written word (ibid). 

 

I outline in the following chapters how similar issues linked to the language 

used by disciplined design and how this frames the questions that design can 

ask has led me to develop weirding as a response to issues of design 

complexity, communication, and mediation. Using the redirective baseline as a 

method grounded in a praxis-based ontology that explores “…becoming by 

design in and with object-things…” (Fry 2012: 159), my study works around the 

methodological issues linked to design’s disciplinary crisis (Law and Urry 2004 

in Yee and Bremner 2011). By linking the design of object-things in Fry’s later 

work to the object-thing relation of weird media, I develop a critically informed 

theory based on the verb to weird as both ‘a force of clearing’ and a praxis of 

making otherwise, one that opens “…a new space for imagination to occupy…” 

(Fry 2012: 150). This draws on the suggestion that design is undisciplined 

insofar as it “…transgresses the arts and sciences, and has the capability to be 

an agent of change as a response to social conditions” (Yee and Bremner 

2011: 10).  I hold that this position corresponds to Fry’s observation that 

“designers design, but how they are themselves designed, and what is 

designed by the designing of what they design is rarely recognized or 

understood” (Fry 2009: 28). Therefore, this study combines a redirective 

approach with the active methodology of a pick-and-mix model (Yee 2010) and 

the liminal complexity and deep interdisciplinarity of methodological bricolage 

(Kincheloe 2001). 
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Yee and Bremner identify these models as an operational reality they term 

‘indeterminacy’ or ‘not-knowing’— a key condition of design research that 

attends to temporal collision, raises the importance of design history in 

providing context to future projections, and makes “…disciplinary crisis an ever-

present reality and at the same time a necessity” (Yee and Bremner 2011). 

Using Kincheloe’s distinction that bricolage “…does not simply tolerate 

difference but cultivates it as a spark to researcher creativity…”, my study 

adopts an active form of researching the weird as an undisciplined bricoleur. 

Therefore, throughout this study I will “…use multiple methods to uncover new 

insights, expand and modify old principles, and reexamine accepted 

interpretations in unanticipated contexts” (Kincheloe 2001: 686-687).  

 

Over the course of the following chapters, I will continue to assemble and 

gather various methods that will be added to redirective practice, bricolage, and 

undisciplinarity “…to create new tools and techniques in order to address 

questions that are beyond the realm of the established discipline” (Yee and 

Bremner 2011). In this sense, the method I develop to weird design unfolds 

within an iterative approach that explores a “…praxis which knows itself to be 

limited, but which constructs a praxis of praxis, aimed at a useful knowledge of 

the strange praxis [that] objects entertain amongst themselves” (Wark 2012: 

161). McKenzie Wark dubs this messy, non-hierarchical, hack approach to a 

praxis of knowledge ‘P(OO)’ — a mode of investigation that is praxis (object-

oriented). Here the practices of the humanities and the sciences are extended 

to “…the low theories of art and politics between them…” to partially open up 

“…the domain of possibilities of the world…” and put “…different practices in 

communication with each other” (Wark 2012: 162). Whilst P(OO) is more 

relevant to my later thinking, it is useful to raise it here as it highlights how my 

process of interrogating my past redirective practice, the historical period of 

radical design and the futural possibilities of design as politics leads to a 

consideration of the other space of weird design. 
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1.4-2 The redirective baseline and a new radical benchmark 
The methodology of redirectve design begins from an “…understanding that 

design is political…” (Fry 2009: 56). Together with the confrontational notion of 

‘the dictatorship of Sustainment’ developed throughout Fry’s later texts, the 

overall body of work accumulated in the years proceeding this research can be 

said to represent an evolution towards the more radical platform outlined by 

Fry’s next book — Design as Politics (Fry 2011). This meant that, when 

beginning my study, I was more focused on seeing how the ideas covered by 

design as politics could be read alongside a survey of the Radical Design 

period of the 1960s. My intention was that this could then be used to better 

understand and develop radical design approaches that more directly address 

what Fry outlines as a ‘crisis of crisis’ — a key political question that asks “How 

can crisis be made to appear?” (Fry 2011: 110). As I began to look into the 

questions outlined by my original proposal, the order of the inquiry ended up 

being inverted or ‘flipped’ (Wark 2012). 

 

Instead of first looking at the radical period, certain issues that emerged in the 

early phases of my research meant that I started out rethinking the radical 

within the context of my redirective past practice via ‘work’ that included my 

participation in an ‘alter-institutional structure’ called the Urmadic University. 

The radical proximity of this ‘event’ shapes and directs both the fate and form of 

this research via an understanding that “…to acquire agency is to be actively 

engaged in making history and, in so doing, creating that which ontologically 

designs the designing of a socio-materially fabricated world” (Fry 2012: 31). The 

Urmadic University event is used to interrogate the literature on both radical and 

speculative design, a process that led to a new set of questions that began to 

consider weird design as a radical benchmark. This is linked to a further radical 

‘event’ that brings into focus Fry’s observation that “…the loss of hand-focused 

craft skills overlaps with the notion of the end of man and our becoming other 

than we currently are” (Fry 2012: 47). The structure of the thesis reflects this 

inversion, such that, in Chapter Two, I address the 1960s Radical period to 

understand how this can frame disciplinary design as becoming weird. 

Therefore, in the second half of this chapter, I explain how rethinking the radical 

in this way emerged from my new questions and objectives relating to mapping, 

weaving, and weirding. To close this section, I outline how my initial inquiry 
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pivots from looking at radical and redirective practices to foreground an 

undisciplined take on weird design as an ‘unsettling’ of artefact-based 

knowledge that then proposes to weird design as a new radical benchmark. 

 

1.4-3 How can a practice based on researching design as defuturing 
establish a method for investigating radical otherwiseness? 

With an existing practice that included artistic output based on strategies 

informed by relational aesthetics (Bourriaud 2002) and live-art, redirective 

methods, and academic experience covering design studies and thinking, 

sustainable futures and interdisciplinary studios, I went into my study with a 

diverse range of existing methods supported by various methodological 

understandings across several disciplinary fields. In a discussion of some of my 

past works in the context of environmental debates, Holt notes that ‘the true 

goal’ of these projects: 

…was to generate transformative research in concert with the 
‘stakeholders’ themselves… not a matter of expressing or 
representing an idea of the “environment” but of forming 
assemblages enacting and thereby modifying environmental, 
political, and economic concerns. It is transformative activity not 
'consciousness-raising’.... The environment, then, is itself a user. It 
is not a theme to be explored, an idea to be given material, 
aesthetic form, but itself an active participant in an ongoing 
practice (Holt 2015: 151). 

 

Holt’s discussion highlights a process-driven design approach to my work as a 

hybrid artist/designer/thinker that involves “…not representation but collusion…” 

(ibid). The notion of collusion raised by Holt can be linked to Flusser’s 

description of design as tricky and sinister to suggest that to weird will unfold in 

a relational, difficult, and involved fashion. However, where Holt describes 

stakeholders in past works that include ‘environment’, ‘audience’, and ‘object’ 

within this research, I will involve and engage different agents or networks of 

actors that include the ontological force of design, the spaces of discipline, 

theory, projection, practices, and things. To this end, the methodology I employ 

grows from ‘material assemblage’, a process that effects the way things work 

via the creation of an experience in-itself (Holt 2015). 
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Taking the iterative and assembly-driven approach that I use to generate critical 

artefacts, experimental experiences, and theoretical knowledge, I linked this to 

the notion of bricolage and the assertion that a methodological pick-and-mix 

“…has become the established paradigm for design” (Yee 2010: 16). I thus 

began to collate various practice-led methods and design thinking tools from 

different areas linked to my past work. This began to expand throughout 

disciplines such as the social sciences, media studies, philosophy, and critical 

studies, theories of art, and post-colonial theory to include specific methods 

such as worldmaking (Agid 2012), Exformation (Hara 2007), live methods (Back 

and Purwar 2012), complex entanglement and cosmogenic agency 

(Papastergiadis 2003 & 2016), art-like critical design (Bardzell et al 2012, 

Bardzell & Bardzell 2013), design fictions (Grand and Weidmer 2013), 

experimental art (Bennett 2012), and visual collage and concept mapping 

(Butler-Kisber & Poldma 2010). 

Whilst each of these different historical and philosophical frameworks could 

bring different modes of analysis to bear on disciplined design, my research on 

the weird and to weird required the juggling of multiple and mixed methods. 

This generated a range of issues linked to the identified paradox that “…design 

research is now defined not by method but by the fluidity with which it operates 

between creative and other historical fields” (Rodgers, Innella, Bremner 2017: 

S4453). Further to this, the question of how these methods might be used to 

explain to myself what I was doing — a mode of design research based on 

reflecting — I came up against the problem that the dazzling litany made 

available by mixing methods “…now resembles a mirrored room, or even worse 

the distorted reflections produced by the hall of mirrors in the sideshows of 

carnivals,” such that the issue of crisis driving the initial question I was asking 

could be reframed as the following problem — “Knowing what I am doing has 

completely overshadowed the other key question—what needs to be done?” 

(Bremner and Roxburgh 2014: 203). 

Following the arguments linked to these observations, I began to look more 

closely at the further paradox — that “the apparent uselessness of design 

research might now be useful, provided that it reverses its investigation into the 

material of design and investigates the labour of design, which is now 

immaterial” (Rodgers, Innella, Bremner 2017: S4450). Hence, I opted instead to 
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develop and adapt the pick-and-mix approach into a method of mapping-

weaving-weirding, a process that allowed me to “…blur distinctions and borrow 

and utilise knowledge and methods from many different fields” (Rodgers and 

Bremner 2013c: 1747). This set me on the path of exploring weird design as a 

means of “…‘doing bricolage’ as this involves the development of conceptual 

tools for boundary work…” (Kincheloe 2001: 690) and, as such, arrives at a 

method that responded to the follow questions — how can I imagine what-

might-become and, if I could represent what-might-become, how do I illustrate 

what needs to be done? (Bremner and Roxburgh 2014: 203). The iterative 

process of responding to these questions regarding method saw me turn more 

directly to a series of maps generated in an ‘other’ space of design. 

1.4-4 Issues with methodological pick and mix generating a new method 
of weaving and mapping to weird design 

Picking and mixing methods offered a range of options that could then be 

mapped back onto a practice-based study; however, as this progressed, the 

problem of what Andrew Pickering called the ‘mangle of practice’ (Pickering 

1995) began to present a series of issues whereby most of these methods have 

been developed for disciplined research, often in response to “…politically 

authorising an ontological domain…” (Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 2006: 2). 

As my investigation into the radical began from counter-normative positions to 

identify new forms of practice, it became increasingly apparent that, as a 

redirective designer, the methods of my practice informed a mode of 

researching that Rodgers and Bremner outline as undisciplined and 

irresponsible (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a).  

These discussions contributed significantly to the development of my research 

by inverting its original course and looking at how a redirective baseline 

generates a radical position that supports the assertion of Tonkinwise and 

Lorber-Kasunic that “…university research should be restructured around the 

creative practices…” (Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 2006). Articulating a 

disciplinary boundary zone using the framing concept of weird design allowed 

me to begin using the redirective baseline of my creative practice to weird my 

research. The process of defining a participation-as-presentation model 

embedded in my work and described by Holt above allows my study to shift 

focus towards developing a method of negative artefact-based research “…to 
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stage an experience of what is most problematic about the problem…” (ibid) of 

radically responding to disciplinary crisis and defuturing — namely that 

disciplined research methods are tied directly into the paradox that design is 

itself largely responsible for the current state of the crisis of crisis.  

In this way, weirding as mapping operates as a ‘hypertextual project’ (Kincheloe 

2001: 690) that generates a method that provides “…conceptual matrices for 

bringing together diverse literatures, examples of data produced by different 

research methods, connective insights, and bibliographic compilations” (ibid). In 

my study, I develop from the verb to weird a notion of weirding within a 

conceptual matrix that is based on a unifying four-fold gathering that is 

described in Heidegger’s essay “The Thing as a thinging of things” (Heidegger 

1971: 171). 

The resulting new spaces of thinking produced by my maps are observed as a 

praxis-based approach that includes hacking, flipping, redirecting, and the 

irresponsible blurring of theories, issues, and methods. These are tabled in the 

following sections and chapters as an inquiry that uses the verb to weird as a 

radical benchmark of design. The resulting method is then applied back on to 

my findings and is used to generate the symmetrical form of the thesis itself as 

a four-fold set of chapters where each is in turn split into eight sections (see 

Figure A on page 22). This recalls Yee’s observation that the “…creation of an 

innovative methodology seems to go hand in hand with adopting an innovative 

structure for the thesis” (Yee 2010: 16). In this sense, by looking into radical 

and redirective design as weird, the four-fold method of weirding extends 

accepted disciplinary triangular models (Frayling 1993, Cross 1999, Fallman 

2008), thereby indicating that I had produced a new domain of knowledge that 

could take my own design thinking and action elsewhere. 

The four-fold symmetry of weirding will be further expanded over the remainder 

of my research as a key aspect of my method to weird design. This was 

developed from a set of maps that prefigure this research and would eventually 

become the primary tool I use through my study to weird design as research. 

How this came about is now described in the next section. 
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Figure 1.6: Fallman’s triangular ‘model of interaction design research’ (Fallman 2008: 
5) in black is extended here via my own additions in blue. Added in red to Fallman’s 
diagram are the three categories that Cross uses to designated ‘designerly ways of 
knowing’ (Cross 1999). To Cross’ categories I add my own addition in green as 
designerly modes based on ‘unknowing and undoing’. Further overlayed and placed 
into this matrix (in orange) is Frayling’s oft-cited notion of practice-led ‘research for, into 
and through art and design’ (Frayling 1999). I have also extended this by my own 
addition of research to weird art and design (green text) that will be described in further 
detail in the following chapters. 
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THE OBJECTING OBJECT: PART 2 
On method — undiscipinlining my redirective baseline to conduct 
irresponsible research   

Events direct not only our fate but also form…to acquire agency is to be actively 

engaged in making history, and in so doing, creating that which ontologically 

designs the designing of a socio-materially fabricated world that in a significant 

part designs what we are and can do. While such praxis is always against the 

grain of history, it comes equally from historically and culturally created 

resources and possibilities. 

 

— ‘History and Genealogy’, in Becoming Human by Design 

Tony Fry 2012 
 
1.5 The catalyst of this study: developing new methods from mapping the 
radical project of the urmadic university 
 

…the next coming of university, its third incarnation, is not going to come from 

the managerial regimes directing the current institution in crisis…. Rather, the 

re-created university will come from ‘outsiders’ and that handful of proactive 

dissident educators…. The remaking of the university, to displace the university 

in error and to open into the age of ‘The Sustainment’ cannot happen without 

design itself being remade – for the institution has to be designed otherwise. 

 

— ‘A Pressing Confrontation’, in Dead Institution Walking: The 

University, Crisis, Design and Remaking, 
 Tony Fry 2003 

 

1.5-1 The Urmadic University —  outsider thinking within the radical 

institution  
Redirective design, my art-based interrogation of defuturing, and the theories 

linked to the design philosophy of Fry’s concept of Sustainment, provide the 

foundational platform of this study and the ‘designerly ways of knowing’ that 

prefigure this research and its modes of inquiry. However, the key catalyst that 

initiates this study arrives through an interstitial space of practice and praxis — 

an ‘event’ directly linked to the methodology of Fry’s critical design philosophy. 
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It was by participating in a gathering of proactive, dissident educators and 

‘outsiders’ (Fry 2003f: 271) looking to build a radically different kind of institution 

called the ‘Urmadic University’ that my search into the radical possibilities of 

research began. 

Fry outlines the possibility of remaking the existing paradigm of the design 

school as a source of ‘education in error’ in a key essay, “Dead Institution 

Walking: The University, Crisis, Design and Remaking” (Fry 2003f). Published 

in Design Philosophy Papers, this essay rethinks Bill Readings’ notion of 

‘dwelling within the ruins of academia’ (Readings 1997), a situation linked to the 

identification of the university as an institution in crisis. Whereas Readings 

suggests “…trying to do what we can while leaving space for what we cannot 

envisage to emerge…” (Readings 1997: 176), Fry advocates a proactive design 

agenda of ‘careful demolition’ (Fry 2003f: 267). Fry thus refutes the very basis 

of the institution of the university as a space that produces an ‘education in 

error’ that fundamentally leads to the anthropocentric unknowingness of 

defuturing (Fry 2011: 190). This process of demolition also expands the remit of 

disciplined modes and methods of bricolage, assembly, and reconstruction, by 

further identifying the need for acquiring “…sufficient intellectual resources and 

materials from the rubble of the ruins to start building a new structure” (Fry 

2003f: 267). Matching this position to my own approach to practice, the 

question of how to advance the “…criticality of criticality…” over and against 

institutional collapse whilst deciding what to remake through learning and 

imaging “…how things could be otherwise…” (Fry 2003f: 276) serves as a 

foundational methodological imperative for my study as it aims to address the 

identified crisis of disciplinary design as established by the limits of the design 

school. 

In 2011, eight years after “Dead Institution Walking’, Tony Fry, together with 

other ex-EDF members including Cameron Tonkinwise, Abby Mellick-Lopez, 

Duncan Fairfax, Lisa Norton, and Anne Marie Willis, alongside a team of 

postgraduate students from the Master of Design Futures course at Griffith 

University, convene a ‘Hothouse’ in Brisbane called Design Action, Leadership 

and the Future. This assembly of a redirective and “…global change 

community…” consisted of approximately 60 designers and academics who 

gathered over a three-day working event that was intended to “…trigger the 
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building of the Urmadic University as an institution of unchecked growth that is 

without a place and generative of new knowledge” (HotHouse Group Reader 

2011). 

Calling on a proto-history of various initiatives, the project of the Urmadic 

University was pitched to the hothouse participants as: 

 

 Directed by the necessity of creating the kind of knowledge that 
the realisation of the Sustainment demands, the Urmadic 
University … does not imply merely broad curriculum reform but 
rather a radical revitalisation and rebirth of the very nature of 
the institution. (HotHouse Group Reader 2011: 5, bolding mine). 

 

Whilst a fair portion of participants arrived at the Hothouse with some prior 

knowledge of the issues and philosophy grounding the project, many had not 

yet been ‘Fryed’ — a term an attendee coined in discussion to refer to the 

theoretical rigour of Fry’s oeuvre. Therefore, the meta-critiques underpinning 

the Urmadic University concept were introduced in two keynote papers. The 

first, entitled “The Picture beyond the Big Picture”, introduced new material and 

ideas that were later expounded more fully in Becoming Human by Design (Fry 

2012). The central theme of the paper activated the etymology of the prefix ‘ur-’ 

used to designate the Urmadic by bringing an “…enormous paleo-historical, 

philosophical and linguistic complexity into play” (Fry 2011g). Alongside a list of 

instances of ‘ur-’ in use, including the world’s oldest city Uruk, Urtexts, Roman 

urbis, as Germanic prefix for the ancient or original, Goethe’s ur-forms and 

Benjamin’s ur-history, this paper included coverage of approximately 150 000 

years of nomadic being, 10 000 years of becoming and being settled, and 

speculation about a future “…unfolding age of environmental, geopolitical and 

intellectual unsettlement” (ibid). The rich tapestry of the term ‘ur-’ and the 

concept of unsettlement activated by this text would later play an important role 

in my early research and my later thinking of weird design. 
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1.5-2 Unsettlement and Kronophobia — two urmadic roots of weird design 
Whilst the possibility of an upcoming age of unsettlement features in Design 

Futuring; it is more fully expanded in Design as Politics and, therefore, 

represented a more urgent and key issue to address through my research. In 

my initial proposal, I imagined that a state of ‘radical otherwiseness’, constituted 

as an ‘internal heterotopia’, might be needed to shape urmadic and unsettled 

creative practices. In addition to my understandings of the concept both 

gleaned from these texts and developed within some of my past work, my 

participation in the Urmadic University hothouse was a driving factor in choosing 

to address this design challenge in my study.  

 

However, the complexity of how unsettlement links to radical design and my 

later concept of the weird comes together within the temporal notion of 

‘Kronophobia’. This concept is tabled in the second HotHouse presentation 

called Over 1000 years of Kronophobia: A situation report (Fry 2011h), 

whereby: 

 
Kronophobia is that fear of time inherent in modern humanity. This 
inability to think time, that the measure of duration conceals, is an 
inability to think the continual change of all things together with the 
permanence that we seek where there is none ... what the 
unsustainable destroys is not the planet but time, the time of our 
being and the beings who exist in the same conditions of 
dependence as us (ibid). 
 

By grappling with the concept of Kronophobia and the related challenge of 

‘chronal design’ tabled in Design as Politics as the telling of a story “…about the 

design of a thing as change and what changes…” (Fry 2011: 138), I began to 

rethink the term radical via Fry’s notion of ‘prefigurative knowledge’ (Fry 2011: 

205). Recalling the redirective imperative to “…use design to recover what 

design has forgotten…”, ‘prefigurative knowledge’ describes cultural memory 

embedded with design artefacts and something that can be accessed and read 

as futuring agency. Manifesting as a material presence, memory is embodied 

and directed by practices that recognize or link to the past as a repository of 

‘recoverable potentialities’ (ibid). Memory is thus linked to making as both 

change and agency, something that is always temporal — both of and 

constituted in the medium of time (Fry 2012: 69). 
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Whilst the term radical generally implies some form of difference, change or 

novelty, i.e. the arrival of the new, my study draws on Fry’s thinking to propose 

it be reconsidered as that which draws on (or sustains) old concepts to fashion 

new ones (Fry 2011: 204). Engaging the etymology of the term in the Latin 

radicalis — meaning, “of or having roots” — I suggest that the radical can be 

linked with the concept of futural memory to activate a double movement in 

relation to time and design. This implies that certain forms of design can 

manifest a “…resistance to forgetting…” on which the structurally unsustainable 

manufactures and trades (Fry 2011: 205). Thus, I intend to use the concept of 

‘futural memory’ to radically address design-based kronophopia and bring into 

focus an expanded and modified framework of radical design linked to the 

redirective baseline.  

 

When read together, radical-redirective design incorporates a deeper relational 

thinking by asking questions of distance and proximity raised by the urmadic as 

both a potential future and a deep past. These chronal frameworks shift how the 

discipline of design — a relatively modern institution when compared to the 

ontology of design over the course of human history —can address the 

dimension of time-as-design. Using design to become time-wise, or foster a 

time-sense of design, is key to my identification of a weird design dimension. 

This emerges by linking the force named by the ancient term wyrd to a total 

meta-ontology of design as described by Fry’s argument that design is the 

formation of being-in-time. Thus Kronophobia names a sense of things that was 

once called wyrd — a force that controls or shapes the destiny of human and 

other beings — and weird design registers the modern condition as it deploys 

the tricky and scheming power of design, obscuring the weird and our chronal 

relation to it (Fry 2011: 250-251, Fry 2012: 42). Hence the Uramdic Hothouse, 

together with the collaborative thinking it demanded and the work it produced in 

connection to the concept of Ur- and Kronophobia, represents a formative 

‘event’ in thinking weird design. This gives credence and depth to Fry’s later 

observation that “…events direct not only our fate but also form...” in and as a 

becoming human by design (Fry 2012: 31); with the ur-thinking made present in 

the Hot House building the foundations for my concept of weird design and its 

transition towards a method to weird. 
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1.5-3 Things driving politics, projects and practices 

Just as these talks provoked new thinking for this research, these themes 

aimed to provoke for those at the HotHouse further thinking and action within a 

series of break-out group sessions. Divided into four teams — red, blue, yellow, 

and green — each group of participants workshopped and developed different 

“…pathways to new projects, design actions, practices and political 

strategies…” (Fry 2011g). These were then presented to the whole collective to 

begin to inform the new kinds of infrastructure, education, and networks needed 

to start building the Urmadic University.  

 

Led by the ex-EDF members, each group was given the task of focusing on and 

responding to a specific configuration of four key concepts/terms — politics, 

projects, things, and practices. Each group was allocated one of the four terms 

as their primary matter of concern; this focus was to be used as a driver of 

change to rethink possibilities in the remaining three. In a nod to the forces of 

wyrd, by an odd twist of fate I was swapped into the group charged with 

interrogating ‘things’ as a driver of projects, practices, and politics. Discussion 

within the group led to the designation of four additional concepts to be divided 

up and developed into separate visual explorations. These were: 

 

1: Time/Finitude/Death > making special sacred. 

2: Elimination Design > Not designing / unmaking. 

3: Ontological thinging of things > What are key qualities of the 

relations/ interactions? 

4: Commons > Sharing, economies, exchange, gift. 

 

My own background in Fry’s work and the related philosophy meant that I 

already had experience of working with the last three of these categories; thus, I 

was more interested tackling the lesser-known first category, particularly as this 

was a growing focus of my practice and thinking at that time. I therefore elected 

to develop this idea further. It was not a popular choice: with only one other 

person from the group also choosing this option, we sat down together as a 

team of two and ended up generating the following map: 
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Figure 1.7: The Ur-map  
Photo of sketch made of the map “Things driving projects, practices and politics” in the 
Urmadic Hothouse, 2011. 
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1.5-4 The Ur-map — the making of the primary site of experimentation to 
weird design 

This map was generated using an elaboration of the quadrant or four-square 

graph — a design thinking tool used to develop scenarios from opposite 

conditions. In this instance, the key driver ‘things’ was placed on the horizontal 

axis. Using the meta-concept of ‘every-thing’ at one end and its negative or 

‘opposite’ ‘no-thing’ on the other, the focus on ‘Time’ and ‘Finitude’ was 

represented by a similar +/– quality of past and future on the vertical axis. 

Unlike the usual, unbounded four-square graph, it was decided that the total or 

absolute nature of this approach required a bounding circle to be drawn around 

this cross to designate a model territory of investigation. 

Using the combination created by each quadrant — future-everything, 

everything-past, past-nothing and nothing-future — the remaining terms —

‘politics’, ‘practices’, and ‘projects’ — were placed along a diagonal axis located 

in one of the four quarters. This placement was based on a consideration of 

related thinking, discussion, and theory that supported each term. In addition to 

the three supplied terms, ‘sentimentality’ was added to the remaining quadrant 

opposite politics. The diagonal axis splitting each quarter further suggested a 

series of islands, a process that emerged when considering where to place ‘the 

making of the sacred’. Added to the sacred were further islands of ‘utopia’, 

‘arcadia’ and ‘the island in search of an idea’ to activate the remaining 

quadrants.  

Thus, this diagram was presented back to the break-out group and, later, the 

full gathering of the Urmadic University. Introduced as the Ur-map of the 

Urmadic University, the title referenced Fry’s provocative earlier discussion on 

the prefix ‘ur-’ which suggested that time-things could equally draw on this 

“…enormous paleo-historical, philosophical and linguistic complexity…” (Fry 

2011g). The Ur-map, served as an experimental and playful take on a designed 

artefact that could show and describe a mix of theories and ideas in an open 

and abstract format. Both ambiguous and suggestive it provoked a range of 

interesting responses from the designers and educators attending the 

Hothouse. This suggested further possibilities as a discursive device or mode of 

design storytelling. I also found it could be used in other contexts linked to my 

artistic practice — for example, in the project UNIDEE it was used to discuss 
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the complexity of ontological design and politics with fellow artists who did not 

have a design/philosophy background.  

As a combination of territory, communication device and design artifact, this 

simple diagram was now also a useful ur-tool for introducing the complex 

relational entanglement of meta-design thingliness. Therefore the Ur-map 

became an important point of reference as I went into this research. Over the 

course of my investigation I continued to draw and re-draw this map on different 

occasions. Through this repetitive ‘use’ my search for a radical benchmark of 

weird design was increasingly situated inside this topical four-fold unity. Both 

the map itself, its particular mode of collaborative construction, and later 

retelling and remaking came to represent a method through which I could 

navigate the territories used to weird design in my inquiry, leading to the 

production of more than 20 different maps and combined interlocked versions of 

this circular system (see Appendices D & E). Moreover, linking back to Fry’s 

Hothouse paper where he notes that Walter Benjamin’s concept of ‘ur-history’ 

— a characterization of how origin, history, and phenomenal forms all could be 

viewed — the Ur-map is not just an “…image of one represented moment but a 

gathering in one moment of time of past, present and potential” (Fry 2011g). 

This is because the making of the map marks the exact moment when I decided 

to take another direction in my redirective practice and begin this research. 
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1.6 Identifying the gap: operating between disciplined design and its other 
by using undisciplined research to weird design 

… I would like to propose that before we begin to revisit the inevitable reality of 

design, we go back to the relationship between our worlds, and ask that we 

compare our worlds again with both of us bringing back the news that we think 

might help us see a world where we can help each other imagine that reality. 

 After all, since it is possible that neither of us occupies the reality we think we 

do, there is nothing at stake in developing a visual language that might trace 

what we really see.  

— A Letter from Nowhere, 
Craig Bremner 2006 

 

1.6-1 The roots of radical inquiry in the undisciplined 

My fellow Ur-map cartographer was Professor Craig Bremner; the discussion 

initiated during the process of generating the Ur-map of the Urmadic University 

would continue over the next two-and-a-half years. These informal 

conversations operated as an important discursive space that would eventually 

establish the formal research project outlined by this study.  This period also 

represents an important process of engaging new topics, histories, and ideas 

that identified additional frames of reference to link into my existing redirective 

approach.  Over the course of these conversations, I began drawing parallels 

between my work and thinking and that of the Radical Design period, whilst also 

engaging more closely with the concepts of utopia and heterotopia as 

discussed by Michel Foucault.  Furthermore, these discussions presented a set 

of new and useful concepts regarding the nature of my research as it emerged 

from my practice. By reading into a range of texts and essays produced by Prof. 

Bremner, often co-written with others and thereby offering further insight into the 

dialogical process of devising the Ur-map, this material would also shape the 

methods I adopted and adapted in this study.  

This included methodological bricolage (Yee and Bremner 2011), reading the 

urban as craft and sentimentality (Hinton and Bremner 2013), the domesticity of 

the project and the project of collaboration (Nicol and Bremner 2015), the issue 
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of photographic and ethnographic modes of evidence in design research 

(Roxburgh and Bremner 2014), and, most importantly, the notions of 

alterplinarity and undisciplined research (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a, 2011b, 

2013a, 2013b, 2013c, Rodgers, Innella and Bremner 2017). These last essays 

served an integral role in allowing me to parse my redirective art-based projects 

back into disciplinary research via a historically grounded understanding of 

disciplinary crisis as something that has “…been around since the days of the 

Italian Radical Design Movement of the 1960s” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a). 

 These arguments also helped to orient myself within wider debates linked to 

“…new forms that counter ‘the given’…” and shift our view so we can see 

differently (Singer 2013) by suggesting that design research should explore 

“…the bonds that text and image, time and space weave between themselves 

as it responds to a new globalized perception” (ibid). It also offered an 

alternative view on the expansion and maturation of design research as it 

operated within a four-field framework of 

commercial/responsible/experimental/discursive design (Tharp & Tharp 2013). 

This offered a means of seeing how my work sits within a wider progression of 

disunity and paradox linked to design becoming undisciplined, whilst framing 

my doctorate and its search for new methods as something that could 

contribute to the new role of the irresponsible researcher who can “… show us 

the way through alterplinarity…” (Rodgers and Bremner 2011b). 

 

1.6-2 Developing a praxis of redirective alterplinarity within this study 

As this chapter demonstrates, the core research methods of my critical 

framework are founded in the design philosophy of Tony Fry. This establishes a 

redirective baseline of thinking and action that further serves as a radical 

baseline for this study. These understandings draw from Fry’s large body of 

literature and my own experimental practices in using this theory. It also gathers 

an inter-personal history of participation in projects, events, and collaborations 

with Fry and the redirective community linked to redirective sustainment.  

Through this analysis, I identified a new connection between the redirective 

baseline of practice and a reading of my art-and-design projects as examples of 

‘alterplinarity’ (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a, 2011b). By articulating these 
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interconnected and overlapping issues linked to disciplined design and 

undisciplinarity, my research topic began to resolve itself into a proposal to 

explore radical design based on an embodied and perpetual state of 

otherwiseness. Launching into this inquiry using the redirective lense — a 

framework of Sustainment that uses design to begin “…living another way and 

living otherwise…” (Fry 2011: 251) — I have extended my research position in 

this study by adopting the following mode of practice defined as being 

irresponsible within the alterplinary condition whereby: 

… the disciplinary borders of design (the discipline of the 
disciplines) have become very porous so the ‘idea’ of design has 
almost eroded … the researcher, who purposely blurs distinctions 
and has dumped methods… will be best placed to make 
connections that generate new ways to identify “other” dimensions 
of design research, activity and thought that is needed for the 
complex, interdependent issues we now face (Rodgers and 
Bremner 2011a: 12). 

By interlocking redirective practice with the undisciplined and irresponsible, my 

questions regarding new modes of radical design research evolved over the 

course of my study into a new inquiry that looked to the idea of weird design as 

a method to weird by design. This progression was made possible by engaging 

the enigmatic utility of the Ur-map and its ability to interlock a four-fold 

complexity of ontological design covered within the Hothouse event. Using the 

same method of thinking-mapping-making that began within the Urmadic 

University within my research, I began to develop other maps that responded to 

the pick and mix of history, theory, and practice I was using to investigate 

radical design (see Figure 1.8 on next page). By using these maps to document 

and trace the purposeful blurring of seemingly distinct design areas and the 

connections that emerged in the opening phases of my research, I was able to 

dump methods and negotiate the impasse of ‘undisciplined unknowing’ as a 

mode of inquiry. 

This produced a new, mixed hybrid of design artefact and heterotopian tool. 

This key finding of my research project generated a new way of identifying 

‘other’ dimensions within ecologies of ignorant design, disruption and 

alterplinarity (Rodgers and Bremner 2014b). Furthermore, it located a gap in 

knowledge I began calling weird design. Using this praxis-driven approach to 
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mapping as active means of thinking the weird of design, my study seeks to 

address this gap by contributing new understandings of how to weird — a 

design method that can help other irresponsible researchers working with/in 

redirective and undisciplined future(s), 
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Figure 1.8: Some of the multi-maps of this study growing from the Ur-map 
system. These appear in more detail in Appendices D & E. 
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1.6-3 Diagnosing the gap —what methods are available to designers 
working between design disciplined by the project of what-might-become 

and irresponsible redirective futures?| 
 
My analysis of the gathered literature, the redirective work of my practice, the 

collaborative thinking of the Hothouse event, and the undisciplining method of 

using my maps to weird, highlights a recurring set of issues regarding the 

nature of research, the institution, and disciplinarity. This identifies the need for 

an understanding of the complexity of design in and as crisis, and uses the 

literature and thinking connected with the Urmadic University as an expanded 

redirective platform that calls for the radical remaking of the university in ruins.  

The unseen qualities of the structurally unsustainable here generate the 

‘education in error’ that leads to design defuturing (Fry 2011: 190-191).  

 

My review of this as a radical mandate identifies this platform as a framework 

that operates within a dimension of ‘other design’, something that is “…between 

what it was and what it is becoming…” (Fry 2003a). The liminal state of 

‘betweeness’ that is required when occupying the constantly shifting boundary 

of research, which has been disciplined by the design school and the alterity of 

working across other spaces of practice, indicates a key gap that this research 

seeks to address. To perceive this ‘gap’, I have overlapped the terms ‘radical’, 

‘redirective’ and ‘undisciplined’ to begin to use a new term, the verb weird. to 

develop a new method of thinking action: ‘to weird’ design. This acknowledges 

that whilst, in recent years, there are several accounts of researchers and 

practitioners applying redirective practices to the design field (Pierce 2012, 

Kimbell 2012, Cramer 2013, Splawa-Neyman 2013, van der Velden 2014, Hall 

2016), there are few expanded accounts that survey a body of work by 

designers that have explicitly adopted the redirective imperative of Sustainment 

as their core baseline and/or continued to develop this throughout their practice. 

 

Recent work surveyed at the beginning of this research includes the application 

of Fry’s unsettlement as a relational method to decolonize design (Kiem 2017) 

and Barnett and Schultz presentation of cognitive redirective mapping as a 

design thinking approach (Barnett and Schultz 2015). These offer good 

examples of how the redirective mandate is shaping the future of research and 
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practice. Nevertheless, from the literature I reviewed, only a single essay 

provides an account from the perspective of an artistic practitioner that applies 

redirective design to performative and public engagement.  

 

Frances Whitehead attests to the importance of a longstanding engagement 

with the work of Fry and using redirective practice as a basis for proposing 

tactics of new cultural praxis (Whitehead 2017). This includes the concept of 

‘double agency’, a ‘tropological transdisciplinary’ based on the trickster role that 

is intentionally disruptive. This allows the artist to put the “…transgressive 

dimension of contemporary art to practical use…” (Whitehead 2017) and 

presents redirective change via the multivalency of ‘BOTH/AND art projects’ 

(Whitehead 2015). Whitehead’s account highlights a range of issues, 

pragmatics, and rich methodological possibilities that can emerge from framing 

redirective practice as a civic ‘artistic diplomacy’ (Whitehead 2017), particularly 

when these practices “…are not always legible to art worlds as art, and the 

status of the projects are often contested” (Whitehead 2015).  

 

Whitehead’s analysis of his own approach — one that is predominantly 

architectural-urban — aligns with my own take on using redirective practice to 

produce outcomes that at once design-and-art, a combination that produces 

tricky and crafty artefacts that are then inserted into the fabric of the everyday to 

generate contested spaces and situations. His notion of double agency also 

matches up with the critical observations of others who have engaged with my 

projects. For example, in a reading of the work Gwago Patabágun___ We Will 

Eat Presently (2010), Holt suggests that this can be read as a form of artistic 

production that is “…communal, concrete, and engaged… not representation 

but collusion…” (Holt 2015: 151), and this tunes into responses expressed by 

viewers of other projects such as Making Time (2010) and Make-do Garden 

City (2010). 

 

Based on this literature a further analysis of my practice can be made in this 

study where redirective practice operates as designing betwixt design’s Other. 

This adopts Fry’s observation from the essay of the same name whereby critical 

design practice “…produces nothing but deals with what is (rather than what 

might be) … a turning back toward our own being, not to dwell an inner self, but 
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rather to activate a being that is an animator of sustaining relations” (Fry 2003a: 

349) — a notion I will unpack further within the wider modes of design 

‘otherness’ that extends from the radical to the speculative and to weird. 

 
1.6-4 Contributing to methods that navigate between and beyond 
redirective and alterplinary conditions of practice 

Given the paucity of material regarding the work of redirective practitioners and 

their application of these methods to spheres of cultural production, my 

research registers the importance of contributing to the emerging diffusion of 

design research founded on a redirective, project-based approach. As the small 

pool of literature available as I commenced this research identifies, redirective 

practices must also work within a transgressive and political space. I take this 

as a suggestion that more research into an expanded redirective approach can 

continue to grow this baseline within disciplined domains (see Figure 1.9 on 

page 93) whilst extending pluri-disciplined and post-disciplinary modes into that 

of undisciplined design. Furthermore, taking into consideration the increasingly 

diverse and alternative modes of design thinking and action built around a 

growing nomenclature of the unusual, strange, queer, and critical forms 

discussed in my introduction, the method to weird design proposed by my study 

also works towards directing or rerouting practitioners in these areas into a 

synergetic relationship with redirective design as a politics of futuring. 

 

Designers and other practitioners are tuning into the growing literature on 

redirective practices and alter-modalities; by contributing to the literature that 

accounts for redirective approaches to design thinking, art thinking, and other 

transformative activity, my study further expands this area of critical production 

by reading my practice as undisciplined and irresponsible research. Here 

Rodgers and Bremner also include examples of projects and approaches that 

operate between speculative design and artistic practice and can be read within 

a set of ten alterplinarity categories which include the political, anti-aesthetic, 

obtrusive, transitional, and inconsistent (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a). 

Therefore my study also expands on the liminal or border making qualities of 

undisciplined and irresponsible design by offering a specifically redirective take 

on the kinds of projects and practitices that constitute forms of alterplinarity (see 

Figure 1.10 on page 94). 
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To this end, my research moves from and between the radical, speculative, and 

critical by using and adapting methods gleaned from my practice. By mapping 

these as limit cases to ‘develop a visual language’ for what I see as weird 

design, new spaces and territories emerge (Figure 1.9 and Figure 1.10). Taking 

an undisciplined approach to the ‘mangle of practices’ occurring within an era of 

post-normal design research (Tonkinwise 2015), my study demonstrates how I 

was able to “…mash together jumbled ideas and methods from a number of 

different, distinct disciplinary practices” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a) and 

weave these together to create new unexpected ways of working — thereby 

beginning to weird design.  By outlining how the study itself operates as a zoo 

of weird design, and using this to further develop a set of principles to weird 

disciplinary research, my study contributes to a “…discipline that is both 

undisciplined and responsible, and disciplined and irresponsible…” (ibid). 
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Figure 1.9: The redirective sustainment model 
At the outset of my study, I utilised Tonkiwise’s observation that “…design has been 
stretching in four different directions…” that shape how we future (Tonkinwise 2014b), 
as well as SWOT analysis of design studies (Tonkinwise 2014a) to identify the 
undisciplined gap occupied by the redirective sustainment detailed by Fry’s work and 
literature. This position affords an expand view of the ‘design discipline’ in yellow, as it 
encompasses a philosophical critique of the made and natural worlds and the absolute 
limit of design within the planetary /cosmic system. 
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Figure 1.10: Identifying the gap of this research 
As I began to see that redirective design and design as politics was also 
‘undisciplined’, I identified different qualities of these practices as ontologies of 
unsettlement found throughout the literature by Fry (in blue) and ‘de-signing narratives’ 
(in yellow) — strategies described in Design as Politics as “…evocative and capable of 
firing the imagination that designs…” (Fry 2011: 135-141). These were then integrated 
with the ten conditions of alterplinarity (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a) that were then 
applied to examples from my past work. Together, this overlapping and interlocking 
system designates the gap of my research with an ordered mangle of practices that my 
study seeks to address, including undisciplined (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a), post-
normal (Ravetz 2007 and Tonkinwise (2015c), and unsettled design. 
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1.7 Are things becoming weird? Can this establish a new radical 
benchmark? — The questions of my study emerging from the problem of 

the objecting object 
 

The rhizome is an antigenealogy. It is a short-term memory, or antimemory. The 

rhizome operates by variation, expansion, conquest, capture, offshoots. Unlike 

the graphic arts, drawing, or photography, unlike tracings, the rhizome pertains 

to a map that must be produced, constructed, a map that is always detachable, 

connectable, reversible, modifiable, and has multiple entryways and exits and 

its own lines of flight. It is tracings that must be put on the map, not the 

opposite.  

 

— ‘Introduction: Rhizome’ in  

A Thousand Plateaus: capitalism and schizophrenia, 
 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari 1987 

—  
 
1.7-1 The unradical trap of the objecting object  
I introduced this study by calling on Flusser’s particular reading of the word 

‘design’ as something that makes us aware “…that all culture is trickery, that we 

are tricksters tricked, and that any involvement with culture is the same thing as 

self-deception” (Flusser 1999: 20). This was to show, as this research falls 

under the discourse of design and its disciplinary frameworks, that trickery and 

scheming would necessarily be involved. If the …“designer is a cunning plotter 

laying his traps…” (Flusser 1999: 17), then I propose that to establish a radical 

benchmark of design as a redirective practitioner requires springing the trap of 

defuturing embedded within the dominant modes of design’s disciplinary remit.  

 

Thus, when starting out, I began by investigating the radical across the recent 

past of the Radical Design period, present manifestations such as speculative 

and redirective design, and, finally, by looking at how my own projects draw 

from these modes of practice. However, this process showed me that to try to 

be radical with design through creating more designs is to become entangled 

and ensnared in a ‘double bind’ created by the objecting object.  

As a designer attempting to leverage the radical as a refusal or change at the 
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root of a given issue or problem, I was operating inside a trap already carefully 

laid by the cunning and scheming of design as a discipline built around a loss of 

truth and authenticity (Flusser 1999: 20). So, as Flusser notes, even as one 

begins to wise up to the design behind design, the constraints of this trap 

require a bigger problem to be addressed: everything depends on Design (ibid). 

 

Tonkinwise outlines an example of this in relation to design that attempts to 

work against unsustainability, something that “…requires big thinking, or 

thinking bigger…”, and for designers “…to become much more radical in the 

scale of their ambitions…”. However:  

 

… [the] problem is that knowledge, in particular quantities, sometimes 
seems to be paralyzing… Designers concerned about sustainability 
are often frustrated by this cycle of research and impotence, of 
realizing how radical change needs to be at the same moment as 
realizing how unradical their options are… (Tonkinwise 2013: 2) 

 

Tonkinwise goes on to argue that “…there is no trick to massive change…” and 

offers several strategies of the radical as “…persistently multiplied changes…” 

(ibid). However, having covered many of these as a redirective practitioner, the 

focus of my inquiry more closely examines the crisis of the ‘unradical’ as a 

specific obstacle that I identify as a relation embedded within the nature of the 

object itself.  

 

1.7-2 The double obstruction of objects 

Generally, this problem is linked to the habit of design and designers using 

terms such as ‘object’, ‘things’, ‘artefacts’, ‘product’, and even the generic ‘stuff’, 

interchangeably. However, there are a range of philosophical interrogations, 

including those of Heidegger, Kant, and Flusser, that provide different ways of 

separating these terms as distinct and different categories. For example, 

Flusser details an ‘object’ specifically as:  

 

 

… what gets in the way, a problem thrown in your path like a 
projectile (coming as it does from the Latin obiectum, Greek 
problema). The world is objective, substantial, problematic as long 
as it obstructs. An 'object of use' is an object which one uses and 
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needs to get other objects out of the way… objects thus overturned 
prove to be obstacles in themselves. The more I continue, the more 
I am obstructed by objects of use … I am in fact doubly obstructed: 
first, because I use them in order to continue, and second, because 
they get in my way. To put it another way: The more I continue, the 
more objective, substantial and problematic culture becomes 
(Flusser 1999: 58). 

 

Flusser calls this double obstruction an ‘internal dialectic of culture’ and uses 

this to draw attention to the temporal nature of objects as thrown and projected 

“…designs on the part of people who went before…” (ibid). I encountered this 

double obstruction of the object when looking for a radical benchmark through 

undertaking a practice-led research project and Flusser’s essay underscores an 

important issue I will look at in relation to certain forms of speculative design. 

Here both project and projection bind as a critical, problem-solving field replete 

with what I call the ‘objecting object’ — objects one uses to get at or refute 

problems that in turn become problems, or problematic, themselves. It also 

further underscores a connection between redirective futuring/defuturing and 

the development of the weird in my study by using media theories of the weird. 

As Flusser notes: “Objects of use are therefore mediations (media) between 

myself and other people, not just objects” (Flusser 1999: 59). 

 

This description of a growing world of obstructing objects fits with my discussion 

of design defuturing above. Over the course of this research, I have found that 

this also holds for the increasingly objective vernacular of design language as it 

attempts to grapple with a growing object-world — hence, the objecting-object is 

used to define a certain way of framing an object-objecting-question that tends 

be covered by forms of speculative practice-led research. As such, it opens up 

a rich body of literature regarding the nature of objects and/as things.  

 

1.7-3 Towards seeing the thingliness of design as weird 

A key text I have used to develop and progress my take on the objecting of 

objects is Tonkwise’s discussion of ‘the mis-taking of things’ (Tonkinwise 

2005b). Drawing on Flusser’s account of objects as ‘what gets in the way’ and a 

problem thrown into our paths, Tonkinwise proceeds to discuss thingliness and 

use through a detailed reading of the phenomenology of lived practice. Initiated 

by Martin Heidegger’s existential analytic, he observes that this level of detail is 
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often missing from examples of “…praxeological accounts of household 

consumption of stuff [that] take up a Heideggerian perspective” (ibid). 

Tonkinwise notes that so called ‘timeless’ products, often typified by the term 

‘design’, are based on “…making things whose thingliness lies in their 

completeness, in their being finished objects” (Tonkinwise 2004b: 186). 

Recalling the time sense described in Section 1.5-2, these so called timeless 

design objects are kronophobic as they attempt to arrest or resist change, and 

this then leads to designing things of no particular lasting value typified by mass 

produced ‘stuff’. In turn, under these conditions, the project of making things 

end “…makes possible an abstractly quantitative way of dealing with all that 

results… seeing things as inert products” (ibid).  

 

By contrast, the Heideggerian brief is “…for the imperfect product, the product 

that must be continuously improved, the product that is always still under 

development, a work in progress,” and suggests that “…perhaps it is time that 

we finished designing…” (Tonkinwise 2004b: 189). This expands on an 

observation by Flusser that, as we use more objects to overcome the problem 

of other objects-obstacles, “…we are beginning to become conscious of the 

temporal nature of all forms (and thus of all creation)” Flusser 1999: 61). Using 

the notions of weird developed in my research as a response to this kind of brief 

I consider an alternative to objecting objects through making within the time-

fullness of weird design — a mode of operational difference that undoes notions 

of timeless design objects by weirding design that is based on this objective.  

 

The ideas of Tonkinwise’s text and others on ‘dematerialisation’ — or design 

based on shifting from stuff to services — feed into various works such as Open 

Office for an Editorial Committee (2009), as I have discussed in Section 1.3-3. 

Both at the time of publication and the years in which I began to practically 

apply these concepts to my emerging art-based practice, my focus on ‘doing’ 

and ‘making’ meant that I was not fully equipped to engage the deeper 

philosophical tradition brought to bear in this article and other similar 

discussions advanced by both Tonkinwise and Fry. Nevertheless, these kinds 

of texts provoked a growing philosophical background and a wider interest in 

using this to tease out key differences between objects and things and their 

implications for a “…thoroughly different form of designing…” (Tonkinwise 
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2004b). This other design moves my study away from the double obstruction of 

objecting and objects and turns attention to the weird thingliness of things.  

 

1.7-4 Turning towards things as weird design 
The challenge of mapping ‘things’ as politics, projects, and practices that could 

address time/finitude/death within the Urmadic University put the question of 

‘things’ at the forefront of a whole new area of thinking that I felt could be best 

engaged by research. Coinciding with a slow drift towards a crisis of practice 

tied to making objects and events that explore the otherwise of futuring and 

defuturing, the field of research represented a different space, one where I 

might be able to combine the design philosophy with a praxis-based approach 

to radical thinging. This emerged by looking more closely at the literature to 

reveal complex sets of relations that exist between the terms ‘object’ and ‘thing’.  

 

In contrast to the object/obstacle, things operate as a specific kind of gathering 

(Heidegger 1971), a ‘parliament of lines’ (Ingold 2008), making them political 

(Latour 2004). This leads into the ‘thing turn’ and other expanded territories of 

philosophical inquiry, including object-oriented ontology (Harman 2005), 

hyperobjects (Morton 2013), alien phenomenology (Bogost 2012), and the 

loving, furious, and weird media of excommunication (Galloway, Thacker and 

Wark 2014). Engaging with this literature as another dimension of design, 

things, and mediation, my inquiry into the radical began to shift towards the 

project of a weird becoming ‘Other’.  

 

I will detail how my own understandings of the ‘thing turn’ and ‘post-thing turn’ 

have helped me arrive at my understandings of both weird design and using the 

verb weird in the later chapters of this thesis. However, it should be noted here 

that the philosophical debates that underpin the densely populated theoretical 

territory of speculative realism and Object-Oriented Ontology, or OOO, is 

something upon which my study will not directly focus. When I began this study, 

applications of this theory to the design field were not widely diffused but 

important groundwork had been made (Ansari 2013), shaping aspects of my 

early investigation. Over the time spent completing my research, there has 

been an increasing interest in the application of OOO to design research 

(Giaccardi et al 2016, Lindley et al 2020). Therefore, whilst taking into account 
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different positions within OOO vis-à-vis correlationism/anti-correlationism and its 

implications for phenomenology and aesthetics (Morelle 2012, Simanowski 

2014, Harman 2007), my focus on this material begins from a position 

established within Fry’s wider discussion of object-things as a “…memory of 

things vested in things themselves…” (Fry 2012: 102). This builds from a 

specific critique of early OOO where he states that:  

 

…philosophical exploration and understanding of design and the 
‘arising’ and ‘passing away’ of things has an important part to play 
in gaining a relational understanding of objects and in advancing 
an ethical materialism…The binary, the rupture, that Harman 
celebrates is de facto an abandonment of responsibility — 
undoubtedly a problem-laden and dated notion, but one upon 
which our very future is suspended. Responsibility is indivisible 
from the ‘things’ that decide the futural inter-relations between 
human beings, and between humans and objects (Fry 2006b). 

 

Therefore, whilst my study will make use of some concepts and modes of 

thinking developed within OOO (Bogost 2012, Morton 2013), I maintain a 

position that largely sidesteps OOO as a specific theoretical domain. More to 

the point, I look more closely at material that moves beyond the horizon of 

object-object relations detailed by OOO to develop a platform of weird design. 

Central to this position will be an engagement with the occult and dark qualities 

of weird media via the work of Eugene Thacker (Galloway, Thacker and Wark 

2014:115-119). Furthermore, following what I have outlined within this chapter 

regarding a praxis-based pick-and-mix methodology of mapping to weird, this 

design-based method leverages Wark’s critique of OOO and his suggestion that 

working with object-things is itself a specific cyborg-mix of ‘human effort and 

inhuman techné’ that constitutes “…a praxis (object oriented)…” (Wark 2015).  

I found this aligns with Fry’s position and further extends Kincheloe’s 

suggestion that methodological bricolage involves “…the development of 

conceptual tools for boundary work” (Kincheloe 2001). In this sense, my thesis 

develops to weird as something that “…knows itself to be limited, but which 

constructs a praxis of praxis…” as this makes possible, a certain conversation 

that “…does not have a stake in the language-game of professional philosophy, 

but which raids it for the odd useful thing, for hammers and such” (Wark 2012: 

161). My praxis-led investigation into the weird of object-thing relations thus 
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addresses certain gaps in knowledge that I had identified in connection to my 

own redirective projects.  

 

Mapping this as a mediated mode of thinking, making, and doing revealed a 

dimension and approach that I began to define as radically becoming weird by 

design wherein “…not knowing is an invaluable aid to … finding [my] own way 

through the slush of what were the design disciplines” (Rodgers and Bremner 

2011a). Using the weirdness of thingliness to assemble a tool-like bricolage of 

multi-stable lenses, I produce over the course of the following chapters a 

ventriloquist gathering of different voices to weave a framework of weird design. 

This is then used to make a contribution “…to the alterdisciplinary condition as 

design navigates a new universalism based on translations, subtitling, and 

generalized dubbing” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013: 13) by proposing a set of 

principles to weird design. 

 

As stated above, the primary tool that I use to gather and (re)mix my collection 

of theoretical lenses, practice-based experiments, and various tool-things is a 

map that has been developed within the radical alter-institutional space of the 

Urmadic University. As an ‘other’ to the disciplined space of the design school, 

this key event is registered as a weird catalyst of this study. This is because it 

significantly changes the nature of my thinking and action, redirects my practice 

towards this research, and turns my attention towards things. However, whilst 

attending to the difference between objects and things produced new lines of 

speculative questioning, I found, by wandering in geography, history, and time, 

that my gesture of searching was also changing in another, absolutely ‘other’ 

space of design. 
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1.8 Shuttling between gestures of past and future to weave the weird and 
spin research on the island of the sacred 

 

Everything (made) is an event, some thing in place and time. Making is the 

agency of human and world formation, and, as such it is the objectification of 

human being in a world. 

— ‘In the beginning’ in Becoming Human by Design, 
Tony Fry 2012 

Our gestures are changing. We are in crisis… our crisis is basically a crisis in 

knowledge, a crisis in our “gesture of searching”… it appears that the gestures 

of researchers in laboratories, in libraries, in classrooms, are more or less the 

same as they were a hundred years ago, although other gestures, such as 

those of dancing, sitting down, or eating, are structured differently … our 

gestures (our actions and thoughts) are structured as scientific research and 

that if our gestures are changing, it is because the gesture of searching is about 

to change. 

 

— ‘The Gesture of Searching’ in Gestures, 

Vilém Flusser, 2014 
 

1.8-1 Weird gestures 
Digging up roots. Gathering salt. Collecting leaves. Collecting flowers. Diving for 

a seaweed I don’t even know. 

 

Gathering threads. Waiting for the full moon. Waiting for the new moon. Waiting 

for the wind to turn. Waiting for the season to turn. Turning fine fibres with the 

fuso — a sudden gift and now my primary instrument for all my twisting, turning, 

thinking. 

 

Untangling. Spooling. Tension. Torsion. Re-torsion. Twist. 

 

Over and under. Past. Future. Shuttling. Weaving. Spinning. Light refracted by 

a million sea threads. Lines draw in the sand. Lines drawn on a page in a slow 

a careful order — Questo é disegno radicale! 
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Becoming radical by design that is ancient is weird. Transmission occurs via 

timeless gestures. Language is useful, because memory is equally maintained 

by what is spoken, but also unnecessary, because there is nothing to write 

down. There is no course or classes. It is just ‘school’. The school of a master 

weaver lasts as long as life is long — a radical continuity that lives forever in the 

history of making knowledge perpetually present. 

 

As chance would have it, I happened to enter the school of a maestro just 

before beginning my research on Radical Design. Thus, in yet another strange 

twist of fate, my research into ‘The Radicals’ became flipped towards an 

investigation of the radically weird as it unfolds within a new, yet ancient, wholly 

‘Other’ dimension of the design school — one that is tied to the practice, praxis 

and rooted continuity of spinning and weaving. 

 

1.8-2 The radical event-story of becoming a student of a master weaver — 
a short weird fiction-theory 
In his introduction to Trickster makes this world, Lewis Hyde (1998) writes: 

 

The first story I have to tell is not exactly true, but it isn’t exactly 
false… Years later I began to get some sense of how Coyote works, 
but at that time I only felt that a hidden world had been briefly 
revealed and that its revelation belonged somehow to the situation 
of the story’s telling… 
 

In many respects, my own telling and re-telling of how I saw the radical 

otherwise of what I will simply refer to from here on as a practice of ‘weaving 

and spinning’, tends to emerge as its own kind of weird fiction.  

Like Hyde, I too felt a hidden world had been revealed to me; I have spent the 

subsequent years, a passage of time that is also the years of this research, 

learning how to spin and weave following the methods of a ‘Maestro’ — 

someone who conserves certain knowledge and gestures over many 

generations.  

 

Moreover, this process of ‘learning’ also evolves within a growing understanding 

of how to maintain this space as a ‘becoming other’ that I had described on my 
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Ur-map as ‘the island of the sacred’.  This is to say that I will very carefully 

maintain this as a totally ‘other’ space, a space that remains apart, throughout 

this study. As a separate and formative space that began to resolve the issue of 

crisis in a uniquely radical way, my story of becoming other in and as spinning 

and weaving will be referred to at various times within this study.  However, 

based on certain protocols of communication that I have purposely imposed on 

myself, I will discuss this space in a very specifically dark and unsaid way. This 

is to say that this is story that will enter my study by design, as something that is 

both tricky and trickster-like — not quite true but also never exactly false.  

 

Overall, it will serve as the key narrative thread that changed the gesture of my 

searching from rooting and ‘digging’ in the radical archive to one of wayward, 

weirding detour. Just as untangling and dying and spinning and weaving 

gathers time in a certain way, my research learns to gather theoretical threads 

and lines of flight by using weaving and spinning to weird the redirective, 

radical, speculative, and political. Whilst the gestures and space I call spinning 

and weaving might be seen to correspond to that Other of design known as 

‘craft’ (Rossi 2001), it can be stated that much of this oft repeated history and 

theory was swept away by a much craftier, trickier, and altogether weirder, 

hidden dimension. As such, I tie the ancient art of spinning and weaving I have 

experienced into my thesis by applying these gestures to the term ‘weird’ and 

thereby actively weird design. 

 

1.8-3 Becoming weird by design 
Through my brief description of spinning and weaving I begin to bring weird and 

design together in a new way. This is based on developing deeply entangled 

and highly nuanced connections with people, practices, and places that 

maintain an ongoing presence of the deep time designs that have inevitably 

‘shaped’ us. This holds that the further back and more continuous a living 

connection to ‘design’ is the weirder and more radical it can be. Within this 

difference one learns from the deep past as it is made perpetually present, how 

‘we’ can continue to sustain time in and as design. Furthermore, this weird view 

operates as a system that futures within timeframes far beyond what we 

normally consider when we talk about ‘the future’ of design.  
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In my own case, weaving and spinning allowed me to make present a timespan 

of approximately 2000 years. This was not historical but embodied and, as 

such, provided me with a different means of thinking about how to consider the 

sustaining of design, time, and life 2000 years ahead. Reflecting on this 

experience within my research changed my consideration of what I was calling 

‘weird design’ from a descriptive category of radical difference to a temporal 

dimension that could shift action, gestures, and research. So, rather than using 

the term weird to designate another counterspace of practice that contests the 

field’s centre, my study investigates how the earliest use of the noun ‘weird’ 

frames design as the principle, power, or agency by which events are 

predetermined; fate, destiny.  

 

Working with the term ‘weird’ hence links directly with Fry’s book Becoming 

Human by Design (Fry 2012). The last in the trilogy that includes both Design 

Futuring and Design as Politics in Becoming Human, Fry proposes an argument 

for revising the reading of human ‘evolution’ and corrects the “…form and 

process of the emergence of the human…” through a rigorous “…back-reading 

of the agency of ontological design” (Fry 2012: 6). Using what is tabled to 

develop this argument, I have found that Becoming Human offers an essential 

grounding for further reading ontological design as weird. Therefore, I 

incorporate Fry’s relational position on animality, the human, inanimate things, 

and technics to also establish a view of weird that includes an understanding 

“…that nonhuman animate and inanimate beings have played a major role in 

our becoming what we are” (Fry 2012: 7). Moreover, just as Fry argues that the 

fate of our species, and many others, depends on “…becoming Other than we 

are so that we can continue to dwell in a world that has been changed by how 

we have been…” —  a process of adaptation that is crucial to our futural being 

(ibid) — by using weird as way to read design, I demonstrate that certain forms 

of design thinking and seeing show us how ‘Design’ shapes our fate.  

 

Within this framework, it is now possible to undertake a reading of the weird in 

counter-disciplinary forms of design difference or ‘otherness’ that are activated 

by a sensing of ‘Design’s wyrd’. From this, I intend to develop to weird as a 

further means of contributing to a futural weird of design. In sharing this sense 

of weird/wyrd within theory and practice, language and event, thinking and 
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gesture, subject-objects and object-things, I bring together mapping and 

weaving as a weirding that shapes being and becoming through how we use 

weird in design and how we design weird in use. 

 

1.8-4 To wyrd and to shape 

My position draws deeply on the meaning of weird as it is derived from some of 

the earliest examples of Old English and Anglo-Saxon. Here, wyrd appears in 

poems such as the Wanderer, Judgment Day I and the Seafarer (c. 115) or the 

epic tale of Beowulf (c. 455) where line 455b reads: “Gæð a wyrd swa hio scel!” 

—  “Fate always goes as it must!”  

 

Debates regarding the translation and meaning of wyrd as found in a relatively 

small collection of manuscripts and medieval texts tends to fall within domains 

such as Old English and Early Anglo-Saxon linguistic studies, Christian history, 

and poetic translation. This shows that that a precise understanding of exactly 

how the concept of fate was seen within the pagan world of the Anglo-Saxons is 

open to a range of interpretations (Malone 1930, Timmer 1941, Gordon 1954, 

Pedersen 2016). Although by no means an exhaustive list, a small sample of 

this discussion tabled here highlights how design might constitute something 

like wyrd. By using this to expand on my discussion of the word ‘weird’ in my 

introduction, I want to bring forward and activate my use of the verb form to 

develop what I will refer to through the course of my thesis as weirding or to 

weird design. 

 

Darisse highlights the tricky nature of ‘weird’ by pointing out the the diachronic 

nature of wyrd can suggest a resolution of the present existing in the past 

(Darisse 2017). He also notes that, in terms of translation, wyrd is ‘resolved’ 

fully and in advance as it is a term that is ‘resolute’ and ‘unwavering’ 

semantically. Wyrd thus resists change as it is beyond meaning — the word 

wyrd is weird, as the translator cannot get at it. Therefore, as a term that is ‘un-

resolved’ he suggests that it proves “…fruitful to also consider ‘wyrd’ in the 

sense of ‘transaction’” (ibid). Adding to this, in an analysis of the poems The 

Wanderer and The Seafarer, Gordon states that wyrd “…was not a sort of 

pagan god: it personified, for what is a timeless concept, pagan only in its 

associations, the concept of inescapable event” (Gordon 1954). Gordon goes 
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on to state that  

 

…to an Anglo-Saxon audience: etymologically it would suggest 
‘event, experience, destiny’” and in this sense it is used most 
frequently as “a poetic personification in contexts which express or 
imply the idea that no man can resist fate (ibid).  

 

Gordon’s impression here gives a good indication of the weird as it is linked to 

fate in early literary examples such as Shakespeare, Wilde, and Morris. Whilst 

this observation provides a useful historical snapshot of a post-war reading of 

wyrd as destiny that has stood for some time, scholars over the ensuing years 

have also been untangling more complex meanings regarding the role of wyrd 

and our possible relation to it today. 

 

Pedersen thus notes that “…the correct translation of the Anglo-Saxon word 

wyrd was once a tantalizing and polarizing enigma for scholars of Old English 

literature and of the history of religions” (Pedersen 2016). Noting the explicit 

dichotomy between wyrd õe warnung, or wyrd and ‘foresight’ in The Second 

Dialogue of Solomon and Saturn, Pedersen suggests that wyrd activates 

“…issues of man's agency and responsibility in the face of cosmic powers 

rather than on the relationship of such powers to one another” (Pedersen 2016: 

723). This leads him to opine that “…even if we are willing to accept a 

translation of ‘lot’ or ‘event,’ we cannot escape the fact that wyrd represents an 

event that is contrary to, rather than representative of, divine 

providence…[each] wyrd, may not be created equal (ibid).  

 

More specifically, in SolSatII there unfolds a kind of esoteric discussion 

regarding the “…role of an active, personified wyrd…” that Saturn imagines as 

bearing “…responsibility for many of the torments humanity experiences” 

(Pedersen 2016: 717). In this observation, it might be possible to link the 

predominantly philosophical exchange between Solomon and Saturn of a 

personified and misanthropic wyrd to something like the proposition of 

Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic that, through an animist ‘talk-back’, designer-

researchers are perceiving ‘pain-wished-gone’ (Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 

2006: 6). In this sense designers bring to mind and try to undo something of 

wyrd that lurks within the made and/or natural world. 
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On the other hand, Weil contends that “…many words that express the concept 

of wyrd are derived from the Old English root meaning ‘to shape’” (Weil 1989). 

Noting the connection between a proliferation of pronouncements about the 

power of wyrd and the unusual preponderance of ‘handwords’ in the poem 

Beowulf, she suggests that there is an entangled connection between the 

individual as “…the primary shaper of fate…”, the mysterious, ubiquitous wyrd 

and a certain “…compatibility between pagan and Christian ideas about the 

relationships of men to whatever force controls the universe” (ibid). Whilst 

Weil’s discussion focuses on the historical implications that shaping, fate, and 

handedness brings to debates regarding the Anglo-Saxon conversion to 

Christianity, the relation between ‘hand-words’, free will, and wyrd that Weil 

uncovers in Beowulf offers a tantalizing connection back to more ancient 

systems of being-in-the-world.  

 

As Weil notes, ‘hand-words’ appear within certain contexts throughout Beowulf 

to suggest that the Anglo-Saxons saw a specific relationship between wyrd as a 

supreme power and the human that involves a mix of responsibility, judgment, 

and discernment. This places emphasis on “…the ability of man to act, to 

destroy or create…” and thereby actively shape one’s response to either the 

newly arrived Christian God or the more ancient force of wyrd (ibid). Here, 

Weil’s analysis brings wyrd as it has circulated for some 1000 years — 

notwithstanding its prior life and history as an orally transmitted epic — into an 

almost timewave zero-like relation of Fry’s notion of the dialectic of Sustainment 

— the power to both create and destroy.  This is something he traces 

throughout human history, but establishes the universality projected by the 

Enlightenment — and its interlocutor modernity — as that which tips the 

dialectic of Sustainment towards destruction, thus producing a quantum leap 

towards the unsustainable. Beowulf’s attention to wyrd can therefore suggest a 

means of beginning to attend to our own present condition as we swim in the 

hyperobject-like wyrd of design. 

 

To add to these understandings of wyrd, in his reading of the key poems found 

in the Exeter codex — Judgment Day I, Resignation A, and Resignation B — 

Lochrie explains that “…we can see how each presents a variation on the 
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theme of wyrd and the limits of human understanding” (Lochrie 1986).  When 

read together, these three poems form a thematic triplex that describes the 

“…inability of the individual to comprehend the operation of wyrd…” in daily life 

and, moreover, what human endeavour brings to living “…meaningfully in the 

face of that incomprehensibility…” (ibid). Of particular interest to my upcoming 

discussion, Lochrie’s analysis presents us with a useful conceptualization of 

wyrd as a temporal relation between past and future: 

 

For man in the present, wyrd is a baffling retrograde force which is 
bearing down on the present and turning it into the future. Man's 
judgment will be determined by his ability to recognize this 
movement of wyrd, to anticipate the confrontation between present 
and future which wyrd continually engenders, and to cease to be 
fooled by the artificial limitations of the present by ‘thinking well’… 
(Lochrie 1986: 327). 

 

The notion of ‘thinking well’ is also tied to three different attitudes rendered 

within the poems as the ‘grim-thinking man’, ‘the earthly feaster’ and ‘the deep-

thinking soul’. Here, the ‘grim-thinker’ or gromhydig guma represents “…a 

failure to know what lies beyond the present…” linked to a “…proud ignorance 

by which man exploits the limitations of his own knowledge on earth” (ibid). Like 

the grim-thinking man, “…the feaster is oblivious to his wyrd…” (Lochrie 1986: 

328).  However, it is the deophydig or ‘deep-thinking’ soul that “…assumes the 

model human response to wyrd…” Whilst he does not presume to know or 

understand God's wyrd, the deep-thinker is able to endure it patiently by 

thinking well upon the future (ibid). In these three archetypes, it is now possible 

to more fully perceive what to weird and seeing the wyrd of design might bring 

to current debates regarding the post-sustainable, post-normal, and the 

difference between Fry’s reading of Sustainment as futuring and defuturing. As I 

will argue, certain forms of utopian counter-design manifest both an over-

feasting abandon and a grim-thinking speculation — with each being read as 

something that conceals ‘our’ wyrd, allowing us to continue to be fooled by a 

belief that overcoming the artificial limitations of the present requires design to 

constantly push the limits of the artificial. 
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1.8-5  Weird-weaving avatars — The gesture of weird design as an 
undisciplined method of rethinking things and time in design 

This study proposes that, through grappling with the complex ontological 

implications of Sustainment, we will need to design and develop a more 

nuanced understanding of weird and fate that could be based on the model 

response of the deophydig. By bringing together these different notions and 

concepts linked to the mysterious and retrograde force embodied by the 

qualities of an ancient wyrd, it is possible to consider ways in which to weird 

brings the ready-to-hand qualities of design to the present as a kind of deep-

thinking hand-word. In incorporating wyrd õe warnung as a reminder that the 

human has an agency and responsibility both in the face of cosmic powers and 

our capacity to generate designed ‘hand-wonders’ of increasing scale, now 

more than ever it is time to shape destiny by "thinking wisely" in the present. 

 

By winding my way through the literature on wyrd, I have shown that there is a 

rich and complex array of meanings embedded within this ancient concept. 

Although the word ‘weird’ retains something of wyrd, this is not immediately 

available when used to describe what is uncanny, unusual, or strange. I have 

found over the course of my study that, rather than deploying weird design as 

my key concept, it has been more useful to focus on the verb to weird as a 

praxis-driven method. This draws attention to the way in which design weirds. I 

contend that, when design weirds, there is something of the wyrd in play. This 

puts weird into a relation with design’s tricky qualities and its connection to art, 

artefacts, and hybrid object-things in all their weird motion.  

 

Terms such as the Latin ars, indicating ‘sleight of hand’, or French articulum, 

‘something turned around ones hand’ (Flusser 1999: 18), suggest that when we 

observe “…the gesture of making, we discover the difference between 

understanding and research” (Flusser 1991: 39). Here, my own crisis of 

understanding how to confront the crisis of crisis becomes redirected through 

discoveries embedded within the gestures of weaving and spinning. This flips 

the usual models of registering spaces and practices of craft as historical, 

traditional, and non-modern and redirects this via Flusser’s concept of the 

‘gesture of searching’ as “…a logarithmic scale for historical events whose 

degree zero is in the present and whose divisions become finer and more 
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indistinct the closer they get to the void of remembering and forgetting” (Flusser 

1991: 158).  

 

The use of the gesture of weaving to develop the critical possibilities of seeing 

design as weird as a gesture of ‘searching in-itself’ is outlined in this study as an 

undisciplined gesture to weird. To weird is to put the void ahead of us and flip 

the praxis of research towards a radical remembering that requires new 

protocols and avatars. In later personifications of wyrd, such as the Weird 

Sisters in Shakespeare’s Macbeth, we see a further link between the noun and 

the verb via trickster figures such as the witch, wizard, and soothsayer. Pointing 

to three variations of the adjective used by Shakespeare — weyrd, weyard and 

wayward — Shamas notes that Shakespeare’s three Weird Sisters “…are both 

uniquely weird and wayward…” (Shamas 2007). Connections have been drawn 

to other weird figures such as the three norns of Scandinavian mythology — 

Urd, Verdandi, and Skuld — who reside at the Urd Well located at the roots of 

the world tree Yggdrasil, and the three Muses or Graces of the ancient Greeks 

— also described as the Erinyes or Furies.  

 

Mackenzie Wark looks to the embodied figures of the Erinyes in 

Excommunication to establish a furious and swarming dimension to media. This 

picks up on Alexander Galloway’s proposition that hermeneutics and poetics, 

and their avatars Hermes and Iris, have had their day. Given my own 

connection to weaving as weirding, the Greek fates Clotho, Lachesis, and 

Atropos, are activated as a set of avatars that might keep watch over weird 

design. Instead of the furious swarm, these the three spinning and weaving 

goddesses known as the Moirae preside over the birth, life, and death of 

humans. Their myth suggests that when we see design as weird, we might then 

reshape our fate: 

 

Zeus, who weighs the lives of men and informs the Fates of his 
decisions can, it is said, change his mind and intervene to save 
whom he pleases, when the thread of life, spun on Clotho's spindle, 
and measured by the rod of Lachesis, is about to be snipped by 
Atropos's shears. Indeed, men claim that they themselves can, to 
some degree, control their own fates by avoiding unnecessary 
dangers. (Graves 1960: 31).  
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This agentive notion of fate, and our human relation to it as something made or 

unmade, lends itself to readings that point to a weird capacity embedded within 

design to either future or defuture — a power that resembles those of ancient 

entities able to determine the course of human life. A temporal and fated quality 

embedded in the designed world of today shapes what we will do or even suffer 

in the future. Weird design is a thingly and obtuse relation to the absolute 

ontology of all design over the time. However, the gestures of the weird are also 

crafty and shape-able. In this respect, the gestures of weird design emerge 

from weaving as a shuttling movement that interweaves past and future, 

mapping it within the zero point of an ever-moving present. This idea of 

shuttling calls on the gesture of the spool as it passes back and forth through 

the loom. However, it also a concept used in my past projects such as Make-do 

Garden City that draws on the work of Stanislaus Fung’s Notes on the Make-do 

Garden where he notes: 

 

… in Chinese historical thinking the so-called ‘cognitive’ activity 
actually moves back and forth in time … shuttling movements here 
relate particulars to each other and not particulars to universal 
ideals. This shuttling is neither utopian (claiming that the solution to 
the failure of society lies in an invented future) nor arcadian 
(harking back to a reclaimed past) (Fung 1998). 

 

My study re-reads the radical as a prefigurative knowledge — as an act of 

shuttling that weirds. This activates notions of design and politics as something 

that crafts and cares (Fry 2011: 204-208) through processes that use design to 

enact change and maintain continuities both for and from pasts and futures. In 

the following chapters I will therefore detail how the shift from radical to weird, 

and then weird to weirding, occurs as a set of relations between spaces, 

subject, object, and things drawing on the multiple threads of disciplined and 

other design I have described in this first chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2: SPACING SPACES: Reviewing the otherness of the radical 
and speculative 

The next phase of this inquiry reviews the literature on the Italian Radical period 

of the 1960s alongside contemporary speculative practices that draw on this 

history. As I worked through this material to address my initial research 

questions and began to engage more directly with theories of media, 

excommunication, and weird fiction, this literature began to suggest that radical 

design could be weird. This next chapter details how this shift occurs. By 

looking to the spatial-fictional role of utopia and the ‘other spaces’ of 

heterotopia, I began to see that radical and speculative design could be 

considered as disciplinary otherness that is framed by notions of sentimentality. 

This reading rethinks the speculative design of Dunne and Raby and the 

influence their propositional methods have had on my practice, as well as using 

the otherness of space to locate and explore the possibility of adopting a 

weirder approach to fictions. 

Following these lines of inquiry, a further set of understandings emerge 

regarding the condition of the project, how it operates as an object of defuturing, 

and how project-led research constitutes an impasse or limit within this study. 

By using sentimentality as a framework for redirecting radical and speculative 

design, I begin to see that these practices can be allocated to this island in my 

Ur-map This opens up the possibility of using the Ur-map as a ‘spacing space’ 

— a concrete technology and rhetorical machine of inquiry that draws on 

Foucault’s essay Of Other Spaces (Foucault 1986, Johnson 2013, Faubion 

2008). Here, a discussion of the theories of heterotopia is used to develop a 

topos of undisciplined and weird research. This informs a method of relational 

emplacement, where the design-based ‘limit cases’ and ‘other territories’ 

identified using the concept of weird design are tabled and mapped within 

heterotopian zones. This process unsettles my inquiry, shifting it towards a 

consideration of weird media to ask new questions such as: Is design becoming 

weird? and, Does weird design belong on the island in search of idea? By 

continuing to use the Ur-map as an orienting and mediating device in this 

process I further develop my own method using the verb to weird to share 

findings linked to my research on the weird, radical, redirective, undisciplined 

and other of design.
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2.1 Radical and Speculative Design: Notes on the Italian Radical Design 
period and its influence on practices today 

 

The simplest yet most universal formulation surely remains the widely shared 

feeling that in the 60s, for a time, everything was possible; that this period, in 

other words, was a moment of a universal liberation, a global unbinding of 

energies. 

 

— ‘Periodizing the 60s’ In: The Ideologies of Theory 
 Fredric Jameson 2008 

 
 

Critical comprehension of design possibility requires an understanding of the 

depth of the historical changes that are now beginning to become evident. 

Above all, it requires a comprehension of the radical transmutation of 

responsibility that is called for by the corpus of immanent and emergent crises 

and possibilities that are before us. 

 

— ‘The economic paralysis of imagination’, 
The Critical in Design (Part One) 

Clive Dilnot 2008 
 

 

2.1-1 Digging around in the archaeological roots of the radical in my 
practice 

My interest in researching the Radical Design period flows from a set of 

questions that sought to gain a richer understanding of certain practices of the 

1960s and how they influence my take on redirective design. Like the design 

philosophy of defuturing and Sustainment, the political theory and tactics of the 

movement known as the Situationist International and the experimental work of 

groups such as Archigram and Utopie have significantly shaped my ‘other’, 

alterplinary ways of working and thinking. 

 

As with the ontological design, I first encountered these critical modes as a 

student through subjects and one-off labs that were not part of the core design 
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course but were, rather, ancillary classes run by the adjacent Faculty of 

Architecture. As my practice evolved, I found that the approach of these groups 

and their response to the major cultural and social upheavals of the 1960s 

paralleled the radical political approach called for by redirective design and 

defuturing. In this way, the historical precedent established by these groups has 

been used to directly inform and inspire my own approach to urban intervention 

and design-based interrogation as a redirective designer and installation artist.  

 

A key example of this can be found in my work We will eat Presently (2010). In 

this project I applied the Situationist International’s tactical practice of 

détournemont  — the active misuse, hijacking, re-routing, corruption, and 

diversion of society’s ‘preexisting aesthetic elements’ (Sadler, 1998: 17) to 

generate a mobile vehicle that was both a native Australian bee apiary and a 

temporary pikelet food-stall serving the honey from these bees. This cart was 

then activated by a series of events inspired by another SI tactic called 

psychogeography, — a practice of engaging the city as objective and subjective 

space by discovering it as an “…aesthetic practice irreducible to the interests of 

state or market” (Wark 2011:28). These psychogeographic picnic-events invited 

different guest speakers to discuss and reorder site-specific histories and 

further interrogate the wider project of colonial Australia as a defuturing force. 

 

A further example of how these approaches were  expanded on can be see in 

The Restless Quarter (2011). Here, both the title and concept of this work draw 

from the notion of psychic ‘quarters’ proposed by the SI member Ivan 

Chtcheglov’s Formulary for a New Urbanism (1953), where: 

 

The districts of this city could correspond to the whole spectrum of 
diverse feelings that one encounters by chance in everyday life… 
Bizarre Quarter--Happy Quarter (specially reserved for habitation) -
- Noble and Tragic Quarter (for good children)--Historical Quarter 
(museums, schools)--Useful Quarter (hospital, tool shops) --
Sinister Quarter, etc. 

 

To generate an imagined ‘restless quarter’ of a future mobile city, a personal 

archive of urban elements from various existing cities was reassembled to 

create urmadic vehicles (see Figure 1.5, page 56). Here, the aesthetic style and 
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approach of The Restless Quarter also directly references the cut-ups used by 

Archigram to produce their unique brand of paper architecture through 

representing ‘hypothetical physical environments’ and vision spaces that can be 

manifested simultaneously within a ‘two-dimensional proxy’ (Webb 1999). This 

cut-up style of architecture is equally applied to some of my built forms; for 

example the influence of Archigram can be seen in projects such as Open 

Office, an experiment in creating live-art mobile furniture drawing on proto-forms 

such as Webb’s Suitaloon (1967).  

 

In drawing on the new urbanism of SI, The Restless Quarter also looked to 

adopt and extend Chtcheglov’s propositional text as a futuring ‘scenario of 

design’, a strategy Fry designates as a radical alternative to conventionally 

progressive design scenarios (Fry 2009: 151–154) or ‘future-casting’. This form 

of future building is developed through methods such as design fictions and 

‘vapourworlds’ (Coulton and Lindley 2017). As opposed to redirective scenarios 

of design, future-casting tends to be grounded in the mass appeal of projected 

‘futures’ and aims to provoke, promote or prompt desired futures based on 

existing technologies. In general, future-casting, vapourworlds, and design 

fictions that present future life with possible technologies do not carry an explicit 

political commitment to the futural making of Sustainment — an important and 

key difference in intent and method that will be examined in more detail later. 

 

In addition to these understandings drawn from the historical archive, a further 

link to the period of the 1960s arrives through my participation in a residency 

called the UNIDEE University of Ideas in 2012. This project was created and 

hosted by Michelangelo Pistoletto as a concrete manifestation of his Progetto 

Arte Manifesto whereby “…art must again take on the responsibility of 

establishing a spiritual connection between past and future…” and that “…the 

new course must lead to a reestablishment of the ancient connection between 

art and power” (Pistoletto 1994). As a key figure of the Italian Arte Povera 

movement of the 1960s, Pistoletto represents a direct link to this period. Named 

by the critic Germano Celant in 1967 to describe “…a poor art, committed to 

contingency, to events, to the non-historical… that aspires to present itself as 

something sudden and unforeseen with respect to conventional expectations” 

(Celant 1967), Arte Povera and the work of Pistolleto represent an important 
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and active connection between this past avant-garde and current socio-cultural 

issues. Projects such as Cittadellarte, the Third Paradise, and UNIDEE merged 

the radical possibilities of change communities, new kinds of educational 

frameworks, and design-based and art-led transformation “…to establish a truly 

‘demopractical’ politics…” (Pistoletto 2010 & 2012). As such, my participation in 

UNIDEE was a key factor leading to my research focusing on the Italian Radical 

Design period of the 1960s, inspiring a renewed look at this time and space to 

see what could be learnt about radical design, art, and creative transformation 

occuring now and into the future. 

 

In spite of these existing understandings linked to the counter-movements of 

the 1960s, the Italian Radical Design period was markedly absent from my 

existing knowledge base. Perhaps this is not so surprising: even though this 

period represents “…the high watermark of Italian avant-garde practice…”, 

according to Catherine Rossi and Alex Coles “…for all the mythologizing that 

surrounds these years, it has been subject to insufficient critical scrutiny” (Rossi 

2014). Citing many parallels between the 60s, 70s and today, they argue that 

“…it seems pertinent to look again…” (ibid), echoing earlier sentiments that this 

period of experimental practice among architects and artists “…is ripe for 

revisiting to other ends…” (Scott 2004). Therefore, to extend my existing 

knowledge of political and alterplinary modes of practice from the 1960s, I set 

out to gather what I could find on the Italian Radical period to begin to 

understand this movement as a key vector in the trajectory to weird design. 

 

2.1-2 The Radical Legacy of counter-utopia 
How might it be possible to recover the radical energy seen in avant-garde 

movements of the 1960s in the activities of Superstudio, Archizoom, Archigram 

and the Situationist International? What can this period tell us about our own? 

To answer these initial questions posed by my study, I started looking at the 

academic literature I had gathered to gauge the impact of the Radical Period on 

current discourse  (Quesada 2001, Stauffer 2002, Lang 2003, Budzynski 2011, 

Ghavami and van Winden 2011, Treadwel 2012, Lobsinger 2012). Here, most 

of these texts address the theoretical territory shared by Superstudio’s iconic 

project The Continuous Monument (Il Monumento Continuo) and Archizoom’s 

similarly fantastic vision of an endless architectural structure No-Stop City. 
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These readings establish a key legacy of these two groups, centring on a 

conceptual framework that attempts to exit the modern architectural project by 

countering its principles of progress, continuity, and endless expansion 

(Queseda 2001, Stauffer 2002, Ghavami and van Winden 2011). Stauffer 

observes that, whilst the projects designed by Archizoom and Superstudio 

comply with notions of Utopia, they are “…not manifestos of the ‘not yet’…” 

(Stauffer 2002). They present, in this sense, aspects of a negative Utopia by 

using a discursive mix of images and texts that frame “…Utopia as a tool for 

critical reflection…” (ibid). Heightened by an aesthetic withdrawal driven by the 

ambivalent use of grids (Lobsigner 2012) — thus pushing architecture past its 

material limits (Budzynski 2011) — these projects present a ‘flight to a particular 

Utopia’ situated on “…a squared mesh or grid suspended in time without history 

and alien to the idea of becoming.” (Quesada 2001). These stark premonitions 

also expanded the directionality of contemporary trends as the Radicals refused 

to celebrate the role of architecture and urban design as designers of future city 

life (Lang 2003).  

 

By questioning the fundamental disciplinary belief in conditions of continuity, 

makeability, and projecting a better future society, these projects draw attention 

to a critical awareness and urgent necessity to resist the status quo (Treadwell 

2002, Lobsinger 2012). Their projects were thus equally a response to the 

existing disciplinary ‘crisis of the object’ felt within architecture (Queseda 2001) 

and the supposition “…that the designer-architect could be responsible for the 

super-consumption society…” (ibid). In their difference, Archizoom is said to 

have dedicated themselves to “…research on popular culture and language … 

to find the most symbolic forms for representing a pop-inspired landscape…” to 

develop their “…highly recognizable strategy of building on subjective 

accumulations…” (Lang 2003). On the other hand, the approach of Superstudio 

reflects “…a need for changing the way of thinking about architecture as a 

medium, for understanding the utopic symptom” (Ghavami and van Winden 

2011). This uses a more disciplined and ‘classical’ architectural trajectory that 

subverts the “…quotidian architectural experience not through a warping of the 

planimetric state but through satirical irony” (Lang 2003). 
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In their presentation of irrational, poetic, and ironic methods of counter-design 

that refused to work within the traditional limits of the discipline, the Italian 

Radicals set the benchmark for a critical anti-practice (Queseda 2001, Stauffer 

2002, Lobsigner 2012). By making use of the techniques and strategies of the 

discipline to interrogate its claim to the utopian promise — that is, model space 

shaping model society — the Radical moment has generated an enduring 

discussion on how a critical agency of design can emerge from modes of 

aesthetic withdrawal and a turn towards the spacio-politics of ‘open works’ as 

advocated by theorists such as Umberto Eco (Lobsigner 2012).  

 

The process of reviewing this material on the Radical Period was useful as it 

began to answer my question above. Firstly, it suggested that a recovery of the 

‘radical energy’ of the 1960s would need to delve into notions of aesthetic 

withdrawal, a refusal and challenging of disciplinary limits, and a strategic 

interrogation of current manifestations of utopian promise. Moreover, in using 

this period to tell us something about conditions now, this research gave further 

insight into issues regarding the observation of Rodgers and Bremner that 

design’s disciplinary crisis of identity has “…been around since the days of the 

Italian Radical Design Movement of the 1960s” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a, 

Richardson 1993). To this end, I began to consider that, within the radical 

period of the 1960s, certain conditions might be making design weird, leading to 

the kind of radical response typified by Radical Design. 

 

2.1-3 A prospective radical history — unpacking the weird of being 
derivative 
Using this historical understanding of an ‘embedded’ or ongoing disciplinary 

crisis that establishes the current move towards alterplinarity and undisciplined 

approaches, I began to consider whether the Radical period could indicate a set 

of root symptoms that are cyclically recurring. At first, I conducted this inquiry 

using a disciplined model of historical survey — seeing what was done, when, 

by whom, and in what moment or condition. However, I understood that this 

approach ran against the redirective irresponsibility being used in my study as it 

served to “…contribute to the historical trajectory a vocabulary of proper names, 

tradition, identifications and taxonomies” (Dilnot 2009: 377). Dilnot’s observation 

supported my methods of undisciplined research whereby contributing to the 
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project of archiving ‘what-was’ risks producing yet another ‘derivative loop’: 

 
Instead of projecting ‘what-might-become’, the digital is producing 
the design of an ‘other’ world where the project is to archive ‘what-
was’. And it is taking more and more of our time to produce and 
consume this project. Imitation is the means of contributing to, and 
taking guidance from, this project forming a reassuringly derivative 
loop (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a: 6) 

 

This notion of the derivative as “…one of the dominant products of global capital 

and its functions as a financial medium of insurance against change” is a 

dangerous development for the project of design as it has “…always been 

predicated on change…” (ibid). Here it is observed that the derivative changes 

the nature of production as the efficiencies of capital are superseded by debt 

that, like the ‘unlimited’ digital realm, is equally without limit.  

 

Nevertheless, as it is, the unlimited debt supplied by the derivative unfolds in an 

age of certain planetary and ecological limits, generating what Fry identifies as 

the crisis of crisis. This highlights a further connection with what Dilnot calls the 

design 'deficit’ — a deficit of ecological accord underpinned by a failure as 

“…economic and cultural actors, to be adequately responsible for what we have 

set in motion” (Dilnot 2009: 390). As Dilnot goes on to note, the design deficit 

results in an “…avoidance of the transformational work entailed in becoming 

adequately responsible for making” (ibid), which has further implications for the 

way in which histories of design frame the questions the discipline should be 

asking: 

 

…history, in this view, becomes not retrospective but prospective 
… It is the examination of (false) plenitude and absence, of the 
symmetrical play between plenitude and want and of the 
prefiguration, in projects, of models and modes of relational accord 
… what this whole exploration shows is that what is vital today is 
the context in which questions are asked. The issue is not in the 
detail as it were, but in the framework in which a study is offered 
and the position that it takes up (Dilnot 2009: 391) 

 

This observation allowed me to better understand that, in my study, I was 

conducting a prospective research into the history of the Radicals, given that 

my methods were shaped by the remit of Fry’s redirective baseline. 
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Furthermore, as this line of inquiry was opened back up to other critical design 

theories, I began to see that, in viewing the radical within a ‘continuity’ of crisis 

and ongoing disciplinary paradoxes, these conditions could be making design 

weird. 

 

2.2 From radical super-architecture to the speculation of everything  

 

We put forward negative utopias, forewarning images of the horrors which 

architecture was laying in store for us with its scientific methods for the 

perpetuation of existing models. Naturally there were those who could not see 

beyond the metaphors and treated everything as yet another utopian 

proposition. Too bad for them. 

— ‘How great architecture still was in 1968’  
In: Exit Utopia: Architectural Provocations, 1956-76 

Adolfo Natalini 2005 
 
2.2-1 Investigating the transition from Radical to Critical as a weird 
trajectory of design 

This new reading of the radical as a becoming weird of design emerged through 

the process of addressing my additional questions regarding the Radical period 

where I set out to ask: Are there any observable projects that continue to carry 

the core thinking of this period into the contemporary context? Furthermore, 

what was missing or overlooked in this period that might offer clues for the 

growing of spaces of radical thinking?  

 

By researching the Radical moment, I was able to identify that their approach 

emerges from, and responds to, certain familiar conditions that mirrored my 

own. This includes the crisis of architecture and object, a dissatisfaction with 

conservative teaching programs, the use of media, mediation, and discursive 

text/images that challenge political and ethical concerns, a refusal to do ‘proper 

work’ and the adoption of experimental approaches to design by engaging with 

spaces of art, performance, and public intervention. Using the material and 

observations I had gathered in Chapter One alongside what I had observed in 

the material used to produce my analysis thus far in Chapter Two, these 

themes and strategies were matched with my own design past and the projects 
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created as an artist-redirective practitioner. By reading these case studies 

together, these practices and projects were considered as ‘limit cases’ — 

examples of design practice that explore the edges of a seemingly established 

disciplinary domain, whilst themselves establishing a point of impasse or line of 

flight linked to disciplinary crisis. 

 

Moreover, having inverted the order of my inquiry in Chapter One, and choosing 

to first look at my past practice and research methods within the wider context 

of redirective design as a politics that is “…more radical than reform but less 

disruptive than revolution…” (Fry 2009), my initial questions tabled above were 

now being rethought in the temporal dimension of futuring and defuturing. This 

meant that I was looking more closely at how the ‘futuring agency’ of the radical 

design history could be “…politically, socially and historically contextualized…” 

(Fry 2009: 122). This opened up a further line of questioning that started shifting 

away from the general take within this existing body of literature. Instead of 

asking what makes the Radicals historically “…so different and so appealing…” 

with respect to the design discipline’s evolution towards its current state of 

affairs, I began to focus on common threads that linked then to now. Diverging 

from the linear, historical approach that relegates the Radicals to a chapter in 

time, I set out to actively historicise the Radical Design Period of the 1960s by 

connecting it to redirective design — a perspective missing from the academic 

literature reviewed thus far.  

 

Using my practice as one test case of this possible overlap, I further expanded 

on this line of inquiry by moving towards investigating other observable 

approaches that claimed to carry the core thinking of this period into a 

contemporary context. As with my investigation of the Radical moment of the 

60s, my research into this question began by digging around another key 

influence on my practice and thinking — the work of the designers Anthony 

Dunne and Fiona Raby. Through my encounters with their early work, I knew 

that they had drawn on the radical legacy as a basis for establishing a new 

mode of practice called ‘critical design’ (Dunne and Raby 2001: 58) — a claim 

they make explicitly in a document titled Critical Design FAQ published on their 

website where they state: 
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Design as critique has existed before under several guises. Italian 
Radical Design of the 1970s was highly critical of prevailing social 
values and design ideologies, critical design builds on this attitude 
and extends it into today's world (Dunne and Raby 2007). 

 

 Also described as ‘discursive design’ — the creation of utilitarian 

objects/services/interactions whose primary purpose is to communicate ideas 

— “…critical design has been greatly promulgated by the work of Anthony 

Dunne and Fiona Raby, and that of their Design Interactions program students 

at the Royal College of Art” though it is observed that “…their initial definition 

has increasingly become distorted…” (Tharp and Tharp 2013).  Here, Bardzell 

and Bardzell note that, as a form of constructive design, the term critical design 

as coined by Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby was developed as a means of 

leveraging design — or, more specifically, commercial or product design 

processes — to make consumers more critical about their everyday lives 

(Bardzell and Bardzell 2013). In particular, as forms of social research that ask 

people “…to reflect on how their lives are mediated by assumptions, values, 

ideologies, and behavioural norms…”, this approach is rooted in both the 

Radical legacy in addition to other critical theories of that era: 

 

Critical design, like Frankfurt School critical theory before it, is a 
research strategy dedicated to transgressing and undermining social 
conformity, passivity, and similar values of capitalist ideology, in 
hopes of bringing about social emancipation. These goals were 
reinvigorated by the advent of poststructuralism in the 1960s and 
70s, especially in the work of Barthes… (ibid). 

 

Whilst Dunne and Raby offer few specifics on how this is done, and 

characterize critical design as more of an ‘attitude’ than a ‘method’ (ibid), 

alongside the new disciplinary territories of design thinking, interaction design, 

and design research, as noted by Tonkinwise  — “…a whole fourth side of this 

extension has occurred as a result of what is variously called, following Dunne 

and Raby, ‘critical design,’ ‘discursive design’ and now ‘speculative design’” 

(Tonkinwise 2014b). Here “…the prime objective of speculative design is to 

force an aspect of the future into the present so that it demands a response” 

(ibid). From these observations, I began to investigate more fully how the critical 

design of Dunne and Raby adopts, adapts, or expands on Radical Design’s 
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history as a space of speculative design futures.  

 

2.2-2 Speculative Everything — smells like radical spirit 
The curator Pino Brugellis describes the legacy of the Radicals as “…a kind of 

virus which has influenced everyone in some way, a melting pot of ideas which 

we continuously dip into, a dictionary…” (Rosso 2017); in their most recent text, 

Speculative Speculative Everything: Design, Fiction and social dreaming, the 

designers Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby (2013) point to a similar long 

standing interest in the radical 60s and 70s as a grounding for their take on 

critical design: 

 

We have long been inspired by radical architecture and fine art that 
use speculation for critical and provocative purposes, particularly 
projects from the 1960s and 1970s by studios such as Archigram, 
Archizoom, Superstudio, Ant Farm, Haus-Rucker-Co, and Walter 
Pichler… We were left wondering how this spirit could be 
reintroduced to contemporary design and how design’s boundaries 
could be extended beyond the strictly commercial to embrace the 
extreme, the imaginative, and the inspiring (Dunne and Raby 2013: 
6). 

 

With this specific agenda in place, the rest of the book is dedicated to exploring 

how design and designers can “…continue with the methodology employed by 

the visionary designers of the 1960s and 1970s … and develop new methods 

appropriate for today’s world and once again begin to dream” (Ibid: 9). Dunne 

and Raby also hold that, after the “…high point of radical design in the 

1970s…”, a range of issues in the years since “…make imaginative, social, and 

political speculation today more difficult and less likely” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 

6). 

Therefore, Speculative Everything is seen to offer a ‘methodological 

playground’ for producing ‘fictional worlds’ and ‘thought experiments’ (Dunne 

and Raby 2013: 73) through a variety of means that include ‘humour’ [40], satire 

and cautionary tales [43, 73], counterfactuals [82], ideas as stories [75], 

reductio ad absurdum [80], what-ifs [86], and a particular brand of Neoliberal 

speculative fiction [73] based on utopias and dystopias. These different modes 

of speculative design are then shown to generate various forms of exhibitable, 

modelled, useable, imaged, prop-based, and narrative design-based outcomes.  
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Together, this collection of proposed methods and examples present 

speculative design as an overall “…catalyst for social dreaming…” (Dunne and 

Raby 2013: 189). Throughout this thesis, I will be using this specific description 

to discuss the term ‘speculative design’. As noted by Lindley and Coulton, 

“…competing understandings and framings of the practice coexist 

incongruently, resulting in ambiguity within discussions about Design Fiction” 

(Lindley and Culton 2017: 4); however, my research will focus specifically on 

speculative design as a form of design fiction as it emerges from Dunne and 

Raby’s particular brand of critical design as explored in their earlier texts 

Hertzian Tales (Dunne 2005 [1999]) and Design Noir: The Secret Life of 

Electronic Objects (Dunne and Raby 2001), in addition to several key projects 

and exhibitions. 

 

Speculative design as a form of critical design is hence also associated closely 

with design fiction, an approach championed by the science-fiction writer/design 

futurist Bruce Sterling and product-engineer/science ‘fact-ionalist’ Julian Bleeker 

(Sterling 2009, Bleeker 2009). Design fiction also falls under and across the 

new discursive spaces within which new forms of cultural artefact-futures might 

emerge (Hales 2013), such as reflective, experimental, and discursive design 

(Tharp and Tharp 2009, 2013, Moline 2015). Therefore, by reading across 

these different modes of thinking and action, whilst embracing the ambiguity of 

this wide mix of positions, the following is a description of Design Fiction when it 

is discussed as a disciplined space of design: 

 

Whilst the means of Design Fiction (the objects and artefacts 
produced by practice) are diverse and varied, the end of Design 
Fiction is always the creation of a fictional world … While 
speculative designs may well conjure qualities of an alternate world 
via art-like artefacts, Design Fictions use any media they can to give 
life to fictional alternate worlds, worlds within which the artefacts that 
define them make sense … In Design Fiction, the forms these 
artefacts take, the media used to create them, and whether they are 
physical, digital or a hybrid, are all flexible. If the world that a 
selection of Design Fiction artefacts collectively create is viewed as 
a single entity, then each artefact may be viewed as an ‘entry point’ 
that represents that world viewed from different scales” (Lindley and 
Culton 2017: 4). 
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Given the wide reach and impact of these interconnected practices, my interest 

in looking at speculative design within the larger landscape of “…a relatively 

young field [that] still exhibits some pre-paradigmatic angst…” (ibid) is because 

speculative design has become and continues to be a well-recognised space of 

design fiction. Here, the approach of others that identify with speculative design 

(Auger 2013, Malpass 2013, 2016) regularly draw from the practice of Dunne 

and Raby’s association with the Royal College of Art, London. This therefore 

represents a major contribution to this new area of practice within the design 

field (Antonelli 2011, Jakobsone 2017, Swan & Boehner 2015). Whilst the work 

of Dunne and Raby and others presented throughout Speculative Everything 

does not offer a full representation of the practices, projects, and strategies that 

now constitute research methods described as Speculative Critical Design — or 

SCD — I hold that they are enough of a major player and influence on this field 

to warrant the analysis of both Dunne and Raby’s work and their text 

Speculative Everything. 

 

It should be noted as an additional caveat that the concepts and arguments 

detailed by Dunne and Raby in Speculative Everything, in addition to the 

methods they outline and the examples they draw from, have also drawn a 

range of criticism and critique from others, particularly regarding a decidedly 

uncritical elision of important issues. This includes a failure to address privilege 

(Martins 2014, Kiem 2014), power (Haldrup 2017), politics (Martins and Olivera 

2015, Laranjo 2015), and the complexity of presentation (Yelavich 2015, 

Coultoun & Lindley 2017, Tonkinwise 2014c). I am aware of these ongoing 

debates but my own observations and findings regarding speculative design as 

tabled by Speculative Everything are relevant to the process of my inquiry into 

establishing a trajectory that maps design becoming weird. 

 

Speculative Everything thus represents an important step for my inquiry as a 

prospective investigation of the different trajectories tabled by my practice as it 

moves from redirective to radical and then weird. Here, the Radical’s exit from 

utopia is read as a ground for the speculative ‘methodological playground’. 

Moreover, speculative design is viewed specifically through the lens of an 

expressed desire to return to the radical spirit of the 1960s; this desire serves 
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as the key catalyst for social dreaming. Furthermore, the publication of 

Speculative Everything also coincides with the very beginning of this study. It 

therefore represents a set of ideas and examples that can be read separately 

from the influence of Dunne and Raby’s early work on my own methods and 

past projects. For example, their approach heavily informed the strategies I 

used to bring the theories of redirective design and sustainable futures into the 

domains of site-specific art and relational aesthetics. The propositional nature of 

projects such as Open-Office, Colony Collapse, We will eat presently and Kauri-

oke employed similar visual cues and an in-between design and art approach to 

generate what Dunne and Raby describe as the complicated pleasure of ‘value 

fictions’.  

 

From this entangled mix of commonalities and difference provided by the 

overlapping territories of practice covered by my own redirective work as it is 

informed by the radical thinking of the 1960s and the critical and fictional 

approach of Dunne and Raby— who themselves are informed by the spirit of 

the Radical Design Period and now move towards speculative dreaming— my 

study now attends more closely to ‘what is missing’ within this radical history. 

This is to say that, by engaging these practices together, I now undertake the 

transformational work that brings “…subjects, things and nature into their 

necessary interrelationship…” and “…prefigure and address meaningful future 

possibilities…” (Dilnot 2009: 182). 

 

2.2-3 What lurks behind the utopian dreaming of radical redux 
The methods of future projections tabled by Speculative Everything put an 

emphasis on ‘utopian dreaming’, an approach that remains invested in change 

and finding possibilities for making change possible. This means that 

speculation continues to serve the discipline by casting the future as problems 

thrown ahead of us, leading to the problems of objects and projects mentioned 

at the end of Chapter One.  

 

As Rodgers and Bremner demonstrate, the business of change that design 

relies upon has changed inside the era of limits. Now anything and everything 

can be easily willed into existence, which means that the more serious question 

confronting design is the relationship between “…‘what’ we produce and ‘why’ 
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we bother to produce anything at all…” (Rodgers and Brmener 2011a). I argue 

that, in spite of the novel methods and impact of the work presented as 

speculative design, this form of future casting deals specifically in the probable 

or preferable, such that speculating about everything reinforces the problems 

generated by the derivative loop — which is to say it trades on producing 

conditions that are inherently defuturing in age of limits. 

 

Notwithstanding a possible association with the financial mechanism of 

speculation as a driver of the financial derivative, speculative design buys into 

“…the safety or insurance produced by derivation as the current cornerstone of 

design action…” — something that “…has to be seen to be un-natural…” by the 

irresponsible researcher (Rodgers and Bremner 2011a: 9). Based on this 

observation, my study now frames the territory opened up by Speculative 

Everything as un-natural via a newly structured question — could the radical 

trajectory of critical-speculative design be making design weird? This led to a 

more detailed unpacking of the ‘1960s moment’ as that which weirds the 

derivative of ‘speculation’. This produced a further means of mapping the 

radical and speculative trajectory in relation to the island of utopia in my Ur-

map. 

 

To this end, I began to focus on how the territory of utopia operates as a 

departure point and critical fulcrum for those forms of other design I was looking 

at in my study. Whereas the Radicals explicitly use the monumental and 

expansive space of negative utopias as a forewarning of “…the images of the 

horrors which architecture was laying in store for us…” (Natalini 2005), Dunne 

and Raby advocate “…one million tiny utopias each dreamt up by a single 

person…” as a means of advancing neoliberal speculative fictions (Dunne and 

Raby 2013: 8 & 73). In my own work, an explicit link to utopia or dystopia is not 

a key factor, as redirective practice highlights that 

 

Rather than a form of utopian dreaming, the desire for Sustainment 
cannot be for anything other than a work — one requiring a 
protracted political project … based on recognizing that the task is a 
continual labour intrinsic to our being — the unsustainable is part of 
the price of our existence (Fry 2009: 203). 
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As a praxis rather than a projection, Sustainment holds that the nature and 

scale of crisis does not afford time to ‘buy’ an understanding of a better 

tomorrow through the project of design. Therefore, realising that utopia was 

‘missing’ from my existing work, thinking, and methodologies, I set out as a 

redirective designer-researcher to gain a better understanding of how utopian 

thought operates and to see if this could establish another way of reading 

radical and speculative design to take it somewhere else. 
 
2.3 What is missing? Understanding the spaces of utopian projection 
 

'Something's missing.' This sentence, which is in Mahagony, is one of the most 

profound sentences Brecht ever wrote, and it is two words. What is this 

'something'? If it is not allowed to be cast in a picture, then I shall portray it as in 

the process of being… one should not be allowed to eliminate it as if it really did 

not exist so that one could say the following about it: 'It's about the sausage.’ 

 

— ‘Something’s Missing: A discussion between Ernst Bloch and 

Theodor W. Adorno on the contradictions of Utopian Longing’  
In: The Utopian Function of Art and Literature 

Ernst Bloch, 1988 

 

 

2.3-1 On the term Utopia and its territories 
Thomas More’s Libellus vere aureus nec minus salutaris quam festivus de 

optimo reip(ublicae) statu, de(que) nova Insula Utopia, published in 1516, is the 

book we now know more simply as Utopia. To generate his protologism, More 

adds to  

‘-topos’, the Greek word for place, the prefix U-, which he understood as a 

contraction of the negating ou-, making ‘non-place’, and of the adjective eu-, a 

good or right place. Set on a fictional island, Utopia names this territory, the 

architectural space of its city, and the model society that inhabits it, thereby 

encompassing a visionary ideal and a fictional place that does not exist. From 

this literary starting point, ‘utopia’ passes into common usage as a proper noun 

by the 1600s, spawning a multitude of utopian forms and ideas including texts, 

politics and political models, futuristic visions, social and ideological 
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propositions, and its own field of disciplinary study (Jameson 2005: 1). As such, 

there is a wide range of academic discussion, theoretical analysis, research 

approaches, and philosophical interpretations from which to drawn regarding 

the function, operation, and concept of utopia; from this I will only draw on a 

select few to better understand the different approaches of the radical and 

speculative to the utopian as design.  

 

A key text in this regard is Fredric Jameson’s comprehensive guide to the 

various utopian territories: Archaeologies of the Future: The Desire Called 

Utopia and Other Science Fictions (2005). Jameson opens with the claim that 

“Utopia has always been a political issue” (Jameson 2005: xi), and includes a 

framework that details its radical otherness: 

 

Utopian form is itself a representational meditation on radical 
difference, radical otherness, and on the systemic nature of the 
social totality, to the point where one cannot imagine any 
fundamental change in our social existence which has not first 
thrown off Utopian visions like so many sparks from a comet 
(Jameson 2005: xii). 

 

This observation establishes a useful dynamic between Utopian politics that 

“…aims at imagining, and sometimes even at realizing, a system radically 

different from this one…” (ibid) and design as politics, that begins from 

redirecting “…‘what already exists’ towards Sustainment … in what has to be a 

strategically plural construction of the political” (Fry 2011: 64-67). To extend this 

further, Jameson offers a taxonomy of Utopian varieties by drawing attention to 

various binaries. This starts with the differences between ‘Utopian form’, 

discussed in the quote above and generally including the written text or genre, 

and the ‘Utopian wish’ — “…something like a Utopian impulse detectable in 

daily life and its practices by a specialized hermeneutic or interpretive method” 

(Jameson 2005: 1). Jameson uses these categories to establish “…two distinct 

lines of descendency…” from More's inaugural text, Utopian program, and 

Utopian impulse (see Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: Fredric Jameson’s diagram of utopian varieties descending from 
More’s text (Jameson 2005: 3-4) 
 

Using Jameson’s schema, I began to ask whether this might show a difference 

between the Radical and Speculative approach to utopia. Looking at the 

counter-utopian, text-based approach of the Radicals, can these works be said 

“…to project new spatial totalities, in the aesthetic of the city itself” (Jameson 

2005: 3)? Is this then placed somewhere on the side of ‘Utopian Program’? 

Alternatively, is speculative design a reconfiguration of the radical as another 

‘commercial pipe-dream’ that Jameson attributes to Utopian impulse? 

Furthermore, in seeking to reactivate the Radical legacy by framing it as “…a 

space between reality and the impossible, a space of dreams, hopes, and 

fears” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 66), does this drift towards the use of Utopia 

“…as the mere lure and bait for ideology…” (ibid)? Without arriving at a 

definitive answer to these questions, new readings began to emerge of the 

transition of one to the other by remapping radical and speculative design back 

into the theory of utopia. In turn, these readings further expanded what I was 

starting to gather from other literature relating to the term ‘weird’, including the 

uncanny, strange, and unusual and the more complex weird of media. 

 

In Speculative Everything, Dunne and Raby claim to continue the legacy of the 

Radical period by bringing together projects and processes that are seen to 
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recall the radical energy and aesthetic modes of practice opened up by this 

history. They often use the notion of utopia to support this claim (Dunne and 

Raby 2013: 38, 44, 161-164, 170). This includes a consideration of speculative 

design’s capacity to generate critique or rethink the impossibly utopian (ibid: 

148), borrowing from utopian methods and forms found in literature and art 

“…and applying them to the real world as thought experiments” (ibid: 170). 

Another consideration is to champion the mechanisms and scale of product 

design as a means of presenting a multiplicity of micro-utopias and thereby 

envisioning what Erik Olin Wright calls ‘real utopia’ (Wright 2010 in Dunne and 

Raby: 161). It is this last point that Dunne and Raby particularly tie into their 

titular approach that moves speculative design into a realm of speculative 

everything: 

 

Speculative design contributes to the reimagining not only of reality 
itself but also our relationship to reality. But for this to happen, we 
need to move beyond speculative design, to speculative 
everything—generating a multitude of worldviews, ideologies, and 
possibilities. The way the world is follows on from how we think; the 
ideas inside our heads shape the world out there. If our values, 
mental models, and ethics change, then the world that flows from 
that worldview will be different, and we hope better (Dunne and 
Raby 2013: 161) 

 

However, given the importance of utopia to speculative everything, an 

engagement of the complex frames of reference, politics, and history of this 

concept is limited. Therefore, my study required a more developed and detailed 

account of how utopia, fiction, and the critical function within the disciplining of 

the radical through design as project (utopian program) and projections of the 

designed (utopian impulse). 

 

 2.3-2 Utopia as a spatial mode of thinking and action 

Jameson offers a wide-ranging social-cultural commentary and complex 

schema, although a detailed discussion of architectural, space, and design 

practice is relatively absent. To this end, I use Françoise Choay’s focused 

analysis of the relationships between More’s Utopia, designed space, and the 

conditions linked to the 1960s to look more closely at how counter-utopia 

operates with the Radical Period. According to Choay, Utopia in particular and 
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utopias in general work to “…fathom, record and spell our insoluble or 

unformulatable societal problems…” (Choay 2004: 98). Moreover, she asserts 

that true utopias that have been written in the course of history adopt the three 

structural constituents of More’s paradigm: 1) criticized society, 2) model space, 

and 3) model society. These can be further realized as 1) the formal framework 

of fiction, 2) descriptions of the model society and model space needed for its 

institutions to function, and 3) antinomies to be resolved (Choay 2004: 99). 

 

Choay emphasizes the importance More gives to the function of spatial 

configurations in the construction of human societies. Hence, whilst a critical 

approach generates the social conception of Utopia, “…built space is the 

instrument of its realization…”, transforming a vicious society into a valorous 

one (Choay 2004: 96). This serves as the foundation for a deeper discussion of 

how built space informs the temporal, mythic, and atavistic aspects of More’s 

text as an attempt to resolve certain contradictions — individual freedom vs 

conformity, innovation vs tradition, inauguration and replication, and so on. 

From this general analysis of More’s spatial paradigm, Choay’s discussion 

highlights a “…decline of utopias in the strict sense…” in the late 19th and first 

half of the 20th century that leads into a reading of the period of the 1960s as 

one that represents a key moment of return to the social-spatial concern of the 

Utopian text (Choay 2004: 99).  

 

Referring to the works of the Situationist International and Archigram, and 

particularly to the 1969 publication of Non-plan, an experiment in freedom, ‘the 

spirit of 1968’ for Choay ushers' in work that “…loudly and clearly claims 

affiliation to utopia…” (Choay 2004: 100). The work of the Italian Radicals is not 

mentioned specifically in the essay; nevertheless, I contend that Choay’s 

reasoning can be used and extended to frame them. Drawing on my research 

covered in Section 2.1, it can be said the Radicals’ approach fitted within a 

larger narrative that works against the modernist and disciplined utopian 

architectural projects of that era, embodied by the reductive functionalism of 

CIAM and the urban planning of Le Corbusier (Sadler 1998:22-25). Thus, as 

Choay notes for the various anti-practices and veritable ‘anti-utopias’ of the 

1960s: 
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…such ‘planning’ as Utopus proposed and as urbanists have 
continued to understand it, has now become obsolete: all it could 
offer would be an environment, ill adapted to human needs, 
activities and desires … the real problem facing the developers is 
how to enable the individual to determine the establishment that 
will best safeguard his liberties as well as his freedom within a 
generalized transformation and mobility (Choay 2004: 100). 

The spatial model of utopian thinking could be considered the optimistic 

‘architecture-of-the-ought’ — where “…individual propositions of the right 

principles of architecture meet individual propositions of the principles of right 

societies” (Coleman 2005: 5). Thus, Radical design establishes a benchmark 

based on counter-utopia — a site for confronting the emerging conditions of 

defuturing that are laid down in the 60s and 70s with the ‘great standard 

networks of technological infrastructure’ — transmission of fluids, energy 

networks, high-speed transport of people and things, telecommunications, etc, 

transmitted by all kinds of electronic means (Choay 2004: 100). 

 

For the Italian Radicals operating at the cusp of the post-war transition to mono-

space, traditional and diverse local space is erased through the hegemonic 

monumentality of capitalism. With a heavy irony, the lost specificity of 

localization is tellingly rendered as a haunting spectre, appearing in works such 

as the Continuous Monument. Through a nostalgic erasure by the total 

urbanization of the inserted monolithic grid, “…a single continuous environment 

— the world is rendered uniform by technology, culture, and all the other 

inevitable forms of imperialism” (Superstudio 1973). As Lobsinger notes: 

 

Depicting humans mindless wandering through geographically 
disparate landscapes the grid becomes a representation of a 
closed socio-economic system of accelerated capitalism where all 
desires are pre-scripted in advance of need or experience … 
Superstudio's ambivalent use of the grid as supersurface cannot 
be dismissed … The grid, whether white scored plastic surface or 
representing an invisible electronic net, can be interpreted as 
positing a retreat from the visual field within consumption … the 
iterabilty of form and repetition that comprises an infinitely 
extendable grid would appear to negate the designer's creative 
expenditure (Lobsigner 2012: 190). 

 

In other words, in attempting a technological exit from the modernist ‘machine 
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for living in’, they prefigure the era of globalization and the free and mobile 

artist-consumer, where planning for human settlement is “…no longer 

constrained by the need to insert, integrate and accommodate it within local, 

natural or cultural contexts” (Choay 2004: 100). It is thus networked space, that 

which now unifies all points and populations across the globe, that represents a 

kind of ou-topia, the non-place of a ubiquitous nowhere that is realized through 

technological process. A process noted by Choay started in More’s day with 

Utopus — More’s fictional founder of the Utopian commonwealth — and the 

implementation of “…a spatial instrument allowing him to submit a social 

community to the authority of a transcendent institutional scheme”: 

 

…neither More or any of his successors down to the second half of 
the nineteenth century sought to question the status of local space, 
the existence and importance of which was self-evident to them 
(Choay 2004: 100-101). 

 

The implications of this analysis suggest that that the pressing questions which 

confront us today might entail a return to the antinomies of Ruskin and Morris 

as they sought to exit Utopia by preserving the architectural, rural, and urban 

heritage of pre-industrial England and Europe (ibid). Moreover, as my research 

proceeds, there are further implications linked to this recurrence when I look at 

how craft can be redirected as a politics-that-things futures (Fry 2011: 139), a 

key factor in my study into the weird of the radical. This highlights a more 

complex relation embedded within the ontology of craft, design, and a becoming 

radical through these object-things as a praxis.  

 

All too often, craft is taken as read with traditional practices or recent artisanal 

histories that split from design, usually under moments when utopian 

antinomies are most present. Here, the discussion of the arts and crafts 

movement and the industrial revolution are often brought into play; however as 

the work of Catherine Rossi shows, craft during the post-war period was often 

framed as a ‘problem’ and, for Radical Design, craft is framed as both an ‘Other’ 

and a ‘Given’: 

 

 …as radical craft-based utopianism gave way to depoliticised 
postmodern gestures … the idea of craft as an authentic ‘other’ 
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was still useful to the likes of Branzi and Gaetano Pesce — if only 
to articulate their negation of this powerful idea (Rossi 2011: 466). 

 

Therefore, in the process of rethinking utopia ‘now’, my study reframes radical 

craft as a site that is ‘Other’ to the radical/utopia binary of design. This process 

requires the unconcealing of the chronal possibilities, prefigurative knowledge, 

and memory that the object-things and gestures of crafting maintain, both as 

and in presence (Fry 2011: 204-208). Hence, I have found that this requires 

untangling craft from its position as Other, given, and past, something that 

requires passing beyond Ruskin, Morris, and the Radicals’ nostalgic desire to 

exit Utopia. Therefore, to escape the gravitational pull of a revolving door of 

utopian exiting, I now consider how the Radicals’ design-based exit from one 

kind of utopian scheme establishes, and thereby weirds, the desire of the 

Speculative to return to utopian ideology through a specific form of radical 

sentimentality.  

 
2.3-3 The non-place of ideas as the good space of design 
Just as Jameson frames the politics of Utopia as a split between Impulse 

(text/praxis/community/city) and Program (theory/reform/individual as 

hermenutic-body-time-collectivity), Choay’s discussion highlights an important 

function that is imbedded in More’s model of Utopia. That is, it works to resolve 

certain antinomies through model space that, in turn, shape the model society 

as defined by a localised limit on which the fictional critique can be established 

— utopia is/as island, city, and people. In the case of the Radicals and 

examples such as ‘non-plan’, this is overturned — “…space becomes an 

instrument serving to promote the freedom of the individual-as-subject…” such 

that the antinomies that establish the utopian dynamics no longer have currency 

(Choay 2004: 99). By serving up counter-utopian critique within the new utopia 

of the non-local, the Radicals demonstrate a further twist on the utopian model 

of More: utopia as a method of exit and refusal. It here serves to add to 

Jameson’s schematic readings and Choay’s analysis a further system that 

outlines Utopia as Method (Levitas 2013). Investigating the three potential 

functions of utopia as “…compensation, critique and change…” (Levitas 2013: 

107), the sociologist Ruth Levitas deploys it as a reflexive method that can 

conceive of alternative, better futures in response to different levels of crisis. In 

this sense, she divides the core of utopia as a method rather than a goal, a 
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process that leads to potential debate or exploration of the contents and 

contexts of human flourishing via “…the desire of being otherwise, individually 

and collectively, subjectively and objectively…” (Levitas 2013: xi).  

 

Levitas thus outlines three inter-related modes of putting utopia to use: the 

archaeological, the ontological, and the architectural (Levitas 2013: 153). Here, 

utopia as archaeology involves “…piecing together the images of the good 

society embedded in political, social and economic policy and programmes…” 

(ibid), whereas utopia as ontology engages “…the question of what kind of 

people particular societies develop and encourage”(ibid). Utopia as architecture 

—its “culturally most familiar mode” — functions as the “…imagining [of] a 

reconstructed world and describing its social institutions…” (Levitas 2013: 197). 

Moreover, as architecture, this method presents “…potential alternative 

scenarios for the future…” (Levitas 2013: 153). Using this to observe the 

strategies of the Radicals, as a counter-utopia they can be said to deploy the 

language of ‘utopia as architecture’ to present a critique of ‘utopian ontology’ 

present at that time, using this to warn of issues linked to the emerging network 

that offers a utopian archaeology of the free subject. In this sense, they follow 

Levitas’ observation that utopia as ontology and architecture are ‘more 

troubling’; to this end, the relational nature of all three requires that each in turn 

be “…subject to archeological critique, addressing the silences and 

inconsistencies all such images must contain, as well as the political steps that 

they imply” (ibid). 

 

Using this to look more closely at Speculative Everything, it becomes apparent 

that utopia as architecture is called on to attempt to resolve aspects of utopia as 

ontology linked to disciplinary perceptions of speculation and fiction. That is, 

according to Dunne and Raby: 

 

The problem with speculation, for designers at least, is that it is 
fictional, which is still seen as a bad thing. The idea that something 
is not “real,” when real means it is available in shops, is not good… 

For us, the purpose of speculation is to ‘unsettle the present rather 
than predict the future’. But to fully exploit this potential, design 
needs to decouple itself from industry, develop its social imagination 
more fully, embrace speculative culture… (Dunne and Raby 2013: 
88).  
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To resolve the opposition of design as real-as-product and/or fiction-as-

speculation, they argue that ‘functional fictions’ help us explore the kind of world 

in which we wish to live by creating design that offers ‘consumer-citizens’ a 

chance to explore “…a space between reality and the impossible, a space of 

dreams, hopes, and fears…” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 66). Thus, the formal 

framework of the fictional serves as the key to unlocking another space of 

practice such that: 

 

… the purest form of fictional world is the utopia (and its opposite, 
the dystopia) … There is a view that utopia is a dangerous concept 
that we should not even entertain because Nazism, Fascism, and 
Stalinism are the fruits of utopian thinking. But these are examples 
of trying to make utopias real, trying to realize them, top-down. The 
idea of utopia is far more interesting when used as a stimulus to 
keep idealism alive, not as something to try to make real but as a 
reminder of the possibility of alternatives, as somewhere to aim for 
rather than build (Dunne and Raby 2013: 73). 

 

In this sense, as a ‘catalyst for social dreaming’, the utopian approach of 

Speculative Everything explicitly excludes certain qualities of built space found 

within More’s spatial model as identified by Choay. Sidestepping the more 

difficult issues tied to utopia as archaeology, Dunne and Raby express a desire 

to embody a mix of utopia as ontology/architecture described by Levitas, 

particularly when utopia as method “…allows preferred futures … their proper 

causal role in the emergent future, rather than leave this to the potential 

catastrophe of projected trends” (Levitas 2013: 218). As with utopian method, 

speculative design fictions are presented as design-based scenarios that are 

“…provisional, reflexive and dialogic…” (ibid). Thus, the locus of the speculative 

approach to the utopian is ‘the idea’ or, more precisely, the space of the 

‘proposal’. In this way, Dunne and Raby hold that to propose, to suggest, to 

offer something, to sketch out possibilities is what “…design is good at” (Dunne 

and Raby 2013: 189). We might say, then, to justify an emphasis on 

“…imagination over practicality, and ask questions rather than provide answers” 

(ibid), Dunne and Raby hold to the good space of design as the non-place of 

the idea — utopia as fictional product-projects produced as speculative what-ifs. 

This calls to mind a binary problem identified by Jameson as the opposition 
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between Fancy and Imagination — an opposition between temporalities which 

also seems to characterize Utopias: 

 

This is in fact a narrative opposition: between the time of events 
that could be emplotted, organized into one story in its various 
versions, and the seemingly non-narrative guided tour, in which the 
features of daily life and of the everyday institutions are lovingly 
enumerated … here again the old opposition between Fancy and 
Imagination re-emerges: Imagination being the domain of shaping 
form and narrative par excellence while Fancy governs the detail, 
on which it dwells, and to which it brings a different quality of 
attention, sensuous and obsessive all at once, and with no 
impatience or regard for haste or time. (Jameson 2005: 214). 
 

The claim to use what design is ‘good at’ — projecting, ideas, scenarios, turning 

what-might-become into what-is — to do good design is by no means limited to 

speculative designers trying to free themselves from the straight-jacket of 

commercial (mass) production. Many other areas, including sustainable design, 

green design, activist design, and even good design movements, have equally 

sought to (re)activate something of the utopian insofar as “…all utopian 

proposals embed a view of human flourishing” (Levitas 2013: 199). 

 

For Choay, certain antinomies linked to the crisis of localized space within the 

post-war Radical period generates a response from different practitioners that 

explores counter-utopia as an exit from the rationalist planning of the 

modernists. Presented as unbuildable spaces of wonder, the Radicals detour 

and drift across the surface of a networked future and equally traverse the 

methods and frameworks of Utopian imagination. However, to reconnect with 

the narrative appeal of this past energy, speculative design also reoccupies a 

specific disciplinary middle through its appeal to the Fancy and misses out on 

the Radicals’ critique of the archaeological qualities of utopian program and 

policy. In my study, I am interested in tracing how this narrative event shapes a 

certain radical imagination in the age of limits.  

 

Under the claim that design is the best place to think against bad futures and 

build desires for better tomorrows, speculative design tries to recapture 

imagination within the multiplicity of a million fancy micro-utopias made possible 
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in the unlimited digital future of the radical moment. Via Levitas, this can be 

read as methodological deployment of the ontological, whereby any discussion 

of the good society must contain, at least implicitly, a claim for a way of being 

that is posited as “…better than our current experience…” — it entails both 

“…imagining ourselves otherwise and a judgment about what constitutes 

human flourishing” (Levitas 2013: 177, italics mine). To this end, a redirective 

and undisciplined reading of the shift from the radical to the speculative would 

suggest that what is missing or in deficit within speculative design’s remit is a 

wider understanding of the way in which crisis and limits shape the futural as a 

politics of refusal that works against structural defuturing at all levels. 

 

2.3-4 Speculative dreaming versus Radical refusal 
As Choay demonstrates, the question of buildability is an important factor in 

utopian critique. Her discussion concludes by reminding us that, whilst 

globalization renders the notion of model space obsolete, More’s symbolic 

hypothesis on the political is launched by the structures and circumscribed cities 

of Utopia, which suggests that today it is ‘the culture of the limit’ that “…strongly 

resembles a new avatar of utopia…” (Choay 2004: 103). As noted by Rodgers 

and Bremner, “…we now need to seriously examine the relationship between 

‘what’ we produce and ‘why’ we bother to produce anything at all in the age of 

limits especially in contrast to the ‘unlimited’ digital realm of the ‘pro-sumer’” 

(Rodgers and Bremner 2011a). Therefore, as the new avatar of utopia, the age 

of limits also generates conditions wherein “…design research makes manifest 

the scepticism of the disciplines as a healthy form of self-doubt about the 

design activity emerging from a blurred disciplinarity” (ibid). By comparing 

radical and speculative design, I found that each outlines a certain limit that 

questions what the discipline considers to be ‘proper work’. This is ‘the real’ of 

the market for speculative design and for the built structure of architecture and 

the question of life without objects for the Radicals. This suggested that these 

practices can be historicized via a relation to utopia that allows them to be 

‘blurred’, or read together as a continuity of the “…alterplinarity state where 

‘conventional/historical’ distinctions are irrelevant and unimportant” (ibid). This 

reading identifies a territory that is intrinsically bound to the design deficit — the 

constant self-doubt that there is ‘something missing’.  
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Dilnot designates this sense of something missing as “…the assigned absence 

of material care with respect to the attunement of things and persons…” (Dinot 

2009 :387-388). This void recalls an equally important gap identified by Adorno 

and Bloch as they discuss the ‘recurring deceit’: the casting of the “…picture of 

utopia for the sake of utopia…”, something that can lead to the “…cheap utopia, 

the false utopia, the utopia that can be bought” (Bloch & Adorno 1964). 

Something’s missing — this line from Brecht’s Mahagonny is used by Bloch to 

describe what it means to make “…space for such richly prospective doubt and 

the decisive incentive towards utopia…” (ibid: 15). Jameson summarizes 

Bloch’s sentiment when he states, “Utopias are also very much wish-

fulfillments, and hallucinatory visions in desperate times” (Jameson 2005: 233) 

— so that we might say that utopia designed or utopian projection is, per Bloch, 

“…about the sausage…” (Bloch & Adorno 1964: 15). This refers to the fable of 

the hungry man who is granted three wishes. Mind-in-stomach, he wishes he 

had a sausage, only to have his wife curse his stupidity (why not wish for much 

more, something better?) and wish the sausage on his nose, to which they must 

both wish the sausage gone, leaving them back where they started. Thus, 

whilst utopian desire might shift, it will always refer to what the gap, the missing 

thing, is in the first place — something that indicates “…the incommensurability 

between the subject's true desire and its formulation in a determinate 

demand…” (Žižek 1999: 302). What to make then of the absence of care in 

design identified by Dilnot and the incommensurable desire that perpetually 

circulates around the utopian urge to rectify what is missing, lacking, or left out? 

 

Efline notes that what is missing in the work of the Radicals like Superstudio is 

the obvious lack of any ‘structure’. This leads to this kind of approach being 

“…cast aside as ultimately abortive or hopelessly romantic…” (Efline 2016). 

Hence, questions of makeability dog the reception of Superstudio’s projects to 

this day, maintaining an underlying tendency towards anxious theoretical hand-

wringing (ibid). Nevertheless, Efline suggests that their steadfast belief in simply 

saying ‘no’ casts a much-needed light onto the specific role played by designers 

in a broader capitalist framework. This strategy of refusal operates as a 

provocative act of disavowal, or ‘evasion design’ (ibid). Here we could say that 

the work of Radical Design is an architecture of lucid hallucination or structured 

incommensurability — as if to say, ‘Here is the sausage. Oh look, not really, 
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anyway it’s already gone!’ — something’s missing … still. 

 

Instead of radical refusal, there remains in speculative design a looping back to 

the affirmative desire to “…make a whole range of viable and not so viable 

possibilities tangible and available for consideration” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 

161). These authors identify a role for design that facilitates “…seven billion little 

utopias emerging from the bottom up…” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 164) whereby 

each can stake a claim on the wish for a space that can operate as a “…parallel 

design channel free from market pressures…” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 12). 

However, as Martins and Olivera observe, Dunne and Raby’s take on SCD 

maintains a disciplined relation to the kinds of power structures that Radical 

Design attempted to challenge: 

 

While SCD seems to spare no effort to investigate and fathom 
scientific research and futuristic technologies, only a small fraction of 
that effort seems to be directed towards questioning culture and 
society beyond well-established power structures and normativities 
(Martins and Olivera 2015). 

 

By designating the good space for design as the ‘space of ideas’, Dunne and 

Raby hold that this approach to speculation allows consumer-viewers to 

question the futures they might or might not want, a position that I contend sees 

in speculative design discipline a certain relation to the political. As Žižek 

observes, ‘good ideas’ tend to be 'ideas that work' and this means “…that one 

accepts in advance the (global capitalist) constellation that determines what 

works” (Žižek 1999: 199). This observation made it possible for me to see that, 

together, the Radicals’ benchmark now reworked as speculative extension 

allows design to produce the kind of absence identified by Dilnot above and 

further described by Žižek as: 

 

…the gap that separates a political act proper from the 
'administration of social matters' which remains within the 
framework of existing sociopolitical relations: the political act 
(intervention) proper is not simply something that works well within 
the framework of the existing relations, but something that changes 
the very framework that determines how things work (ibid). 
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The gap that becomes apparent in the transition from radical refusal to 

speculative desire is an authentic politics that manifests the art of the 

impossible — that which changes the very parameters of what is considered 

possible in the existing constellation (ibid). Within my inquiry, this baseline of 

the impossible is established by design as politics — the praxis of “…thinking 

about the politics of the redesign of politics for Sustainment ... [and] to act in the 

recognition that democracy is unable to deliver the conditions of freedom [as] 

the unfreedom of Sustainment” (Fry 2011: 227, 247). By mapping this 

impossible politics of Sustainment against other spaces of utopian design 

identified as radical refusal and speculative dreaming, I was able to change the 

framework that determined how undisciplined design might operate. The 

parameters of this operation unfold in relation to objects and things, a praxis-

based approach that uses the otherness and unthinkable of design to weird.  

 

To see the weird as a relation to the utopian tension maintained by radical and 

speculative design, based on my discussion of Utopia thus far, I adopted the 

spatial model of the island as a site that could change the framework, and 

determine how weird might work in relation to these existing constellations. 

Hence, my research was now able to make direct links back to areas and ideas 

contained within the Ur-map. Here ‘the island of utopia’ had been allocated to 

the quadrant of ‘future-everything’ that was split by a vector named as ‘politics’ 

(see Diagram 2.2 below). By looking at the radical in design as a relation 

between past and present, I started to see that, instead of attending further to 

the utopian as a disciplinary topic that continues to make space for, and 

quarantine, alter-practices, the presence of these practices themselves 

indicated that there was something missing and this is making things weird. In 

other words, I began asking new kinds of questions that might attend to some 

futures of this design history as a weird history. 

 

Could speculative design as it emerges now have less to say about the future 

and more to tell us about the 1960s and early 70s as a period when the 

thingliness of design and, by extension, the discipline itself, started getting 

weird? Could the conditions emerging in this period both by and through design 

as either utopia or counter-utopia prefigure a thinking and action that serves 

only to remind us that today things are becoming weirder still? Can a remapping 
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of the literature and an identification of certain recurring terms and concepts 

help us better understand design as weird? Furthermore, do these questions 

establish how radical and speculative design might be taken somewhere else 

by emplacing them within the Ur-map in my study? Together, these new 

questions indicated that my research had now entered a new phase and was 

moving beyond the earlier lines of inquiry linked to radical design. Reframing 

my earlier questions as points of departure, the radical qualities of the weird 

and undisciplined now formed itself into a relational territory of design 

difference, one that I began to use as an ‘other’ space in which to further 

conduct my research.
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Figure 2.2: A vector redrawing of the Ur-map that was now used as a space to orient 
my research and locate the otherness of practices leading to weird design 
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2.4: Spacing the gap: Placing the Radical and the Speculative project on 
the island of the sentimental  

 

Here is a new world. The first level opens onto a topic (from the Greek “topos,” 

or place). Here a topic is a place both on the ground and within language.… All 

around the topic it is dark, unknown, unmapped, without stories. Move around a 

bit and you bump into others, from other tribes, other settlements. Via them you 

learn of still others. The topics start to connect. A map forms.  

 

Once there is a map, there is the topographic, which traces lines that connect 

the topics and which doubles the topical with the space of maps and texts … 

The lines of the topic are traced into the page; the lines on the page are traced 

back onto the earth as topography. History is a story and geography an image 

of this topography, in which the boundaries are forever being expanded and 

redrawn. 

 

— ‘AMERICA (on Civilization III)’ in Gamer Theory 

McKenzie Wark 2007 
 

 

2.4-1 On Utopian closure 

“A map of the world that does not include Utopia is not even worth glancing at” 

— this phrase from Oscar Wilde is used by Bloch to conclude his discussion 

with Adorno. It occurs after he describes ‘hope’ as a consciousness of danger 

that is at the same time the “…determined negation of that which makes the 

opposite of the hoped-for object possible” (Bloch & Adorno 1964: 17). With the 

island of utopia already included in my Ur-map I asked myself if either radical or 

speculative design belonged in this quarter. However, within the hopefulness of 

speculative dreaming and the irony of radical refusal I saw that each maintains 

a certain relation between design and the projection of ‘utopian-longing’. 

Therefore I considered that these areas might actually belong somewhere else, 

and began to investigate how the radical, speculative, redirective, and political 

could occupy different or unexpected territories identified within the Ur-map. By 

now looking what was missing within certain placements, when read together 

these spaces began to frame a certain relational picture that traced a 
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topography I was seeing as weird. 

 

This weird view emerged from considering questions raised by Design as 

Politics — namely that liberal democracy is unable to deliver Sustainment. Via 

an extensive reading of Carl Schmitt, Fry argues that liberalism is a ‘historical 

event’ with destructive agency, one that democracy now appropriates as an 

ability to co-opt, coerce, and dominate: 

 

Wherever liberalism asserts its presence there is an inherent 
contradiction. Liberalism carries a trace of the utopian notion of 
universal freedom, predicated upon the elimination of conflict and 
the rule of consensus … Effectively, liberalism is so entrenched in 
the restrictive economy (capital’s de-relational mode of exchange) 
that it has no ability to grasp the inter-connectedness upon which 
Sustainment as process depends… (Fry 2011: 219-230). 

 

In the face of understanding radical critique in terms of design as a politics, 

what remains missing is the connection between these dimensions of politics 

and speculative design as it unfolds in a continuous trajectory that spirals out 

from the radical past. As noted by architectural historian Pier Vittorio Aureli, the 

‘new protagonists’ such as Branzi and Aldo Rossi were committed to a recovery 

of the modern city “…in terms of the negative political, cultural and formal 

instrumentalities…” brought into being by an accelerated capitalist 

development. However, what they “…did not, and could not, put into question 

was their own unwavering trust in the continuing progress of democracy…” and 

were unable to question the structural foundations of this assumption (Aureli 

2008: 55).  

 

Therefore, instead of thinking in terms of my original proposal to somehow get 

beyond speculative design to identify and set a new radical benchmark of 

practice, examining the literature showed me that this idea of an “…open 

frontier is enclosed in a field of calculation … which tends toward a continuous 

field of equivalent and exchangeable values” (Wark 2007: 42). This unfolding 

topography of other design folding constantly back into disciplined limits was 

mapped as a line that passes roughly from the ‘Radicals’ to ‘Big-business’ to 

‘Disciplined Design’ to ‘Good Design’ to ‘Sustainable Design’ to ‘Problem-

solving’ to ‘Wicked Problems’ to Design thinking’ to ‘Critical Design’ to 
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‘Speculative design’ — on towards my own research as ‘the project in search of 

an idea’. Here, I realized that trying to set a new benchmark, named by what I 

was calling weird design, was to move only ever forward in a linear progression 

that ran counter to my redirective baseline. Therefore, my analysis of these 

issues led me to posit that perhaps radical speculation was generating an 

ouroboros-like recurrence of disciplinary crisis.  

 

2.4-2 Unmanaging the gamespace of radical speculation 

In engaging different theories, histories, practices, and methods of Utopia, it 

became apparent that what appear as ‘other’ practices are also spaces that 

maintain a relation to the non-place of good design. This raises a paradox, as 

the idea of good design, like good ideas generally, is both without a place and 

seems to be stuck in the spin-cycle of the derivative notion of a better tomorrow. 

However, the utopian model of planning and projection does highlight a relation 

between map, territory, and control of a given reality in and by design (Bauman 

2003: 16). Therefore, I began to consider how topos itself could be rethought as 

a spatial mode of investigating the constellation of design charted by defuturing, 

unsettlement, and urmadic post-politics — each a concrete locus of difference 

to the ongoing desire of utopian dreaming by design.  

 

This question of territory and–topos began to open up my research to other 

lines of investigation within areas of media studies such as McKenzie Wark’s 

Gamer Theory. Here Wark’s interrogation of ‘Gamespace’ demonstrates that 

“…the very possibility of utopia is foreclosed…” via the vectorised progress of 

the topical, the topographic and the topological (Wark 2007: 76-78). This recalls 

my earlier discussion regarding the nature of topics and language, the control of 

territories (both conceptual and physical), and the algorithmic management of 

logistics and data that make up topological times whereby “…designers, like all 

managers, operate within given limits…” (Wark 2007: 51).  

 

In my study, Wark’s gamer theory was used to understand that I was initially 

playing a topical game, a dividing game — between radical and speculative, 

redirective and utopia, craft and design, disciplined and undisciplined, becoming 

and archiving, and so on. This was a game inscribed by the language already 

present within what design had labelled proper work, and hence, operating 
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within these limits. Therefore my speculative study of radical design thus far 

was merely servicing the management of design’s disciplinary borders. Moving 

just beyond these borders and into the adjacent space of media theory allowed 

me to adopt Wark’s suggestion that, rather than using the model of high theory, 

an important part of the research gamespace — low theory — might be a better 

way to go.  

 

Low theory is more about how “…subaltern or subordinate groups form a 

conceptual language to understand their situation, and to either escape it or 

struggle within it” (Wark and Jandrić 2016: 149) — “…no more than a creole 

language for negotiating different ways of living and producing knowledge…” 

(Wark and Moreno 2014: 3). Combing the terms I had gathered thus far under 

the word ‘weird’ (borrowed from media) and joining this to the word ‘design’ (as 

an ontology, as scheming, as practice-praxis, as becoming) produced a new 

kind of language that provided both situational awareness and a means of 

negotiating difference to produce knowledge of design as weird. Based on a 

blurring of topics and terms, this language was also mapping out a new kind of 

‘territory’ — a term I adopt as one “…that stands … for the field of possibility of 

design…” (Dilnot 2009: 392). I came to see through this processing of different 

theories and different language that the most useful tool I had for navigating 

within this topos as territory was the Ur-map generated in the Urmadic 

University.  

 

To this end, I began to rethink the radical and speculative through the idea that 

disciplined design functions much like “…a gamespace governed by protocol, 

by codes of access and denial of access, to one thing fronted or not fronted by 

another, every appearance prompts the paranoid suspicion that it is not what it 

seems” (Wark 2007: 135): 

 

Perhaps it is not about more or less separation. Perhaps it is a 
qualitative relation that can’t be captured by the simple terms of 
separation and merger, nor yet by the protocols and hierarchies of 
the not-separate… This fourth term may be the most interesting of 
all, but one that is usually suppressed in favor of one of the other 
three. Nevertheless, the fourth term has to find its place in the 
puzzle in order to unlock the next level in this game (ibid). 
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The question of where to place the fourth term was critical to the process-driven 

approach to unmanaging the disciplinary questions I was asking. Using the 

gathering of terms and spaces of work I had acquired in my search thus far, I 

began to open these back up to the game of the space already provided to me 

by my Ur-map. This resulted in a placement of spinning and weaving as 

‘practice’ on the ‘island of the sacred’, my research as ‘project’ on ‘the island in 

search of an idea’, and my redirective baseline as ‘politics’ on ‘the island of 

utopia’ — albeit a utopia foreclosed by a certain refusal. This left one last topos 

— ‘ the island of arcadia’ — and so I began to ask, following the rules of this 

game, whether radical design is being disciplined by ‘sentimentality’? If so, 

could this place the radical and speculative together on the island of arcadia 

opposite the island of utopia on my Ur-map?  
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Figure 2.3: Using the Ur-map to find a place for the redirective, undisciplined, and 
spinning and weaving  
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2.4-3 Radical and Speculative sentimentality 

In their conclusion to Speculative Everything, Dunne and Raby summarize their 

overall platform thus: 

 

…speculating through design will allow us to develop alternative 
social imaginaries that open new perspectives on the challenges 
facing us … [the] project’s value is not what it achieves or does but 
what it is and how it makes people feel, especially if it encourages 
people to question, in an imaginative, troubling, and thoughtful 
way, everydayness and how things could be different … adding to 
what life could be, challenging what it is, and providing alternatives 
that loosen the ties reality has on our ability to dream (Dunne and 
Raby 2013: 189). 

 

This emphasis on shaping how a certain project ‘makes people feel’ indicated 

that the speculative design encouraged by the tenets of speculating about 

everything could be sentimental because “…being sentimental is 

misrepresenting the world in order to indulge our feelings…” (Midgely 1979: 

385). Midgely’s definition is useful here as it addresses the role of fiction to 

unpack sentimentality in relation to the notion of brutality. Building on Midgely, 

Jefferson further expands sentimentality as ‘one of a family of emotional habits’ 

such that: 

 

Each of these habits may be sustained by the misrepresentation of 
things. But the nature of the misrepresentation differs according to 
the sort of indulgence desired. Each indulgence type requires the 
projection upon the world of a different kind of unreality (Jefferson 
1983: 524). 

Jefferson’s argument leads into a precise, ‘moral objection’ with sentimentality 

and not emotional indulgence per se. This is based on the “…special character 

of the fiction that sentimentality employs…” (Jefferson 1983: 527). By imposing 

qualities of innocence on objects, a ‘favoured object’ makes sentimentality 

morally objectional. This links it to brutality because “…to maintain the 

innocence one has projected upon a favoured object it is often necessary to 

construct other, dangerous fictions about the things that object interacts with” 

(Jefferson 1983: 529).  
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By favouring the fictional object over the real of the market product, does 

Speculative design maintain an innocent relation to utopian ideology when it 

claims to avoid its darker imperatives? (Dunne and Raby 2013: 73) Possibly, 

particularly if we consider Dunne and Raby’s claim that, by presenting people 

with fictional products, services, and systems from alternative futures, “…people 

can engage critically with them as citizen-consumers…” (Dunne and Raby 

2013: 49). These consumable utopian propositions ask consumers “…to face a 

complex mix of contradictory emotions and responses…” and therefore open up 

new perspectives on the debates about issues such as biotechnology (Dunne 

and Raby 2013: 49). However, to support this position, they also maintain a 

somewhat reduced view of alternatives, particularly when they claim that 

“…design is assumed only to make things nice….” and that “…dark, complex 

emotions are usually ignored in design…” (Dunne and Raby 2013: 38).  

Nicol and Bremner also note that critical design might exhibit sentimentality 

when we consider that we are now in a ‘post-content phase’ that requires 

“…less of designers’ creativity than their almost non-existent editing skills” 

(Nicol and Bremner 2015). Observing that this is really a reprise of the critical 

project initiated in the 1960s by the radical design groups in Italy, they maintain 

that “…at this point in history without recourse to something like the sentimental 

to purposefully misrepresent how the world has come to look like it looks, the 

process of producing something new is trapped in an imitative loop” (ibid). 

Using this understanding of sentimental misrepresentation, the Radicals’ work 

offers a critique of utopian projection that demonstrates that architecture can 

appear as a disturbing reflection of itself. For example, when recalling the 

reactions of those working on his contribution to New Domestic Landscape, 

Gaetano Pesce remarks on his Project for An Underground City in the Age of 

Great Contaminations: 

 

When I visited the factory to see how the construction of the 
project was coming along, the workers told me that they didn’t like 
spending time inside the installation; it had a bad atmosphere. To 
me, that was a great compliment – it demonstrated the true 
function of architecture, to provoke emotional responses from 
people (Collard 2013). 
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This would suggest that using the sentimental to read speculative and radical 

design together could, as a fourth term placed on the island of Arcadia, reshape 

the relation these terms have to the kinds of questions this design legacy asks 

and frames.  

 

2.4-4 Arcadian speculations and the bucolic consumption of the future 

pain we might not want 
Both Jefferson and Midgely can be used to further highlight an important 

relation that design has to both suffering and pain. This is raised by Tonkinwise 

and Lorber-Kasunic’s reading of Elaine Scarry’s account of making in The Body 

in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (Scarry 1985). Here, Scarry 

explains the making of an artefact-filled world through the extreme negative 

case of torture. Design, as the opposite of the ‘unmaking’ that is torture, is a 

process that puts into artefacts a desire “…to feel the bodily pain of others, and 

to wish that perceived pain gone” (Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 2006: 6-8). 

Expanding on this, Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic suggest that, when artefacts 

are animated by design, when they feel and think away our pain as an 

extension of an originally designerly intent, this allows us “…to be less 

concerned about the world, or at least aspects of that world” (ibid).  

 

In some respects, by attempting to use a fictional object or product to make 

people feel troubled and thoughtful about their everyday world, speculative 

design alerts consumer-users to the ways in which design generally operates to 

make us less attuned to aspects of our world. However, when design fiction 

projects avoid or remain uncritical of the complex relationship between 

technology, politics, capital, and power, they maintain a wider fiction that 

misrepresents disciplined design as an either/or between commercial interest or 

uncanny, discursive speculation. 

 

Discussing this issue in relation to SCD fiction that deals with subjects such as 

death or the invasion of the human body, James Auger points out that 

‘desirable discomfort’ is something practitioners need to address using a 

“…careful management of the uncanny…” (Auger 2013: 4-6). Through a 

reading of the uncanny in Freud, whereby the storyteller has a certain directive 

power over the reader, Auger suggests that designers can equally guide our 
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emotions as long as fictional design artefacts don’t come across as uncanny 

and lead audiences to experience “…simple revulsion as the benefits of the 

concept were overlooked” (ibid). Dunne and Raby also address this issue when 

they assert that critical design should be “…demanding, challenging, and if it is 

going to raise awareness…” on certain issues but note that: 

 

Safe ideas will not linger in people’s minds or challenge prevailing 
views but if it is too weird, it will be dismissed as art, and if too 
normal, it will be effortlessly assimilated. If it is labelled as art it is 
easier to deal with but if it remains design, it is more disturbing 
(Dunne and Raby 2013: 43, italics mine)  

  

To this end, I found that sentimental speculation limits the potential of design 

futures and design fictions because it fails to adequately address areas of 

design that are ‘too weird’. Stuck in this Goldilocks zone, speculative design 

gazes towards utopia whilst remaining in a kind of fantastic Arcadia where 

things need to be ‘just right’ to raise awareness of the futures we want and also 

do not want. In Landscape and Memory, Simon Schama reminds us that 

“…there have always been two kinds of arcadia: the shaggy and smooth; dark 

and light; a place of bucolic leisure and a place of primitive panic” (Schama 

2004: 517); this is used here to describe the ‘island of arcadia’ onto which 

speculative-radical design is now placed — an arcadia that is equally 

constructed by leisure, consumption and carefully designed panic.  

With this designation in place, I could now unlock the next level of the game. 

This established a line along which my past practices, and initial inquiry were 

shuttling between the politics of redirection and a certain sentimentality for 

radical-speculative possibilities. Now that these two islands had opened up a 

means of communicating with each other, I began to explore how the other key 

‘vector’ of my map, indicated by the ‘island of the idea’ and ‘the island of 

sacred’, might be used to take things, and my inquiry, somewhere else. To 

reach these zones, I started following the thingly qualities of project and 

practices as weird spaces of design, which led to using a framework connected 

to, but also very much the other of, Utopia — Foucault’s Heterotopia.
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Figure 2.4: Poster-Manifesto for the exhibition ‘Superachitettura’, Galleria del 
Comune di Modena, 1967:  The text following the title reads: “Superachitettura is the 
architecture of super production, of super consumption, the super-induction to super 
consume, of the supermarket, of Superman and of ‘super’ petrol” (translation my own, 
photo by Giulio Boem).
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SPACING SPACES — PART 2: On the method of heterotopia — Using 
other spaces to enter the zoo of weird design 
 
The present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of space. We are in the 

epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the 

near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a moment, I 

believe, when our experience of the world is less that of a long life developing 

through time than that of a network that connects points and intersects with its 

own skein. 

 

— ‘Of other spaces’ In: Diacritics 16 
Michel Foucault 1967 [1986] 

 
Reviewing the movement from radical design to speculative design allowed me 

to begin using these projects and practices as specific limit cases and topical 

islands that present alternative territories of thinking and practice to the core of 

the disciplinary field. By looking at how speculative design attempts to build on 

the Radicals’ legacy, I noticed that ‘something was missing’ — a gap and a void 

that presented new directions for my own inquiry into Design’s ‘other’ 

dimensions. In seeking to develop a more structured method for the inquiry, 

instead of the hermeneutics of explaining and revealing that ‘meticulously 

shows and describes’, Foucault’s concept of heterotopia, and its adaptation as 

a method by Johnson, Faubion, Defert and others, is considered a more useful 

topos for conducting my undisciplined research into the weird of design — the 

basis for establishing a method to weird. 
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2.5 Utopia in the Mirror and the Heterotopia of Other spaces 

 

Games of agon and alea would take place outside of the uncertainties of 

mundane time and space, in special zones where consistent rules apply. Such 

spaces are “heterotopias.” … Heterotopias are at some remove from the dull 

repetition of meaningless labors with incalculable purpose in workaday life. 

They are spaces and times that lie along other lines. 

— ‘Atopia (on Vice City)’ In: Gamer Theory 
McKenzie Wark (2007) 

 

2.5-1 On the term ‘heterotopia’ 
Just as Utopia has its convenient and indispensable starting point in More, the 

term and concept of heterotopia has its own identifiable beginning with the 

French philosopher Michel Foucault. In a minor text eventually published as 

“Des espaces autres” — in English, “Of Other Spaces” — Foucault describes 

spaces that are “…absolutely different from all the sites that they reflect and 

speak about…” calling them “…by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias” 

(Foucault 1986: para. 12). 

 

As with Utopia, heterotopia etymologically combines topos (place) with the 

contraction hetero — from Ancient Greek ἕτερος (héteros), meaning ‘other’, 

‘another’, ‘different’. Though never explicitly referred to by Foucault, the term 

had an existing medical and biological context from which he borrows and 

adapts to his own discourse. Here it describes phenomena occurring in an 

unusual place or indicating “…a spatial displacement of normal tissue, but 

which does not influence the overall functioning and development of the 

organism” (Sohn 2008: 41).  

 

The essay Of Other Spaces came to wider attention after being published in the 

1980s, yet Foucault’s concept of heterotopia was originally launched during the 

radical period of the 60s. “Of Other Spaces” is an almost direct translation of a 

lecture given by Foucault to the Cercle d’études architecturales in Paris on the 

14th March 1967. To this small group of French architects, Foucault presented 

“…a new spatial analytic of heterotoplogy…” described by a new spatiality 

“…conceived in the category of difference, of polyphony…” (Defert 1997: 276). 
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2.5-2 An spatial ecology of otherness unfolding in the radical moment 
It is worth noting that heterotopia is first presented in the same year that Guy 

Debord’s Society of the Spectacle warned that the capitalist production system 

has unified space — “…eliminating geographical distance only to reap distance 

internally in the form of spectacular separation” (Debord 1967: 165-167), a 

position that fomented a build up to the radical action of May ’68. Moreover, 

after Foucault’s Tuesday lecture on that Sunday in Modena, those young 

rebellious architects Archizoom and Superstuido launch a new 

‘Superarchitettura’ of “superproduzione, del  superconsumo, del supermarket, 

del superman, della benzina super” (Figure 2.2 page 154). Each case — 

heterotopia, situationist-spectacle, and super-architecture — has something to 

say about an unfolding moment in which design, space, and power were 

coming together in a tight hegemony, in turn shaping and evolving different 

political and creative action across these different yet entangled domains of 

architecture, urban space, philosophy and creative political action. Therefore, 

heterotopia now triangulates the historical nexus points used by my study to 

extend the topical territory of my inquiry into this radical moment. However, 

unlike utopia, heterotopia introduces a spatial model that operates according to 

a systematic interrogation of ‘the other’ and ‘the real’.  

 

As I will now demonstrate, this offers my study a means of spatial displacement 

that describes spaces of disciplinary otherness using a series of zones that I 

extract from the essay of these other spaces to emplace the thinking and action 

gathered by my research. When read together with the discussion of the 

various examples I have drawn from this period of radical thinking and action, 

heterotopia offers a key means of understanding an overall ecology of 

otherness and space happening at that time (Faubion 2008). As Foucault notes, 

“Perhaps our life is still governed by a certain number of oppositions that remain 

inviolable, that our institutions and practices have not yet dared to break down” 

(Foucault 1986: para. 7).  

 

Heterotopia thus emerges at a time known for universal liberation and a global 

unbinding of energies, and can be said to respond equally to identified 

antinomies that were then provoking utopian thinking. Yet, in difference to other 

examples cited in this study, Foucault’s thinking and methods attempted to 
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change design, architecture, and politics through a notion that takes ‘topos’ 

elsewhere.  

 

By using heterotopia as a method of analysis, my research more fully reads this 

period as a specific moment that shapes a becoming weird of design today. 

This builds directly on Foucault’s observation that “…the present epoch will 

perhaps be above all the epoch of space” (Foucault 1986: para. 1).  Where 

Foucault establishes the transition from a period obsessed with time, history, 

and an ever-accumulating past to the then present moment where “…space 

takes for us the form of relations among sites…” (Foucault 1986: para. 5), I now 

posit that, following on from the Radical moment, we are now entering an era of 

weird that takes the form of increasingly hyper-entangled relations among 

object-things. 

 

With the attention garnered since the wider publication of Foucault’s lecture as 

an essay, it remains both “…a source of inspiration in urban and architectural 

theory, but also one of confusion” (Defert 1997: 274). Boyer notes that, for 

some time, the talk had a life of its own “…circulating in notes, being read and 

misread innumerable times” (Boyer 2008: 53); this leads to the observation that 

the ‘sketchy, open-ended and ambiguous’ accounts of heterotopia have 

probably "…provoked more discussion and diverse applications than any other 

of his minor texts…” (Johnson 2013). Further to this, there are several versions 

of the English translation, so, to now introduce the concept of Heterotopia as 

tabled by Foucault’s essay, I will draw predominantly on Jay Miskowiec’s 

translation “Of other spaces”, published in Diacritics (Foucault 1986), with 

additional cross referencing to Dehaene and De Cauter (Foucault 2008). This 

leads into a discussion of the use of heterotopia as a methodological framework 

by other fields of inquiry. This in turn informs how I will apply a heterotopian 

spatial analysis to design as disciplined, redirective, speculative, and radical, 

allowing me to locate the weird between and betwixt these zones of practice 

examined by my study. 
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2.5-3 Utopia, Heterotopia, Mirror — untangling the epoch of space 

As a lecture and then as a text, Foucault’s presentation on heterotopias unfolds 

in two halves. Firstly, there is a densely packed introduction that begins by 

comparing the ‘great obsessions’ of the nineteenth century — history, 

suspension, crisis, cycles, the ever-accumulating past — to the observation that 

“…the present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of space… in which 

space takes for us the form of relations among sites” (Foucault 1986: para. 1). 

Passing through references to Hegel, Darwin, Leibniz, Heidegger, and Koyré, 

Foucault provides a history of space in the Western experience from the Middle 

Ages up to the modern age to observe that “…emplacement substitutes 

extension, which itself had replaced localization” (Dehaene and De Cauter in 

Johnson 2012: 5-6). 

 

This analysis — which fits with Choay’s observations regarding local space 

discussed above but adds to this the question of time and the sacred — 

primarily concerns internal spaces. By referring to Bachelard, it reminds us that 

these are not ‘homogeneous and empty spaces’ but thoroughly loaded with 

qualities and, perhaps, also haunted by fantasy. However, Foucault then seems 

to turn Bachelard inside out (Johnson 2016: 8) to speak specifically about 

external or outer space — Espace du dehors  — that constitutes our everyday 

experience. This space is something that is far from being an empty void: it is a 

complex and entangled set of sites. Foucault turns his attention from ‘all these 

sites’ to an interest in specific types that have “…the curious property of being 

in relation with all the other sites…” such that they suspend, neutralize, or invert 

the set of relations designated, mirrored, or reflected by them (Foucault 1986 

para. 10). 

These spaces are of two main types. The first are utopias, “…emplacements 

with no real place…fundamentally unreal spaces…”; additionally, there are also 

those sites found ‘in all culture, in all civilization’. These are:  
 

 …real places, effective places, places that are written into the 
institution of society and that are a sort of counter-emplacement, a 
sort of effectively realized utopias in which the real emplacements, 
all the other real emplacements that can be found within culture, 
are simultaneously represented, contested and inverted; a kind of 
place that are outside all places, even though they are actually 
localizable (Foucault 2008: para. 12). 
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These are the heterotopias — places that ‘are absolutely other’ than all the 

emplacements that they reflect (ibid). Here, at its half-way juncture, the lecture 

pivots around “…a sort of mixed, in-between experience…” that sits between 

utopias and heterotopias, that Foucault identifies as the space of the mirror. 

The mirror functions as a heterotopia in that it renders somewhere that we 

occupy at the moment we look at ourselves: “At once absolutely real, connected 

with all the space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since, in order to be 

perceived, it has to pass through this virtual point” (ibid). 

 

When reading this text, I found that the effect achieved through the mirror — an 

object that gathers together space through subject and language — is one that 

both splits the discussion whilst doubling it. Foucault sets heterotopia against 

utopia and then suddenly merges them, the latter seeming to absorb the history 

of the former, together with the history of space mapped thus far. This striking 

and unsettling disruption arrives through something that is both an everyday 

experience and everyday object and recalls visual explorations unfolding in the 

adjacent field of art and design that were occurring at the time, linking to the 

reflective surfaces of Superstudio’s Continuous Monument and Supersurface, 

and to arte povera via the polished ‘canvas’ of Michelangelo Pistolleto’s Mirror 

Paintings, a work I drew both conceptual and material inspiration from in my 

own practice during the UNIDEE residency and my resulting project The Target 

in Darkness (see Figures 2.3 & 2.5). 
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Figure 2.3 Installation view of The Target in Darkness (2012):  
Extending the relation of the mirror to utopia, heterotopia and the work of the radical 
moment, I proposed, in my project for Michelangelo Pistolleto’s UNIDEE residency, to 
generate an urmadic microversity that looked to signals from the deep past to think and 
create a community of change agents. This culminated in the work Target in Darkness 
— a series of participatory archery sessions, a video archive, and a final installation of 
an indoor shooting range within the shared residents’ studio and activated by a 
performance lecture. This work also features a gleaned fragment of the polished mirror 
surfaces used by Pistolleto as a practice target. This was filmed and then projected on 
to the larger installation target-wall-screen as shown here. 
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Figure 2.4: Video stills from The Target in Darkness (2012):  
In the film stills shown here, we see a key point of the work as it revolves around the 
use of reclaimed portions of Pistolleto’s mirror canvas. These were used to target ‘the 
self’ as an extension of shooting at ‘non-things’. Throughout the work, this portion of 
the project created multiple doublings that are now activated further by Foucault’s 
lecture in this study. Target in Darkness thus comes to represent a key foundational 
project in establishing my concept of the weird in design and using this to weird design. 
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2.5-4 The principles and places of Heterotopia 
After passing through the mirror, “Other Spaces” shifts into a decidedly 

systematic second half wherein Foucault provides descriptive, analytical 

‘readings’ of these different spaces and other places outlined as six principles of 

heterotopias. Embedded in each principle are a number of enigmatic examples 

of heterotopic ‘Other’ spaces. In the first principle these range from the 

privileged and sacred spaces of ritual, crisis and initiation to modern 

equivalents of deviation and correction such as boarding schools, honeymoon 

hotels, psychiatric wards, prisons, and retirement homes.  

 

Then there are places where things are juxtaposed, places where time 

becomes ‘hetereochronic’, either totally flowing and transitory or sliced up, 

accumulated, and arrested — festivals, holiday villages, museums, gardens, 

carpets, cinemas. Alternatively, there are spaces where lived-time becomes 

both used-up and infinite at once as with the ‘other city’ of the cemetery — itself 

an example of a heterotopia that changes function. Famous brothels “…of 

which we are now deprived…”, Scandinavian saunas, the Moslem hammin, 

Brazilian travellers’ bedrooms, American motels, and Jesuit puritan colonies — 

these constitute spaces of codified opening and closing, of exclusion, 

illusion, partition, and perfection.  

 

Finally, Foucault adds to these one last heterotopia: a floating piece of space, a 

place without a place, that exists by itself, closed in on itself and, at the same 

time, given over to the infinity of the sea. Bringing the lecture to a rather abrupt 

end, Foucault declares:  

 

…from port to port, from tack to tack, from brothel to brothel, it goes 
as far as the colonies in search of the most precious treasures they 
conceal in their gardens … The ship is the heterotopia par 
excellence. In civilizations without boats, dreams dry up, espionage 
replaces adventure, and the police the pirates. (Foucault 1986: para. 
28) 
 

In the years between 1967 and 1984, “Of Other Spaces” remained 

“…unexplored and substantially misunderstood…” (Soja 1996). Circulating as a 

typescript amongst the members of the Cercle d’études architecturales and with 
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excerpts appearing in 1968 in the Italian journal L’Archittetura, it remained 

unpublished until Foucault agreed to the inclusion of the original lecture 

transcript as part of the exhibition Idea, Process, Results at the Internationale 

Bau- Austellung in Berlin just before his death (Foucault 1984a). Later, in the 

French journal Architecture, Mouvment, Continuité, the essay is published as 

“Des espaces autres. Une conférence inédite de Michel Foucault” (Foucault 

1984b), which was then translated into English as “Of Other Spaces” by Jay 

Miskoweic in Diacritics (Foucault 1986) and Lotus (Foucault 1986b). I have 

used these translations of the text to access, activate and extract a series of 

heterotopian zones from the principles and examples given by Foucault. These 

are highlighted in bold in the pervious discussion and have been used to 

develop a heterotopian mode of analysis that looks to emplace the otherness of 

weird design. 

 

2.5-5 Contesting the order of things — Heterotopias as disruption and a 
method to undiscipline design 

Foucault was originally invited to give the presentation to the Paris group of 

intellectual agitators and purveyors of “…radicalism in architecture…” when one 

of its directors, Ionel Schein, heard a radio presentation given by Foucault a 

year earlier (Defert 1997: 276). On December 7, 1966, as part of a series of 

French culture broadcasts devoted to utopia, Foucault presented “Les 

Hétérotopies” (Foucault 2004a and 2004b). This radio lecture draws out an idea 

that Foucault first uses in the preface to his seminal 1966 text Les Mots et les 

choses — translated into English as The Order of Things (Foucault 1970). 

However, in this instance, heterotopia describes a function of language linked to 

the particular kind of disorder suggested by the term heteroclite (‘abnormal’, 

‘irregular’, ‘inflected’), a term that describes possible orders of language that live 

side-by-side in “…sites so very different from one another that it is impossible to 

find a place of residence for them, to define a common locus beneath them all” 

(Foucault 1970: xix)). 

 

Here, heterotopias oppose the unreal non-place of fantasy or story. They make 

themselves present at precisely the moment that a given matrix becomes 

unstable or establishes an ordering system that is, in itself, unsettling: 
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Heterotopias are disturbing, probably because they secretly 
undermine language, because they make it impossible to name 
this and that, because they shatter or tangle common names, 
because they destroy ‘syntax’ in advance, and not only the syntax 
with which we construct sentences but also that less apparent 
syntax which causes words and things (next to and also 
opposite one another) to ‘hold together’ (ibid, emphasis mine). 

 

Hence, heterotopias are real even if they are inventive. As structures, tables, 

and grids, both linguistically and taxonomically, heterotopias afford the 

identities, similitudes, and analogies by which we become accustomed to 

“…sorting out so many different and similar things…” (Foucault 1970: xxiii). This 

disruption gives way to an intermediary middle that “…in every culture, between 

the use of what one might call the ordering codes and reflections upon order 

itself, there is the pure experience of order and of its modes of being” (ibid). The 

relations between words and things, order and encoding, is further interrogated 

by the rest of the book, that are in turn used to develop his methodology tabled 

in The Archaeology of Knowledge (Foucault 1972), an interrogation of 

discourses where the task involves making difference, making differentiations  

— to conduct a diagnosis.  

 

This further notion of Heterotopia as a linguistic form that destabilises, disturbs 

and unsettles order and shatters, entangles and destroys syntax, highlights how 

I see the term weird in relation to design. In this sense, heterotopia as it will be 

used in my study is further read as both a framing concept that has entered into 

disciplinary use but also as a diagnostic ‘event’ unfolding in time and space. As 

Boyer notes, The Archaeology of Knowledge is the text Foucault was working 

on in Tunisia: the same period and place in which he was developing his 

thoughts on heterotopias, such that “…diagnosis and differences returns us to 

heterotopia…as spatial constructs or figures of thought [that] are differentiations 

inserted into the city or discourse that appear out of place, abnormal or 

illusionary” (Boyer 2008: 57).  

 

Here, Boyer’s observation offers an important key for both describing the nature 

of my past redirective projects, such as Gwago____Patabagun and others, as 

heterotopian ‘differentions inserted into the city’ and, equally, artifacts of 

discourse that appear out of place or illusionary by being catalogued within this 
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study. Thus, across these examples of heterotopia dotted across his prodigious 

output, we can perceive Foucault’s development of a concept that can be 

scaled from words and fiction, through things, to space. To this end, I adopt 

heterotopia as the basis of an undisciplined design method that can “…contest 

the normal order of things…” (ibid). 

 

As Dehane and De Cautier note, Foucault, in The Order of Things, refers to 

utopia and heterotopia as literary genres and, in the heterotopia of his lecture, 

he refers to “…places and institutional arrangements in society…” (Dehane and 

De Cautier 2008: 24). Through these various sources, Foucault’s ideas about 

utopia and heterotopia move from “…conceptual and abstract constructs with 

little direct connection to the material, physical world of objects…” to something 

that speaks directly to architecture via a concept of “…radical, different spaces 

that contest the spaces we inhabit” (Sohn 2008: 43). My study builds on this 

quality of heterotopias as a radical and different nature of the spaces we inhabit 

and as disruptive, disturbing destroyers of syntax and language that cause 

things to hold together. This allows me to equally address a radical and different 

quality of ontological design and the everyday things we use, and to rethink, 

reorder, and redirect the language that design uses to shape the world we 

make which, in turn, weirds and shapes us.  

  

2.5-6 Using heterotopia as a method to see what is different and weird 

To Miskowiec’s translation of “Des espaces autres”, two further translations 

have been added. Robert Hurley’s “Different Spaces” (Foucault 1998) was 

published in Faubion’s Aesthetics, Method and Epistemology: Essential Writing 

of Foucault 1954–1984, Volume II. Here, Hurley’s choice of the alternative title 

points to his argument against a view of heterotopia as radically other. Instead 

of spaces that are ‘erasures of the normative’, ‘different space’ is where the 

“…ordinary normative order is modified … where certain norms of ordinary life 

are under suspension” (Faubion 2008: 22). Retaining “Of Other Spaces” (2008), 

as they believe that “Foucault’s discussion takes place at the intersection of a 

reflection on alterity and difference…”, Dehane and De Cautier present their 

own translation with extensive footnotes to explore “…the function of 

heterotopia in the network society (and beyond)…”, and use the essay as the 

basis of Heterotopia and the city: Public space in a postcivil society (Dehane 
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and De Cautier 2008).  

 

In my study, I incorporate the full tapestry of meanings and slippery readings of 

heterotopia as alterity, different, difference, displacement, and the radically 

other, particularly as my inquiry seeks to reactivate the term ‘radical’ as an 

immanent difference but also a temporal or chronic rootedness via the 

otherness in-itself of the alien and weird. As further noted by Johnson, 

“…despite, or perhaps because of, the fragmentary and elusive quality of the 

ideas…” the concept of heterotopia continues to generate “…a host of 

conflicting interpretations and research across a range of disciplines” (Johnson 

2013: 796). This gives rise to what he calls ‘heterotopia’s cottage industry’, 

listing 36 separate examples of various papers that present “…a dazzling 

variety of spaces that have been explored as illustrations of heterotopia”, 

suggesting that there are “…no signs that the notion of heterotopia is losing 

popularity” (ibid). 

 

Nevertheless, in spite of the temporal proximity of the Radicals’ super-

architecture and Foucault’s heterotopia arriving days apart, there are few 

occasions in the literature used in this study where they have been read directly 

together or within a connected critical frame. Both so near to each other in time 

and space, they are also far, passing like two ships in the night, ploughing their 

own furrows in the dominant discourse of architecture “…unfolding in the 

seamless space of utopia…” (Defert 1997). Alternatively, instead of ships, they 

are submarines: each surfacing in response to similar conditions viewed 

through their respective scopes, and then diving under again, remaining 

submerged in the interim years to resurface and make their mark anew.  

 

My research takes the radical as a counter-utopian exit from utopia and 

heterotopia as a radical spatial system that can order so many different and 

similar things and place them ‘side-by-side’ so that a certain stereoscopic image 

can thus emerge. As a specific mirror of utopia, as its double and its other, I 

found that heterotopias operate as a strange viewing device that I could use to 

examine the various ‘other spaces’ of design emerging today and unfolding 

ahead into the future. Drawing on Foucault’s thinking at the time, my use of 

heterotopia equally affords an efficient means of making an ontological, design-
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based philosophical ‘diagnosis’ of the present conditions of human existence 

(Boyer 2008: 57). This enhances my undisciplined and alterplinary approach by 

outlining zones in which to conduct an analysis of “…the practical and 

theoretical relationships that define a given cultural conjuncture” (ibid).  

 

Culture in this sense can include works of art, political institutions, language and 

fictions, social assumptions of rationality, and, by extension, modes of 

mediation, communication, and conjecture, implying a “…network of elements, 

strata or signs in a series…” (ibid). These are stored in a given cultural archive 

that then defines either how society is organized or how individuals form their 

subjectivity (ibid); I have found that, as an archive and network, the spatial 

method of heterotopia offers a good fit with the redirective methods of 

interrogation used in my past practice. It is thus an important tool for tracking 

different spaces of thinking and doing as they manifest within disciplinary 

modes of research over time. Using the spatial-critical model of heterotopias in 

this way has equipped my inquiry with a way of seeing the earlier issues of 

crisis, the undisciplined, redirection, and alterity as certain ‘sites’ that could then 

identify and locate different categories of design otherness that I was beginning 

to see as weird. This also begins by connecting the term ‘weird’ as the odd, 

unusual, and wonderful to notions found in Foucault’s essay such as deviation, 

functional shift, illusion, and temporal flow. 

 

To this end, I began to construct a new set of questions that emerges from the 

spacing of spaces — a process that names the ordering and disruption of 

topics, theories, and maps. These questions now directed my inquiry towards a 

diagnosis of the present state of design as it arrives from overlapping radical 

architecture, speculative things, weird media, the thinglyness of things, and the 

otherness of space. Is design becoming ‘weird’? Could the spaces of radical 

design be the origin of this ‘other’ design dimension? If so, what can we learn 

from this otherness? What can be learnt from designed objects and spaces that 

are becoming weird, and from the thinkers and practitioners who are making 

design weird? 

 

In reviewing the literature, I found many different takes on “Other spaces” as a 

text and heterotopia as a concept. This was distributed across a range of fields, 
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including literary studies, art and art theory, architecture, social and cultural 

geography, sociology, and urban studies. However, for the purposes of my 

study on the otherness of weird, I found that it was more useful to apply the 

principles and examples originally tabled by Foucault to develop my own spatial 

arrangement of heterotopian zones that I could use to ‘emplace’ my research, 

utilising my past projects as a primary guide to aligning heterotopian spaces 

and design.  

 

By using Foucault’s text on its own terms, I produced a set of zones that were 

ordered as Table 1. Setting aside the various interpretations and discussion 

found in the wider literature, I deployed my ignorance of heterotopia as an 

undisciplined method that allowed me to access the immediacy of its original 

reception. However, this was obviously framed by the ‘un-natural’ displacement 

of reading this form the position of a redirective designer instead of a radically 

inclined architect. This led to a series of insights that redirected my study by 

entangling media theory, thing theory, and design philosophy to posit that weird 

design could extend the thinking and action that emerged during the radical 

period. Looking for alignments between the heterotopian zones and the theory 

and practices I had gathered also means that, in Table 1, I was able to locate 

where weird design could be found as a gap emerging from other design 

knowledge and adjacent fields that looked at design. 
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TABLE 1: ‘Other’ views of design suggesting that design is becoming weird 

‘Other’ Zones 
Foucault’s 
Examples 

My Past Work 

Design 
thinking and 

action 

Ideas from 
Excommunication 

Spaces of 

Crisis 

Sacred 

spaces;  

Forbidden 

spaces 

Privileged 

spaces 

 

Boarding 

school  
Military service 

Honeymoon 

trip 

Landescapes * 

(2011) 

Target in Darkness 

(2012) 

Mu * (2012) 

At the end of home 

* (2013) 

Animism 

(Franke) 

Animist Design 

(Tonkinwise and 

Lorber-Kasunic) 

Mimetic Design 

(Tonkinwise) 

Ontological 

Design (Fry, 

Willis), 

Weird Mediation and 

weird media 

(Thacker: 132-139) 

Spaces of 

Deviation 

Psych ward 

Rest home 

Prison 

Retirement 

Village 

Cave of Future 

Dreaming * (2013) 

[Psychedelic festival] 

Propensity of 

things * (2011) 

At the end of home 

* (2013) 

Design in crisis 

Design & Art 

 

Fury and Infuriation 

(Galloway: 56-60) 

 

Haunted or Animated 
Portals and 

artifact/portals 

(Thacker: 131, 147-148) 

Spaces of 

Transition and 

change 

(Spaces that 

have shifted 

function) 

Cemetery Kauri-oke (2013) 

[Otara Market] 

Quick World (2011) 

[The Rocks] 

At the end of home 

* (2013) 

Re-crafting (Fry 

2011: 139, Kiem 

2011) Crafty 

speculation 

(Singleton 

2014), Craft as 

Radical Design 

‘other’ (Rossi) 

Aphrodite’s love of the 

middle 

(Galloway: 64-68) 

Spaces of 

Juxtaposition 

Theatre 

Cinema 

Persian garden  

The carpet  

The zoological 

(or botanic) 

garden 

Open Office * (2007) 

The talk of 

Disphorrea (2007) 

[Olive Pink Botanic 

Garden Alice 

Springs] 

En Plein Air (2008)  

[Royal Botanic 

Gardens Melbourne] 

Radical Design 

(Branzi, La 

Pietra, Natalini, 

UFO, Sotsass 

Jnr) and ideas 

about the 

Radical in the 

(mostly 

architectural) 

literature 

Iridescent mediation 

(Galloway: 40-46) 
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Hanging Gardens 

(2008) 

Make-do Garden 

City (2010) 

(Stauffer et al) 

Spaces of 
Temporal 

Disjuncture 

(Indefinitely 

accumulating 

time or sliced 

time) 

Museum 

Library 

Archives 

Disarranging Books 

(2007) 

Book Case (2007) 

Sojourn in 

Esperance Bay 

(2011) 

Bestees (2011)  

Scanty Fare (2009) 

Restless Quarter * 

(2011) 

Landescapes 

*(2011) 

Critical Design 

and Design 

Fictions (Dunne 

and Raby, 

Seago and 

Dunne, Auger et 

al) 

Dead media  
(Thacker: 130) 

 

Haunted Artifacts 
(Thacker: 131) 

Spaces of 

Temporal  

Re-conjunction 

(Flowing time) 

Fairgrounds 

Festivals 

Polynesian 

holiday village 

Huts of Djerba  

Cave of Future 

Dreaming * (2013) 

[Psychedelic festival] 

Lets Party Like it’s 

Mayan date 

12.20.20.18.19 

(2012) 

Event based 

learning 

(Barnnett) 

Design Futures 

(Fry) 

Alterplinarity & 

Dis-unity 

(Rodgers and 

Bremner) 

Inner experience 

(Thacker 136 drawing on 

Battille 1988)  

 

Psychedelic mediation 

(Wark 196-198) 

Wild mediation or 

Heretical mediation of 
the free spirit 

(Wark: 189-195) 

Spaces of 

Opening  

(Encoded or 

enforced) 

Haman 

Sauna 

Colony Collapse 

(2010) 

Propensity of 

things (2011) 

Mu * (2012) 

Open Office * (2007) 

Design as 

Politics (Fry 

2011) 

Furious Swarms 

(Galloway 60-62 & Wark: 

156) 

 

Xenocommunication 

(Wark: 160-165) 

Spaces of 
Closing 

(False, hidden 

and excluding) 

‘Maisons 

closes’: closed 

houses or  

Brazilian 

travellers’ 

bedroom 

The roadside 

motel 

Delirious Bakery 

(2011) 

Book of Cities 

(2012) 

HCI and Digital 

service design 

Real design 

Hermeneutic mediation 
– critique as 

hermeneutics proper 

(Galloway: 37-38) 

 

Dark mediation 

(Thacker: 85) 
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Spaces of 

Illusion 

(exposition) 

Famous 

brothels 

The port 

At the end of home 

* (2013) 

We will eat 

presently / Gwago 

Patabagun  * (2010) 

Undisciplined 

Irresponsible 

design (Rodgers 

& Bremner) 

Exformation 

(Hara) 

Hermeneutic mediation 

as symptomatics 

(Galloway: 38-39) 

Spaces of 
Perfection 

(compensation) 

Realised 

utopias 

Jesuit 

reduction 

(settlements) 

Puritan 

colonies 

Restless Quarter 

(2011) 

 We will eat 

presently / Gwago 

Patabagun * (2010) 

Sustainable 

design 

Speculative 

design (Dunne 

and Raby 2014) 

Micro-Utopias 

(Wood 2007) 

Hermeneutic mediation 
as exegesis 

(Galloway: 37) 

Spaces of 

Imagination & 

connectivity 

(Heterotopia par 

excellence) 

The ship, boat, 

or vehicle 

 

 

Micro-Projects of  

this study 

The projects in 

the Zoo of Weird 

Design  

Non-projects that present 

or perform an apophatic 

design  
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2.6 Turning towards things: How I began using heterotopia as a 
methodological framework to emplace the weird thinglyness of design 

  

In use, object-things not only acquire their agency (what Heidegger call 

thinging) but also disclose their essence … In their animated condition, object-

things are never alone; they are with us and in company with us. Object-things 

become simultaneously objects of inner and outer transformation and 

experience. 

 

  — ‘Phenomenology of the Thing’ in Becoming Human by Design, 

Tony Fry 2012 
 

Didn’t Foucault often declare that he sought not readers, but users? 

 

— ‘Power, Knowledge, Space’, 
Foucault, Space and the Architects 

Daniel Defert 1997 
 

 
2.6-1 The messy (dis)ordering of things 
The process of responding to my new questions regarding the weird began as a 

messy and entangled process of thinking and mapping. This was mirrored by 

the gestures and alterity of unknotting, untangling and spinning lines, threads, 

and fibres in the other space of ancient weaving. Unlike these new and 

unfamiliar tools, my research was using known disciplinary methods and 

systems to mind-map the mangle of design thinking and action I had gathered 

thus far — diagrams and schemes that tracked and traced the interconnections 

I had begun to diagnose as an overlapping and interlocking territory of weird 

design. 

 

This investigation initially was driven by a practice-based approach that was 

intended to develop a new set of research-projects that were similar to, yet went 

beyond, those generated by my existing practice. My reasoning was that, like 

the analysis used to re/view my redirective baseline, these new research 

artifacts could be interrogated as examples of weird design. However, this 
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approach became problematic as it was predicated on an under-informed view 

of radical and speculative design. Through the process of understanding these 

as spaces that occupy the sentimental limits of utopian exit maintained by the 

radical past and speculative futures, I found that I was moving away from this 

area of the field and focusing on other sites, including the self, practices, 

transmission, and voids as a praxis-based spacing of the weird. Therefore, 

Foucault’s heterotopian ‘other spaces’ presented my study with a 

methodological system for ordering, disordering, and breaking the syntax of the 

entangled networks I had identified as ‘other design’. 

 

2.6-2 From the void of space to of the infra-ordinary of things 
Based on Foucault’s discussion of the shift from the 19th century obsession with 

time and history to a preoccupation with space and time in the 20th century, I 

now consider — as an undisciplined and redirective designer looking at the 

heteroclite nature of the weird —  whether a similar shift is unfolding in the 21st 

century: one that moves from space-time to object-things. Foucault describes 

the entangled nature of ‘external space’ as heterogeneous because it is: 

 

…[the] space in which we live, which draws us out of ourselves, in 
which the erosion of our lives, our time and our history occurs, the 
space that claws and gnaws at us, is also, in itself, a 
heterogeneous space. In other words, we do not live in a kind of 
void, inside of which we could place individuals and things…we 
live inside a set of relations that delineates sites which are 
irreducible to one another and absolutely not super imposable on 
one another. (Foucault 1986: para. 9, bolding mine)  

 

Foucault here addresses space as seen within dominant modes of architectural 

discourse at that time, the design of austere voids as machines for living in, as 

something more — the spatial interactions of humans, objects, and things as 

entangled relations among sites. In drawing attention to the animated and alive 

qualities of being-ness that humans use to construct heterotopian spaces, 

Foucault shifts the disciplining of space by architecture in a similar fashion to 

the way in which Fry redirected my practice of making objects and/or things 

within the discipline of design. In reframing the everyday manifestations of 

design as an ontologically shaped ‘world-within-the-world’ — an ecosystem of 

politics, defuturing, futuring and internal/external transformation — the theories 
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of redirective design engages with a similar relational dimension of ‘things’ that I 

explore throughout my past practice. This approach also drew inspiration from 

literature, and a parallel taxonomy of heterogeneous differences explored by 

the writer Georges Perec in Species of Spaces (Perec, 1974).  

 

Space, for Perec, is “…not the void exactly, but rather what there is round about 

or inside it” (Perec, 1974: 5). This is something that links directly to what he 

calls the infra-ordinary, “…that which seems to have ceased forever to astonish 

us” (Perec 1973 & 1989, Bellos 2010: 523). I have used this as a way of seeing 

design as an attunement to the infra-ordinary in several of my site-specific and 

site-responsive works. For example, in The Delirious Bakery (2011), Perec’s 

infra-ordinary is explored as the opposite of the ‘extraordinary’ to create a 

project that engages the dark histories of the historic and touristic Rocks area in 

Sydney. Both title and method are adapted from Callum Storrie’s concept of the 

Delirious Museum — a new kind of museology of everyday things — “…infra-

ordinary exhibits in that most infra-ordinary of places…” (Storrie 2006). The 

Delirious Bakery operated as an installation-event that used everyday, 

heteroclite objects to create an ambiguous quasi-historical tableau. This space 

was activated by a secret society consisting of participating audience members 

and invited guest lecturers, and the artist as baker. Opened at odd hours, this 

state of the work explored erasures, voids, and unspoken strands of history 

baked into the site. This produced a weird blurring of alterity and the real that 

stood in opposition to the daily spectacle of certain sanctioned histories, with 

the dark, intra-ordinary of objects, people, space, and the stories they tell 

became mixed together as a new relational ‘view’ of this place. 
 

2.6-3 Towards media theory and the topographic of the weird 

Untangling the space of the everyday as something more — a heterogeneous 

entanglement of relations that pass through design, history, language, forms, 

and so on — now uses a heterotopian mode of analysis to rethink my past 

practice and interrogate the disciplinary limits of design via the dark, haunted, 

and weird. More specifically the question of the void, lacuna, or blind-spot now 

comes more fully into play as a methodological space for researching design’s 

Other as the ontological relation of object-things.  
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In Gamertheory, Wark cites George Perec’s novel W: or a memory of childhood 

(1975) as a key literary example of the topographic — a state that is also linked 

to heterotopia (see Figure 2.5). Like Utopia, W is a fictional island, here 

modelled on Olympic ideals, that Perec uses as a potent fictional device to 

explore his own autobiographical story reassembled from uncertain memories. 

Furthermore, as a member of the group Oulipo, Perec draws attention to a 

specific form of rule-bound processes as a means of understanding how the 

genealogy of gamespace might pass through these ‘heterotopias of the game’ 

more than those of play, and in this way, use play itself as a necessity in the 

creative process: 

 

Most of the avant garde celebrate transgressive, sublime play, 
erupting beyond a rule-bound world … The Oulipo group did the 
opposite. It preferred self-imposed rules, elegant as they were 
arbitrary, that might be conductive to new kinds of play. Rather 
than resist heterotopian marginality, they revelled in it. Given that 
the passage from topographic to topological space eliminates even 
the margins within which heterotopias flourished, this might prove 
a more enduring gameplan for gamer theory (Wark 2007: 84) 

 

Wark’s analysis of topos, utopia, heterotopia, and atopia as a tactical and 

critical ‘gameplan’ is used to confront the manner in which lines of telesthesia, 

such as the telegraph, telephone, television, and telecommunications, produce 

a ‘perception at a distance’. Telesthesia makes possible the completion of 

topographic space, where vast territories are coordinated within the bounds of 

the line, turning the out-of-the-way topic into ‘topographic’ space by rendering it 

mapped and storied (Wark 2007: 41). 

 
Figure 2.5: Table showing the progression of the topical, topographic, and topological: 
the spatial models are drawn from theory in the second line and key case texts in the 
third line, including More’s Utopia, Perec’s W, and the computer game Vice City (Wark 
2007: 78). 
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The lines, gaps, and exclusions that are traced and tracked by technology, 

maps, history, and telesthesia as an entanglement of fiction, reality, and 

gamespace outlined by the work of McKenzie Wark began to activate a new 

space of thinking as it related to the weird of media. This brings together the 

otherness of design with the other spaces of heterotopia and the entangled 

nature of infra-ordinary objects as things to consider that design might also be 

weird. Following the lines of inquiry detailed within Wark’s thinking led to other 

topics — more specifically, to fellow media theorists Eugene Thacker, 

Alexander Galloway, and Timothy Morton. Together this topography of 

heterotopia, fiction, space, communication, and research became an important 

bridge for my study as it moved between the field of media and design to 

establish my central thesis — that design is both weird and can be used to 

weird design. 

 

By identifying overlapping interests and analysis covered by the concepts of 

excommunication and weird media with the theories and design philosophy of 

Tony Fry, my research now maps and stories the topographic territory of weird 

design. By using Foucault’s heterotopia, this topographic process leads to the 

development of a new method and my own set of principles that uses the verb 

form of ‘weird’ to catch this new space of design as a critical praxis and 

thinking-in-action. Furthermore, as Thacker engages a certain lacuna or gap 

between ontological orders to identify instances of dark and weird media 

(Thacker 2014: 133), I used the lines on inquiry outlined by this chapter to find 

that the interrogative ‘spacing’ used by Perec in literature and Foucault in theory 

can be connected to the animist ‘back-talk’ of design as projection. This view is 

now used to establish new forms and gestures of designerly research based on 

the weirdness of thingliness. 

 

2.6-4 Questioning the infra-ordinary of every-thing designed 
To see into the seemingly empty ‘voids’ of the infra-ordinary, we can bring them 

into focus by asking questions not only about spaces but also about objects, 

things, habits, and the stuff of life. Instead of a speculative approach, Perec 

suggests that we must interrogate ‘everything’ that constitutes the ontological 

backgrounding of and by design: 
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What we need to question is bricks, concrete, glass, our table 
manners, our utensils, our tools, the way we spend our time, our 
rhythms … we walk, we open doors, we go down staircases, we sit 
at a table in order to eat, we lie down on a bed in order to sleep. 
How? Why? Where? When? Why? Describe your street. Describe 
another street. Compare. Make an inventory of your pockets, of 
your bag. Ask yourself about the provenance, the use, what will 
become of each of the objects you take out. Question your 
teaspoons (Perec 1973: 207). 

 

By asking ‘what speaks to us?’ through fiction and writing, Perec is also 

generating something Donald Schön describes as a method of questioning 

called ‘back-talk’ — “…the intimacy of a conversational relationship … when the 

designer is interacting with the design medium” (Schön, 1996). Using Schön’s 

account of back-talk, Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic assert that these kinds of 

practice-based modes of animistic and ontological interrogation represent an 

important method of design research; therefore, I became interested in seeing 

how this could be addressed through my study of a weird medial dimension of 

design.  

 

In engaging the narrative mediation that occurs through ‘back-talk’, I found that 

Tonkinwise further unpacks and extends this as a mimetic ‘becoming-material’ 

used by design to produce new things. This involves an in-mixing of “…planned 

work and messy labor … both an experience of intermingling that generates 

new ideas and a contemplation of ideas that generates new possibilities for 

intermingling” (Tonkinwise 2012). This correlates with Ross Gibson’s 

methodological argument for artistic research when it produces new knowledge 

— Tonkinwise takes this further by suggesting that there is also something 

erotic and ecstatic in these moves that designers make when projecting ideas 

as artefacts: 

 

…backtalk has a reality; that designing is about being-in-or-over-
with what is being designed in a way that allows what is being 
designed to speak, or at least resist or encourage … a capacity for 
being-other in firstly the maker and secondly the made; a being-
beyond subjectivity and being-beyond objectivity that couple to 
make possible the new (Tonkinwise 2012). 
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To introduce this argument, Tonkinwise uses a reading of Heidegger to 

highlight that there is a 'betweeness', newness and otherness of the designed. 

Using a vivid mix of a Perec-like questioning of the infra-ordinary and a 

technical Heideggerian interrogation, this block of text stood out from the other 

literature I was reading on design-research methods at that point in my study:  

 

There is what there is. Each day, there they are, this and that, 
things, just as they were the day before, and just as they shall 
surely be tomorrow. Chremata: household utensils, devices, gear, 
stuff (Heidegger, 1967 [1935]; 70). And then, sometimes 
surprisingly — because we who spend most of our days with more 
or less unchanging, domestic this’s and that’s are less attuned to it 
these days — there are those things that become; those natural 
things that emerge and grow and change and die from day to day. 
Phusika: flora, clouds, cockroaches, rust. (Heidegger, 1998 [1939]) 
 
But stranger still, in fact never really strange enough, there are 
new things; things that were not there yesterday; things that have 
not unfolded (by) themselves, but have been made. They have 
been produced, by something else, but always also by someone, 
the products of human manufacture. They have been brought into 
being, coming to exist where before there was no thing. 
Poioemena: innovations, buildings, artworks. (Heidegger, 2002 
[1935-6]) 
 
These last things are very weird. How can things come to be 
where and when previously they were not? (Tonkinwise 2012) 

 

To borrow from the sentiment expressed by Foucault as he noted his own 

laughter at a ‘certain Chinese encyclopedia’ written by Borges that inspired his 

thinking on heterotopia in The Order of Things, it was as I read this passage by 

Tonkinwise that “…the familiar landmarks of my thought…” equally shattered 

and broke apart (Foucault 2005: xvi). This interrupted and unsettled the 

question of what makes design radical as I began to see that things could 

actually be weird. With aspects of my research looking at the heterotopian 

possibility of reading the strange mix of Chremata and Poioemena, or what I 

was calling objects and things via the radical and the redirective, Tonkinwise’s 

reading of Heidegger’s lists describing different and discreet entities presented 

a further possibility that there is a weirdness of design, particularly when set 

against the other stuff of the world that disappears in apparent everydayness.  
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However, what also stood out was a different reading of Phusika that became 

apparent to me through the ‘other space’ of my research — that of transmission 

and learning, being and gestures linked to the ancient art of weaving. As 

opposed to those who spend ‘most of our days with more or less unchanging, 

domestic this’s and that’s’ — including myself prior to entering this other space 

— the world of ‘natural things that emerge and grow and change and die from 

day to day’ was being opened up as a fully saturated and polyphonic reality. 

Specific flora, fauna, weather systems, water, salt, sunlight, and a host of other 

elements in their ever-changing qualities were being carefully mapped out 

within my weaving practice as it became entangled with the island where I was 

now living. 

 

For example, the collection of a specific quantity of leaves, at a specific phase 

of the moon, from a specific tree in a single location to produce a specific 

colour: this was committed to memory through the gestural knowledge and 

materialized alchemy linked to and driven by the work of spinning and weaving 

these materials. Thus, whilst the idea that ‘things’ could be as, but also different 

to, objects was not unfamiliar, what was new to my understandings was that 

specific and relational qualities of thingliness in itself can be separated from the 

issues relating to objects and projects I had been dealing with. This mix of 

Poioemena- Phusika as an ‘other dimension’ to the weird of simply Poioemena 

activated a more involved process of investigation that was then matched to 

Foucault’s analysis of spatial otherness to begin to weave a different set of 

relations between objects and things. This presented a way towards 

understanding how design might begin to weird. 

 

2.6-5 The problematic entanglement of objects and things in the language 
of design and the questions it asks 
To expand on this idea that it is things that could be making design weird, I 

considered that perhaps it is the language we use to describe objects and/or 

things in design that could be shaping how we relate, or fail to see, this 

weirdness. To unpack this further, I returned to a paper I remembered 

encountering as a student. In The Things That Matter, Verbeek and 

Kockelkoren describe a similar problem and advocate a ‘materialist approach’ 
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that arrives through Heidegger’s concept of ready-to and present-at-hand. By 

turning away from the Platonic tradition of industrial design concerned 

“…primarily with ideas and only in the second instance with things…” they ask 

how we can do justice to the ‘thing as thing’. Using Albert Borgmans concept of 

‘engagement’, they suggest that it could be possible to generate ‘engaging 

objects’ that sustain an object-user relationship to make them more enduring 

(Verbeek and Kockelkoren 1998).  

 

Verbeek and Kockelkoren offer a good example of designers who apply a 

philosophical approach to thinking about how to make new kinds of products 

sustain new kinds of behaviours. However, although they draw attention to 

‘things as things’ as something that matters, their discussion also highlights a 

general disciplinary trend that uses things, objects, products, and artifacts 

interchangeably. Could this ambiguity made in and of language be limiting 

access to the nebulous qualities of design as a force that shapes and changes 

the world within the world — as something that weirds?  

 

A key part of Verbeek and Kockelkoren’s argument is that designers define 

users in terms of their “…taste, competence, motives, aspirations and political 

prejudices…” (Verbeek and Kockelkoren 1998: 34). This is then used to 

‘inscribe’ the technical contents of objects and thereby ‘script’ attitudes of use. 

This offers a good account of how speculative design uses design fictions to 

shape feelings, fears, hopes, and dreams of user-audiences. However, in both 

instances, the language of production, consumption, and desire continues to 

‘sign’ and ‘script’ objects and things as the real, and therefore the everyday 

behaviours created by design continue along a vector whereby ideas become 

projects, projects become objects, objects become products, and, now, 

products become technologies and digital flows. Therefore, what my research 

was starting to show me was that this trajectory of design, disciplined by the 

production of what-might-become, fails to account for the kind of heterotopian 

spacing of otherness and the weird relations between objects and things 

identified by weird media.  

 

Using the strange turns of language activated by the verbs and terms gathered 

by my research, this is restated as ‘the ontological dimension of design as it 
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designs is very weird’. When this is considered at the scale of everything as a 

thing-in-itself, the wyrd thingliness of every thinging thing unfolding in time 

weirds. This leads to the question of what can account for those other too weird 

thingly things that occupy the dark, nebulous void that cannot be fully 

assimilated by the language of the market, the stuff of the everyday, or the 

histories of proper work? Could the threshold forces that may not even rightfully 

be comprehended by the human senses as we currently understand them also 

include the weird of design, the weird of technology, or the weird of making as 

gestures to weird how we see things as an entanglement of forces that worlds-

our-world? 

 

To answer these questions, I revisited the places where Fry alludes to a more 

complex relation between objects and things. In contrast to things as things, Fry 

states that the “…term ‘thing’ is deceptive and etymologically complex … [it] can 

seem simple, self-evident and interchangeable with ‘object’ … [but] in any 

considered usage, and specifically how it will be employed here, it is no such 

thing” (Fry 2012:102). Thus “…things and objects are not divided by organizing 

principles, inertia, social or material form, the abstract and the concrete… they 

flow into each other, are in dialogue and are the resultant matter of discourse” 

(Fry 2011: 85). This bears a relation to defuturing conditions that move us 

towards an epoch of ‘unsettlement’ where “…‘security of place’ looks to be 

increasingly challenged” (Fry 2011: 2). Thus, I now utilise in my study Fry’s term 

‘object-thing’ as that which ‘enables us to name much the existed 

prelinguistically’ and activate a “…presence that is defined against that which is 

other than the thing and an identity that references other things…” (Fry 2012: 

102-104). With this design literature offering different understandings of the 

terms ‘objects’, ‘thing’ and ‘object-things’, to further tease out the difference 

between the objecting of objects and the ‘thingness’ of things, I will now attend 

more to how things are seen by the theoretical discussion covered by the ‘thing 

turn’. 
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2.6-6 Turning attention towards the thing turn 

The ‘thing turn’ as it unfolds in the humanities is usefully described by Bill Brown 

in Thing Theory as the “…story of how the thing really names less an object 

than a particular subject-object relation.” (Brown 2001). Thing theory also 

touches on and interrelates with other ‘turns’, such as the practice-based 

research turn, the social-practice turn, and the socio-technical turn, as covered 

extensively in the work of Bruno Latour, including the methods of actor-network 

theory and as a relationship between thing, text, and politics that involves 

“…making things public…” as Dingpolitiks (Latour 1991, 2004, 2005). The ways 

in which these non-design disciplines are shifting through attending to the 

phenomena of design is identified as having important implications for design 

thinking and design studies. Here, the ‘meta-historical scale and history-making 

intent’ of thing theory offers a context that far exceeds “…the otherwise 

parochial focus of design history…” (Tonkinwise 2014a: 19-24). There is, 

elsewhere in the literature, the creative ‘mesh-work’ that brings things to life 

(Ingold 2010), the philosophical inquiries of object-oriented ontology (Harman 

2005) and the thingly inquiry of others (Fry 2011 & 2011f, Poe 2011, Thacker 

2011, 2010 Janlert & Stolterman 1997, Yakimoff 2013). 

 

By researching the difference between things and objects across this literature, 

a new perspective began to open up on the ontological grounding of my 

redirective projects. Furthermore, by looking back at the objects and spaces of 

the Radicals in my research, I began asking if these kinds of approaches could 

indicate a turn towards the weirdness of things we see today, including the 

objects and fictions produced by speculative design. Could we ask whether, by 

avoiding politics, thingliness and the chronal nature of design — dimensions 

that tend to produce artifacts, experiences, and thinking that become too weird 

— the methods partitioned by speculative everything limit the wider possibilities 

of design otherness after the radical? If so, can weird design now take the 

radical and speculative somewhere else? Furthermore, might the entangled 

nature of ‘other spaces’ be useful, not only for architectural critiques but also for 

generating a ‘disturbing textual space’ for engaging designed things, projection, 

and the stories we build around them?  
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This line of questioning led me back to my map of Things ‘driving projects, 

politics and projects’ generated in the Urmadic University Hot House to see if 

this could be usefully deployed as tool within my study. Could these questions 

indicate the weirdness of the verb to weird as ‘something missing’ in design — 

a space or void that can only be defined by its own absence? By mapping and 

tracing the overlapping issues and areas of concern, could the Ur-map make 

this void visible in some way? This line of questioning recalls Dilnot’s discussion 

regarding the ‘absence of the critical in design’ as: 

 

…the almost obeisant attitude the profession has had, as its flip 
side, a lack of critical perspective, not just to the professions but to 
design as a whole. Because the absence of design was 'worse 
than' the presence of design, the hope contained in design had to 
be defended. But the defence of design (which was always 
combined with a kind of weak 'philosophical' analysis and 
judgement as to what constituted 'good' design) that obliterated 
criticism did not, at the same time adequately articulate the 
complexity of design either as a capacity (or set of capacities) or 
as a mode of intelligence or as a mode of implication in the history 
of where we have arrived today (Dilnot 2009: 386). 

 

Whilst my rediretive position names the ontological and defuturing force of 

design, by moving between this undisciplined philosophy and the disciplining of 

discourse described by Dilnot, I was effectively searching for terms that could 

break down the defence of design. By using ‘things’ as that which could account 

for the ‘weak’ analysis and critical absence more generally within the field, it 

was possible to now use the concepts and terms that had been made present 

through the research as the articulation of a void. Therefore, my inquiry now 

queried whether the thingly weirdness of design could show and describe a 

‘blind spot’ that indicates a “…possibility to give thought a twist away from a 

position of knowing” (Mende 2012: 20)? 

 

 According to Mende, theoretical or disciplinary blind spots are useful in this way 

because they, like heterotopian language, “…shatter the illusion of absolute 

knowledge…” (Mende 2012: 2). This is because they make us enter a moment 

of non-knowledge that does not try to fill the gap but, rather, occupy it as an 

ongoing process driven by a “…line of action providing the conditions of seeing 

without becoming manifest in an image” (ibid). Just as it is possible to see our 
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own visual blind spot by temporarily manifesting this optical gap through a 

movement between proximity and distance — a gesture of tracking an object 

back and forth past the eyes — I have tried to capture or trap the weird as a 

similar encounter of excess (Mende 2012: 21). By investigating the wider 

concept of the radical as the ‘making (a)new’ that embodies the unusual, 

strange, and alien, it has been necessary to pass excessively backwards and 

forwards between different spaces and sites, between everything and nothing 

as this occurs between design and designed in both pasts and futures. Using 

the gesture of searching located within the other space of practice, this was 

now described as the shuttling and spooling of lines of inquiry found between 

and betwixt a tense warp of disciplinary limits. Weird design hence operates not 

as a practice-led method but as a boundary crossing-praxis unfolding at the 

edges of various practices. This active gesture of searching involves opening 

up multiple lines of investigation within the disciplinary mangle to catch different 

gaps in and of thinking. Weird design thus emerges as a multi-stable picture 

that is woven and interlocked through mapping, weaving, and weirding. 

 

Could the shift from space to things be producing some of the weirdness of 

design? Does this warrant another look at ‘other’ spaces? If so, how could the 

otherness of thingliness be usefully investigated following the principles of 

heterotopology? As these further questions presented themselves through the 

process of attempting to put “Other Spaces” to use in my study, it was now 

necessary to see how others had used heterotopia as a method of research. 
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2.7 Towards weird design — using other spaces to map and to weird 
research  

 

The transformed historical position of design in relation to artifice and the crisis 

of the future… calls forth something of a new object for design… something 

more like a series of axioms or criteria; a net shall we say (if metaphorically) 

within which one might catch the critical and design in new ways. 

 

 — ‘The transmutation of responsibility’, 
The Critical in Design (Part One) 

Clive Dilnot 2008 
 

 

Foucault explores how the dance of words and things is played out in a variety 

of spatial configurations throughout Roussel's work, including imaginary 

emplacements and fantastic machines. Significantly, Roussel's machines are 

both instrument and object, they encompass and create his fictions: “fabricated 

from language, the machines are this act of fabrication.” In particular, they play 

with spatial dimensions found in myths of the labyrinth (the lost, the hidden, the 

other, the line to infinity) and metamorphosis (the irreversible, the circle, the 

identical, the polymorphous), a process to discover limitless things to say with a 

limited number of words. 

 

 

—  ‘The spaces of literature’ in Spatial Combat,  
 Peter Johnson, 2008 

 
 
2.7-1 My practice generating projects on and in heterotopian sites 

By expanding on the first half of Foucault’s argument, I was able to establish 

that there is a shift from space to things. This was supported by comparing 

design literature to other theories and theorists in looking at the thingliness of 

design. By then looking more closely at the examples used by Foucault to 

expand on and elaborate his principles of other spaces, a second set of 

observations could be made regarding my past redirective practice. Here, I 
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noticed that, of the various heterotopic sites identified by Foucault, there were 

several in the list that were already familiar as heterogenic sites which I had 

engaged within certain projects.  

 

This included directly working with certain heterotopic sites as specific art-based 

interventions in spaces of ‘juxtaposition’, ‘temporal flow’ and heterochronic or 

‘sliced time’ — such as botanic gardens, imagined gardens, festivals, museums, 

and archives (see Figure 2.6 – 2.9). Based on his third principle, where the 

example of the garden is cited as “…perhaps the oldest example of these 

heterotopias that take the form of contradictory sites…” (Foucault 1986: para. 

20), my work also deals with certain paradoxes and contradictions tied to the 

site of the botanic garden. These include They Talk of Disphorrea (2007) 

[Figure 2.6] — a socio-cultural field-lab and solar etching station that explored 

plant knowledge within communities and territory and which was installed in the 

vistors’ centre of a desert park in Alice Springs. Another was the mobile 

museum En Plein Air (2008) [Figure 2.7], located within a space built for 

measuring magnetic fields in the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne, where a 

mobile field office was inhabited as a base-camp that explored and ‘mapped’ 

the Gardens in terms of defuturing and futuring interrogations. These works 

then fed into the project Hanging Gardens and Other Tales (2008) [Figure 2.8] 

and Make-Do Garden City (2010) [Figure 2.9] —both of which draw on 

imagined or fictional accounts of gardens from the past to imagine future 

sustainable living as a redirective ecology. To this end, the works were placed 

in the zone identified as juxtaposition in Table 1. 

 

Furthermore, there were certain spaces listed by Foucault about which I had 

speculated, re-imagined, or critically addressed such as colonies, closed 

spaces, sacred spaces, and spaces of, and in, crisis. These interventions and 

experiments were created by researching into, through, and for the 

entanglement of these sites as a mix of histories, futures, material absences, 

and through being present together with other users, including myself as user-

researcher-maker (an element that is largely missing form speculative or design 

fictions) as well as other non-human agents such as plants and bees. 

Foucault’s heterotopian model thus offered a new way of ordering these 

projects.  
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From these initial observations, I went back through the body of my past work 

and looked to see if other heterotopian connections and emplacements could 

be found. The results of this process can be found in Column 3 of Table 1. I 

identified from Foucault’s examples and principles ten separate zones that I had 

addressed in some way in these past projects. In some instances, there were 

projects that turned up in multiple zones, which were marked with an asterisk; a 

more detailed description of how I went about this process is detailed in section 

3.1 in the next chapter. 

 

Reflecting on these projects in this way, my study puts Foucault’s “Of Other 

Spaces” to use by creating space for work and thinking to be (re)ordered and 

rethought. This was less a theoretical means of reading spaces than a way of 

understanding my own practice-led understandings and experiences of certain 

heterotopian sites. This process allowed me to further read my ‘live’ approach to 

redirective design as a specific mode of spatial ‘talk-back’, something that 

orders and disorders design as the use and misuse of Chremata, Phusika, and 

Poioemena that are embedded in each ‘site’ as a weird thingliness. 

Furthermore, by looking at the process-driven approach used in these projects, 

I was able to identify an important distinction between my use of the spatial 

heterotopia zones of “Other Spaces” and that of an earlier speculative approach 

that makes use of the more textual reading of heterotopia in The Order of 

Things.  
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Figure 2.6: They Talk of Disphorrea (2007) – installation view 

 

 
Figure 2.7: En Plien Air (2008) — Instalation view 
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Figure 2.8: Hanging Gardens and Other Tales (2008) — installation view 

 

 
Figure 2.9: Make Do Garden City (2010) — installation view 
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2.7-2 Heterotopian gadget versus heterotopian entanglement 
As I have stated earlier in this chapter, certain aspects of my past practice have 

also been heavily informed by methods developed by Dunne and Raby, 

especially those that precede their current position tabled by Speculative 

Everything. More specifically, through engagement with the earlier text Hertzian 

Tales (Dunne 1999) — where Anthony Dunne argues that “…design needs to 

transform…” by expanding its scope to include “…speculation on how best to 

provide the conditions for inhabitation… not just visualize a ‘better world’, but 

arouse in the public the desire for one” (Dunne, 1999: 84) — my early 

redirective design practice began to adopt a similar mode of approach to 

reframing sustainable design through artistic interventions. 

 

This drew from various strategies provided by Dunne that attempt to inspire and 

visualize ‘a better world’ by “…blurring the boundary between the real and the 

fictional” (ibid). This adapts the classic industrial design methods of the 

prototype to propose a new set of options such as installation, intervention, non-

working models, ‘genotypes’, ‘real fictions’, ‘placebos’ and ‘props’ (Dunne, 

1999: 83-99). These are suggested options for getting beyond the problem of 

the ‘bracketed-space’ of the gallery or for creating work that is read as either a 

“…freakshow of wonder and amusement…” or merely a showroom trading in 

“…shock-of-the-new reinterpretations of familiar objects…” (Dunne, 1999: 86). 

More specifically, these strategies are described as a form of para-functionality 

— “…a form of design where function is used to encourage reflection on how 

electronic products condition our behavior” (Dunne 1999: 43).  

 

To explain para-functionality, Dunne turns to literature to explore the 

clandestine aesthetics of forbidden emotions (Dunne 1999: 43). Eschewing the 

‘gadget-ridden world of science fiction’ for a “…world where writing itself is a 

gadget in that it celebrates the workings of language”, Dunne calls on 

Foucault’s description of heterotopia as it appears in the preface to the Order of 

Things to identify examples of para-functionality in art by using a new term he 

calls the heterotopian gadget (Dunne 1999: 50).  

 

The defamiliarisation and estrangement of para-functionality has found its way 

into the discourse on critical design fiction (Malpass 2013, Markussen and 
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Knutz 2013), particularly as a way to promote scepticism and poetic distance 

(Mazé and Redström 2007), and as a valid strategy of ‘rhetorical use’ (Malpass 

2016). However, these discussions do not include any reference to the 

heterotopian gadget or discussion of Foucault’s heterotopia. Furthermore, 

Dunne’s brief discussion of heterotopia does not extend beyond the Order of 

Things. Therefore, the rich complexity found in “Of Other Spaces” is missing 

from the heterotopian gadget, para-functionality, and, consequently, from the 

examples drawn from the design thinking literature that put this to use. My 

research thus posits that, by missing out on the full complexity of hetertopias as 

covered by “Of Other Spaces” and the wider literature, this gap subsequently 

limits later methods of design fiction.  

 

Returning to my discussion of speculative design, the emphasis on the binary of 

utopia/dystopia serves as way of framing questions and asking audiences to 

consider “…not only about what they do want for their future selves but also 

what they do not want” (Auger 2013). To this either/or mode, my study explores 

the wider, multi-faceted polyphony offered by heterotopia both within the text 

itself and, additionally, through the rich collection of literature drawn from 

various disciplines after the publication of “Of Other Spaces”. In addition, this 

position holds that, as the ontological perspective of redirective design deals 

with the political implications of futures we presently do not have due to 

conditions of defuturing, heterotopian complexity is better suited to mapping 

new knowledge related to this area of design. 

 

Therefore, I have investigated how my own redirective projects draw from the 

traditions of direct activation championed by the Situationists and the 

embedded site-specific and live-art practices of relational aesthetics as an 

interventionist and spatial mode of designing the futural. As strategies and 

tactics that enact sustainable change, this approach relies on the 

artist/designer/creator to be present, performing, and testing new ideas both 

through and in use. These participatory and performative modes of engagement 

can make visible complex or obscured entanglements of objects, things, 

people, places, and non-human entities. As a mode of inquiry that operates 

within the making otherwise of the ontologically unsustainable, this has proven 

to be an effective means of both provoking and contesting conditions of 
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defuturing. This also maintains an open mode of shared questioning within the 

project itself that invites others to actively redirect or shape outcomes as a 

process of co-making.  

 

This approach is nearer to Radical Design projects and methods used by the 

group U.F.O., whose iconography pieces of ‘event-architecture’ such as 

Superurbeffimero n. 7 (1968), were staged as live-art and performative 

engagements that unfolded as a city-wide “…socio-urban architectural ritual…”. 

This operated both on the level of contested social, cultural norms but used 

design, space and event to ‘enact’ Umberto Eco’s concept of 

‘counterinformation’ (Wolfe 2011). Furthermore, towards the end of my practice, 

my projects have also tried to deal in the kind of meta-historical scale and 

history-making intent that far exceeds histories of design as suggested by the 

thing turn. Examples are the work So tonight I’m going to party like it’s Mayan 

date 12.20.20.18.19 (2012), which addresses weird and delirious relations to 

the astrological time scales of the Mayan long-count calendar, and the 

unconventional installation Cave of future dreaming (2013), which inverts the 

timeline of the 30,000 year old painting in the Chauvet Cave to imagine how the 

things we make now might be read 30 000 years hence. 

 

2.7-3 Heterotopia as concrete technology and rhetorical machine 
Whilst it is still seen as a slippery term, heterotopia opens up “…different layers, 

different contexts and different adumbrations..” and thereby justifies its 

continued use: 

 

Pursuing the idea of heterotopia offers a productive strategy to 
investigate [contemporary social and cultural] conditions, because 
it introduces a third term in situations where strict dichotomies – 
such as public/private; urban/rural or local/global — no longer 
provide viable frameworks for analysis (Heynen 2008: 312) 

 

I found an ongoing resonance between my approach to studying a four-fold 

multiplicity of the weird in design and Heynen’s view that heterotopias appear 

as spaces where an interplay between normative disciplining and liberating 

transgression manifests itself most clearly, as “…heterotopias are constellations 

of the in-between, where assumed realities … are being mirrored and doubled, 
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thus exposing the traces of what is repressed” (Heynen 2008: 322). In placing 

my works in the mirror of other spaces, I engage this slippery doubling effect by 

allowing them to be viewed in another way and from another place. 

 

Building on this idea, Peter Johnson (2013) argues that the spaces of 

heterotopia are most productively understood “…as an initial conceptual 

method of analysis…”. He contends that heterotopias allow a reflection of both 

self and world, as these counter-sites “…are embedded in aspects and stages 

of our lives…” but also “…distort, unsettle or invert…” (Johnson 2013: 791). 

Looking back to its use within the Order of Things, Johnson also notes that 

“…heterotopia makes differences and unsettles spaces…” and therefore 

asserts that “…these sites are particularly productive because they illuminate 

how they reflect or gather in other spaces and yet unsettle them at the same 

time; they provide rich pictures” (ibid: 796). Referring to Dehane and De 

Cautier, Johnson also suggests that heterotopian space “…can make room for 

something anti-economical and politically experimental” (ibid). 

 

From a basis of my own practice rooted in the redirective, design as politics, 

and working to establishing new economic paradigms of quality, craft, and care-

based Sustainment (Fry 2011: 66, 207-208), heterotopia presented a way of 

‘making room’ for a new kind of radical benchmark, one that engages the 

urmadic as a future ‘site’ of unsettlement. Therefore, I chose to adopt and adapt 

my own research methodology by using the spatial analysis of heterotopia as a 

rich and complex mix of critical and conceptual modes — one that offered 

purchase on the different discursive spaces and practices of design I had 

gathered to map out a territory that ‘distorts, unsettles, and inverts’ disciplinary 

norms. I thus deploy heterotopia within my study to redraw boundaries around 

the radical, unsettle speculation, and establish a field that ‘queries’ ecologies of 

design otherness as ‘weird’. This further engages Johnson’s observation of 

Faubion who asserts that heterotopian sites are both ‘concrete technologies’ 

and ‘rhetorical machines’ (Faubion 2008: 32). 

 

A set of ten heterotopian zones were thus extracted from Other Spaces as 

somewhere to begin to pitch and park my past projects. By allowing my study to 

dig archeologically into this as a “…flexible, inconclusive and rather unstable, 
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volatile system or arrangement…” (Sohn, 2008: 45), I was able to mark out a 

new position that re-designs and de-signs the designs of my past work-self (Fry 

2011: 134). This has been further enhanced by using this net to present a side-

by-side view of theories and projects of others that I have researched as 

“…stories that make possible the narrativation of design as a political act…” 

(Fry 2011: 135). By upending the tacit logic underlying these practices, I looked 

to my past works as ‘entangled spaces’ that could now generate an expanded 

view of how these kinds of cases offer a design that can “…establish the 

parameters for an entirely different system of classification for ‘another topos’” 

(Sohn, 2008: 45).  

 

As noted by Johnson, “Heterotopias are essentially oppositional, on the ‘wild 

edges of society’…”, suggesting also that they can work either to retain a stable 

social formation or propel it forward (Saldanha in Johnson 2013: 793). The 

‘landscapes of difference’ I have gathered within this research now maps out 

and locates certain limit cases that expose liminal thinking and interstitial 

practices that operate at the ‘wild edges’ of disciplinary design. This process led 

to the identification of a ‘weird’ design that constitutes a terrain of otherness that 

can only be seen “…in contrast to what lies beyond…” (Sohn, 2008: 46). This 

occurs by tracing the movement happening in the space between the known 

and existing limits of disciplined design and the betwixt state of design 

becoming something else (Fry 2003).  

 

My view from beyond uses the radical of design as an unknown alternate-

topology defined by an unseen or unknowable dimension that I believe is 

moving the field towards undisciplined and irresponsible practices as we enter 

the age of thingliness and unsettlement. This exploration is covered in the next 

chapter, detailing a process that uses the otherness of heterotopic space to 

traverse a territory that crosses from Radical Design to Weird Media. This 

further represents a key departure from the ways in which I was doing work. It 

articulates a new set of understandings that ‘purposely blurs distinctions’, shifts 

from being ‘discipline-based’ and mashes together “…jumbled ideas and 

methods from a number of different, distinct disciplinary practices that can be 

brought together to create new unexpected ways of working and new projects” 

(Rodgers and Bremner 2013: 12) — a process that allows me to establish the 
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verb to weird as a radical benchmark based on the urmadic futures of 

undisciplined design.  

 

This resolves the first phase of my study and establishes my method as a 

spacing space, one that is inhabited as a heterotopian ecology (Faubion 2008). 

Just as the thing is “…a certain gathering together of the threads of life…” that 

invites an excess of text as texture, network, and meshwork (Ingold 2010: 10), 

heterotopia provides my study with an intermeshed platform that gathers 

together the many threads I have untangled from the literature. This is used to 

launch the second phases of my investigation that will attempt to weird design, 

using weird first as a noun that describes another, more absolute space of alien 

otherness but then proceeds to engage the verb to weird to establish my own 

method that maps, weaves and weirds design. 
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2.8 Is design becoming weird — interlocking the via negativa of artefacts, 
excommunication of media, the labyrinth of fiction and the demonisation 

of poetry 

 

Things, words, vision and death, the sun and language make a unique form, the 

very same one that we are. Roussel in some way has defined its geometry. He 

has opened our literary language as a strange space that could be defined as 

linguistic if it were not its mirror image, its dreamy usage, enchanted and 

mythic. If Roussel's work is separated from this space (which is ours), then it 

can only be seen as the haphazard marvels of the absurd, or the baroque play 

of an esoteric language which means "something else".  

— The Enclosed Sun, Death and the Labyrinth 

Michel Foucault, 1987 [1963] 
 

The portal between unconscious and subject is that controlled by 

psychoanalysis. The portal between subject and object is that controlled by 

phenomenology. The portal between object and object is that which object-

oriented ontology, which holds that objects withdraw from each other as objects 

withdraw from subjects, would like to control. The portal between object and 

thing is that of Thacker’s dark media, or weird realism. It is where philosophy, 

even on its ambitious days, knows it hasn’t the passwords. It is the domain 

formerly of mystical thought, now up for grabs. 

 
— ‘Xenocommunication’, Furious Media 

McKenzie Wark, 2014 

 

If technology annihilates thingliness, then, whether it is art or design, the point is 

for us to recover an ability to sense things, to make sense of things. Aesthesis 

is therefore at issue… 

 

— ‘Art vs design: Saving power vs enframing,  
or a thing of the past vs world-making’, 

Mark Titmarsh and Cameron Tonkinwise 2013 
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2.8-1 Advancing method — towards the weird island in search of an idea  
This chapter has outlined the early phases of my research where I asked a 

series of questions regarding the radical past. This includes an investigation of 

how this history informs the continuation of its legacy within the design 

discipline, my own practice, and speculative design today. This process 

resulted in the identification of certain gaps, blind spots, and missing elements 

that redirected my study towards a new set of questions and the central thesis: 

that design is becoming weird. 

 

This process does not resemble a fully completed project but an unfolding 

understanding based on asking ‘What am I doing?’, ‘How can I describe this to 

myself?’, and ‘Where does this take me next?’ The iterative ‘talk-back’ of this 

mode of design inquiry is informed by strategies of assembly explored within my 

past projects and my use of live-methods as an enacted and performative 

approach to exploring problems and issues such as unsettlement, sustainment, 

and defuturing. This also views the production of knowledge within a redirective 

baseline that looks to establish design-as-politics as a field of praxis that 

“…demands new narratives … more stories that are immediate, engaged, 

evocative and firing the imagination that designs” (Fry 2011: 135). This 

understanding frames the overall approach of my research as a principally 

narrative model that aims to show and describe a ‘territory’ of boundary making 

thinking and inquiry — a model informed by my past practice as it operates 

“…not as a shock-like interruption of the designed surface but as a question of 

the technique and practice of self-design” (Groys 2008: 6). 

 

In Chapter One, I explained that I would draw from a pick-and-mix approach as 

used by design researchers who have similarly tried to combine art-design 

practices such as my own in research (Yee 2010), where: 

 

Instead of discussing research methods by way of their associated 
discipline (arts, science, humanities) or through the type of 
analysis employed (quantitative, qualitative), the methods can be 
discussed in terms of how they might link practice with research 
and vice-versa. (Yee 2010: 2). 
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This was initially seen as a suitable mode of inquiry because my past practice 

occupied a similar hybrid territory that has previously been shown to produce 

design research projects to “…offer some solutions to the problem of the role of 

the object/artifact…” by framing designers as a “…critical interpreter of design 

processes and their relationship to culture and society” (Seago and Dunne 

1999: 16). However, I found through my research that these methods tend to 

define issues using terms such as problem/solutions and projects/objects. This 

language was found to discipline design research within a defuturing mode, one 

that conceals an ontologically weird nature of thingliness. I therefore opted to 

shift my focus towards methods, concepts, and ideas that are irresponsible and 

undisciplined. This was equally an embodied position, undisciplined by the 

gestures of knowledge being gathered from practices happening in the separate 

time-space of spinning and weaving. Therefore, my study was now looking to 

rethink the redirective baseline of my practice as being between or betwixt an 

island of the sacred and an island in search of an idea — with the former 

mapped as driven by ‘practices’ and that later ‘projects’. 

 

Using this understanding drawn from the strange device of my Ur-map, this 

analysis showed me that, whilst my past practice lay somewhere between art 

and design, my new practice was becoming craftier, trickier, and altogether 

weirder. My inquiry hence needed to look for new ways of seeing beyond the 

limits imposed within the wider systems of disciplinarity as it falls within the 

structural unsustainability of the crisis of crisis, a condition lodged in an 

education in error linked to its roots in the Enlightenment (Fry 2011: 190). In this 

sense, my study of weird was itself a search for methods that could articulate 

other spaces of design as relational object-things that allow for a culture of re-

learning, remaking, and recrafting. To think the weird was to also consider how 

other protocols or methods might thing a recovery of knowledge, particularly 

from ancient cultures which “…point to ways of thinking that have been lost, 

forgotten or under-explored…” whereby: 

 

 Such ways of thinking are not immediately applicable as practical 
knowledge but they are a means by which a different world, and a 
different way of knowing one’s being-in-the-world, can be brought 
to a variety of reflective relations with contemporary knowledge 
(Fry 2011: 148). 
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However, as both the theory and my own practical experiences had 

demonstrated to me, there was a series of limits to overcome. These were tied 

to assumptions of otherness that can control the protocols and portals of 

research or projects beginning from this position. Therefore, I saw it as 

necessary to address the limits of seeing certain methods as belonging to 

strictly one field or the other (Tonkinwise and Titmarsh 2009). Undoing the bind 

of disciplined and proper work needed a deeper view of things as a relational 

category framing how the alien, the other, and the weird mediate the 

boundaries of the human, the non-human, and the absolutely unknown. 

 

This approach suggested that Foucault’s concept of heterotopia, whereby the 

spaces of otherness or alterity offers a specific kind of -topos that is unsettling 

and disruptive, can also be both real and different. Through the process of 

identifying how my redirective practice had made use of the space cleared by 

the Radicals and design fiction, I was now looking closely at the critical leverage 

this adopts from other fields and how to discuss it in terms of a link between 

practice and research. I saw through this process that where speculative, 

critical, and radical design have turned to media, literary theory, and fictional 

forms to open up new spaces for thinking about futures (Hales 2009), literary 

and media theorists were looking to design to understand ‘objects’, ‘things’, and 

the weird ‘abyss’ that lies between them.  

2.8-2 Weaving a view between design and art, technology, and media 

McKenzie Wark again served as an important bridge between the fields of 

media and design, with strong links to my approach stemming from an analysis 

of shared theory discussed in my study, including Foucault’s “Of Other Spaces”. 

In his essay “Designs for a New World”, Wark demonstrates that critical media 

theory looks to design as “…the other end of the art continuum … to do 

something else…” (Wark 2014). Design is thus no longer a sideshow in this 

theoretical landscape, and once “…one starts looking afresh at the art-historical 

past, it is actually the main event” (ibid). Therefore, I began to more closely 

examine what was happening in the adjacent field of media theory to see if this 

could tell me something else about design. 

This included a critical and speculative view of art, technology, and capital as a 

way to “…try to build prototypes for another life in the margins” (ibid), needing 
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‘new ancestors’ and using  “…the archive more as a Borges-like labyrinth rather 

than a lineage…” (Moreno and Wark 2014).  Where speculative design draws 

inspiration from the Italian Radicals, Wark’s position is underpinned by a 

sustained and historicized engagement with the Situationists International and a 

reading of the spectacle as an unfolding cultural disintegration (Wark 2011b): 

 

The spectacle speaks the language of command. The command of 
the concentrated spectacle was: OBEY! The command of the 
diffuse spectacle was: BUY! In the integrated spectacle the 
commands to OBEY! and BUY! became interchangeable. Now the 
command of the disintegrating spectacle is: RECYCLE! Like 
oceanic amoeba choking on granulated shopping bags, the 
spectacle can now only go forward by evolving the ability to eat its 
own shit (ibid). 

 

Wark’s media theory presents multiple alliances and alignments with Fry’s 

philosophy of design as proposed in Design as Politics. For example, Fry, in his 

closing arguments, observes that, for most, the condition of structural 

unsustainability is “…but another media appearance and event…” such that we 

do not watch crisis, “…we are crisis as watchers…” (Fry 2011: 250-251). For 

Fry, media and mediation constitute a world-as-environment that ensures we 

are “…technologically spaced and anthropocentrically in-formed … by the 

‘eventing’ picture” (ibid). This position draws some of Fry’s earliest work on the 

televisual and its capacity to entrap and ‘enframe everything’. This argument 

draws on Heidegger’s essay “The Thing” (Heidegger 1971) whereby the 

thingliness of the television is unconcealed as “…another fold of four, it is a set 

of things, it rides the sky on a wave …  [and] re-presents all of the `gathering, 

appropriating and staying' of the fourfold” (Fry 1993: 38). Fry’s analysis of ‘being 

in the televisual’ interlocks with Wark’s key concept of telesthesia as a ‘third 

nature’ (Wark 2012) — both a media theory and an ontological design analysis 

that details the separation of the flow of communication from the flow of objects 

and subjects. This “…produces the appearance of information as a world 

apart…” (Wark 2004: 79, Wark & Jandrić 2016), a condition that Fry details as 

the dwelling space of the televisual that “…further cuts away any notion of a 

viewable division between the subject and an observable ontic, which is the 

knowable as thing/object in itself” (Fry 1993: 37). To follow the threads of these 

arguments leads to an emerging world picture of weirdness and thingliness — 
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for example, when “…third nature becomes a landscape, an environment, 

visible only interstitially, when it produces weird events” (Wark 2012: 70). 

 

2.8-3 Can weird media weird design? 

These connections led me to look at other areas within the field of media 

studies linked to Wark’s thinking. In a conversation between Wark and Gean 

Moreno (Moreno and Wark 2014), I found the concept tabled as “…a 

communication with what is strange and also a sort of hospitality toward what is 

alien…” — as something could potentially activate the otherness of heterotopia. 

Wark’s notion of xeno-communication — a speculative take on the heretical 

refusal of power as “…communication with what, in a sense, isn’t there or can’t 

be there…” (ibid) — led me directly to Excommunication: Three inquiries in 

Media And Mediation (Galloway Thacker and Wark 2014). In addition to xeno-

communication, the concept of excommunication as “…a message that 

proclaims: ‘there will be no more messages’…” includes Alexander Galloway’s 

post-hermeneutic reading of “…media and mediation as conceptual objects in 

their own right…” and Eugene Thacker’s concept of dark and weird media (ibid). 

 

I adopt Thacker’s take on excommunication, where he explores certain liminal 

cases “…where one communicates or connects with the inaccessible…” 

(Galloway, Thacker and Wark 2014: 18). As modes of mediation that are ‘dark’ 

‘haunted’ and ‘weird’, these instances underscore the paradox of mediation as 

an inaccessibility, drawing examples from the supernatural horror of H. P. 

Lovecraft to the apophatic mysticism of Meister Eckhart. 

 

Using this particular concept of weird media as something that produces very 

little at all, “…not objects but things receding into an obtuse and obstinate 

thinglyness” (ibid), I found myself asking if and how this could be linked to the 

things that ‘are very weird’ in and as design noted by Tonkinwise. By exploring 

Thacker’s discussion of mystical traditions that express the divine via negativa 

— “…a kind of performative failure… which ends up serving as [a] mediation of 

that which cannot be mediated” (Thacker 2014: 100) — further overlaps were 

found with design research via the argument of Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 

that “…designed artefact knowledge is most apparent when we sense its 

presence via negativa” (Tonkinwise and Lorber-Kasunic 2006: 12). Therefore, I 
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began to engage more directly with the concept of excommunication, weird 

media, and other related theories to see if these could be mapped into and 

across the other spaces of design I had emplaced in my table of heterotopian 

zones. These were then placed in Column 5 of Table 1.  

 

2.8-4 Speculating about really weird design fictions 

Tracing this new and unexpected territory amongst the slippery doublings of 

heterotopia, I began to site weirdness in relation to specific design cases drawn 

from the literature and alongside my past projects emplaced by other spaces in 

and as research. Inside this rhetorical machine, this difference was viewed as a 

new set of relations giving an indication of where to go next. This process 

identified a rich set of philosophical connections, interlocking theoretical 

concerns, and additional entanglements mirrored by the spaces of my research. 

By comparing specific areas of media studies to the areas of design I had been 

examining in my study, a key point of connection was located: the use of fiction 

and its various genres to frame the real world, shape it, and imagine other ways 

of being.  

 

For the Radical period, this includes the ironic tale, the political manifesto, and, 

to a certain extent, the fictional spaces of advertising and media, reordered as 

counter-utopias. Within forms of speculative and critical design, artefacts are 

used to generate a hybrid story built from science-fiction, post-normal science 

‘facts’, utopian/dystopian frames, and scientific or political fantasy. In the case 

of excommunication, dark, weird, and alien mediation draws examples from 

weird fiction, J-horror, mystical tracts, and heretical treaties. However, in the 

case of design as politics, the spaces of fictional genre are less apparent — 

here it is suggested that design needs ‘de-signing narratives’, of which six types 

are offered: de-warring, metro-fitting, chronality, joyance, re-crafting and tonus 

(Fry 2011: 134-141). 

 

In each case, the space of literature as a means of designing, thinking, and 

mediating can also represent spaces of research that allow new frameworks for 

critique and interrogation of histories and futures to be made.  Therefore, my 

study activates the history of the term wyrd and the different ways of using 

theories of ‘weird’ as an overlapping and entangled speculation that can bring 
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together threads spanning design, media, and philosophy. I now posit from my 

research that the everything of design is both an ontological shaping made 

present by the object-thing and a weird force — something that shapes the fate 

of humans. Further to this, as Design develops within a culture of third nature, 

the discipline of design stands at a crossroads. It may continue on its trajectory 

towards shaping what-might-become, thereby deepening the crisis of crisis; 

alternatively, as suggested by redirective practices, it may move towards a 

political dimension of becoming other than it is. Moving between and betwixt 

these vectors, my take on this territory is to shift things towards a space where 

to weird design is to understand this dialectic and take responsibility for our 

shaping in and as time. 

 

My concept of weird design draws on discussion of the futures for design history 

that opens this chapter. Returning to Foucault, this presents a diagnosis of the 

present as being weird. Here, he notes that history serves to remind us that 

“…our own times and lives are not the beginning or end of some ‘historical’ 

process, but a period like, but at the same time unlike, any other so that [the] 

question should simply be ‘how is today different from yesterday?’” (O’Farrell 

2005: 139). For Foucault, both history and fiction have a profound relation to 

space, one that also makes fiction itself a particular space of thinking and a 

form of spatial combat (Johnson 2008: 615). Certain forms of modern fiction 

help Foucault “…not only eliminate all traces of an appeal to fundamental depth 

or natural object, but also find new spatial mechanisms for presenting his 

historical studies” (Johnson: 613).  

 

By reading design fiction and speculative objects as a form of what I will call, 

after Foucault’s notion of spatialisations, a process of ‘spacing’, I have been 

able to make the first move towards taking these forms of practice somewhere 

else. By putting them in other spaces to see them from a perspective that is 

outside the discipline — the in-between qualities of heterotopia — this now 

operates as a space of inquiry: somewhere to reorder and unsettle the modes 

of fiction that operate within design. The transition from space to spacing, from 

noun to verb, is the movement that places the radical forms of design I have 

identified and reassembles them as something to weird as a fictionally ‘strange 

space’. This raises fundamental questions about the relationship between 
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words and things by concentrating on a fragment of language “…and 

systematically working through a whole network of associations…” (Foucault, 

1987 [1963]: 13-15). To explore these networks of associations, I have used 

various maps and schemes as strange devices and rhetorical machines to 

weird my research.  

 

Mapping this as a fiction and theory produces a complex, relational 

entanglement of practices, projects subjects, objects, and spaces — each 

acting together as and with things. This now follows a new gesture of searching 

— one that has been weirded by other times and the alienation of an 

undisciplined and radical ‘school’ — to bring together mapping, weaving, and 

weirding through the verb to weird. To weird my research generates an 

entangled network that is teased out and selectively refined so that it can be 

spun and interlocked. Therefore, as both an act of weaving and praxis of 

mapping, my thesis is now used as a space to show and describe an unknown 

alter-topology defined by an unseen or absolute unknowable dimension of weird 

thingliness. 
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Figure 3.1a — Three Urmadic-Fictions presented as Map-thinking: photo of the 
first Ur-map representing the Temporal-Thingliness relation as presented to the group 
exploring Things driving Politics, Projects, Practice.
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Figure 3.1b — Urmadic Fictions Map: photo of the whiteboard version of a second 
map developed from the first Ur-map and presented to the full cohort of Urmadic 
University Hothouse attendees. 
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Figure 3.1c — Urmadic Cartography: A reworking and rethinking of the second 
Urmadic fictions map in my notes after the Hothouse event, here I begin to use this 
weird diagram-device to begin to question my then redirective practice producing 
projects and consider how this map might lead into what will finally become this 
research. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE SUBJECTING SUBJECT — the gap opened by limit 
cases, exploring the thing turn and turning weird media into weird design 

 

3.1 The thing turning attention to the other dimension of objects  

 

The object stands before us as a fait accompli, presenting its congealed, outer 

surfaces to our inspection. It is defined by its very ‘overagainstness’ in relation 

to the setting in which it is placed (Heidegger 1971: 167). The thing, by contrast, 

is a ‘going on’, or better, a place where several goings on become entwined. To 

observe a thing is not to be locked out but to be invited in to the gathering.  

— ‘Objects and things’, 
Bringing Things to Life: Creative Entanglements in a World of Materials 

Tim Ingold 2010 

 

Why do we give the dead Civil War soldier, the guilty Manhattan project 

physicist, the oval-headed alien anthropomorph, and the intelligent celestial 

race so much more credence than the scoria cone, the obsidian fragment, the 

gypsum crystal, the capsicum pepper, and the propane flame? When we 

welcome these things into scholarship, poetry, science, and business, it is only 

to ask how they relate to human productivity, culture, and politics. … How did it 

come to this, an era in which “things” means ideas so often, and stuff so 

seldom?  

— ‘The state of things’, 
 Alien Phenomenology‚ or What It’s Like to Be a Thing  

Ian Bogost 2012 

3.1-1 Feed me weird idea-things: Registering the era of things as an age of 
unsettlement 

Could a state where ideas mean more than stuff be making things so weird? 

Moreover, could the difference between an object, a thing and object-things 

account for why design is becoming so much weirder than the discipline might 

be letting on? The presence of these questions within my inquiry represented a 
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new way of thinking about design. My thesis thus investigates whether design in 

some way conceals or misses a weird dimension linked to a certain relation 

between objects and thing. The design literature I had surveyed showed that 

the question of the weird in and as things was relatively scarce; therefore, I 

assumed that my prior gap in knowledge regarding the difference between 

object and thing might speak to a wider disciplinary ‘blind spot’. To see past my 

own blind spot, a mix of design and media theory was used to investigate how 

these different disciplinary viewpoints produce a shared territory that suggests 

that the relational qualities of object and thing and subject and idea could be 

weird. 

To offer my own view of how things might parse into design, I adopted the initial 

Ur-map as a representation of things in time and put this to use as both a 

device and a space in my study. As my research progressed, I also added to 

this a second version generated within the Hothouse event. This second map 

was presented as an Urmadic fiction-event — a narrative imaging that activated 

a further set of esoteric and enigmatic terminology to construct a story of a 

future university operating in an age of unsettled and urmadic life (see Figure 

3.1, previous page). At that juncture, my own understanding of ‘things’ as linked 

to time was informed by thinking tabled in Fry’s essay “Time, Things and 

Futures in Zoontechnica”, where he states that  

Design is not just practice, prefiguration, process, image, object, 
environment or direction. It is also the giving or negation of time … 
Things are given a 'design-life' – the 'nominated time of their 
operative existence’ (Fry 2011). 

In spite of this reading, a broader, philosophical understanding of how things 

operate ontologically was still relatively under-developed in my work. Therefore, 

with ‘thinging’ instead of ‘objecting’ becoming more important to my research, I 

investigated the literature from other fields to establish a better understanding of 

things and used this to expand the work of my maps. 
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3.1-2 Some Thing Theory 

Bill Brown’s “Thing Theory” introduced a 2001 issue of Critical Inquiry dedicated 

to the very topic. There, he suggests that, whilst there might be something 

perverse and insistent about complicating ‘things’ with yet another theory, 

“…even the most coarse and commonsensical things, mere things, perpetually 

pose a problem because of the specific unspecificity that ‘things’ denotes” 

(Brown 2001: 3). This suggests that things can be imagined as what is 

“…excessive in objects…”, what exceeds either their materialization or 

utilization: 

Temporalized as the before and after of the object, thingness 
amounts to a latency (the not yet formed or the not yet formable) 
and to an excess (what remains physically or metaphysically 
irreducible to objects). But this temporality obscures the all-at-
onceness, the simultaneity, of the object/thing dialectic and the fact 
that, all at once, the thing seems to name the object just as it is 
even as it names something else (Brown 2001: 5). 

Hence, various fields such as art, history, sociology, and anthropology have 

been “…turning away from the problem of matter, and away from the 

object/thing dialectic…” and instead turning their attention to things as a 

“…subject-object relation in particular temporal and spatial contexts” (Brown 

2001: 4). Here the link between things, time, and space that emerges presented 

further possibilities for my study as it looked to the relation between a spacing 

of spaces and the objecting of objects. However, delving further into thing and 

the subject-object relations discussed by Brown also highlighted issues relating 

to the anthropocentric nature of this kind of approach. 

Drawing on later work by Brown, including his later text Things (Brown 2004), 

Domañska reviews the ‘return to things’ occurring across the humanities and 

human sciences in the late 1990s “…within the context of the prevailing 

discourse of the Other and the ongoing attempts to create counter-disciplines” 

(Domañska 2006). Noting that “…the very definition of a thing is problematic…”, 

Domañska suggests that, where once things were rendered silent or reduced to 

a passive role under the dominant modes of deconstruction, constructivism and 

narrativism, a renewed ‘enchantment with things’ allows them to “…speak in 

their own voice or manifest themselves in their individuality” (Domañska 2006: 

171).  
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Encompassing the interdisciplinary archaeology of ‘new material culture’ such 

as Bjørnar Oslen’s 2003 manifesto ‘in the defence of things’, the work of 

scholars interested in how “…human and nonhumans interact through various 

forms of mediation…” has been influenced by Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network-

Theory and the expanded ‘material hermeneutics’ of Don Ihde. Domañska 

organizes these various epistemological developments into three relational 

categories — Orientalism, Paternalism and Communalism — with each 

presenting certain issues and possibilities: 

Orientalism establishes a fundamental break between nature and 
society; it legitimizes anthropocracy (humans are masters of 
nature) that engenders an exploitative attitude toward nonhumans 
and an aggressive colonization. Things are seen as usable objects 
that, because they have no rights, can be treated in any way 
whatsoever … Paternalism, on the other hand, presupposes a 
protective attitude toward things. It still implies human mastery and 
relations of hierarchy, but presumes a certain responsibility not 
only toward other humans but also toward nonhuman beings. In 
this approach people act on behalf of things thereby fulfilling a 
‘protective contract’ … Communalism rejects the separation of 
nature and society, and it is characterized by the notions of 
contingency and dialogue. It suggests generalized reciprocity, 
engagement, and an ethical attitude toward the nonhuman based 
on close, even intimate relationships. (Domañska 2006: 175-176). 

This discussion overlaps with the arguments presented by Fry in Design as 

Politics, as it relates to problems that drive the inadequate debates around 

green design, sustainability, and defuturing — each of which, in their own way, 

address things from an Orientalist or Paternalistic position. Domañska suggests 

that, whilst the paradigm of Communalism seems to project a utopian future, the 

“…paradigm of paternalism still constitutes the dominant approach in thing-

studies” — a means for neutralizing and taming their threatening otherness and 

a perverse method of disciplining things by the way of their domestication (ibid). 

Domañska again proves useful for my study as it adopts Fry’s position of calling 

for a political approach to getting to the foundation of ‘things’ (Fry 2011: 105). 

Arguing that the pragmatic claims of design based on pluralism “…neutralizes 

difference, makes the same…” (Fry 2011: 162), it is by negating the very 

difference of ‘different things’ — disregarding unfamiliar forms or uncommon 

intelligence and “…not allowing it to speak on its own terms…” (Fry 2011: 158) 
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— that the discipline of design maintains a Paternalistic/Orientalist approach to 

things, even as it strives for a communal and communicational ground. 

Therefore, instead of opting for another counter-disciplinary approach to the 

design of ‘other’ kinds of critical or speculative objects, my research investigates 

a radical approach that extends the earlier work of the 1970s in other directions. 

This reworks something like the utopian thinking of a life without objects 

presented by the group Superstudio by developing a more nuanced 

understanding of thingliness as a politics of rethinking design using the verb to 

weird.  

3.1-3 Boundary making practices: An animist take on thinging with things 

A closer look at the category of Communalism discussed by Domañska offers 

some possibility of a different approach. Domañska here cites the work of 

anthropologist Nurit Bird-David and her particular reformulation of animism as a 

‘relational epistemology’. This position matched similar arguments for rethinking 

the concept of animism that circulate at the edges of design and art. A relational 

attitude allows for other kinds of research, investigating how ‘things have 

agency’ as a “…motivating brief for a project, a research project…” (Tonkinwise 

and Lorber-Kasunic 2006) or by viewing animism “…not as a matter of belief, 

but rather as a boundary-making practice…”, a process of “…un-mapping and 

un-disciplining…” (Franke 2012). Animism thus emerges as an alternative 

narration and frame used by the curator Anslem Franke to present the work and 

projects of his 2012 exhibition Animism. Attending directly to issues oriental, 

liberal, and paternal, Franke adopts a position that asks the modern Western 

subject to “…stop ‘playing the dividing game’ in order to look at the very 

practices that organize and police the divisions…” between ‘belief’, ‘spirits’, 

‘souls’, ‘projection’, ‘fiction’, ‘life’, and the status of things (Franke 2012). 

Just prior to commencing my research, this collection of material served as a 

point of departure, an undisciplining and boundary-making process within my 

work — albeit one that did not require articulation as a formal research 

framework. The elusive, all-at-oneness of the object/thing was used as a 

curious entanglement for thinking otherness and the sacred as a space of 

experimentation in my project Mutopia. Taking place in Tokyo, a city and culture 

where animation and animism intermingle with technology and daily life, I 

explored both the barriers and boundary produced by the alienation of being 
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without language and without a voice. This solitary experience shaped a series 

of reflections on alienation and making as chorismos; by questioning the extra- 

and infra-ordinary relation of the residency window, I produced a work that uses 

this screen as a sacred design-space.  

Mutopia also represents a key crisis point in my practice. The project engages 

certain limits linked to the modes of production within my redirective design-art 

approach, looking for alternative modes of expression that can give life to the 

ineffable, sacred, or mysterious. In this respect, this work teases out differences 

lurking within the spaces between subject, object, and things. As both an 

exploration of how to ‘undivide’ the unseen and animate forces from the 

material reality of objects, the work tests the limits of how certain televisual 

media can express something mystical and weird. This is now activated within 

this research via Tonkinwise’s observation regarding a material mimetic-

becoming.  

3.1-4 The crisis of Mutopia — towards a commualist approach based on 
the weirdness of thinging 

The work consists of a series of single-shot videos of a Japanese paper-screen 

window. These window-scapes appear to show nothing much at all; it is only 

through extended viewing that the unchanging scene reveals a slow 

metamorphosis as dawn becomes day. These long format unedited videos 

sought to capture an unresolved becoming of place as a becoming of spirit and 

otherness within a liminal zone of the dreamer and the stranger. As a weird 

inmixing of cityscape, architectural object, and an ephemeral ‘painter’ at work, 

the video brings to mind Tonkinwise’s reading of Heidegger’s use of the 

Aristotlean notion of kinesis or movedness — a way of showing things ‘as 

ontological changingness’: 

…in order to not let a present(ist) metaphysics finish things off, we 
need to notice the way things around us, whether (human-)made 
or natural, old or new, are not now as they always have been or 
always will be; that they are all more than what they just now are, 
holding with them other ways of being (Tonkinwise 2012). 
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Figure 3.2— Video still from Mutopia (2012) 

Indeed, it was through reflecting on the process of generating Mutopia that I 

began to find new ways of thinking about the kind of ideas put forward by 

Tonkinwise, Bogost, Ingold, and others who were theorizing the thing turn. 

Rather than reading theory backwards onto an example, as is often the case — 

generic everyday experiences such as opening doors, drinking from jugs, hitting 

with hammers, and so on — the thingness of the window had already arrived as 

a place where several goings on become entwined (Ingold 2010).  

Therefore, my discussion of Mutopia here serves less as an unpacking of how 

this work ‘works’ but rather as an entry point into how my research investigates 

how work — either as labour, process, or artefact — can envision a certain 

weirdness. Unlike the majority of my other projects, Mutopia is a project that did 

not resolve itself into a final public or exhibited outcome. Rather, it occupies a 

very particular latent ‘propensity’ — both a nothing and a something that 

represent what Domañska describes as the communalist approach to things. In 

other words, it is something with which I have remained in dialogue, trying to 

understand exactly how the intimate exchange of object and self is presenting 

something altogether other. The gathering of window, internal-space, natural 

phenomena, psychic experience, and sacred come together as a ‘thing’ — that 

which is more than the video as object, and more than the window as screen. 

This ‘crisis’ of its unresolved qualities was a key factor in choosing to place this 

work within the heterotopian zone of crisis, as shown in Chapter Two. The 
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match between this experience as event, space, and work, and what Foucault 

described as heterotopias of crisis, initiated the process of separating out the 

different zones from Foucault’s other spaces and seeing if my other works could 

be equally ‘emplaced’. This process was used as a means of identifying a new 

point of exit towards ‘other’, more thingly and alien dimensions that animated a 

boundary-making dialogue with the weird of design (see Table 2). 

Table 2: An early version of Table 1 that was used to see if and how my works 
could be emplaced within other spaces 

‘Other’ Zones Foucault’s Examples My Past Work 

Spaces of Crisis Sacred spaces;  

Forbidden spaces; 

Privileged spaces 

Boarding school; Military 

service; Honeymoon trip 

Landescapes * (2011) 

Target in Darkness (2012) 

Mutopia * (2012) 

At the end of home * (2013) 

Spaces of Deviation Psych ward 

Rest home 

Prison 

Retirement village 

Cave of Future Dreaming * (2013) 

[Psychedelic festival] 

Propensity of things * (2011) 

At the end of home * (2013) 

Spaces of Transition and 

change 

(Spaces that have shifted 

function) 

Cemetery Kauri-oke (2013) 

[Otara Market] 

Quick World (2011) 

[The Rocks] 

Propensity of things * (2011) 

At the end of home * (2013) 

Spaces of Juxtaposition Theatre 

Cinema 

 

Persian garden  

The carpet  

The zoological (or botanic) 

garden 

Open Office * (2007) 

The talk of Disphorrea (2007) [Olive 

Pink Botanic Garden Alice Springs] 

En Plein Air (2008)  

[Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne] 

Hanging Gardens (2008) 

Make-do Garden City (2010) 

Spaces of Temporal 

Disjuncture 

(Indefinitely accumulating time 

or sliced time) 

Museum 

Library 

Archives 

Disarranging Books (2007) 

Book Case (2007) 

Sojourn in Esperance Bay (2011) 

Bestees (2011)  

Scanty Fare (2009) 

Restless Quarter * (2011) 

Landescapes *(2011) 
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Spaces of Temporal  

Re-conjunction 

(Flowing time) 

Fairgrounds 

Festivals 

Polynesian holiday village 

Huts of Djerba  

Cave of Future Dreaming * (2013) 

[Psychedelic festival] 

Lets Party Like it’s Mayan date 

12.20.20.18.19 (2012) 

Spaces of Opening  

(Encoded or Enforced) 

Haman 

Sauna 

Open Office* (2007) 

Mutopia * (2012) 

Spaces of Closing 

(False, hidden and excluding) 

‘Maisons closes’: closed 

houses or  

Brazilian travellers’ bedroom 

The roadside motel 

Delirious Bakery (2011) 

Mutopia * (2012) 

Book of Cities (2012) 

At the end of home * (2013) 

Spaces of Illusion 

(exposition) 

Famous brothels 

The port 

Gwago Patabagun  * (2010) 

Sojourn in Esperance Bay (2011) 

At the end of home * (2013) 

Spaces of Perfection 

(compensation) 

Realised utopias 

Jesuit reduction (settlements) 

Puritan colonies 

Restless Quarter (2011) 

Gwago Patabagun * (2010) 

Colony Collapse (2010) 

Spaces of Imagination & 
connectivity (Heterotopia par 

excellence) 

The ship, boat, or vehicle Micro-projects of the study?  

this study? < A WEIRD SPACE??? 
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3.2 What is ‘already said’ by using the heterotopian to emplace my 
practice and projects 

This kind of symmetrical conversion is required of the language of fiction. It 

must no longer be a power that tirelessly produces images and makes them 

shine, but rather a power that undoes them, that lessens their overload, that 

infuses them with an inner transparency that illuminates them little by little until 

they burst and scatter in the lightness of the unimaginable. 

 

— ‘Reflection, Fiction’ in Maurice Blanchot: The Thought from Outside 
Michel Foucault 1987 [1986] 

 

3.2-1 Dividing the principles of heterotopia into eleven ‘other’ zones 

Table 2 is a reduced version of Table 1 from Chapter Two. It focuses on the first 

three columns, with the zones of heterotopia extracted from Foucault’s essay in 

Column 1, the examples presented by Foucault in Column 2, and my past 

works that have been emplaced in relation to the zones as guided by Foucault’s 

principles or which match the examples given. I went back over the lecture “Of 

Other Spaces”, separating the six principles into what I called heterotopian 

‘other’ zones. Some of these principles were also divided as Foucault presents 

doubled or opposite qualities as an aspect of a given space. For example, I 

found that the first principle could be split into ‘crisis’ and ‘deviation’ as Foucault 

outlines: “Heterotopias of crisis are disappearing today and are being replaced, 

I believe, by what we might call heterotopias of deviation” (Foucault 1986: para 

16). The fourth principle details two opposite forms of temporal heterotopias 

that either ‘slice’ time or engage in time at its most ‘flowing’. In Principle Five, 

there are both ‘opening/enforcing’ and ‘closing/excluding’ spaces; in Principle 

Six, spaces of ‘illusion/exposition’ and ‘perfection/compensation’ are also 

paired. Together with Juxtaposition (P3) and Transition (P2), and including what 

Foucault calls the heterotopia par excellence, 11 different zones were duly 

established. I then listed against each of these any of the examples named by 

Foucault and used either the qualities of the spaces or the specific examples to 

identify where my past works could be placed (See Table 1). 
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In several instances, different aspects of the work could be seen to belong in 

more than one zone. For example, Landescapes (2011) involved the creation of 

strange masks that referenced examples found in the collection of the nearby 

McLeay Museum of Sydney University. Therefore, this background to the 

making of these objects connected critical aspects of the work to the space of 

temporal disjunction through the example of the museum. However, these 

masks were also created specifically as future, speculative artefacts that 

reflected and responded to the crisis of the city in an age of unsettlement. Thus, 

these also had something to say about the space of crisis. In the case of the 

work Kauri-oke (2013), this was placed within the space of transition of which 

Foucault gives the cemetery as a single example. Whilst none of the works in 

this category occurred in cemeteries, Kauri-oke and the others in this category 

interrogated market spaces, which can be seen to have undergone a similar 

shift described by Principle Two, whereby history and changes in society make 

an “…existing heterotopia function in a very different fashion” (Foucault 1986: 

para. 17). Hence, a project like Kuari-oke explores the ways in which markets 

have shifted function as places of purchase and exchange to encompass social 

spaces, as spaces which engage with culture and reposition attitudes towards 

issues such as sustainability — as is the market occupied by the site-specific 

work A leaf from the book of cities (2012) . 

 

Producing the zones for the table activated my past works and highlighted the 

potential of taking my redirective practice and framing them within my research 

as examples of alterplinary rather than disciplinary methods, as guided by the 

principles and theories I had linked to these zones in Table 1. Further to this, 

the spacing of the work was itself a process of rethinking gaps within this 

collection. Using different readings of each work to emplace them across almost 

all the zones identified (with some more tenuously connected than others), 

there was one zone to which I could not match a work— the space of the ship, 

or the zone of the heterotopia par excellence. Though it could have been 

possible to consider works such as The Restless Quarter and Gwago 

Patabágun ___ We will eat presently — each a project that presented vehicles 

and mobile structures —as a link to the space of the ship, this did not seem to fit 

fully.  
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Being left with this single unexplored space, I began to consider if the research 

could generate a new set of projects that could occupy this last ‘other’ zone of 

the ship as read here. This imagined a shuttling space that could pass from 

object to thing by using the verb to weird. Could this operate as a space of the 

self-designed in an age of acceleration, networked proximity, and hyper-capital? 

Could the ship now represent an internal heterotopia that emerges as a subject 

merged with the qualities object-thing? Framed in this way, the possibility that 

this could identify the weird of weird design as a new space of heterotopian 

design par excellence was now a focus of the next phase of my study. 

3.2-2 Reflections on other spaces in my work 
Whilst the process of mapping my works into the heterotopian other zones was 

useful in showing me an unused space within my practice and a potentially 

weird space to unlock within my research, the next question was how to move 

into this space. The earlier works were created without any knowledge of 

Foucault’s heterotopia and began more generally from the specific qualities of a 

given site or location as something to redirect. The use of heterotopia as a 

starting point to drive a work, particularly the space of heterotopia par 

excellence, presented a challenge. Therefore, I looked at what else the 

emplacement of my past work in other spaces could tell me.  

Unsurprisingly, the most populated zone was that of ‘temporal disjuncture’ with 

seven projects, followed by the zone of juxtaposition with five projects. My 

works that engage spaces linked to botanical archives sit alongside projects 

that explore one’s own library as an archive of ideas in (Dis)arranging one’s 

Books (2008), the creation of a fictional, futural unsettled archive in The 

Restless Quarter (2011), and the project Landescapes (2011) that worked with 

the collection of an anthropological museum. These works can be reviewed 

against Foucault’s fourth principle as heterotopias “…most often linked to slices 

in time…” (Foucault 1986 para. 21); he calls these ‘heterochronic’ spaces. 

Therefore, my study now moves to register this as a cutting action that also 

disconnects societies that function in this way from time-and-design as weird, 

given that heterotchronies function as a “…sort of absolute break with their 

traditional time…” (ibid) and “….the idea of constituting a place of all times that 

is itself outside of time, and inaccessible to its ravages…”, reducing things to 

objects that are always accumulated. Thus, “…time never ceases to pile up, 
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heaping up on top of its own summit…” (Foucault 1986: para. 22). This reading 

of heterochronic defuturing also relates to the works already discussed as 

occurring in certain botanic gardens, and thus places these within the zone of 

‘juxtaposition’.  

3.2-3 The weird possibility of flowing space 
Reading these works into the table of heterotopia makes it possible to further 

question how these other spaces ‘world’ through maintaining certain relations to 

culture, memory, tradition, and time. The proliferation of projects in these 

specific zones was thus read as an indication of how these spaces sanction 

certain forms of production and work, therefore legitimizing the archive as that 

which slices time. In the case of my own examples, the historicity of unnarrated 

history or stories constitute critical starting points for confronting “…inscribed 

modes of ‘being-in-the-world’…” (Fry 2003i). Therefore, my redirective baseline 

now reads slicing or heterochronic spaces as part of a wider project of 

defuturing that interlocks with Foucault’s observation that “…the project of 

organizing in this way a sort of perpetual and indefinite accumulation of time in 

a place that will not move … belongs to our modernity” (Foucault 1986: para 

22). 

This observation now leads to another set of works that have been generated in 

spaces that oppose heterotopias that accumulate time by slicing it up and 

conserving it. They instead operate as sites linked to “…time in its most flowing, 

transitory, precarious aspect, to time in the mode of the festival…” (Foucault 

1986: para. 23) that I compare to a similar contemporary equivalent: the wild 

and underground alternative space of the psychedelic trance festival. This is an 

equally flowing and heteroclite example of a space that creates ‘heterochronic 

time’. Indeed, these specific events and the associated histories that evolve 

across different times, global contexts, and communities have been described 

in relation to heterotopian space as a seasonal discommunitas and a culture of 

exodus (St John 2012: 9). Thus, the heterotopian zone of flowing time and the 

example of the heteroclite site of the festival activates the work Cave of Future 

Dreaming (2013). Placed within a four-night, five-day forest rave which was 

remotely located in central Italy, these conditions of installation, negotiation, 

regulation, expectation, and execution were far more challenging than the 

sanctioned spaces of the art fair. Conditions there created a space where time 
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is both abolished and rediscovered, “…as if the entire history of humanity 

reaching back to its origin were accessible in a sort of immediate knowledge” 

(Foucault 1986: para. 23). 

 

By comparing works that occur within the heterotopia of flowing time to those 

that operate within sites of juxtaposition and sliced time, a gap emerges across 

the difference constituted within these different heterotopian zones. Sites of 

sliced time generally frame subjective experiences where there is an 

expectation of viewership — even in situations where this is challenged by live-

art or audience-actor participation. As these spaces have become increasingly 

responsible for shaping socially and culturally conditioned imagination, they 

have also become more integrated within quotidian life. This can limit the 

capacity to confront defuturing in a truly radical way, especially as they embed 

certain heterochronic qualities that can be linked here to chronophobia — a 

term coined by Bernd Magus and leveraged by Fry to name forces of defuturing 

that are connected to the industrialization and instrumentalisation of memory 

and modes of documentation, storage, representation, reconfiguration, and 

erasure (Fry 2012: 83).  

 

By contrast, the experience of working within the experimental anti-structure of 

the seasonal discommunitas of the festival presents a stronger example of the 

way in which hetertopias operate as a daemonising imagination that can direct 

us to “…materials in another context of the heroization of the present, of the 

capturing of the eternal in its always flowing moment” (Faubion 2008: 39). The 

nature of flowing time presents a potential site in which different kinds of subject 

might be designed. This begins to open up new readings of my practice as a 

site of the undisciplined self; within this study, this notion begins to configure the 

otherness of weird design as a becoming which is entangled with the 

thingliness of designs as they design us in time. 

3.2-4 Towards the crisis of design as politics 
Foucault in The Order of Things discusses heterotopia in relation to the 

operating table — both a space of diagnosis and correction, and as tabula — as 

that which “…enables thought to operate upon the entities of our world, to put 

them in order, to divide them into classes” (Foucault 1989 [2005]: xix). Here, the 

table is something upon which language has intersected space, where we 
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group things according to names that designate their similarities and their 

differences. Thus, my tabling of work and theory across the identified zones of 

heterotopia now begins to operate as a methodological framework that shows 

and describes ways of working with weird as that which secretly undermines 

language because it makes it impossible to name this and that (Foucault 1989 

[2005]: xix) 

Hence, my research now moves towards a more concentrated attempt to 

navigate the implied rules of the ‘dividing game’ created by language, ideas, 

space, and the discipline of design by using the concept of weird design as a 

verb to weird the archive of work placed within the operating table-archive of 

heterotopian zones. In an essay on Foucault’s concept of the dispositive, 

Deleuze notes that “…Foucault speaks of how the archive is of interest because 

‘it is the border of time which surrounds our present ... starts with the outside of 

our language’, and ‘deprives us of our continuities’” (Bussolini 2010). As I found 

myself becoming entangled in the theory and language tied to the 

methodological fetishism of things described by Brown, utilization of the archive 

of my works to emplace these as a territory to begin to access the disruptive 

syntax of ‘weird’ and ‘things’ offered the most useful means of getting at 

undisciplined space beyond competing ideas and ideologies . 

To this end, the work of the sociologist, anthropologist, and philosopher Bruno 

Latour — often cited in connection with media and design theory — offered 

additional purchase via other terms such as ‘actants’, ‘networks’, ‘non-humans’, 

and ‘quasi-objects’ (Latour 1990, 1991). Moreover, Latour’s position regarding 

Dingpolitiks as “…making things public…” activates the etymological and 

cultural foundation of ‘things’ as intrinsically linked to both design and politics. 

This establishes a position for my research that brings things into the remit of a 

specific site of otherness — an internal heterotopia as a gathering politics of 

self-design. Latour, via Heidegger, draws on the old word ‘Thing’ or ‘Ding’ as a 

term designating a certain type of archaic assembly, “…that has for many 

centuries meant the issue that brings people together because it divides 

them…” (Latour 2004: 13). This leads to the idea that, instead of advancing 

politics by collection and the assembly of assemblies, “…where things become 

really complicated and thus interesting…”, the relevant question is how to 

devise an assembly of ways of dissembling (Latour 2004: 25).  
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This notion of producing both a gathering and a dissembling within the weird 

mediation of the heterotopian tabula generates a new plateau of thought that 

now grows from the politics of things and the crisis of the self, a ‘site’ used in 

the later trajectory of my past work. As this prompts a confrontation with a crisis 

of discipline and the ‘crisis of crisis’, this space of thinking differently becomes 

more fully articulated within this research by engaging with the radical 

difference of the weird as a ‘space apart’ through subjecting the subject to the 

othering force of alienation. To arrive at this space, rather than approaching 

things directly via the heterotopia par excellence, II looked more closely at the 

projects emplaced in the zone of crisis so that I could pinpoint where my work 

had switched to engaging design as a new space of the political. This 

constitutes an important gap, a blind spot in my practice that can be used to 

mediate with an ‘alter’ or ‘other’ ontological framework that I will now described 

in the next section using the notion of chorismos. 
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3.3 Design as Politics: the unsaid and silent as the space of radical 
chorismos  

The heterotopian and the daemonic are nevertheless intimately connected – 

intimate enough to identify the work of the heterotopian machine as the work of 

daemonization, which is the work of imaginative innovation, but also the work of 

discipline, for what is discipline if not the imposition of an individuating 

movement, purchased by withdrawal from the self, at the high price of 

dehumanization? 

 

— ‘Heterotopia: An Ecology’ In: Heterotopia and the City  
James D, Faubion 2008 

 
…there is a danger that decisions will be taken too late: when crisis turns to 

breakdown … A politics of design cannot make this moment appear more 

overtly or graphically. What it can do, though, is to confront attempts to cover 

over dangers, establish proto-communities of ‘change agents’ and make a 
chorismos (a separation, a space of withdrawal) that can alter the proximity of 

change agents to the familiar (be it of worlds, pleasure or things) … In other 

words, Sustainment is not just a condition that 'we' try to bring into being but 

rather it is something we become. 

— ‘Breakabilty’ in Design as Politics 
Tony Fry 2011  

 

3.3-1 Crisis, design, and the limits of a politics of Sustainment 

Looking more closely at the projects I had placed in the zone of crisis, I saw that 

these works might overlap or interlock with the concerns of this study as it 

responds to the ‘crisis of searching' through a consideration of the weird, things, 

and politics. In Landescapes (2011), a series of masks are used to respond to 

existing problems with political institutions, subjects, and spaces such as 

museums, colonies, and the future of cities and citizens. By contrast, The 

Target in Darkness (2012) represents the first project where I attempt to apply 

design as politics directly to spheres of social and art-based transformation; it 

culminates in a performative action that uses the mirror to target the self and 
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further indicate a ‘line of flight’ — a trajectory the philosophers Deleuze and 

Guattari describe as a deterritorialization that enables one “… to blow apart 

strata, cut roots, and make new connections… effectuated only in connection 

with general causalities of another nature, but is in no way explained by them” 

(Deleuze & Guattari 2005 [1987]: 15, 283). This was extended in Mutopia 

(2013), where the complexity of dealing with these interconnected issues 

precipitated a crisis within my own practice that was expressed within the thing-

like space-object of the dawn window. The crisis made present in Mutopia was 

more fully addressed by the project At the End of Home (2013): it produces a 

lucid dreaming dronescape of the imagines a world in which we can no longer 

be at home. This was also the last project to be created formally within the field 

of art and marks the point at which I cross over and into this research. 

 

These works placed in the zone of crisis are also all later works of my practice. 

With Fry’s Design as Politics published in 2011 and the Urmadic Hothouse held 

in July of the same year, these four works trace a transition in my practice that 

moves from Fry’s earlier work on design futures and redirection and 

progressively addresses a more radical position as framed by a central critique 

of democracy as a political system that is unable to deliver Sustainment. This 

term, specifically coined by Fry as “…an agenda of the ‘future of the future’…” 

(Fry 2011: 131) and a post-Enlightenment project beyond sustainability, is 

proposed as a transcendent sovereign power (Fry 2011: 4–11). Underpinned by 

a new political imaginary that is a “…radical, affirmative and continuous making 

of a home in the world…” (Fry 2011: 252), design as politics is based less on 

politics as the “…institutionalized practice exercised by individuals, 

organizations and states…” (Fry 2011: 6) and instead links design to the 

political — a wider sphere of activity “…embedded in the directive structures of 

a society and the way humans conduct themselves as ‘political animals’” (ibid). 

Sustainment as explored in Design as Politics is a big project. It also highlights 

the unradical limits of existing object-driven, problem-solving modes of research 

—particularly those already addressed by my study as project-based 

speculative fictions that consider existing defuturing conditions underpinned by 

the absence of a broader politics of Sustainment. Even if these may present 

suitable, disciplined possibilities scaled to parts of the wider, wicked problem-
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set, the systemic nature of underlying disciplinary paradox indicates that 

“…contemporary forms of design research have been superseded by a 

condition where conventionally defined disciplines have been smashed” 

(Rodgers, Innella & Bremner 2017: S4455). These observations are further 

supported by reading the works placed in the zones of crisis as tentative 

attempts at rendering the politics of Sustainment through generating public 

forms of engagement, whilst also falling short —producing a crisis within my 

practice and a turn towards this study as a search for a new mode of radical 

and heterotopian methods. 

 

What consequentially emerges from my study is that design framed by the 

politics of Sustainment is also weird. From what I have learnt about works that 

occupy the space of exhibition or the sliced time of the museum, within this 

frame, there are limits to generating a truly radical view of politics initiated by a 

praxis of becoming ontologically ‘other’ by design. By engaging the disruptive 

method of heterotopian thinking and spacing, and additionally drawing from an 

undisciplined research ecology as the ‘rethinking of design’s virtues’ beyond 

design (ibid), my inquiry has been able to see that research, when used 

irresponsibly, can reclaim the space of the idea by using ‘weird’ as a verb and 

attempt to cross the gulf or abyss that exists between two ontological orders 

(Thacker 2014: 133). Thacker’s discussion of the weird tale shows that, instead 

of a positive mediation that results in the haunted, things are weird when 

“…mediation only results in an absolute impasse, in the strange non- 

knowledge of the impossibility of mediation” (ibid). Therefore, instead of the 

positive form of exhibition — where the showcasing of works that represent 

crisis also produce it — my study now looks to weird politics into what is 

missing, and as an absence or refusal. This is what Thacker refers to as the via 

negativa, a negative mode of communication that I adopt in this study to 

“…generate new methods and to identify ‘other’ dimensions of design research, 

activity and thought that is needed for the complex, interdependent issues we 

now face” (Rodgers and Bremner 2014b). 
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3.3-2 The politics of research becoming irresponsible  
Putting together the discussion of Sustainment tabled in Design as Politics and 

my analysis in Chapter Two, my study now reads the political mandate of 

Sustainment as a potential limit for radical and speculative modes as they are 

currently framed. Thus, design as politics is used to address a new benchmark 

for alterplinary and undisciplined modes in my research. This reframes radical 

speculation within a paradigm of otherness named by Sustainment and 

registers the limited remit of existing methods of disciplinary, speculative, and 

radical investigation. Using weird design to extend my existing redirective 

baseline, I now look to establish a new method for understanding design-based 

problems as boundaries linked to Fry’s politics of design through my research 

into using ‘weird’ as a verb.  This process now reads Sustainment as a kind of 

meta-object in this research by using the theory of things. Furthermore, by 

drawing from wider critical practices tabled in Chapters One and Two, my past 

work now functions as a platform of research where “…knowledge [is] 

generated through creative processes…” but engages the designed by 

‘(dys)functioning pedagogically’ (Tonkinwise 2014). Hence, where Fry names 

the crisis of crisis as the invisibility of defuturing ontologies wherein “…human 

centeredness and constructed commodity-based desires combine to create 

self-realisation as a negation of ‘beings together’” (Fry 2011: 123), using 

heterotopia, my study has observed how this produces a crisis in my practice, 

leading to the question of what to do next. Furthermore, just as this crisis shifts 

my work from the space of redirective practice to the space of this undisciplined 

research, understanding the way in which this crisis can be doubled with my 

study allows me to frame these methodologies as researching to weird design 

as politics.  

To weird constitutes an important lacuna in which my practice can begin to 

mediate with an ontological framework of otherness I will now define as an 

internal heterotopia of separation and alienation. This conceptually estranged 

non-space is also a concrete site of the self-subject, somewhere and something 

that directs us towards difference. This calls on Faubion when he observes that 

heterotopias are places that point  “…instead to the self and its relation to 

others as raw materials in need of shaping and polishing” (Faubion 2008: 38). 

In my inquiry, the research-self operates as a heterotopian site and a relational 

entanglement in need of shaping and designing. This is further considered 
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within a mix of alterplinary ecologies that indicate the need for undisciplined 

research(ers) to be ignorant and learning to value unknowing in the era of 

producing nothing. I take this as a methodological departure point and adopt a 

disruptive mode of searching conducted between and amid inter-disciplinarity. 

This further requires the researcher to “...act irresponsibly...” to better identify 

questions that confront the unsettling conditions of defuturing sustained for too 

long by the frameworks of global crisis (Rodgers and Bremner 2014b). 

Together, these ecologies produce an ‘epistemological shift’ that, instead of 

knowing more about the existing radical and speculative spaces of utopia, 

dystopia, or counter-utopias, attends to these irresponsibly by both unknowing 

and unsettling the design project — the ecology of the idea that the alien and 

weird now attempts to reclaim in an “...era of infinite perspectives” (ibid).  

3.3-3 The chorismos of spinning and weaving  
Engaging the ontological gap of politics as an irresponsible researcher 

operating in an ecology of ignorance produces a specific relation of the known 

to the unknown. Instead of trying to make known an unknown — usually 

presented as the production of new knowledge and added to the known knowns 

of the discipline — it is by considering the flipside of these functional pairs, and 

engaging the category of the unknown known that a weird design approach 

emerges. Turning from the core of disciplinary design as a space of problem 

solving, weird design does not try “…to solve problems, but to redefine them; 

not to answer questions, but to raise the proper question” (Žižek 2006). This is 

because “…the value of the ‘unknown known’ can be regarded as politically 

significant” (Biggs 2010), pushing my research towards modes of inquiry that 

deal in the totally unknown unknown — what sovereign Sustainment will 

actually look like when it arrives. This brings together thingliness, practices, 

politics, projects, and the alien dimension of everything as defuturing. 

I found in my study that the radical, and ‘other’, space of spinning and weaving 

matched a state of the unknown known — what we once knew, but through 

some kind of rupture or disavowal, has been rendered unknown or forgotten. I 

found that specific modes and gestures of spinning and weaving I had 

encountered affords a connection with custodial and ancient modes of 

knowledge transmission that place these practices beyond the remit of 

contemporary design histories. This included those generally framed by the 
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term ‘craft’ that have notably been deemed as ‘other’ or ‘problematic’ (Rossi 

2011: 463-468). This ties directly into design as politics through the argument 

that the study of the thinking of “…ancient cultures points to ways of thinking 

that have been lost, forgotten or underexplored” (Fry 2011: 148).  In my 

experience of spinning and weaving, I found that the continuity of its ancient 

roots generated modes of understanding that were 

…not immediately applicable as practical knowledge, but … a 
means by which a different world and a different way of knowing 
one’s being in the world can be brought to a variety of reflective 
relations with contemporary knowledge (ibid). 

Spinning and weaving was equally a mode of knowing and becoming 

embedded in “…artifice with care that brings something that cares into being — 

something sacred and secular” (Fry 2011: 140) and a thinking, learning and 

design that provided “…another means of going back to go forward…” by 

providing “…another kind of chorismos – another denaturalised proximity, 

another confrontation with alienation” (Fry 2011: 89).  

3.3-4 Alienated-subject — Chorismos and the ancient technologies of the 
self 
Spinning and weaving thus produced an ‘internal heterotopia of the self’ or an 

asulon — a concept that links it to the anti-structure of Victor Turner’s liminality 

and communitas (Turner 1969) and Harold Bloom’s poetic ratio of 

Daemonization (Bloom 1997 [1975]: 99-112) whereby 

Heterotopias are extreme – in their exaggerations of scale, but 
also in their reductions, their miniaturizations and diminutions, their 
fussily disciplinary attention to every last detail. The heterotopia is 
an asulon, a sanctuary, an asylum. If its entry and exit must always 
be policed, this is because dwelling within, even passing through 
any sanctuary, any asylum, puts the self at risk (Faubion 2008: 
33). 

By using Faubion’s discussion, I found that this line of heterotopian thinking 

links to “…the ancient and pagan ‘technologies of the self’…” (Foucault 1983: 

254). This is one of four major types of technology that produces a matrix of 

practical reasoning that Foucault uses throughout his work to analyse the so-

called ‘sciences’ as “…very specific ‘truth games’ related to specific techniques 
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that human beings use to understand themselves” (Foucault 1988: 18). This 

includes 

— technologies of production: those “which permit us to produce, 
transform, or manipulate things”, which I take as the discipline of 
design, 
— technologies of sign systems: those “which permit us to use 
signs, meanings, symbols, or signification”, what I will match to the 
field of media studies and excommunication; and 
— technologies of power: those “which determine the conduct of 
individuals and submit them to certain ends or domination, an 
objectivizing of the subject”, an area I take as covered by politics 
as framed earlier. 

 To these three, Foucault adds technologies of the self, those  

…which permit individuals to effect by their own means or with the 
help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies 
and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform 
themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, 
wisdom, perfection, or immortality (ibid) 

 These I take as the practice of spinning and weaving placed on the island of 

the sacred, with the irresponsible researcher becoming alienated from known 

and accepted methods tied to the other three technologies of design, media and 

politics. 

Without delving too deeply into Foucault’s analysis as it passes through a 

hermeneutics of the self in late antiquity, his discussion advances the 

heterotopian spacing developed in Chapter Two. Furthermore, from examples 

such as the Stoic technique of askesis — a remembering, the acquisition and 

assimilation of truth, and a preparation for access not to another reality but to 

the reality of this world (Foucault 1983: 35) — I now propose the research-self 

as a subjecting subject and technological site that is also weird and thingly. This 

is something, somewhere, and someone that can reorder the concept of radical 

‘otherwiseness’ through the politics of of chorismos — a separation and a space 

of withdrawal that becomes “…a self-created condition of alienation wherein 

one becomes an outsider while remaining on the inside of the situation from 

which one is recoiling” (Fry 2011: 79). 

Hence, object, subject, and self are brought together as an ontological territory 

of chorismos in and as research — an internalized space of withdrawal and 
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alienation rather than a disciplinary exit point. As a dwelling and a recoiling, the 

study now turns its attention towards a further daemonization of the disciplined 

using the thing turn of media, excommunication, and praxis (object-oriented). 

 

3.4 Alien and design — mapping the weird as an inter-disciplinary 
dimension-portal 
 
…the alien is not limited to another person, or even another creature. The alien 

is anything — and everything — to everything else. The true alien recedes 

interminably even as it surrounds us completely. It is not hidden in the darkness 

of the outer cosmos or in the deep-sea shelf but in plain sight, everywhere, in 

everything. 

— ‘Alien Phenomenology’, 
 Alien Phenomenology‚ or What It’s Like to Be a Thing  

Ian Bogost 2012  

Science, at the moment, may be the place to look for alien knowledge, but it 

seems design — with its quasi-artistic freedom and penchant for speculative 

prototyping — may be where new apparatuses can be generated and through 

which infrastructures can be tested for porosity and pliability. 

— New Ancestors: A Conversation with McKenzie Wark  
Gean Moreno & McKenzie Wark 2014 

Because they so massively outscale us, hyperobjects have magnified this 

weirdness of things for our inspection: things are themselves, but we can’t point 

to them directly. 

— A quake in Being,  
Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World 

Timothy Morton 2013 
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3.4-1 Spinning Thingliness 
Treating the space of the self as a subjecting subject, a technology that uses 

the self to care for the things of sacred craft is also to establish a certain 

withdrawal from methods of research. This opens new lines of inquiry into a 

weird dimension of design. This looser approach is activated by the notion of 

the absolute — etymologically, ab(‘off’) + solver (‘to loosen’) — constituting a 

vibrant ‘out-side’, a means of accessing the “…irreducibly strange dimension of 

matter…” (Bennett 2010: 3). This presented another way of looking at the 

ontological redirection of Fry and the radical and speculative as weird. The 

ways in which this emerging field of philosophical metaphysics uses the radical 

alterity of the absolute as a totally weird ‘other’ — an epistemological limit and 

the point at which things are ‘loosened off’ — shifted the way in which weird 

could be used in my investigation. This let go of the noun to describe strange, 

speculative forms or an uncanny, radical difference as framed by the concept 

‘weird design’. Instead, it is by following a more mediated and alien ‘thingly’ 

approach to subjects, objects, and things that the term ‘weird’ is adapted from 

weird media as it describes ‘the weird’ of mediation, to now consider using the 

term in relation to design as a verb — as in ‘to weird’ design or make weird by 

design as another dimension of practice based on thingliness. 

 

As Latour notes, “Gatherings is the translation that Heidegger used, to talk 

about those Things, those sites able to assemble mortals and gods, humans 

and nonhumans” (ibid). Latour here alludes to an important and complex aspect 

of Heidegger’s reading of thingliness, one that proceeds through a dense and 

seemingly abstract reading of a simple, everyday object — a jug: 

 

The jug's jug-character consists in the poured gift of the pouring 
out … the gift of the outpouring is what makes the jug a jug. In the 
jugness of the jug, sky and earth dwell … In the gift of the 
outpouring that is drink, mortals stay in their own way. In the gift of 
the outpouring that is a libation, the divinities stay in their own way, 
they who receive back the gift of giving as the gift of the donation. 
In the gift of the outpouring, mortals and divinities each dwell in 
their different ways. Earth and sky dwell in the gift of the 
outpouring. In the gift of the outpouring earth and sky, divinities 
and mortals dwell together all at once (Heidegger 1971: 170). 
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The full significance of what is being described by this gathering of the’ 

juggness of the jug’ — the pouring, the gift, the sky and earth, mortals and gods 

— what Heidegger goes on to call the “…thinging of the thing … the simple 

onefold of their self-unified fourfold…” (Heidegger 1971: 176) — is something 

that eventually leads to seeing my own fourfold approach to mapping as a 

thingly space to weird. To complete the idea of weird design, I had to shift away 

from using it as a descriptive category to applying the verb-form of things, that 

is thinging, to the term ‘weird’. In activating this as a method to weird design as 

things in their thinging, the discussions about thingliness embedded within the 

thing-turn literature is now used to rethink ontological design through the 

discussion of object-thing relations in media studies. 

 

3.4-2 Speculative Realism and OOO 
Through conceptual models such as atypical monsters (Thacker 2013), alien 

aesthetics (Simanowski 2014), alien phenomenology (Bogost 2012), and 

xenocommunication — a sort of hospitality toward what is alien (Wark 2014) —I 

began to see that design is both weird and weirds. Together with the 

connections to my own practice and the wider arguments of redirective 

Sustainment, the concept of the alien ontology of objects and its relationship to 

the weird mediation of things soon became the focus of my research. Here, 

media theory draws heavily on the philosophical discussion of speculative 

realism — an area of thinking “…presented as the first significant movement in 

continental philosophy since structuralism” but now “…an emerging generic 

name for all those among the philosophical ‘young guard’ who are laying claim 

to a ‘new metaphysics’ (Morrelle 2012: 242). This ‘risky exposé of phenomenal 

experience attempts to address the issue of ‘correlationalism’: “The idea 

according to which we only ever have access to the correlation between 

thinking and being, and never to either term considered apart from the other” 

(Meillassoux 2008: 5).  

 

On this particular point, speculative realism diverges in ‘extremely acute 

deviations’ as they attend to the problem of “…understanding which element, 

which assumption the correlation is based on and how correlationism should be 

characterized” (Morrelle 2012: 243). Four thinkers in particular — Quentin 

Meillassoux, Ray Brassier, Iain Hamilton Grant, and Graham Harman — are 
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noted as offering positions which range from neo-materialism to neo-nihilism, 

with each sharing less a common ground as a shared enemy: “…the tradition of 

human access that seeps from the rot of Kant…” (Bogost 2012: 5). 

 

Of these four, Harman’s object-oriented-ontology, or OOO (Harman 2005, 

2007), attracts a high degree of attention, particularly in relation to media-, 

technology-, and design-related fields as it applies a reading of Heidegger’s tool 

analysis in an attempt to put things at the centre of being. For example, Ahmed 

Ansari brings together Harman’s OOO, Ian Bogost’s reading of this as a ‘flat-

ontology’, and the ontological implications of Fry’s Sustainment (Ansari 2013). 

Ansari identifies that “…designers already map out and model conceptual 

relations through various means…”; however, design lacks a more fully-fledged 

theory of aesthetics “…that goes beyond the beautiful, the sublime, the ironic, 

the tragic or comedic…” 

 

Ultimately, though, what OOO promises is a way back to the heart 
of design. For far too long has design theory and practice been 
focused on human intent, to the extent that emerging discourses 
about things tend to anthropomorphize them … A reorientation of 
design around the object would, if nothing else, entail a way out of 
this increasing tendency to stamp ourselves on every aspect of the 
world and allow us to reconfigure how we see the world for what it 
is: complex, beautiful, and alien (Ansari 2013: 20). 

 

This post-anthropocentric notion of the alien involves a philosophical 

interrogation that attempts to get at ‘real objects’ by untangling this allusion of 

its object-qualities (Harman 2007:220). This is because “…objects are 

inaccessible while qualities are so carnally present that we bathe in them 

constantly” (Harman 2005: 165).  

 

3.4-3 Fry’s critique of OOO matched with Wark’s proposition of P(OO) 
Fry offers a critique of OOO from an ontological and redirective design 

perspective. In his critique of Tool-Being: Heidegger and the Metaphysics of 

Objects (2002), Fry concurs with Harman on his discussion regarding 

Heidegger’s distinction between ‘readiness-to-hand’ and ‘presence-at-hand’, but 

notes that he “…presents an uneven argument on the significance of 

equipment…” (Fry 2006b). Hence it is observed that Harman offers a limited 
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position regarding ontological design in his text as he has not recognised that 

“…objects prefigured or ahead of themselves — design” (Fry 2006b).  Further to 

this, Fry focuses on Harman’s follow-up text Metaphysics: Phenomenology and 

the Carpentry of Things (2005) and contends that Harman “…falls between a 

philosophical construction of object as Idea and the actuality…” (ibid). This 

underlines an inherent position regarding OOO that my study also adopts, given 

my engagement with design as politics — namely, that OOO as posed by 

Harman fails to acknowledge that 

 

A philosophy of objects is equally a philosophy of worlding (world 
formation and transformation). Often objects are not discrete, they 
interconnect act systemically and constitute ecologies. What is at 
stake in such a project is not philosophy but the relation between 
‘what is’, creation, destruction and human agency expressible as 
‘ethical materialism’… that from which things have their arising 
also gives rise to their passing away according to necessity; they 
give justice and pay penalty to each other for the injustice 
according to the ordinance of time (ibid). 

 

Therefore, whilst Fry concedes that these emerging lines of inquiry have 

something to say to design, objects, and things, my inquiry sets aside full 

engagement with the issues of OOO and speculative realism and adopts a 

position advanced by those such as Wark. Rather than switching between two 

sides of a philosophical coin, where on one side there is correlationism insisting 

that for there to be knowledge of a thing there needs be a corresponding 

subject, and on the other side OOO suggesting that objects always withdraw 

from each other, and relate to each other aesthetically, through the face they 

present, Wark holds that: 

 

…the thing to pay attention to is not the mystery of the other side 
or the limits of seeing just this side, but the labor of the flipping. 
Hence I would want to move on from the contemplative thought of 
OOO to what it cannot but acknowledge in passing but continually 
represses: the labor or praxis via which a thing is known. But to 
say labor is not to say subject. It is not to return to correlationism. 
For labor is always a mix of the human and inhuman. To say ‘tool’ 
is to partly say, and then erase, labor. Particularly when one gets 
to modern means of knowing the world, the apparatus of labor and 
techne becomes a vast and inhuman thing (Wark 2015). 
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Following Wark’s argument, what now becomes available to my consideration 

of radical design is a praxis that labours at a thinking-as-thinging of the 

absolutely strange and weird. This is grounded in a reversed position of 

anthropocentrism as it registers a new historical age in which nonhumans are 

no longer excluded. Against this thinking, the challenge is to now consider 

design within time and the being of beings on the scale of geology where the 

cyborg-mix of humans and inhuman are included as a gathering amongst many 

other entangled gatherings. This is a position that feeds into Fry’s later work in 

Becoming Human by Design because it holds a view similar to Wark, 

particularly regarding praxis, labour, and a recognition of the force of nihilism 

inherent in our everyday culture (Fry 2012: 137). Fry writes: 

 

The challenge is ontological. It is not a matter of ‘conscious raising’ 
or individual token action but radically reforming and redirecting the 
form, content and output of one’s constructed world — on the basis 
of the praxis of a new design paradigm. To become other than we 
are, we have to become futural, and to do this we have to make 
the world that will remake us. This is a project of making not an 
idealized world but a workplace world of arduous labour — a space 
of the renewed political, predicated upon the creation of a new 
political imaginary (ibid). 

 

Beginning from these alliances found between media theory and design 

philosophy, my study advances a position within the shared concerns of each 

territory. Bringing together the weird qualities of mediation and the political 

praxis of ontological design, the nexus of technology as an alien other allows for 

an undisciplining of the boundaries and blurring of the issues within my study on 

weird design. Hence, my inquiry now undertakes the labour of flipping between 

the two sides of the coin thus identified. This unfolds as a gathering of certain 

terms and ideas that establish a new language that frames another mode of 

questioning within my existing methods. 
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3.4-4 Dark design and the alien 
Having established via Fry’s notion of chroismos a necessary mode of 

becoming alienated from the structural errors of defuturing, I began to focus on 

how the vast inhuman thing also operates as a key concept linked to the notion 

of ‘the alien’ in media theory. More specifically in excommunication, Thacker’s 

dark communication and Wark’s alien communication “…give an indication of 

what this realm might be, not so much an image of our world, but a message 

from a world in which we are absent” (Galloway 2014: 31). In Thacker’s 

discussion of the ineffable alien — typified by the monstrous paradox of 

planetary destruction —  I found a means of activating the redirective design 

otherness of crisis in Foucault and Fry.  

 

Here, the alien also ties into my previous discussion of sentimentality linked to 

speculative design. For example, in Hertzian Tales, the ‘alien’ is something that 

can induce an effect of “…strangeness, an encounter with the unfamiliar and 

the unknown…”, a framework for making electronic devices that offer an 

“…informed appreciation rather than unthinking assimilation…” (Dunne 2005: 

33-35). However, as the space of critical design fiction matures, the alien comes 

to represent a boundary marker. Like the concept of animism identified by 

Anselm Franke, the alien indicates the limit at which a given future or fiction is 

accepted. On one side of this divide, Björn Franke suggests that fictional design 

objects become catalysts or gateways into alternative worlds by showing 

“…uncommon uses or by embodying alien values…” such that design fictions 

do not necessarily mean design futures (Franke 2010). For James Auger, a 

design future that strays too far into the strange and presents “…implausible 

concepts or alien technological habitats…” risks a lack of engagement or 

connection from audiences unable to relate to the proposal (Auger 2013). 

 

 In this respect, speculative design maintains a specific relationship with the 

alien and monster as merely another version of the what-might-become as an 

object-for-us. Eugene Thacker points out that monsters also uphold the status 

quo, a history of the monster as monstrum that has been used as interpretive 

framework ‘to show’ or ‘to warn’:  
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A monster is never just a monster, never just a physical or 
biological anomaly. … Monsters are always a matter of 
interpretation … There is one view which argues that monsters are 
a threat to the status quo; another view could argue that monsters 
are precisely what hold up the status quo, and the moment the 
monster appears it is recuperated and designated, given a name 
— even if that name is ‘the unnamable’ (Thacker 2013). 

 

Returning to look at these findings within a revised version of my Ur-map and 

the Ur-fiction-map (see Figure 3.4), the passage from ‘alien-monster’ to the 

alienation of chorismos can be traced along the diagonal vector that moves 

from the ‘Sentimentality’ of a [nothing-past] in the bottom-left quadrant and 

proceeds towards a ‘Politics’ of an [everything-future] in the top-right quadrant. I 

found in Chapter Two that the speculative-as-radical was sentimental. By 

contrast, I began to see within my study that I was using a strategy of 

continuous and excessive mapping to try to ‘see’ or catch a radical-as-politics. 

This was when I was still assuming that my research would be project-led and I 

therefore employed the usual ways of working when producing proposal-ideas 

in my past practice. When first working on these schemes and diagrams, I 

assumed that one of these arrangements might unlock a new idea about the 

radical period. Using the new theoretical tools of media emplaced what I had 

made known about the radical past and my past work as politics in a relation to 

each other. This allowed my inquiry to focus more fully on the flip side of the 

map, the diagonal vector that moves from [past-everything] — the space of 

practice — and [future-nothingness] — the space of the project (see Figure 3.9). 

 

This trajectory passes from the ‘Island of the Sacred’ in the bottom-right 

quadrant to the ‘Island in Search of an Idea’ in the top-left. Beginning with the 

latter, I found that the media-driven, philosophical inquiry of Eugene Thacker 

offered new and rich perspectives on the idea-project that creates or weirds a 

future-as-nothing. In the dust of this planet (Thacker 2011b) — the first of a 

three-volume series that investigates the ‘horror of philosophy — addresses the 

possibility of our uncertain future as annihilation. Thacker presents various 

qualities of the ‘already present’ conditions of defuturing — climate change, 

planetary disasters, oil-drenched seascapes, emerging pandemics, strange 

weather, tectonic shifts — to speak to the ‘furtive looming threat of extinction’. 

For Thacker, this forces a confrontation with “…a reality where the world 
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becomes increasingly unthinkable…” (Thacker 2011b). Through the motif of the 

‘unthinkable world’, Thacker proposes that, rather than locating debates and 

discussion about what to do in either the world-for-us or the world-in-itself, 

“…perhaps it is time to think through the nothingness of the world-without-us…” 

(Thacker 2011b).  

 

 Thacker explores the genres of supernatural and weird fiction typified by the 

author H.P. Lovecraft as a site where “…the paradoxical thought of the 

unthinkable takes place…” (Thacker 2011b: 2). I now use this to understand the 

intermediate notion of the weird as “…the enigmatic thought of the unknown…” 

— a design fiction driven by the paradoxical thought of thinking the unthinkable 

(Thacker 2011b 8-9). Just as Thacker uses the concept of ‘horror’ to evoke the 

world-without-us as a limiting/liminal case, a negative philosophy akin to 

negative theology, I found that the ‘weirdness’ expressed by weird fictions can 

be used to engage the negative space of a design blind spot — an implied 

assumption that the there will always be a world-for-us and therefore we can 

continue to generate what-might-become infinitely into and as the future. 
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Figure 3.3: A schematic fourfold breakdown of the four Urmadic University Hothouse 
working groups. As a participant in the ‘Blue Group’ focusing on ‘Things’, two maps — 
the Ur-map at left and Urmadic Fictions map on the right — were generated together 
with Craig Bremner and later used as a key artifact of this study.

*THINGS = Designs, objects, artifacts, buildings, technologies, systems, networks, agents, interactions, equipment
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Figure 3.4 The Ur-fiction-remapped: Both maps generated as sketches in the 
Urmadic University Hothouse (see 3.4 next page) have been merged into a single Ur-
fiction map to further develop the method of mapping to weird the research 
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3.4-5 The weird and the alien portal of sovereign Sustainment 
Thacker’s approach to identifying the various ways in which the unthinkable is 

thought unlocks the final phase of my research. Here, horror turns the concept 

of absence as an abstract concept of the unseen and the unthinkable, into a 

central concern. This means that it can take shape as an ‘atypical monster’ that 

offers a whole bestiary of impossible life forms that includes liminal material 

states such as mist, ooze, blobs, slime, and muck. Horror stories and weird 

fiction embed these forms as ideas, allowing narrative to unfold as a concept-

driven ‘affect’ that asks fundamental questions about the fabric of reality and 

“…the impossibility of ever fully knowing or comprehending it” (Thacker 2013). 

 

Thacker’s discussion offered new and different spaces of theory and literature 

that are mystical, theological, fictional, and weird that seemed to fit within my 

research. Using these frameworks of the world-without-us, my study focuses on 

the ways in which ‘things as politics’ necessitate an absolute alien ‘other space 

of design’. This is now registered as a dark withdrawal of the subjecting subject 

within the space of chorismos. By engaging theories of the unthinkable in 

media, my research now makes an as-yet undeveloped connection with 

Sustainment as a redirective limit case — an alien design project that names a 

weird/wyrd entity: sovereign Sustainment. I argue that this brings Fry’s 

arguments regarding Sustainment as a confrontation with freedom into sharper 

focus, whereby ”….the dictatorship of Sustainment is a dictatorship of the 

relative freedom of future limits” (Fry 2011: 210-211). Under the ‘dictatorship of 

Sustainment’ (Fry 2011: 123), design as politics reveals itself as an absolutely 

radical other to the disciplined position of sustainability, green design, and 

speculative bioethics. Built into the concept of ‘sovereign Sustainment’ is a 

detailed extension of Carl Schmitt’s friend/enemy distinction (Fry 2011: 118-

121). This delivers a serious challenge to all design that defutures: “If you are 

for Sustainment, all that is not, is an enemy” (Fry 2011: 119). In essence to 

continue to be we must “…become other than we are…” (Fry 2011: 8). 

 

This is not a user-friendly position. It is alien in the very sense that it 

approaches the unthinkable, and names the urgency of thinking the world-

without-us as a question of design. Within political discourse, the sovereign is 

that ‘which decides the exception’, something that also fixes the utopian to 
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sedentary, non-liquid forms of modernity (Bauman 2003: 13-16). Here, the 

sovereign acts as the highest power as it also represents that which can step 

outside the law whilst remaining lawful. Naming Sustainment as ‘the Sovereign’ 

raises the stakes in design, politics, and radical futures. It pushes the 

ontological force of design towards something as yet unknown and alien, 

perhaps even an alien other that is closer to us than we care to think. Given the 

current status of the discipline as that which turns the world-as-it-is into the 

world-for-us, Sustainment names ‘the other’ lurking within this hylomorphic 

model: a life-giving force and a planetary wide adaptive advancement that 

directs “…human being beyond itself…” (Fry 2011: 108). This means that 

design, as it delivers the human, puts humanity on “…another path whereby 

becoming developed and fully human becomes indivisible from being futural…” 

(ibid). As noted by Fry, this is also something we were once (Fry 2011: 81-83, 

148), as indicated by certain spaces that maintain radical craft as memory and 

care (Fry 2011: 207-208, 235).  

 

3.4-6 To weird as a praxis orienting design towards the weird of 
Sustainment  

My argument now proceeds that, under the auspices of sovereign Sustainment, 

design cannot be anything other than weird. Following the etymology of weird 

as ‘that which controls fate’, design is a force that weirds us. It could equally be 

registered as that which provides ‘us’ with the necessary praxis that can begin 

to (re)generate a capacity to act in the face of the wyrd as ‘Design’. This is an 

entanglement of the thingly non-human presence of designed object-things and 

‘ourselves’ — a strange mix of subject-object/object-things that decides the 

difference between the world with or without us through the human capacity to 

design ourselves another way. As a project of sovereign Sustainment, 

disciplined design must be reframed and undisciplined as a political and ethical 

questioning of the anthropocentric structures that govern life by asking “…does 

what we create justify what ‘we’ destroy?” (Fry 2011: 120).  

 

This shifts the locus of power away from hierarchical structures and systems 

that treat everything as a ‘standing reserve’ at our disposal (Fry 2011: 108) and 

moves towards “…the meta-objective of making-time…” (Fry 2011: 170). 

Sovereign Sustainment thus requires “…changing the composite nature of the 
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world of things at large…” (ibid). The question of sovereign Sustainment now 

fully designates politics as an absolute and radical limit case in my study so that 

I can designate the unthinkable of the sovereign Sustainment as occupying a 

space defined by the noun-like concept of ‘the weird’ as discussed in the 

introduction: a mysterious, unfathomable condition or phenomenon that 

concerns “…some action of persons in connexion with a bizarre condition or 

phenomenon…” (Lovecraft 1933). For Thacker, the term ‘planet’ deals with the 

challenge of comprehending the world in which we live as “…both a human and 

non-human world — and comprehending this politically” (Thacker 2011b: 2). 

Spanning World and Earth, Sustainment approaches design as a Planetary 

scale — a “…nebulous zone that is at once impersonal and horrific…” (Thacker 

2011b: 6). As discussed in Chapter One, the logistics of addressing this scale 

as a problem produces a state of crisis that turns in on it’s self. Naming this 

condition as weird over the course of my research opens up a new protocol of 

design that attempts to address the wyrd of Sustainment by establishing a 

praxis of constantly making other within a state of recoil, shifting the question of 

what it means to be radical within design. 

 

Returning to the space of spinning and weaving described briefly at the end of 

Chapter One, I now use this to rework the various threads of my investigation 

into the radical, speculative and political. I will show and describe an active 

approach to theorising and mapping the weird as a weaving of these lines of 

inquiry into a research mesh. This process does not aim at a specific analysis of 

the theory deployed and it explicitly excludes a critical reading or assessment of 

each framework; rather, following the experimental dubbing of an undisciplined 

design and irresponsible research, I hold that I equally do not have a stake in 

the language-game of professional philosophy (Wark 2012: 161).  

 

I thus engage in an approach that applies something like Wark’s P(OO) — a 

Praxis (Object Oriented) — a “…praxis which knows itself to be limited, but 

which constructs a praxis of praxis, aimed at a useful knowledge of the strange 

praxis objects entertain amongst themselves” (ibid). As an inversion of OOO — 

a framework that makes the object itself an object of contemplation rather than 

action, and therein “…turns away again from the problem of the politics of 

knowledge…” (Wark 2012: 162) — I use the notion of P(OO) to engage design-
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as-politics as a catalyst for weirding my research and thereby developing a 

method that tries to “…put different practices in communication with each 

other…” (ibid). As Wark implies, P(OO) is a messy business, a hack, an attempt 

to raid the discourse “…for the odd useful thing…” (ibid). Therefore, I now take 

the bricolage of methods and theories I have gathered and attempt to form an 

assembly line that is also a re-assembly of practice-based gestures that turn 

things-as-design into another kind of chorismos — a space that affords another 

confrontation with the alienation of defuturing disciplined design. 
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THE SUBJECTING SUBJECT PART 2: Weird alienation and the weaving of 
maps to weird design 

Thinking, learning and design all draw from cultures of others and provide 

another means of going back to go forward. It is not that they offer something to 

appropriate via an approved act of borrowing, or by theft, but rather that they 

simply provide another kind of chorismos — another denaturalised proximity, 

another confrontation with alienation … Within the dominant tradition of 

Western metaphysics what cannot be said clearly, rationalised with precision 

and inducted into a consensualising discourse, is regarded as of a lesser value 

or mystical. 

 

— ‘In the Company of an Other from Elsewhere’ 
 Design as Politics 

Tony Fry 2011 
 

3.5 Flowing towards the mystery of things in the great outdoors 

 

But the rope is always weaving, always in process and — like social life itself — 

never finished … How, then, should we describe the interweaving — the 

interpenetration — of the constituent lines of the rope, of the lifelines of 

particular beings in the cord of social life? One possible answer would be to 

think in terms of knots. 

— ‘Knotting’ & ‘A world without objects’ 

The Life of Lines 
Tim Ingold 2015 

 
 

3.5-1 The problem of the mystical as a practice of denaturalised proximity 
on the island of the sacred 

Defining Sustainment using the weird of media and fiction now names an 

absolute or alien dimension of design. This is described as a dimensional 

relation of future-everything — the maximum future point at which planetary 

limits have been used to create everything. This places it within my original map 

in the quadrant defined by politics and the island-as-planet utopia. As this is the 

one island we all share and call home, it is also somewhere we all have political 
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designs on. This now frames the further development of my inquiry as a 

question of how to use ‘weird’ as a verb to attune to ‘the world of things at 

large’. This leverages the politics of Sustainment as an already large-scale 

problem of unsustainability and supersizes it — massively and absolutely. This 

is design as everything and nothing distributed across the past and future — 

things, time, space, and politics, the human and the non-human, cultures, 

ecologies, projects, and practices. This now reads my original Ur-map as an 

exercise in “…the stark impossibility thinking that…” (Foucault 2005: xvi).  

 

As a theory-fiction generated in and for a future Urmadic University, the Ur-map 

can now be read as a weird portal — a gathering of relational complexity that 

brings together things, time, finitude, death, to ask what is sacred in and by 

design. Here the map-as-portal is used within my research to animate a multi-

stable position (Franke 2012) — a device that generates a stereoscopic view of 

‘things’ by looking simultaneously through the lenses of design and media as 

weird. This insight is used to build up a deeper picture that moves to weird 

design via the spacing of ‘practice’. Following the discussion within the literature 

on heterotopia and design as politics, to weird is deployed both as a state of 

praxis and a rhetorical device; this now produces a space of the asulon or 

chorismos — somewhere that is beyond the discursive limits of research.  

 

I now describe this ‘other’ space as one of immaterial practice placed beyond 

the framework of research that I compare to the ‘island of the sacred’ in the Ur-

map. This is based on a confrontation with limits imposed by the hylomorphic 

model of disciplined design, where, as Fry notes: “…what cannot be said 

clearly, rationalised with precision and inducted into a consensualising 

discourse, is regarded as of a lesser value or mystical” (Fry 2011: 83), an 

observation that leads into the wider question of things, political things (Fry 

2011: 87-89) and futural memory (Fry 2011: 200). Furthermore, as a space of 

practice encountered by chance, this position was other to my existing 

redirective practice because it was not a form of work that was defined by 

projects, concepts, or ideas that would typically drive my past modes of 

production. It simply happened. This established, upfront, a radically other 

sense of radical design. It also activated the word ‘radical’ in terms of rhizomatic 

becoming and a rootedness in continuity, and redirected it away from the idea 
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that to be radical is to enact a change at or way from the roots. As I was 

researching, the deep-time of this chronal tap-root of practice — based on the 

ancient modes of transmission linked to spinning and weaving — began to 

weird my view of design. 

 

This also presented a complex position regarding the possibility that, if this 

became a focus of my research, I would have to address what Žižek describes 

as the scientific parallax — “…the irreducible gap between the phenomenal 

experience of reality and its scientific account/explanation” (Žižek 2006b: 10).  

As this issue was already explored through aspects of dysphoria and translation 

in my past work, I began to consider how to weave and to weird could operate 

as a space of design obscured by the parallax view — a gap “…that allows the 

confrontation of two closely linked perspectives between which no neutral 

common ground is possible” (Žižek 2006b: 4).  

 

As a space of practice that opened onto design as a noetic and saturated 

phenomenological excess (Thaker 2014: 121-124), I chose to apply an 

undisciplined approach to this new knowledge and maintain this space as 

something apart. Noting that Fry’s observation regarding the mystical of non-

Western traditions matched my own experiences of discussing aspects of my 

practice of weaving with others, I found that the issue of chorismos and the 

limits of the mystical within consensualising discourse was supported and 

extended by the media theory of excommunication (Galloway, Thacker and 

Wark 2014: 86) and the weird (Wilk 2018). In this way I discovered that this 

‘other space’ was best defined by what it is not —something that cannot be 

adequately described by disciplinary terms such as ‘design’, ‘craft’, ‘textiles’, or 

‘art’. Following Wilk’s discussion allowed me to adopt an approach that looks to 

mystical texts throughout the ages where “Weird does not explain; it attempts to 

get at something beyond the explainable” (Wilk 2018).  

 

3.5-2 Weaving and spinning — weird parallax and the gesture of searching  
Choosing to frame this parallax of practice using its verbs and gestures — 

‘spinning’ and ‘weaving’ — is one way to weird this space. This highlights the 

radical difference of another ontological order and how this establishes a thingly 

site of becoming-other in itself which is separated from the lines of inquiry 
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unfolding in my research. Using the gestural, alchemic, and ontological 

knowledge transferred via the mysterious and embodied qualities of traditions 

that predate Western metaphysics, I engage the verbs spinning and weaving in 

a similar way to Tim Ingold’s use of the verb to knot: 

 

There can, of course, be no knots without the performance of 
knotting: we should therefore commence with the verb ‘to knot’ and 
view knotting as an activity of which ‘knots’ are the emergent 
outcomes. Thus conceived, knotting is about how contrary forces 
of tension and friction, as in pulling tight, are generative of new 
forms (Ingold 2015: 18). 

 

In my own case, spinning and weaving (a practice-knowledge that also includes 

its fair share of knotting) is equally performative. It involves teasing out, 

separating, refining, gathering, observing, tensions, torsion, twisting, retorsion, 

winding, shuttling, and overall interlocking — all of which are fed into my 

research to generate new views of mapping as a method to weird. Hence, it is 

through this ‘other space’ of ontological difference — “…the ultimate parallax 

which conditions our very access to reality…” (Žižek 2006b: 10) — that I now 

make the case for the gestural transmission of spinning and weaving as a 

space that has changed my gesture of (re)searching. This extends to the issue 

of scientific parallax — “…the irreducible gap between the phenomenal 

experience of reality and its scientific account/explanation” (ibid.) — as equal to 

Flusser’s observation that “…the position scientific research holds in our society 

is in conflict with research itself” (Flusser 1993:148). 

 

Flusser’s argument here regarding the crisis of gestures rooted in the obsolete 

gesture of digging used by science relates to other issues raised by the thing 

turn, ontological and redirective design, and areas of media theory. The 

gestures of spinning and weaving now operate as a case study in negative — 

the rhetorical strategy of approaching a subject by denying its existence or 

denying that it can be described (Wilk 2018). This also counters the disciplinary 

crisis of design, the crisis in the gesture of researching, and the crisis of crisis 

named by Fry by establishing that undisciplined modes of radical thinking and 

action require that “…we no longer believe that we make gestures but that we 

are gestures…” (Flusser 1993:155). This flips the concept of weird design 
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towards a praxis-based method of weaving and mapping to weird design 

research. 

 

3.5-3 Life-lines, things, and the limits of the hylomorphic model of 
disciplined design 
Spinning and weaving is now activated by the concepts and directional 

possibilities of lines, threads, entanglements, knots, and thingliness raised in 

the essay “Bringing Things to Life: Creative Entanglements in a World of 

Materials” (Ingold 2010). This presents a clear means of thinking about things 

and objects more directly through the frameworks of art and design. Whilst 

working through the media literature to develop a cohesive framework of weird 

as a relation between object-and-thing, Ingold’s position offered further 

purchase on how these terms either enable or cut off access to ‘the flows of life’ 

(Ingold 2010). Additionally, this position engaged specifically with ‘things’ as a 

space of research, one that connected to my past practice through the assertion 

that a work of art “…is not an object but a thing…” (Ingold 2010: 10). This allows 

my inquiry to use both ‘thing’ and ‘weird’ as active spaces that radically extend 

the redirective baseline within my work and weave this into a new method to 

weird design.  

 

Ingold’s argument offers a critical departure from the ‘hylomorphic model of 

creation’ whereby form came to be seen as imposed “…by an agent with a 

particular end or goal in mind, while matter — thus rendered passive and inert  

— was that which was imposed upon” (Ingold 2010: 2). This model produces a 

kind of open environment where everything has “…crystallized out as a solid 

and homogeneous precipitate, awaiting its differentiation through the 

superimposition of cultural form” (Ingold 2010: 6). In what has already been 

discussed regarding the object, I hold that design also “…reproduces the 

underlying assumptions of the hylomorphic model even as they seek to restore 

the balance between its terms” (ibid). I adopt, in contrast, Ingold’s proposal to 

overthrow this model by insisting that “…the inhabited world is comprised not of 

objects but of things…” (Ingold 2010). This argument is based on what Ingold 

calls the EWO or ‘environment without objects’. This is “…a world of materials, 

of matter in flux” (Ingold 2010: 6), a world constantly on the boil, filled with 

abundant and permeable entanglements flowing and gathering together — a 
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world filled with things as “…a certain gathering of the threads of life…” (Ingold 

2010: 4). Heteroclite, infra-ordinary and entangled, the EWO now merges with 

what has been already gathered within my research as a worlding-world of 

ontological and weird thinging things. 

 

The kite, the student, the desk, and the wind, Ötzi the Iceman, the guilty 

Manhattan project physicist, the oval-headed alien, the scoria cone, the 

obsidian fragment, the labyrinth, the sucking pigs, the sirens, and the boat. 

Each is equally a thing — a knot of fluctuating, turbulent flows, entangled skeins 

of constituent threads that, far from being contained within a given thing, “…trail 

beyond, only to become caught with other threads in other knots … forever 

discharging through the surfaces that form temporarily around them” (Ingold 

2010: 4). Ingold’s EWO brings the flowing of things together with the otherness 

of space described by Foucault when he observes that “…we do not live in a 

kind of void … we live inside a set of relations…” (Foucault 1986: para 9). This 

has further implications for the ontological act of design where form-giving 

constitutes a “…joining with the very forces that bring form into being” (Ingold 

2012: 2). By returning to all things every thinging act — design, art, weaving, 

thinking, becoming, researching — creativity celebrates the restoration of things 

to life that is suggested by Ingold.  

 
3.5-4 Reading work forward by following the threads of life in the Great 

Outdoors 
Things gather together. They combine, mix, and blend because ‘things leak’. 

When they leak, they thing. Ingold’s thing model is built on a constant 

improvised ‘unfolding’ (Ingold 2010: 10). When introducing the concept of 

ontography, Bogost calls on a phrase used by Quentin Meillassoux — ‘the great 

outdoors’ — which describes “…the outside reality that correlationism had 

stolen from philosophy…” (Bogost 2012: 38). It is a place that we enter when 

we put down the trappings of culture and let the “…tremendous wave of 

surprise and unexpectedness overwhelm us — a ‘global ether’ of incredible 

novelty and unfamiliarity” (ibid): 

 

The great outdoors involves both untold cosmic and worldly 
paraphernalia as well as the reentry into a singular existential 
domain, one no longer broken down into crass hemispheres of 
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nature and culture … When we spend all of our time reading and 
writing words — or plotting to do so — we miss opportunities to 
visit the great outdoors. (Bogost 2012:38, 73) 

 

Participating in thinging in the EWO is thus also getting out and about in the 

great outdoors — with both these terms matching the space of work found 

through weaving and spinning on the island of the sacred. This further activates 

a different relationship to the way in which we read creative work by reversing 

the tendency in literature on art and material culture “…to read creativity 

‘backwards’” (Ingold 2010). Reading backwards involves “…starting from an 

outcome in the form of a novel object and tracing it, through a sequence of 

antecedent conditions, to an unprecedented idea in the mind of an agent” 

(Ingold 2010: 10). In the modes of disciplined design research which I have 

been examining, an agent tends to serves as the index of an object. This leaves 

the researcher-practitioner to trace the chain of causal connections running 

from the object to the agent — a cognitive operation of abduction. Ingold 

contends that flipping the model means that work has to be read forward — to 

improvise, and to “…follow the ways of the world, as they unfold, rather than to 

connect up, in reverse, a series of points already traversed” (ibid). 

 

In opposition to the thinlgy world of the EWO, Ingold uses the concept of an 

open environment as a limit case where “…in the absence of any objects 

whatever — such an environment would be realised as a perfectly level desert, 

with the cloudless sky above and the solid earth beneath, stretching in all 

directions to the great circle of the horizon” (Ingold 2010: 3). Using this as a 

means of describing the visual irony contained within the counter-environment 

of Supersurface, Superstudio’s radical speculation can now be activated as a 

warning against the open environment (see Figure 3.5 on next page). With the 

passage of time constituting the critical framework, rather than that of build-

abilty per the hylomorphic model, this imagined network-surface presents the 

grid of ‘meshwork’, suggesting that perhaps design started becoming weird 

during the Radical period. This now frames my initial inquiry into the Radicals as 

an attunement to design’s ability to wyrd and to shape — “…to anticipate the 

confrontation between present and future which wyrd continually engenders 

and cease to be fooled by the artificial limitations of the present by ‘thinking 

well’” (Lochrie 1986: 327). Supersurface, read forward, is now accepted as an 
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embodied challenge to undiscipline the hylomorphic model and, instead of 

building a life without objects, to start designing life in and as things — a flowing 

meshwork weaving life lines out and about in the great outdoors. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.5: Open environment or the EWO?  
“Life in the EWO will not be contained, but inheres in the very circulations of materials 
that continually give rise to the forms of things even as they portend their dissolution” 
(Ingold 2010: 7). Images from Superstudio’s Supersurface are used here to illustrate 
Ingold’s discussion that posits Radical Design as a preview of thingly meshwork today. 
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3.5-5 Adopting meshwork as a mix of thinging, weaving, and mapping to 
use the verb to weird as a method in my study 
 
Ingold proposes the term ‘meshwork’ to describe the kind of practice or work 

that occurs when we follow the flow of things. Meshwork differs from the points 

of connection suggested by the adjacent term ‘network’ used in Latour’s Actor-

Network Theory — something that Latour himself recognizes has been inflected 

by innovations in information and communications technology and other 

“…misunderstandings … due to common usages of the word network itself and 

the connotations they imply (Latour 1996). Ingold, by contrast, describes a 

meshwork borrowed from Lefebvre as more like writing “…not as a verbal 

composition but as a tissue of lines not as text but as texture” (Ingold 2010: 11).  

 

If a thing exists as a ‘bundle of lines’, then meshwork describes a specific 

process “…when everything tangles with everything else” (Ingold 2015: 4). 

Thus, the pathways or trajectories along which practice in the EWO unfolds 

“…are not connections, nor do they describe relations between one thing and 

another…”; they are instead “…lines along which things continually come into 

being…” (Ingold 2010: 3). 'Meshwork’ here describes creativity as improvisation 

by referring to what Deleuze and Guattari call ‘lines of flight’, or ‘lines of 

becoming’ that involve itineration rather than iteration (Deleuze and Guattari 

2004: 410 in Ingold). The itinerant ‘following’ of things as meshwork also links 

directly to redirective practice as it describes a “…redirective anticipation of 

what might emerge…”, a process that senses materials in the process of their 

flowing (Ingold 2010: 9). This can be further linked to design-as-politics where 

the question of things suggests that:  

 

Things and Objects are not divided by organizing principles, 
inertia, social or material form, the abstract and the concrete. 
Rather they flow into each other, are in dialogue and are the 
resultant matter of discourse (Fry 2011: 85). 

 

For Fry, this ontological approach to design makes things political (Fry 2011: 

88). For Ingold, the ‘thing about things’ is that they occur; admitting this 

occurrence into the world as a flowing of lines, as a meshed-work with other 

lines, entails bringing them to life (Ingold 2015: 16). Unlike OOO, Ingold holds 

that, when things are admitted back into the world as ‘goings on’, the doing of 
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lines and the grammatical form they take “…is not of nouns (for objects) or 

pronouns (for subjects) but of verbs…” (Ingold 2015: 124). 

 

It is thus through Ingold’s meshwork that I found that, within the thing turn, there 

is an alignment with the redirective force of sovereign Sustainment that can also 

account for a verb-like force that was suggested by shifting from using ‘weird’ to 

describe otherness to using ‘weirding’ as a meshwork of goings on. By following 

more closely this sense of things as a Thing-Force — a vital materialism that 

lingers within moments when one feels “a sense of a strange and incomplete 

commonality with the out-side” (Bennett 2010) — I began to weave together a 

conceptual framework to weird my research. Unbinding this inquiry from the 

binary opposites now ‘collapsed into one another’, this inspired the possibility 

that I could develop my own ‘scale-free mesh’ (Wark in Moreno 2014) by 

bringing together mapping, spinning and weaving as a way to weird design. 

 

In adopting Ingold’s proposition to follow materials as they flow through their 

entangled meshworks, my study engages with a definition of ‘things’ that is now 

free of the networks of divided nodes; it lives as a verb-driven “…meshwork of 

interwoven lines of growth and movement…” (Ingold 2010: 3). It is no longer a 

noun synonymous with objects, or as another discourse of the ‘Other’ to 

subjects or a non-human other or to be subjected to discourses or topics and 

subjects, but is a verb. All things in their thinging also includes ‘us’ — now 

bringing ‘things’ to life. Within my study, this meant that I had abandoned a 

methodology based on the object-driven projection of practice-led research 

models. This required ‘flipping’ the functional role of my past projects in the 

study and following other threads — things as ‘praxis’. 

 

Developing a relational and entangled model that could show and describe a 

back-and-forth process of ‘flowing’, of a humanifying becoming of 

anthropogenesis (Ingold 2015: 120-128), moved my inquiry into the gap in my 

table, thus creating a weirding space. This now matched a praxis of the self 

becoming human by design through weaving and spinning my research. As a 

space of otherness and alien chorismos, my study could now use the weird 

space of self-design in the era of things to present a weird dimension of design.  
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Shuttling between practice on the island of the sacred and research locked into 

the island in search of an idea, the ship that passed along this vector could now 

occupy a space of imagination and connectivity that is undisciplined, political, 

and mediated. This sense of make space whilst setting sail unto the unknown-

known found on metaphoric, meta-physical and actual islands was further 

informed by the relational entanglement of objects, subjects, and things 

discussed by weird media. 

 

3.6 Furious subject and ex-communication as undisciplined research  

Maybe we don’t have to posit weird beings to understand evolution, ecology, 

quantum mechanics or climate change. Maybe we just have to accept these 

things as ordinary … I would call this way of working not object oriented 

ontology, but praxis (object oriented), or p(oo) for short. I would paraphrase 

Haraway’s ‘staying with the trouble’ as staying with the poo, meaning both 

staying with the praxis, but also meaning — staying with the poo. Stay with the 

waste, the neglect, the bad by-product. 

— ‘From OOO to P(OO)’ 
McKenzie Wark 2015 

 

3.6-1 Mesh-work, hyperobject, and the labour of flipping 
Thus far, my investigation into weird design has shown that radical and 

speculative modes of practice can be read in other ways by using the otherness 

of heterotopian spaces as a disturbing emplacement and the otherness of 

Sustainment as alienating massively distributed design-based hyperobjects. 

This has also shown me that the space of the project, including my own, can be 

read as the other of the object by utilising the flowing meshwork of things. Using 

the denaturalized proximity of ancient spinning, weaving, and dyeing to inform 

my gestures of searching, I now use what I have learnt about following the lines 

of life in the great outdoors of this practice to consider aspects of my research 

as gathered, spun, and interwoven in my study. This new take on a theoretical 

framework-as-meshwork now points toward a design that is becoming more 

than the production of materially ‘real’ or fictional objects that operate as pieces 

of furniture in the spaces of ‘everyday modern life’. This requires a praxis-based 
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approach to switching and turning from the hylomorphic model of a ‘world-of-

objects-for-us’ and flowing towards a life-world of ‘things-in-themselves’. This 

now puts my design research between two sides of a particularly weird coin that 

must be constantly flipped. I here draw on Wark’s discussion of Timothy 

Morton’s 'hyperobjects’ (Morton 2013), a mysterious dimension of massively 

distributed thingly things in both time and space. These include climate change, 

black holes, solar systems, capitalism, or all the nuclear material on our planet. 

Noting that Morton draws on an example from Husserl as a weird confirmation 

of the Kantian gap between phenomenon and thing that is highly appropriate for 

a study of hyperobjects (Morton 2013: 17), Wark writes: 

 

Holding a coin, one sees its face. But you can’t see the other side 
of the coin as the other side. You can only flip it over and make it 
this side. But I think the thing to pay attention to is not the mystery 
of the other side or the limits of seeing just this side, but the labor 
of the flipping … And at the end of the day, what matters most in 
the Anthropocene is that each distinctive mode of thought and 
feeling find its own language and form of effectivity within its 
horizon … to think it (Wark 2015). 

 

Flipping design towards things and making known its ontological dimension is 

the work of this chapter, anchored by subjecting the subject (me) searching for 

a method that undisciplines and weirds the designed. This process was driven 

by the praxis of mapping my practice into other spaces operating within and 

beyond the research. It is equally a labouring through the ontological dimension 

of design as states of being in and with a world (Fry 2012). I therefore have also 

been attempting to subject the methods of my past work to weird media theory 

so that these can, in turn, begin to engage problems of unsettlement, the crisis 

of the anthropocentric, and the hylomorphic model of design. This is now 

articulated as the labour through which I have come to know design to be weird. 

To return to Wark’s argument: “…to say labor is not to say subject. It is not to 

return to correlationism … labor is always a mix of the human and inhuman” 

(Wark 2015). This is to say that orienting a praxis of the ontological life of 

objects-as-things should be a mix of the (becoming) human by design in and 

with non-human others. 
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3.6-2 Flipping design in other spaces 

In Chapter Two, I observed how radical and speculative designers have 

established other modes of practice to then examine the influence of how these 

compare and contrast with my own redirective practice as detailed in Chapter 

One. This now leads to the flipping of the object-project divide via the meshwork 

of thinking this as a life of lines and things. By putting these practices on 

different sides of a disciplinary coin and making an effort to stand Janus-like 

between its opposites faces — heads: ‘politics’; tails: ‘radical’ — my study had 

to shift from naming this or that ‘weird design’ to thinking of this labour as an act 

of weirding this design past. Thus, the new space of knowledge that my study 

presents is the praxis of developing methods to interrogate and reflect on my 

past projects in and as other spaces and present design practice as a making of 

chorimos or a space apart. To see whether these methods work involves the 

search for a means of explaining to myself what I now understand as a 

framework that shows and describes an otherness-in-itself to weird design 

research. 

This was placed along a trajectory that now shuttles between ‘the island in 

search of an idea’ and ‘the island of the sacred’ in my map, and another kind of 

coin — heads: ‘projects’, tails: ‘practices’. This framework-coin is no longer a 

disciplined understanding of proper work but an undisciplined “…departure from 

ways of doing work…” (Marshall and Bleecker 2010, Rodgers and Bremner 

2013a) — it is praxis (object-thing) oriented. 

Hence, the ‘other’ sides of my work now assume the malleable propensity of 

‘worldmaking’ (Barikin 2013, Fry 2011b & 2012b) and blur this across 

boundaries, oozing into and across adjacent fields, picking and mixing things to 

weird. It leverages the tricky nature of designing (Singleton 2013 & 2014) and 

reactivates it as noun and verb to animate my maps as scheming schemes, 

cunning devices phased and upgraded to see the hyperobject Sustainment as 

something that is plotted or graphed (Morton 2013: 63). Looking into the 

slippery edges of design in light of these weird directions, my research posits 

that there is a need to go beyond the limits of a “…careful management of the 

uncanny…” (Auger 2013). Design in an age of unsettlement needs to become 

something that is really weird because it operates as wyrd: a force that shapes 
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the destiny and fate of things, humans and the entangled world without objects 

of planetary life. 

Therefore, my study uses the language, questions, and verbs of design-as-

politics to establish that design as defuturing delivers a future of unsettlement. 

This is not speculative desire or an uncanny narrative but a following of the 

lines of undoing that the hylomorphic model tracks towards as an inevitable 

future where everything becomes objects-for-us. By allowing defuturing to run 

critically underchecked by the discipline, we are left with unradical options — 

designing for an inherently unsustainable world whilst “…living amidst elegant 

as well as overtly recognizable forms of disaster…” (Fry 2011: 29). Confronting 

unsettlement requires unseeing what conceals the wasteland both within and 

without. This has been tabled within my study as a passage from objects for 

subjects to objecting-objects to OOO to the p(oo) of politics. This is now 

identified as the work of staying with the trouble and a becoming-furious with 

design. 

The ‘furious of design’ draws on Wark’s concept of furious media and 

xenocommunication — part of the three-pronged inquiry Excommunication 

(Galloway, Thacker & Wark 2014). McKenzie Wark, Eugene Thacker, and 

Alexander Galloway together interrogate the ontological dimensions of 

technology, media, and mediation to establish an ‘other’ way of looking at 

certain limit cases and other dimensions of media. Through this combined 

inquiry, I now focus on Thacker’s concept of weird media as the framework that 

establishes a reading of the other spaces of design that I have so far mapped 

out as equally weird. 

 

3.6-3 A tactical design-media theory 
Across their separate essays — Love of the Middle (Galloway 2014), Dark 

Media (Thacker 2014), and Furious Media: A queer history of heresy (Wark 

2014) —Galloway, Thacker, and Wark develop what they call a ‘tactical media 

theory’ of excommunication: the “…message that proclaims, ‘There will be no 

more messages’” (Galloway, Thacker and Wark 2014: 16). I now use this to 

generate my own approach to weirding as a gesture of searching. This tactical 

approach equally “poses just enough questions to get [me] going on a new 

path” (Galloway, Thacker and Wark 2014: 9) by weaving my way towards 
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undisciplined and radical design; this allows me to take up the different threads 

of my study and see whether, instead of unlocking another radical benchmark, 

they might be spun and woven together as a thingly, praxis-based meshwork. 

Thus, weirding is proposed as an interlocked tactical design theory that, like 

excommunication in media, “…poses just enough questions to get things going 

on a new path…” (Galloway, Thacker and Wark 2014: 16). Applying this tactic 

to my research produced more weird maps, a ‘making-in-growing’ from my 

original Ur-map that leads to the labyrinthine path-following of the wayfarer, 

“…where every destination is by the way…” and the path runs always in 

between (Ingold 2015:  128, 133). The space of these labyrinthine maps have 

been interlocked as the Zoo of Weird Design, a thingly research artifact that I 

then had to undo to create the principles that would allow me to exit weird 

design and complete my study into the radical by mapping, weaving, and using 

the verb ‘weirding’ to weird it. 

 

In a close reading of each of these essays, I deploy the different philosophical 

territories detailed in Excommunication to engage things and their ontological 

entanglement inside the spatial model of heterotopia. I then develop this further 

to see what insights can emerge by bringing the excommunication of media and 

mediation into a shared sphere of inquiry with the areas of design thinking and 

action in my research (see Appendix C). This ascertains that, as with media, 

disciplined design research oscillates “…between the kingdoms of both Hermes 

and Iris…” (Galloway 2014: 49) and that “…hermeneutics is privileged 

epistemologically; iridescence is privileged metaphysically…” (ibid). Linking this 

to recent evidence that design’s methodological reinvention “…suggests that 

design as a discipline is ‘in crisis’…” (Rodgers and Bremner 2013a), my study 

into the weird dimensions of media indicates that this could be limiting 

disciplinary approaches to the radical. Therefore, just as Galloway asks how, 

and with whom, should Hermes and Iris be replaced (Galloway 2014: 17), I first 

adopted the suggestion that the Eumenides or Furies offer a Fury model that 

“…allows us to deal with complex systems like swarms, rhizomes, 

assemblages, and networks…” (ibid) to position design as politics as a furious 

model of design. Following my unpacking of radical Sustainment as something 

monstrous or alien, I further linked the politics of Fry as it responds to the 

disciplined field of design to Wark’s elaboration of the furious swarm as 
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xenocommunication where there is a “…mundane communication of something 

inhuman…[or] an alien mode of communication itself, which nevertheless 

seems legible, at least to someone within the sphere of communication” (Wark 

2014: 161). The limit case of the alien, as it involves forms of 

xenocommunication, highlighted the avoidance by speculative forms of design 

of things that are too weird. That is, under the conditions of defuturing, a move 

towards the imperative of politics can only be read as too weird by the 

hylomorphic model of disciplined design. This suggested that a weird, 

undisciplined, and irresponsible position in research risks the kind of exclusion 

that allows quite heterogeneous things to be excommunicated (Wark 2014: 

173). 

 

By incorporating Wark’s reading of heretical tactics as those that expose the 

portals and protocols of unequal mediation by “…routing around them by 

mobilizing other pathways through the labyrinth…” (Wark 2014: 195), I match 

this to Foucault’s principles regarding opening and closing. This allows my 

study to begin addressing ‘what cannot be said’ (Thacker 2014: 95) and use it 

to identify new methods based on the ontographic qualities of my maps and 

schemes. This also allowed me to explain to myself what I was now seeing in 

the other areas of my inquiry:  that when we see design is weird, we can 

acknowledge that design weirds.  

 

3.6-4 Mapping, meshing, and interlocking excommunication as a portal 
and protocol to weird design 
The labour that produced these observations and insights provided a further set 

of understandings regarding the interwoven assembly of each essay and the 

manner in which they offer a multi-stable view of excommunication. Just as 

each contained its own sets of linked concepts and territories, these together 

interlocked the three essays as an inquiry into excommunication. This led to a 

further breakthrough in my mapping methods, as I found it was possible to 

generate a set of maps that presented the meshwork of excommunication. The 

result was a more complex mapping system that used media theory to see 

design as weird (See Figure 3.6 on page 266).  
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Seeing that my original fourfold quadrant map produced in the Urmadic 

University could first be used to read the theories of others and then be 

interlocked to see where overlapping lines of inquiry found in adjacent fields fit 

with my own lines of flight registered a new method of designing, thinking, and 

searching. Moreover, given the mangle of my undisciplined research, this 

method was now used to order my study. This presented a stronger rationale 

and critical points-of-view on the issues established in Chapter Two. I was 

therefore able to use weird media to weird these ‘other’ spaces of design and 

produce a new mode of inquiry within my research. This generated a view of 

defuturing and political Sustainment as something alien, alienating, and weird 

— as described above. These ideas also contributed to the reframing of the 

radical as a romantic exit strategy from utopia and the speculative as a 

sentimental return to the dystopian uncanny of the science-fictional by 

emplacing these spaces side-by-side with media theory by using the zones of 

heterotopia in Table 1. 
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Figure 3.6: Excommunication mapped, meshed and interlocked 
The result of flipping between the three essays, the ideas, and theories that they 
contained and seeing if this could flip the other spaces of design I was looking at in my 
study is discussed in Appendix C. This thinking is also traced within the Table of 
Heterotopian Other Zones I had identified (Table 1 in Chapter 2). 
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3.6-5 Emplacing the other spaces of Media, Design and practices in 
Heterotopia to see design becoming weird 
 

Table 1 established a relation between Radical Design, Foucault’s ‘Spaces of 

Juxtaposition’, and ‘Iridescent mediation’ (Galloway 2014: 40-46). It also 

connects speculative design fictions with ‘Spaces of Temporal Disjuncture’ and 

‘Dead media’ and ‘Haunted artifacts’ (Thacker 2014: 130-131). This further 

established that these modes of production operate as protocols that discipline 

access to the portals through which design might encounter a more total 

dimension of the weird. Use of the radical and speculative as topics that shape 

design’s disciplinary limits also outlines other, heterogenous territories that exist 

beyond these boundary-zones. Thus far, these have been described as the 

radical qualities of ‘design as politics’ embodied by the Urmadic University and 

alienation required by the philosophical horror of Sustainment, unsettled futures 

and the ‘crisis of crisis’ in the work of Tony Fry. This emplaces design as politics 

alongside ‘Spaces of Opening’, ‘Furious Swarms’ and xenocommunication 

(Wark 2014: 160-165). The alterplinarity of design in crisis is now linked to 

‘Spaces of Deviation’ and to Fury and Infuriation (Galloway 2014: 56-60) and 

Haunted or Animated Portals (Thacker 2014: 147-148). These discoveries were 

then used to unsettle, disturb, and redistribute my past practice by placing 

certain projects alongside these spaces of media and design using the different 

heterotopian zones I have identified. This allowed a selection of this past work 

to be classified as artefacts or case studies of weird design, particularly those in 

the Space of Crisis — Landescapes (2011), Target in Darkness (2012), Mutopia 

(2012), and At the end of home (2013).  

 

Intermeshing these findings with the interconnected concepts of furious 

criticality (Galloway 2014: 56), the alien portals and protocols of xeno-

communication (Wark 2014: 160) and the stranger fictional territory of dark, 

dead, haunted, and weird media (Thacker 2014: 77-150), I establish my 

theoretical framework of weird design. Galloway’s Hermetic, Iridescent, and 

Furious media was matched to speculation, the Radicals, and the political. 

Wark’s xenocommunication explained that my past practice was an 

undisciplined way to mediate between these different limit cases. With these 

anchor points in place, I was finally able to cross over and into the stranger 
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fictional territory found beyond “…the portal between object and thing…”, the 

space of “…a weird realism where philosophy, even on its ambitious days, 

knows it hasn’t the passwords” (Wark 2014: 164). 

This now shifts the trajectory of my future work — that is, where I intend to go 

next. Firstly, it establishes that this research operates as a diagnosis of where 

‘things’ are at now: a spacing space defined by the gap I call ‘weird design’. 

Weird design then establishes a secondary position where the subjecting 

subject of undisciplined research — the irresponsible researcher — is becoming 

weird. This shifts the mode of inquiry towards a position of estrangement and 

otherness, one that operates as a separation and space of withdrawal. As this 

is “…not just a condition that 'we' try to bring into being but rather it is something 

we become…”, this position constitutes what Fry calls an orexis: the “…striving 

towards the acquisition of a learned exemplary disposition, attuned with 

Sustainment” (Fry 2011: 79). My study establishes that, to become a weird 

designer, it is necessary to consider how, and where, the becoming weird of 

design takes practice. Following the lifelines of things, weird practice was found 

to flow towards the great outdoors and beyond disciplinary limits. Therefore, it is 

now necessary within my study to shift the term ‘weird’ to the verb to weird. This 

now frames weirding as a method where “…the doer is inside the process of his 

doing, inside the verb…” (Ingold 2015: 145). This gives weird the agency of 

‘Spaces of Imagination & Connectivity’ and makes the gesture of the 

heterotopia par excellence ‘shuttling’ — passing backwards to go forwards, a 

weaving that is inside the verb to weird.  
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3.7 Thinglyness is weird — subjecting design to weird mediation  
 

To the Anglo-Saxons weird was a noun, spelled wyrd and meaning ‘fate, 

destiny’. The Weirds were the Fates, the three Greek goddesses who presided 

over the birth and life of humans. The adjective originally meant ‘having the 

power to control destiny’, and was used especially from the Middle Ages in the 

Weird Sisters, for the Fates, and later also the witches in Shakespeare's 

Macbeth. The modern use, ‘very strange, bizarre’, as in weird and wonderful, 

dates from the early 19th century. 

 

— Weird [OE], The Oxford Dictionary of Word Origins (2 ed.) 
Julia Cresswell 2010 [2009] 

 

The weird sisters, hand in hand / Posters of the sea and land, 

Thus do go about, about: / Thrice to thine and thrice to mine 

And thrice again, to make up nine. / Peace! the charm's wound up. 

 

— Macbeth Act I Scene iii  

William Shakespeare 1623 
 

 

3.7-1 The weird relation of object-thing  

Returning my study to the objecting nature of the object, Eugene Thacker’s 

Dark Media traces a genealogy of philosophical thinking about objects as 

arbiters of “…mediation in increasingly esoteric ways…” (Thacker 2014: 118-

119). To do this, Thacker presents additional lines of investigation for engaging 

subjects, objects, and things. It also offers additional discursive frameworks and 

theoretical purchase on what I was already following within the thing turn and 

the design literature. To summarise his overall position and develop the notion 

of weird media, Thacker establishes three distinct relational categories, each 

linked to a related area of philosophical thinking (Thacker 2014: 119):  

 

• Relation of subject-object (Kantianism, phenomenology) 

• Relation of object-object (actor network theory, object-oriented ontology) 

• Relation of object-thing (occult qualities, dark media) 
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It is through this account of ‘object-thing’ relations that Thacker takes things 

beyond the boundaries and issues linked to OOO. It also demonstrates a clear 

alignment with the critiques of OOO tabled by Fry, and activates the ontological 

conditions of worlding, covered by Thacker’s work on the monstrous already 

discussed. Therefore, I applied these categories directly to disciplined design. 

This allowed me to establish a difference between what I was initially calling 

‘weird design’, ‘the weird’, and finally using the verb to establish my own 

category ‘to weird’. This began to flip and shift the limit cases of design I had 

uncovered in my research, allowing me to see the theory and practices as 

relational arrangements within heterotopian space and the visual-verbal 

metaphoric territories generated by the islands of the Ur-map. This now shows 

how the language that we use shapes the kinds of questions design can ask. 

As a spatial combat model and rhetorical machine, this can equally return 

‘something’ to the subject-object relations of disciplined design as a fourfold 

relation of knowing and unknowning.  

 

By dealing in the utopian, could radical-speculative design be limited to the 

subject-object relation? Where might my own practices and projects operate, 

given that the redirective draws from and responds to concepts such as actor 

network theory but less positively to OOO? Furthermore, how might this 

analysis be used to move my inquiry towards the space of media and adopt 

new, untested dimensions offered by Thacker’s third category — the dark and 

weird relations of the object-thing? By adding these questions to the gathering 

meshwork of issues related to the weirdness of design, my study integrates the 

thinking of weird media as a platform to weird practices, projects, and politics. 

This is made possible by viewing these within the subject-object-thing relations 

established by Thacker and his wider discussion of ‘dark media’. 

 
3.7-2 Dark media and the thing-in-itself  

As a species of excommunication, Thacker locates dark media at the very limits 

of communication, when objects-for-us absolutely withdraw into a thing-in-itself. 

Working from Kant’s concept of noumena as the limit concept that describes 

that which “…might be thought but not known…” (Kant trans: Guyver & Wood 

1998: 10, 178), Thacker describes dark media as those with “…occult qualities 
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that, by definition, can never be elucidated” (Thacker 2014: 118-119). This is an 

elusive yet ‘felt’ blind-spot, something that leaves “…a strange, fecund 

emptiness, an inaccessibility that knows no limits” (ibid). As a non-thing or 

lacuna-like nothing, Thacker notes that the medial qualities of this ‘emptiness’ 

are still traceable by the contours which their absence leaves behind. Here, 

media are not ‘broken’ or dysfunctional but are actually working too well. This 

sees darkness expressed as a certain kind of excess, where or when 

“…mediation functions at a level beyond that of traditional forms of human 

mediation” (Thacker 2014: 129). There are, in these instances, three different 

variants of dark media: dead, haunted, and weird (see Table 3, page 269). 

 
‘Dead media’ are objects no longer in use “…but the form of the object remains 

active…” (ibid). Thacker gives the example of a magic lantern, its material form 

having been decommissioned but its immaterial form, projection, living on in the 

digital projector. As such, these “…objects oscillate between being activated 

and inactivated…” (Thacker 2014: 130). This can be compared, in some ways, 

to the idea that the spirit of Radical design lives on in speculative design. 

‘Haunted media’ are objects still in use, but in a non-normative way” (Thacker 

2014: 129). The 19th century photographic camera and spirit photography is a 

prime example. These objects become more than an object, “…endowed as it is 

with almost divine (or divining) powers—something like a ‘divine object’” 

(Thacker 2014: 130). I link this to Foucault’s fourth principle of heterotopia, as 

“…dead media and haunted media involve a temporal disjunction…” (Thacker 

2014: 129). There is thus, with dead media, a disjunction between an outmoded 

or outdated artifact and its still- active technical principle. With haunted media, 

the disjunction is between a contemporary artifact and its connection to 

adjacent fields such as religion and spirituality (ibid). This suggested that, whilst 

working with museums, archives, and libraries, I was producing a haunted 

design, yet also looking for connections to something in the gap created by the 

disjunction with a latent, muse-like, or divine force lurking within these spaces. 

 

3.7-3 Using weird media to weird design 
Weird media occurs when “…mediation comes up against an absolute limit…” 

(Thacker 2014: 133). It mediates “…beyond what is normally expected…” (ibid). 

Thus, as communication collapses back into a prior excommunication, weird 
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media involves the “…strange non-knowledge of the impossibility of mediation 

[that] results in an absolute impasse” (Thacker 2014: 133). Of primary 

significance to this study, weird media establishes a framework for dealing with 

the ontological difference between objects and things: 

 

With weird media, all objects inevitably withdraw into things. What 
results is a negative mediation, the paradoxical assertion and 
verification of the gulf [or abyss] between two ontological orders 
(ibid). 

 

Weird media is here applied directly to my inquiry to ask if there are dimensions 

of design and the designed that are also weird? Therefore, to continue with 

Thacker’s argument, when media are dead, when these outmoded technologies 

have ‘gone dark’, decommissioned, or offline, they are waiting to be re-booted 

or live on in other devices that enable mediation between two points within a 

single, shared, consensual reality (Thacker 2014: 131). Vast fields of vacuum-

sealed American military hardware, a drawer of obsolete mobile phones, 

libraries of hand-copied vellum — these are spaces filled with dead media; my 

study links this to Foucault’s principle of functional-change (Foucault 1986: 

para. 17). Haunted media, on the other hand, are operational but somehow they 

are working over and beyond their intended range of normal use. In working too 

well, they reveal a hidden ‘other’ realm beyond the imperfect nature of normally-

functioning human sensorium in positive terms. The ‘wow signal’ stands out as 

a good example of this — a momentary deviation from usual states, it could 

equally be an illusion of something significant. In this way, haunted media bleed 

across a few different zones and examples provided by Foucault’s other 

spaces.
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Media Dead media Haunted Media Weird Media 

On Off Connection Disconnection 

Operation Repair Communication Silence 

Use Latency Transparency Opacity 

In service Absent Phenomenal presence Noumenal “nothing” 

Ordinary Obsolescence Transcendence Immanence 

Ready-to-

hand 

Present-at-hand Recapitulates the human Limit of the human 

Affordance Expectation Reciprocity Indifference 

 
Table 3: Regular media to weird media 
I have added Columns 1 and 2 to extend Thacker’s tabulation of Haunted vs Weird 
media  (Thacker 2014: 134). 

 

In distinction to the positive mediation of the haunted, weird media are weird 

precisely because they operate as viae negativae. They tell the tale of 

“…seeing something in nothing … and finding nothing in each something…” 

(Thacker 2014: 81). The examples of these instances belong equally to 

encounters with the totally alien, the indescribably monstrous, and the direct 

and esoteric experience of mystics: 

 

[Mysticism] finds itself in the position of having to communicate the 
incommunicable … At one level, mysticism retains the 
philosophical decision, but it subtracts the communicational 
decision … Here the divine can indeed be communicated — in its 
incommunicability. Both of these movements describe, through the 
language of mysticism, the passage from “object” to “thing” that we 
derived from the Kantian framework (Thacker 2014: 128). 

 

Thacker sources examples of how this paradox can be negotiated from various 

domains such as weird fiction, non-philosophy, and the ‘saying away’ of 

apophatic mysticism. Each finds some way to ‘say’ something about the 

fundamentally inaccessible through descriptions of what it is not. Thus, to 

describe the absolutely horrifying, the absolutely divine and mysterious, or the 

absolutely ‘real’, authors such as H.P. Lovecraft, Algernon Blackwood, and 

Izumi Kyoka, mystical theologians Dionysius the Areopagite and Meister 

Eckhart, and the philosopher François Laruelle demonstrate a weird dimension 
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by stretching language beyond “…self-inscribed limits…” and thereby give 

space to the indescribability of the thing-in-itself (Thacker 2014: 122). While 

Thacker uses these different examples drawn from fiction, religion, and 

philosophy to trace the contours of a weird media, I found that weird mediation 

traces the contours’ via negativa of what I was calling weird design.  

 

3.7-4 Giving shape to design’s wyrd 
Fair is foul, and foul is fair. Hover through the fog and filthy air. Shakespeare’s 

weird sisters speak to this sense of weird, just as they speak imperfectly to 

Macbeth. These sinister and androgynous hags wind, turn, and multiply. The 

fates are also the furies: forces that mediate between two ontological orders. 

The wyrd, the wayward, and bending are able to distort, turn, and twist that 

which seems straightforward and under control. Weird media thus reactivates 

weird as a noun and a verb, linking it back to the supernatural, the gods, and 

fate. Applying Thacker’s discussion to my study, I found that it was now 

possible to see that the weird of mediation defines a nebulous and thingly 

quality of the world at large. This imposes limits on what we as subjects can say 

about them. It also opens up a discursive framework where reflecting on media 

and technologies by asking what they mediate and how they do it, both in the 

positive and the negative sense, speaks directly to design. To consider the 

weird of mediation it has to turn to objects, spaces, and things — doorways, 

houses, videotapes, and artefacts. It also has to consider specific kind of use — 

when object-things are working too well — and more widely the ontological and 

temporal dimensions of the designed and designing via the thingness of things 

(Thacker 2014: 133-115). 

 

When I first started using the term ‘weird’ to try and generate another dimension 

and benchmark of radical, speculative, and redirective design, I found that, 

although it activated a new way of reading these spaces, projects, and 

practices, calling this territory simply ‘weird design’ could be confusing. This 

was because terms like ‘radical’, ‘speculative’, ‘critical’, ‘sustainable’ and so on 

tend to categorize or demarcate areas within the field, methods, concepts, or 

even aesthetic or formal choices. In the case of the term ‘weird’, there was the 

further issue that it generally suggests or describes something out of the 

ordinary but not by much: the odd or unusual, strange, or wonderful. At first, this 
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was a useful point of difference; however, as my study progressed, instead of 

another category to be added alongside the radical and speculative, my 

investigation was more focused on using the term ‘weird’ to indicate the 

ontologically complex qualities of design as politics, design as defuturing, 

design as otherness, and so on. This was something like design as weird or, 

more specifically, design is that which weirds — an active force that shapes, 

making our fate as it futures or defutures.  

 

Furthermore, as this incorporated the complex relations of objects, spaces, 

things, selves, and worlds, the ontological qualities of Thacker’s discussion of 

weird became increasingly important. This took the adjective ‘weird’ beyond a 

designator of something eccentric or odd and activates it via the oozing, 

maleficent Shoggoth or otherworldly beings with the ability to warp space-time 

— producing a more noun-like quality of the word ‘weird’ that establishes the 

weird as dimension of fiction and mediation. 

 

This distinction allowed me to begin to separate the different ways in which 

weird works and engage with this term as it relates more fully to design, in my 

own way. Thus, my investigation of weird as a complex entanglement of 

concepts embedded within its etymology began to unlock the notion of wyrd as 

a mysterious and retrograde force, as a deep thinking which is ready-to-hand, a 

shaping word, and a means of registering the human capacity to design as an 

agency. This draws on my discussion in Chapter 1.8, where ‘weird’ registers a 

responsibility of the self that can act as a thingly making-wise. This adapts the 

relational observations of weird media to use design as a wyrd force that can 

also be used to weird ‘us’. Using different discursive configurations of ‘weird’ 

created a different space, shaping new relations to the design cases and 

spaces used in my study and how these could be read and mapped. 

Furthermore, when applied in relation to the tricky, scheming, and 

chronological-temporal qualities of ontological design, using ‘weird’ as verb 

suggested that to weird design is to learn to thing it. 

 

Weird media fundamentally asserts that these forms are not merely strange but 

are conduits to a totally other ontological order. This opens design onto 

something other in the negative sense, making weird design a double 
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movement — hovering between that which encounters the other and that which 

becomes or shapes otherness in time. This is further demonstrated by tracing 

its use as an adjective over a time period that is roughly in keeping with the shift 

from animism to reason, from the thing to the object, from design as a tricky 

scheme to design as a discipline for solving wicked problems. Therefore, the 

weird also shows how we increasingly come to discipline the world for us. Thus, 

‘weird’ had moved from describing the supernatural and mysterious forces 

beyond our ken to something merely odd-looking or the out of the ordinary by 

the mid-1800s. By the turn of the century, it is given over to the positive sense 

of the eccentric, exotic, outlandish — thus design also rises in its power, force, 

and remit, as demonstrated by Flusser in my introduction. 

 

Consequently, just as the weird weirds mediation, I found that I could use weird 

media to activate the weirdness of thinglyness in design to undiscipline its 

boundaries. If there is weird media, weird fiction and weird science, can weird 

design return artifacts that allow us to sense the ontological force of fatedness 

in and by design? Can this sense of ‘weird’ produce methods for thinging things 

that gather the threads of life? By mapping the multitude fury of the defuturing 

of objects that lie in wait for us, can weirdness produce another kind of 

speculation, one that enters into contact with another ontological order? Can 

this chorimos become a space of radical encounter with a sovereign 

Sustainment in a future that undoes the possibility of a world-without-us? My 

study thus asks, between what has been, what is, and what will be, how can 

weird design weird design? 
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3.8 Design of a subjecting subject becoming alienated: to weird the limit 
of the project by mapping the ignorant researcher as liminal subject 

 

We can no longer explain the present through the past, for the present is our 

starting point … For us, the direction of the flow of events no longer passes 

from the past to the future but from the future toward the present … In our 

model, the flow of time runs against this kind of projection. We no longer project 

the past into the future; rather, we project ourselves. That is what best 

characterizes the new structure of the gesture of searching: it is a projection of 

itself into a future pressing in from all sides, a projection of scenarios into the 

future. So the gesture of searching has become human … 

 

— ‘The Gesture of Searching’ in Gestures, 
Vilém Flusser 2014 [1991] 

 

 

3.8-1 To weird as improvisation and anti-structure 

On first entering the field of research, I assumed that it was necessary to 

subject my practice and projects to the protocols of disciplined design methods 

as described by practice-led research methods tabled by examples such as 

Frayling (1993), Fallman (2008), Cross (2001), and Scrivener (2009). Here, 

 

… a claim is made for creative production as methodology, but, in 
order to qualify as research, it is one which must be coupled with a 
methodology for making explicit what is otherwise tacit … in 
addition to the claim to knowledge acquisition, we might also wish 
to claim that the works of creative production stand as both 
justification and communication of the knowledge acquired. Under 
this view, the goal of creative production and research are 
indistinguishable: creative production is research (ibid). 

 

This initially seemed to suggest that, by coupling my existing modes of 

production with a methodology that would make any tacit knowledge explicit 

and/or use this practice to drive creative production to justify and/or 

communicate any knowledge acquired, I could investigate the radical 

benchmark of weird design. However, what became increasingly apparent is 
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that, whilst these methods have a history of use within research, missing from 

these arguments is an acknowledgement of how this happens within the 

hylomorphic paradigm of the field. Framed by Ingold’s critique, these debates 

tacitly assume that, by working abductively ‘backwards’ to the researcher as an 

agent, their research will index any new object/project/practice as knowledge 

acquired within the wider purvey of existing disciplinary domain.  

 

Trying fit a redirective practice into these practice-led discussions as a 

framework already critical of the hylomorphic tradition proved untenable. In this 

respect, Ingold’s concept of meshwork offered a key to understanding that, by 

using my practice to drive an inquiry that weirds (verb) instead of using methods 

of abduction to ‘read’ and ‘index’ the weird (adj. and noun), it was more 

appropriate to adopt and explore modes of investigation described by Ingold as 

the forward flow of improvisation. As an extension of his refutation of the 

hylomorphic model, “…to improvise is to follow the ways of the world, as they 

unfold, rather than to connect up, in reverse, a series of points already 

traversed” (Ingold 2010: 10).  

 

Given my use of ‘art’ to undo ‘design’, based on a makeshift and make-do 

approach, hacking what is ready to hand, adaptively misusing elements, and 

being open to serendipity and engagement, Ingold’s improvisation is a more 

appropriate framework for unpacking these past methods. Here, the 

philosophical thinking underpinning the respondence of redirection as a futural 

memory (Fry 2011: 200) also requires (re-)learning to read ‘things’ ‘ahead’. In 

my own work, I found that this works best by engaging site-specific histories 

that are made absent or have gone ‘missing’ and by using these signals to read 

certain site-lines forward in the tapestry of the present. However, without the 

chaotic factors of chance, the active feedback of participation and other ‘live-

methods’ that would often generate a ‘thingly’ artefact-event, the unbounded 

space of my study meant that most of my time was spent trying to find a 

suitable framework that could operate in a similar way to ‘the site’ in my practice 

— an asymmetrical anti-structure filled with life lines and opportunities for 

responsive improvisation. 

The spatial model of heterotopia thus provided a warp-like matrix that gathered 

the other spaces of design, including those of media as a site. Furthermore, this 
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introduced new terms and language that could begin to read forward to the 

weird of weird fiction, weird science, and weird media. These now made tacit 

gaps in my practice ‘visible’ or ‘felt’; using these alongside the interconnected 

theory that indicated that things are weird, I could distinguish that the blind spot 

of the site could be substituted with ‘object-things’. By subjecting my past 

projects to the rhetorical machine of other spaces, these could now operate as 

an ‘ecology of ignorance’ that could undo “…the reversal of the location of idea 

and imitation [that ties] the modern project to the capital project of the 

derivative” (Rodgers and Bremner 2014b: Slide 15). 

Hence, weird design now suggested a space of ‘not knowing’; using the verb ‘to 

weird’ was now the protocol by which I could enter or access that gap as a 

spacing, something that happens as a process. Subjecting my research to the 

verb ‘weird’ started producing more object-thing relations between different 

elements of theory and practice. These included the rethinking of my past 

projects as end points that establish “…the possibility of moving on…” (Ingold 

2015: 127). Now framed as undergoings to be read ahead in my study, these 

works operate as ‘lines of becoming’ that feed into the map-devices I had 

gathered. 

Instead of relying on metaphors of assemblage and bricolage found in my past 

projects and linked in my study to the pick-and-mix approach, my research of 

the thinglyness of things followed the ways of the world as they unfold and 

began to use what I had gathered as an improvised theory-in-growing. This 

suggested that, instead of creating projects to abductively show and describe 

weird design — generating new work that could be traced back to a concept in 

the mind of the designer — per Ingold’s assertion that “…the doer is inside the 

process of his doing, inside the verb…” (Ingold 2015: 145), to weird might work 

as an undisciplined and improvised method to show and describe an other 

dimension of practice and thinking. This led to the idea that to weird happens in 

the movement between and betwixt redirective practices now emplaced in 

heterotopian ‘other’ zones — a means of reading past work as a forward motion 

towards the undisciplined and irresponsible. This uses ‘to weird’ as a 

“…difference [that] lies in the ‘betweening’ itself…” (Ingold 2015: 150). 

In this sense, the being betwixt as an undisciplined researcher is a line that 

speaks in the voice of the middle (ibid: 152), a searching for new gestures 
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within the liminal lines of life. I was thus a researcher who starts from a living 

experience of being-in-the-world, thus recognising that starting from this 

experience “…is trying to reach a value: freedom”:  

Suddenly it becomes clear that the researcher is embedded in an 
environment that interests (matters to) him, both at close range 
and at a distance.… This intensity of interest, this ‘proximity,’ 
becomes a measure of how real it is. And from this mass, the 
structure, the ‘mathesis’ of his research arises spontaneously, 
providing a map for orientation (Flusser 1991: 156). 

 

3.8-2 The gestures of weaving and mapping to weird design research 

While ‘inside’ the research of the radical and undisciplined, I was also out and 

about in the great outdoors. Here, the past work of projects had given way to 

the praxis of practices made other within a specific kind of anti-structure: the 

chorismos of spinning and weaving. Read in relation to my experiences within 

the redirecitve baseline, this constituted a new plateau of design: an integral 

space of becoming other to disciplined ways of doing work. This relational 

quality established a weird lacuna within my study: as I was moving in-between 

distinct lines, traveling along two trajectories present within life, these could now 

be observed as a parallax relation — the chorismos of weaving and spinning as 

a becoming other and my inquiry as a becoming undisciplined of another 

approach to redirective and radical research.  

This liminal ‘betweening’ established a multistable position by comparing a non-

hylomorphic tradition with the existing disciplined model. This further presented 

a parallax relation between the weird of weird design and the praxis-oriented 

object-thinging of using ‘to weird’ as a verb. Key to this process was the link 

between improvisation as a following of the ways of the world and becoming as 

a philosophical concept linked to things. This again looks to Ingold as he draws 

on the work of Deleuze and Guattari to describe the flow of meshwork. Thus, 

the thread-lines of meshwork are also ‘lines of flight’ and ‘lines of becoming’ 

whereby 

Becoming produces nothing other than itself. We fall into a false 
alternative if we say that you either imitate or you are. What is real 
is the becoming itself, the block of becoming, not the supposedly 
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fixed terms through which that which becomes passes … 
Becoming is a verb with a consistency all its own; it does not 
reduce to, or lead back to, ‘appearing’, ‘being," "equal- ing’, or 
‘producing’.…” (Deleuze & Guattari 2005 [1987]: 238). 

“To lead life is to lay down a line” (Ingold 2015: 118), and to maintain weaving 

and spinning as a ‘block of becoming’, a line of flight and a life line; I found the 

most effective protocol was to establish an apophatic unknowability informed by 

the thing-like qualities of the great outdoors now being accessed through this 

practice. This proved important as it allowed ‘practice’ as a term to be 

rethought. By making practice become a thing-in-itself — not an abductively 

read trajectory of projects or production but a constantly improvised and 

unfolding method — practices now travelled along a different line in my map. 

This shuttled betwixt ‘the project’ of searching for a radical benchmark as the 

irresponsible researcher trying to arrive at the island in search of an idea and 

'the practice’ of maintaining a ‘denaturalised proximity’ and ‘saying away’ what 

was happing on the island of the sacred. Maintaining this gap as a constantly 

shifting alienation, a ‘space beyond’ design boundaries that did not require 

articulation via the disciplined protocols and sanctioned spaces of design, 

began to weird what I was mapping through my research as weird design. This 

now resembled Thacker’s definition of weird media such that I had found that 

practice could operate as an otherness-in-itself that establishes an object-thing 

relation in my study.  

3.8-3 Using the crisis of searching to weird the space of the researcher 

At the beginning of Chapter One, I outlined how the issue of crisis had activated 

my search for a new radical benchmark. Throughout the thesis thus far I have 

been laying down the lines of my inquiry as they have taken me on a 

labyrinthine search through the theory and literature, and my archive of past 

work, to consider what the future possibilities of my own undisciplined and 

redirective praxis might look like. Through various correspondences — 

overlapping lines of becoming-other framed by design happening in various 

dimensions — I have begun to knit together a meshwork that started out as 

weird design and now presents a method that uses ‘weird’s’ verb to weird my 

crisis with design. 
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To weird is active, a flipping of maps and the making of space between and 

betwixt objects, subjects, and things. It is an improvised ‘doing-in-undergoing’ 

as Ingold would describe it, where life “…is not subservient to agency, but 

agency subservient to life … a movement not of humanising but of humanifying” 

(Ingold 2015: 144, 128). This is now linked to a changing of the gesture of 

searching, indicated by Flusser as meaning that “…we no longer project the 

past into the future, rather we project ourselves” (Flusser 1991: 159), such that 

…our way of being is about to be transformed. We are facing a 
slow and painful crisis … We find it difficult to orient ourselves 
amid this diversity of old and new gestures … Our crisis is not just 
on the outside. In the strict sense of the word, it is ours. But an 
orientation is possible. For the gesture of searching is the model 
for all our gestures … not so much a methodological as an 
ontological revolution (ibid). 

By thus mapping the spaces of crisis, deviation, and imagination developed 

over the course of my inquiry as a disruptive syntax to see my past modes of 

operation ‘amid’ and ‘across’ spaces of disciplinary otherness, I was able to see 

the crisis of design was also a crisis of becoming weird. As I investigated the 

ways in which the difference of weird mediates certain relations between what 

can and cannot be said, the nature of this relation changed the gesture of my 

inquiry. Instead of using the theory as a map of topics, improvisation now 

informs inquiry that uses the verb ‘to weird’ as a midstreaming unfolding 

between the chorismos of spinning and weaving and my study. Thus, whilst the 

states of practice could be located between different zones, including the 

sacred, I became more interested in how the act of maintaining a liminal 

proximity to disciplinarity allowed for an ontological shift that was then used to 

reshape method as a certain correspondence that was perpetually in-between. 

Taking Groy’s notion of ‘self-design’ as another site that occupies space as a 

meshwork of lines — using the gesture of my searching as a becoming betwixt 

design dimensions — the key to my inquiry now concerned how to 

communicate findings that followed how to weird. This now required flipping the 

discussion of practice-led research towards a praxis-of-following, itself a mode 

of articulation that uses design to weird and improvise within certain life-lines. 

Therefore, I returned my study to the four-fold maps and began to use these as 

an animated artefact-story that articulates “…a dynamic in-between-ness of 
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sympathetic relations…” (Ingold 2015: 148). As improvised gestures based on 

those found in the verbs ‘spinning’ and ‘weaving’, mapping could now present 

‘to weird’ as a verb of becoming other through different gestures of research as 

it responds to the radical challenges of crisis.  

By using my research to attune to the issue ‘crisis’ as it unfolds across my own 

practice and life— in disciplinarity and working methods and as a heterotopian 

space or zone— to use this to further attend to the crisis of crisis of design as 

politics, Flusser’s arguments regarding the crisis of gestures now explains why 

the weird represents a radical possibility of where to go next. This supported my 

emerging understandings of how to apply the verb to change the way I was 

researching the weird of design as it emerged not from theory alone but from 

the becoming other within the space of weaving and spinning. In this, I had 

begun to see that the process of ‘becoming’ other was equivalent to Flusser’s 

suggestion that “…we no longer believe that we make gesture but that we are 

gestures” (ibid: 155).  

3.8-4 Using the gestures of practice happening in another space to weird 
the fictions of my maps 

This now brings together the various threads of my inquiry of weird and design. 

Tracing these lines back to my introduction, I have tried to tease out new 

threads within language, theory, and life to use the wyrd as fate, the weird as a 

cosmic, alien and unknown dimension, and to weird as a verb that can engage 

the relational qualities of object-things. Binding these together has led to the 

development of a method, one that that can move between and betwixt design, 

becoming other through politics and the becoming-other of the self through the 

radical gestures of spinning and weaving. This is mapped in the next chapter as 

an ongoing praxis of mapping, weaving and weirding.  

To arrive at the mapping tabled in Chapter Four, I found in the midstream of my 

study that I was going back to the circular maps produced at the very beginning 

of the research. Experimenting with these as a narrative space that could show 

and describe design as politics via a set of six relational themes — de-warring, 

metrofitting, chronal, joyance, re-crafting and tonus (Fry, 2011: 135-141) — 

which are proposed by Fry as starting points for establishing an ‘other’ story of 

design (see Figure 3.7), This new map was then used to try to orient an itinerary 
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for a series of dark, nebulous, non-project ideas. However, through the 

influence of practices happening in the chorismos of spinning and weaving, I 

had found that these gestures had changed my relation to projection. Thus, 

trying to use research as another site in which I could produce weird projects 

was both unsuccessful and not very useful. Projection was stuck on the 

trajectory that leads back to crisis, such that these speculative fictional ideas 

ended up on the island of Arcadia. 

 
Figure 3.7 Experimenting with spinning the maps 
Use of the ‘fictions’ in design as politics alongside different spaces of design, including 
the exformation and ignorance of unknowing, the rootedness of the radical, the 
disciplined of sustainment and the undisciplined. These were paired to see how they 
could balance and twist each other.  
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Figure 3.8 Mapping the zone of crisis as projects 
Initial sketch/map that began to consider if projects emplaced in the heterotopian zone 
of crisis could tell me something about the weird in relation to my fourfold maps. This 
was then worked up in to a more detailed version as shown in Figure 3.9 on the next 
page. 
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Figure 3.9 Mapping the zone of crisis as projects 
The projects of crisis in movement to read them forward between islands 

 

Trying to come at this another way, I returned to the works I had emplaced in 

the space of crisis. Noticing that there were four works, I wanted to see if these 

would match the quadrants of a new version of my Ur-map, a combined version 

that included both maps produced in the Urmadic Hothouse. In this case, 

depending on which elements were reviewed, the works did not fit ‘neatly’ into a 

single quarter but moved around and shifted positions. By taking into account 

research and thinking that did not necessarily make it into the final work, I found 

that mapping my work in this way began to demonstrate and describe a 

trajectory of the work as it progressed. In other words, this mapping was useful 

in observing how a given work started in a quadrant and then, by the time it was 

‘finished’, ended up in another. I had thus begun to capture in my map a means 

of reading works forward; this movement suggested that the weird platform 

might be better understood as the thrown-ness of a work in its becoming (see 
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Figures 3.8 and 3.9). I began to consider if the directionality established by the 

way projects flow could be one way to weird projection, offering a means of 

addressing the thingliness of ‘now’. This proved more useful to my study as, 

instead of thinking of the ship — an object-space par excellence that moves us 

from the epoch of time to the epoch of space — the methods by which we can 

trace the line of becoming inside self-design could constitute an object-thing. 

Thus, in the age of things, the self is a line equivalent to the route a ship takes 

as it tacks from port to port. This can now offer a mode of navigation that could 

be used to further flip, twist, and spin my thinking.   

 

By continuing to map out what I was seeing in the literature and using this to 

compare back to what I was experiencing in real and other spaces of spinning 

and weaving, it was now possible to bring ‘weird’ as a verb into focus. Carefully 

gathering and weaving together the narrative traces of these two different 

tracks, I found that I was looking at things back-to-front. Initially, in using 

heterotopia as a model for my study, I thought that, by using a set of principles 

of weird design, I could then apply these principles to existing or new examples. 

This followed the way in which Foucault’s argument unfolds: first a principle, 

and then an exposition of it by way of an exemplary space. This was also how I 

had arranged them in the columns in Table 1.  

 

However, by flipping to the verb ‘weird’, instead of using the principles to drive 

projects, I saw that I was actually trying to find a way to explain what I was 

experiencing in my study via an undisciplining of my practice — that is, the 

disciplined of design must be thought of as weird. Thus, thinking that over and 

over again with my maps was becoming more like a device or machine that 

outlined a certain absence suggestive of ‘things’ acting like “…impossible 

objects … apophatic objects — objects absolutely withdrawn, leaving only a 

strange, fecund emptiness, an inaccessibility that knows no limits” (Thacker 

2014: 119). By using different spaces of design to understand how 

‘excommunication’ might be made visible within my maps, I had turned the 

maps into a kind of ‘zoo’ — another space identified by Foucault as a 

“…heterotopia … capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, 

several sites that are in themselves incompatible” (Foucault 1986: para. 20). 

Therefore, by continuing to labour at mapping as a praxis that uses design to 
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weird, I began to develop a mediated and designerly attunement to a certain 

object-thing: the language of design between its states of otherness. Thus, the 

terms used to designate lines of inquiry are woven into forms that mix map and 

device, protocol and portal, and generates an emerging system of opening and 

closing that both isolates and makes accessible to weird as an undisciplined 

research space.  

 

Using these maps as a set of interlocked devices, it became possible to show 

and describe lines of flight and lines of becoming that locate the irresponsible 

researcher at the centre of their environment and designate a dimension of 

proximity to design that is speculative, radical, redirective, undisciplined, and 

alien. Reading this as weird offers a model that weaves structures as they make 

use of ‘weird’ as a verb. In this sense, ‘to weird’ is a space of practising 

research that comes together as a fourfold gesture of mapping that activates 

the denaturalized proximity of chorismos and the medial limit of 

excommunication via an ongoing negotiation with the relation of object and 

thing. In my case, the qualities of the object-for-us were assigned to disciplined 

design and the qualities of things-in-themselves to a permanently undisciplined 

other. This process is detailed as a set of findings by using the maps 

themselves as research artefacts that eventually writes the structure of the 

thesis itself. These research artefacts were also used to generate a final set of 

principles similar to those of Foucault. The principles of weird design are 

detailed in a fifth ‘conclusion chapter’, alongside the praxis of mapping, allow 

me to share with others how mapping, weaving, and weirding can be used as a 

radical benchmark to weird design. 
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Figure 4.1: The Zoo-map projecting a Zoo of Weird Design 
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CHAPTER 4: THINGING THINGS — Towards the gesture and method to 
weird as mapping, weaving and weirding design 

 

When ordinary objects become extraordinary, are we witness to this secret 

passage from object to thing? 

— ‘Dark Media—an abbreviated typology’ in Dark Media  

Eugene Thacker 2014 
 
 
4.1 The method or the map — the Zoo-map of weird design 

 
Third principle. The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place 

several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible … perhaps 

the oldest example of these heterotopias that take the form of contradictory 

sites is the garden … The garden is the smallest parcel of the world and then it 

is the totality of the world. The garden has been a sort of happy, universalizing 

heterotopia since the beginnings of antiquity (our modern zoological gardens 

spring from that source).  

— ‘Of other spaces’ in: Diacritics 16 
Michel Foucault 1967 [1986] 

 

The zoos, with their theatrical décor for display, were in fact demonstrations of 

how animals had been rendered absolutely marginal … The zoo cannot but 

disappoint.  

— How we look at Animals, in Ways of Seeing 
John Berger, 1972 
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4.1-1 The Zoo-map as a space that begins to show and describe the Zoo of 
Weird Design  

Overlapping with the media theories that established how the weird occurs 

within mediation and the other zones of Foucault’s heterotopia, I speculated 

that, by taking the examples presented as weird media and placing them 

alongside the other spaces of design mapped by my study, I could develop an 

itinerary that would begin prototyping a set of weird designs. However, trying to 

establish weird design via a project-based approach relied on the use of 

existing methods already available to me. Although an attempt to get at a 

different and undisciplined space of practice, these modes of production were 

unable to adequately realise the thingliness of the weird without resorting to the 

uncanny of fictional objects underpinned by the issues described by Chapter 

One. Instead, the difficulty of generating new kinds of object-projects that could 

represent weird design resulted in an impasse. The process of explaining to 

myself how to navigate this impasse led to a new version of the Ur-map. Using 

this map alongside those already produced, I was able flip my idea of weird 

design into a more thingly concept of using the verb to weird design. 

This process began by using the concept of the zoo as a theoretical space that 

would contain my own projects and those of the Radicals. This new map was 

named the Zoo of Weird Design, or the Zoo-map. As an analogue of an actual 

zoo, the theoretical zoo of my research was somewhere to exhibit and display 

what had been captured, caught, or brought in from the wild, in this case, work 

happening in undisciplined zones of practice. Taking the zoo as both a space of 

containment and captivity, as somewhere that various fauna and landscapes 

from many places can be found juxtaposed in a single enclosed area, the Zoo-

map was intended as a scheme that could project an island as a ‘zoo of things’ 

(See Figure 4.1 page 286). 

The concept of a Zoo of Weird Design was developed first as a means of 

examining radical design history in a new way, one that was based on these 

works being weird. The design of the zoo was intended to involve both the 

layout of the zoo as a space and what it would house: weird objects as ‘animals’ 

of hybrid forms that merged the radical past and my past work. Furthermore, 

putting other projects in a zoo allowed them to be studied and observed using a 

thing-theory approach. Therefore, as a place of study, conservation, and 
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display, the Zoo of Weird Design was also informed by the notion of a museum, 

a research-structure that contains exhibits, artifacts, and taxonomic orders of 

display.   

 

Figure 4.2: The Course Map (above) and The Ship Map (below) 
These were combined and reconfigured to produce The Zoo-map 
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The zoo concept was first considered after the production of a diagrammatic 

scheme on which I began working as an extension of the heterotopian table 

used in Chapter Two. However, unlike the syntax of the table, I experimented 

with using the fourfold format of the Ur-map to how see this might put my 

research project of weird design into a different relational configuration to the 

other design I had identified in the literature in the heterotopian table: transition 

design, undisciplined design, animist and ontological design, critical design 

fictions, speculative, sustainable design, re-crafting, design futures, and 

exformation.  

The Ship-map’s circular compass provided a visual relationship that indicated a 

directionality for weird design to try to launch itself from known points (e.g. 

Radical design) to emerging spaces (e.g. Fry’s political re-craft). This 

arrangement also provided a clear view of how the complimentary and opposite 

spaces found in Foucault’s principles of heterotopia could be positioned 

adjacent to each other — for example, disjunction was seen as a mix of crisis 

generated by sliced time and the idea of perfection, through its desire to resist 

entropy via static display. Moreover, by establishing a complex relational 

territory between these areas within the field, I could now begin to locate where 

weird design might fit within these different ecologies. Thus, the Zoo-map also 

featured a series of vector protocols that considered how weird design might 

somehow be  currently closed to the design field and could then be opened 

through my study. 

The eventual form of the Zoo-map draws from two earlier maps that began 

experimenting with the heterotopian zones I had identified within Foucault’s 

lecture, considering these as a set of subject areas for a micro-scale Urmadic 

University (see Figure 4.2: Course-map on the previous page). Following the 

idea that the ship is the heterotopia par excellence, I thence extended the 

notion of course to a journey or itinerary by moving within these spaces as 

territory (see Figure 4.2 Ship-map). Read together, these maps represent a set 

of emerging methodological experiments within my study that shift between 

space, theory, language, and metaphor as a complex and relational mode of 

rethinking objects and things via the term ‘weird’.  

While I was able to establish the Zoo-map as a conceptual starting point, my 

study did not produce any new animals to populate the zoo. Instead, the 
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production of the Zoo-map itself was a key step towards shifting my study from 

looking at weird design as a category of otherness to using ‘weird’ as a verb to 

weird design and, therefore, see it as that which weirds. Initially, the relational 

qualities of this map were used to see if what I was doing was moving towards a 

space of design weirdness. By changing certain protocols or modes of 

projecting — for example, moving from ‘imagining’ to ‘embodying’ or from 

‘displaying’ to ‘performing’ — I could get to the spaces in which I had located 

‘weird design’ between the known territories of the literature. Whilst this began 

highlighting the importance of using verbs as concepts that could go from 

opened to closed spaces, what this map did not show was an absolute 

otherness of the sacred and becoming as suggested by the practices of 

spinning and weaving, a praxis where projection was absent. 

To this end, the Zoo-map also reproduces the blind-spot of the hylomorphic 

tradition. This was because it operated on framing ‘the idea’ as a materialised 

from that projects possibilities, an approach typified by methods or artefacts 

such as those generated by the Radicals and speculative design. My own art-

based redirective projects could become animals in a zoo by using the word 

‘weird’ as a descriptive space that consisted of a hybrid mix of an existing or 

disciplined vernacular. For example, at Point A on the map, I speculated that 

‘weird design’ might involve undisciplined, event-based learning or, at Point B, 

designs that are weird could be examples that are embodied, animistic 

recrafted. At these points, the possibility arose that a weird project could be 

considered a hybrid mix of prior examples from my redirective practice and 

Radical design, where these works operate as something strange and different 

from the disciplined qualities of objects and artefacts located within the centre of 

the design field. 

In this instance, ‘weird’ was used as an identifier or a classification of type in 

which the zoo, by extension, could then function as a mode of discovery and 

containment. However, as this phase of the research progressed towards a 

more rigorous use of mapping and spacing — based on both Foucault’s 

heterotopian thinking and using weird media to establish weird design — the 

notion of the zoo had to give way to other models that could conceptualise the 

intermediary aspects of weirding/to weird as a verb form. This was because I 

began to see that the verb ‘to weird’ means to experience the impasse or gap 
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between two ontological orders. Weirding in this case is the transgression over 

and into some kind of absolute impossibility — to enter the abyss of what might 

be thought but never fully known. In this instance, the aim of the research is not 

to partition off space but to make tangible, in some way, the threshold where 

object-thing relations collapse back into either the object-object or subject-

object structure of the hylomorphic model. 

4.1-2 The Zoo-map shifts function — a portal and protocol of the map 

The Zoo-map traces the phase of my research that I began to redirect my 

concept of weird design. Rather than using methods based on more projecting 

and objecting, it is spacing and mapping that start to shape and form a more 

rigorous method based on a weird of design. Insights gained from producing 

these unusual visual-spatial arrangements of theory, practice, and thinking 

served to explain and extend on the process of reflecting on the relation of 

design, time and things that produced the Ur-map within the context of the 

radical academic alterity of the Urmadic Hothouse event. Through the inclusion 

of vector-based verbs that can operate as passwords to get from the opened to 

the closed, or a consideration of this map-territory as a combination of island 

and zoo, the term ‘weird’ was also rethought. By producing the Zoo-map the 

concept of the weird moved beyond a descriptive adjective/ noun that had 

trapped my thinking within the ongoing issues of crisis linked to the tricky 

business and hylomorphic model of disciplined design.  

Through a consideration of a doubled application of the verb form — as in to 

make weird or to see thingliness as designerly weirding — the zoo, as it was 

established in the middle of my study, began to shift its function. Framed by 

weird design, the island as zoo and the zoo of things ≈ museum now resembled 

a cemetery — Foucault’s singular example of functional shift. This emerged 

from the critical understanding that by trying to zoo the weird, or project art for 

the art museum, something of the weird, animating power of ‘things’ is lost. This 

was based on the observation that “…museums have also frequently been 

compared to mausoleums…” given that “…whatever enters a museum must 

also be positioned within a classificatory order of knowledge through which the 

object is fixed and identified” (Franke 2012). In other words, using a zoo as a 

museum allows the research to either look to the past as an archive of 

disciplined histories or to read forward from other spaces to try to open up new 
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portals within the present. In either case, the weird of practices and things is 

limited to being tamed or domesticated by the project, something that subjects it 

to the de-animating force of the museum of design as that which “…makes 

objects to be looked at [or used] by subjects…” (ibid). 

Looking for my own way to exit the zoo required a mode of engagement that 

was not the dazzle of reflecting or the plan of projecting ‘away’, but, rather, a 

move towards an object-thing reading of the Zoo as a zooing. This required a 

weird take on the heterotopian principle of juxtaposition that could incorporate 

the sacred and ancient garden and the woven carpet — sites that can bring 

together the incompatible and contradictory into a single world view. The Zoo 

was thus useful only insofar as I did something with it or to it as an object-thing 

that could take the view it provided and use this to go somewhere else. 

Hence, the Zoo-map commences by plotting the idea that design might have 

started to become weird during the Radical Period. Here, the category of ‘weird 

design’ flags the changing nature of work established by Radical Design. 

However, it equally begins to name a wider unbinding of energies unlocked 

during this period as detailed within the philosophical territory of Michael 

Foucault and Martin Heidegger. As an era of ‘space’ — “…the age of the 

simultaneous, of juxtaposition, the near and the far, the side by side and the 

scattered … a net that links points together and creates its own muddle…” 

(Foucault 1986: para.1) — this period opens up a thingly, entangled gap. 

Alternatively, as a moment when all distance in time and space is shrinking, it is 

also a time that is under written by the dialectic of design as a combination of 

creation and destruction, futuring and defuturing, when “…man stares at what 

the explosion of the atom bomb could bring with it … [and] does not see that the 

atom bomb and its explosion are the mere final emission of what has long since 

taken place, has already happened” (Heidegger 1971:163). Based on my 

research, I contend that, by mapping and tracking what Heidegger calls the 

unseen of the already happened, that which delivers both the terrifying and 

unsettling, we can now begin to use the verb form of ‘weird’ to see this as a 

dimension of design. Using a relational reading of the changes in space and 

time, proximity and futures, and objects and life being made or unmade by 

design in the Radical Period as that which defutures the present of our current 

experience, ‘weird’ now shifts towards a reading of design that starts from the 
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absolute otherness of the weird as the unsettling and terrifying possibility that 

after everything is made there might be a world without us.  

4.1-3 The protocol of the Zoo as a problem of seeing and saying 

In my Zoo-map, this line of thinking is represented by the vertical axis as it 

travels from deviation (art and design) to crisis (animism/ontological design). 

Within this configuration, the placement of the Radicals/ juxtaposition leads to a 

weird design located between transition, re-craft, and crisis. Here, the zoo 

proved to be useful as it allowed me to understand that what is weird in the 

world picture being painted by the thinking located at the node ‘B’ is that design 

is not just a weird category we can point to with the adjective but that it is best 

thought of as a verb.  I thus began to consider how the dividing line of crisis and 

deviation could function as either a gap, a portal, or a mediated protocol that 

now opens onto a mode of engaging design as weird.  

Adopting the concept of the portal and protocol from excommunication, the 

inclusion of these terms represents the first additional use of this specific media 

theory alongside my adaptation of the weird. For Thacker, the “…artifact and 

the portal come together in horror stories that feature objects loaded with 

symbolic meaning…” (Thacker 2014: 148). Wark extends this position by 

stating, 

Dabbling in dark media seems always to be tipping over into a dark 
pantheism in which far more than one portal to another world might 
open and can no longer be controlled by known protocols. Or 
worse: where access to such portals might become common 
(Wark 2014: 165) 

Applied to my thinking on the radical and speculative, these terms in the Zoo-

map were now considered to provide access only to disciplined portals 

accessed using protocols of the (making) known. Using the weird realism of 

dark media as the portal between object and thing, somewhere “…philosophy, 

even on its ambitious days, knows it hasn’t the passwords…” (ibid); my study 

now registers the potent forces of design becoming available as we pass from 

the epoch of space to the epoch of things as a new kind of threshold, one that 

requires alternate protocols based on unknowning, undoing, the unsaid and  

to weird.  
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Producing the Zoo-Map and its earlier iterations demonstrated that my research 

could adapt the original Ur-map structure into a system for navigating and 

processing the various ideas I was encountering throughout different stages of 

the study. It also shows how these maps could be used to overlap and order 

different methods, theories, and practices gathered from design, fiction, media, 

and philosophy, and make connections between shared concerns and issues.  

The mapping process and the thinking it facilitated was itself part of a wider 

experimentation with other schematic methods used within the design literature. 

However, the mapping of the Zoo of Weird Design represented a complex 

visual system not found within these existing tools. It also proved to be integral 

to showing and describing new understandings emerging within my study that 

related to new readings of my past projects in relation to the disciplinary limits 

named by design as the political, radical, speculative, and redirective. Thus, the 

Zoo of Weird Design now names an ongoing praxis that attempts to access or 

activate design as something that is like the verb ‘weird’ where ‘to weird design’ 

means to think and act beyond the limits of an unthinkable world.  

The Zoo-map hence provides a visual and spatial model for understanding that 

the weird can shift the focus and intent of design research. That is, used in one 

way, the notion of ‘a zoo’ offers a mode of looking at weird and design as a 

conceptual space bounded by certain limits and containing points of arrival. 

However, by changing from a consideration of the zoo as an object-project to 

be built to a thing-like set of relations that are mapped, it now activates the zoo 

as a way of seeing and being within the world. That is, the Zoo-map offers a 

means of considering how a zoo is the result of an anthropocentric mode of 

zooing. The zooing zoo activates the verb ‘to weird’ by asking how this map can 

be used to weird the zooing of other design. This question allowed my study to 

register the ontological dimensions of design as a force that futures or defutures 

by considering how otherness either conceals this force via the disciplined or 

can make it appear via certain gaps or blind-spots in thinking. 

This shift in using the weird to zoo changed the nature of the questions I could 

now ask in relation to design as a quality of being human and the designed as 

that which makes a world within the planet. One key question was what using 

‘weird’ as a verb does to design? Having arrived at a means of framing this 

question by investigating what might be weird about the Ur-map and Zoo-map, 
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to answer this question required an understanding of how trying to weird was 

also to map topics as a topology and topography. This opened up a further 

question regarding the nature of my inquiry as asking how designers might use 

‘weird’ as a verb to weird design, and whether this could be demonstrated by 

the manner in which I had managed to weird the various maps developed 

throughout my research. Investigating this question opened up a potential 

method for seeing design as a space, discipline, and ontology to weird and, 

through using this verb, see design as that which weirds us. 

4.1-4 The Zooing of the Zoo-map — opening up a parallax view 

Returning to the discussion covered by media theory, I began to realise that my 

issues with the unradical qualities of the disciplined spaces of design might 

arise because disciplined design cannot get beyond the weird of mediation. 

Based on Thacker’s reading, something is weird when it operates at the very 

gap or disconnect that occurs when two ontological orders encounter each 

other. These situations include those where the everyday becomes 

extraordinary, thereby allowing someone or something to bear witness to the 

secret passage from object to thing. Thacker employs Kant’s distinction 

between the object-for-us and the thing-in-itself: one belongs to the real 

experience of phenomena, the other, for Kant, is a limit case that, by definition, 

can only ever be thought but never fully known as such. 

There was also, in my own case, a gap between mapping other spaces of 

known thinking and action within the literature that were used to generate the 

Zoo-map and the parallax space of practice based on ancient weaving. 

Whereas the former could transition from subject-object and object-object 

relations inside the space of the Zoo-map, the later constituted what Fry 

designates ‘chorismos’:  ‘a separation, a space of withdrawal’ and a “…self-

created condition of alienation wherein one becomes an outsider while 

remaining on the inside of the situation from which one is recoiling” (Fry 2011: 

79). Designating spinning and weaving as a space of chorismos — a becoming 

alienated from the kind of labour that is embedded within disciplined design — 

meant a refusal of the implied disciplinary directivity to project, produce and 

make known. This applied politics of redirective design pushes against “the 

application of ever-new forms of abstraction [that] produces the possibility of 

production, the possibility of making something of and with the world” (Wark 
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2004: 77). In this way ‘practice’ as framed by spinning and weaving in and as 

chorismos, was considered as a similar kind of object-thing relation described 

by Thacker’s weird media. The work of weaving as I encountered it was 

something beyond the known structures as described by terms such as crafting, 

artisanal production, traditional making, maker-spaces, neo-craft, or hacker-

spaces. It instead opened directly onto a dimension described by the media 

literature as alien, thingly, and excommunication. However, in this theory, 

examples were generally gleaned from the past via esoteric historical accounts 

or mystical tracts, or as a realm of emerging possibility through fiction, cinema, 

and speculation linked to the horizon of technology and the post-human; 

contemporary accounts based on a direct or lived experience were missing. 

Therefore, I became more interested in how the tension of elaborating a space 

of practice that was weird and an unknown thing-in-itself could resemble 

Thacker’s descriptions of weird media, mystical accounts, and fictional 

artefacts.  

 

I could see within my research that the weirdness of keeping weaving as a 

space of becoming and chorismos offered a further take on an alterplinary and 

undisciplined position that I was developing from the radical and redirective 

baseline. Whilst the Zoo of Weird Design posited alterplinary work and 

irresponsible research as belonging in a zoo, the issue soon became that I did 

not see a place for the practice of weaving — an absolute otherness to 

disciplined design — in the Zoo-map. Establishing the quarantine of the zoo 

meant that I had also put my design-self — now the site of weird design — in a 

marginal position. This showed that the project-animal in the Zoo of Weird 

Design lives much like the animal in the modern zoo: in a space of juxtaposition 

but also in a space of spectacle, where the view is always wrong: 

 

A zoo is a place where as many species and varieties of animal as 
possible are collected in order that they can be seen, observed, 
studied … The animals isolated from each other and without 
interaction between species, have become utterly dependent of their 
keepers … The events they perceive occurring around them have 
become as illusionary in terms of their responses, as the painted 
parries. As the same time this very isolation (usually) guarantees 
their longevity as specimen’s and facilitates their taxonomic 
arrangement. All this is what makes them marginal. The space 
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which they inhabit is artificial. Hence the tendency to bundle towards 
the edge of it. (Beyond its edges there may be real space) (Berger 
1972 ) 

 

Using this in the context of the Zoo-map, I had placed in the top left corner, in 

the zone of transition, the re-craft: a narrative the prompts craft to be seen as 

something beyond the hand-made and traditional and, instead, as a quality of 

the future rather than a thing of the past (Fry 2011: 139). In the Zoo-map, I 

paired the argument that craft needs to change with Foucault’s description of 

functional shift via ‘transition design’ (Irwin 2015, Tonkiwise 2015b), a position 

that “…aims to transition designing to practices that are more appropriate to the 

changing postindustrial contexts we find ourselves in” (Tonkinwise 2014c). 

Further to this objective transition, design “…aims to become a rich craft…” and 

holds that this applied theory must evolve into a “…skillful practice of experts…” 

(ibid).  

 

Transition design was thus seen as an area that could link to Fry’s re-craft; 

given associations that spinning and weaving might have to other craft-known 

métiers, it would have been possible to emplace this as a portal onto ‘weird 

design’ in the Zoo-map. However, this would have been a distinctly artificial 

designation, given that the mode of transmission (described in Chapter 1.8) is 

maintained by a Master Weaver who ensures that the tradition and knowledge 

is not reduced to something that can be bought or sold. This put it in a different 

dimension to other craft-related areas such as neo-craft and makers’ 

movements that adopt similar revivalist positions that yet remain “…restricted to 

products, with still immature relations to adjacent practices, such as producing 

and/or distributing sustainable food, or securing the necessary surplus time to 

undertake Maker-ing activities” (Tonkinwise 2015b). Like the cemetery— once 

placed at the heart of the city but now moved outside the urban borders— the 

functional shift of re-craft, neo-craft, and transition design inversely reveals an 

attempt to move these peripheral practices to the centre.  

 

In the case of my experience of weaving, this constituted a radical continuity 

that inverts the kind of relationships upheld by forms of craft listed in relation to 

conditions of defuturing — what Wark calls the labour of the hacker class and 

the vulture industry (Wark 2012: 207-208). Therefore, using the discussion of 
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weird in media studies — a relation that underscores the paradox of their 

inaccessibility by indicating “…a gulf or abyss between two ontological 

orders…” (Thacker 2014: 133) — as something that resists display as an 

animal-like subject-object relation, spinning-weaving operated as a more thingly 

relation that tends to occur in the supernatural. In these instances, something 

weird can be present but not apparent, or apparent but not present such that all 

objects inevitably withdraw into things, leaving only a negative mediation that 

affords the paradoxical assertion and verification of the gap itself (ibid). Thus, 

weaving as a weird gap that occurs between the tension of absence and 

presence now framed a space of practice that was beyond the zoo of weird 

design as I had begun to build it. This gap indicated a shift from using weird as 

a domesticating descriptor and place in the zoo to a mode or verb-like praxis of 

becoming weird, a communicative and mediated role that begins to weird the 

research in relation to known and disciplined methods and frameworks covering 

the gestures of craft. 

 

Maintaining the separation of two ‘worlds’ of practice led to the production of a 

new map that was not a zoo but a representation of movement between 

parallax dimensions — an irreducible displacement that is equally ontological, 

scientific, and political (Žižek 2006b: 10). Through the analysis made possible 

by understanding how the zooing of the Zoo-map can marginalize practices, I 

opted to maintain weaving as a fundamentally ‘real space’, a thing-in-itself that 

could never fully be known by the existing spaces bundled at the edges of the 

discipline. This meant that this practice was free from the trap of boundary-

making generated by the Zoo of Weird Design. As a chorismos — a space of 

alienation and recoil — weaving and spinning generated an internal subject-

researcher position akin to the tickling of the parallax object: 

 

The difference between subject and object can also be expressed 
as the difference between the two corresponding verbs, to subject 
(submit) oneself and to object (protest, oppose, create an 
obstacle). The subject’s elementary, founding, gesture is to subject 
itself … the fundamental mode of the object’s passivity, of its 
passive presence, is that which moves, annoys, disturbs, 
traumatizes us (subjects): at its most radical the object is that 
which objects, that which disturbs the smooth running of things … 
as Hegel would have put it, subject and object are inherently 
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‘mediated,’ so that an ‘epistemological’ shift in the subject’s point of 
view always reflects an ‘ontological’  shift in the object itself (Žižek 
2006b: 17). 
 

Within Žižek, elaboration, weaving, and spinning constitute a reflexive short 

circuit via the necessary redoubling of myself as “…standing both outside and 

inside my picture…” (ibid). In this sense, the reflexive twisting of practices 

placed inside the Zoo-map showed that different modes of seeing practice 

could be both within and beyond the positions contained by a zoo. As 

something that resisted being seen, observed, told, or studied, this suggested 

that it could function in a similar role to the problem of the thing-in-itself in weird 

media. Wark here contends that this is not a theoretical, theological, or political 

issue but is one that designates “…communication as itself a form of control…” 

(Wark 2014: 168).  

 

Using the problem of things as a problem of communication, excommunication, 

and xenocommunication — or what is said, unsaid, and indifferently 

incomprehensible —  Wark draws attention to the ways in which philosophy, 

hermeneutic disciplinarity, and the Christian canonical tradition all claim to 

control the “…portals between worlds…”: those vectors or channels that 

“…bring about the affect of the Real…” (Wark 2014: 198). This issue of control 

and communication was used in my research to begin to inform a relation to 

design mediated by the verb ‘to weird’: as a verb, instead of objecting, 

subjecting, and spacing, it is a thininging — a gesture of searching that can 

engage with the impossible, dark, and weird of design-based research. 

 

To weird in relation to the different forms of practice collated by my study 

involved taking control over how disciplined research might move towards 

design that is excommunicated. By choosing to leave the work, processes and 

knowledge involved in the art and transmission of spinning and weaving 

‘unsaid’, this protocol established  a parallax chorismos of thingly-practice, 

disrupting the established vectors, channels and portals created by theories, 

histories and methods that manage and maintain the hylomorphic model of 

disciplinary design.  
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By using the verbs ‘spinning’ and ‘weaving’ in connection with the verb ‘to weird’ 

as a movement beyond the zoo, the philosophical issue of Kant’s things-in-

themselves — that which might be thought but not known — could be flipped. 

By putting practice beyond the disciplinary blurring of zooing, ‘weaving and 

spinning’ functions as a ‘gap’ or ‘lacuna’ to shape the gestures of weird design 

as mapping and thinging. This meant that I was now using mapping to access a 

dimension of design that is present within what is thought to be known — for 

example craft — but, in the process of establishing the known from the 

unknown, constantly produces something that can never be properly thought as 

such.  

Following the threads of my inquiry, this something is the weird (or wyrd) of 

design. Naming the force of weird delivered by design as ‘weird design’ in the 

zoo concealed the wyrd that is design in the same way that re-craft, maker-ing 

or neo-craft conceals the radical imminence of gestures such as weaving and 

spinning. Looking for a means to communicate this weird parallax led to the 

production of a new, key map within the study. As a hybrid combination of the 

terms and thinking that went into the Ur- and Zoo-maps, these were now 

activated by a new set of terms that came directly from the chorismos of 

weaving, the darkness of weird media and otherness of the radical, speculative 

and redirective. This map produced an ‘ah-ha’ moment that was to weird what I 

had been working on so far. 
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Figure 4.3: Photo of the ah-ha! quadrant mind map 

This mix of entangled mind map and a four-box quadrant method shows the complex 

gathering of the theory to make the leap to the top-left quadrant. 
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Figure 4.4: The Weird-becoming map 
This version was produced by refining and ordering the ah-ha map using the circular 
symmetry of the Ur-map method. 
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4.2 The method as the map — The map of becoming that serves as a 
device to weird objects, things, subjects, and selves designed 

 

… design research has become preoccupied by the pursuit of methods to 

answer one of the two fundamental questions of any field (Groys, 2012: 1) — 

how can I explain to myself what I am already doing? … [And], what needs to 

be done? The ethnographic turn in design research appears to be attempting to 

answer a similar question — how do I reveal to myself what I can already see? 

But just as we don’t seem to be able to let go of the celebration of reflection, we 

now cannot get over the spectacle of documenting the here-and-now. All this 

produces two questions — how can I imagine what-might-become and if I could 

represent what-might-become, how do I illustrate what needs to be done? 

— ‘A photograph is evidence of nothing but itself’ 
Craig Bremner and Mark Roxbourgh 2014 

 

Abstraction: The plane upon which concrete particulars can be arrayed in 

relation to each other. Language is an abstraction; phonemes are concrete. A 

road or rail or flight-path infrastructure is an abstraction. The vehicles and their 

paths are concrete. The telegraph is an abstraction; so too is the Internet. 

Abstractions are not concepts or ideas. They are real. They are more real than 

the concrete, as they are the condition under which concrete particulars can be 

related to each other.   

—  ‘Last Words and Key Words’ 
McKenzie Wark 2012 

 

4.2-1 The gesture of weird is a gesture of searching constantly turning 
around the gap of something missing 
My search for a new radical benchmark, initially framed by the gesture of 

digging in the past and scanning the horizon of the present, looked at different 

spaces of design to establish my own portal away from existing disciplinary 

terms through a new term: ‘weird’. Adopting this term as it is used in media 

studies and drawing on qualities of weird fiction, weird mysticism, and the post-

normal conditions of weird science, I speculated that, by attaching this sense of 
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‘weird’ to the ontological nature of design, new passwords and radical modes of 

thinking and action could take disciplined research elsewhere. 

 

Use of the idea of weird design as a way to explain and reveal what I could 

already see advanced my study towards a gesture of containment and 

hybridization detailed by the Zoo of Weird Design. However, using this as a 

gesture of projection — a mode of production that attempted to locate weird 

design within the space between other design  — zooing ended up producing a 

mirrored room of multiple and distorted reflections (Bremner and Roxbourgh 

2014). Whilst the zoo was able to imagine and represent what might be weird 

about design by bundling together the different edges gathered from the 

literature, the question of how I can illustrate ‘what needs to be done’ with weird 

design left me dazzled; it produced nothing but an abstraction, a plane upon 

which concrete particulars could be arrayed resulting in a stack of visual 

material that showed and described my search as an entangled and constant 

turning in circles.  

 

By trying to pick and mix different models of thinking and orient myself within 

the mangle of theory, methods, and practices, I turned equally to Foucault’s 

concept of heterotopia, Ingold’s meshwork, the anti-structure of weird media 

and excommunication, and the trouble of being undisciplined. Through various 

experiments I saw it was necessary to bring this together as a framework for 

asking instead “Is design weird?” By asking this question I was able to establish 

that the crisis of disorientation and the act of mapping and navigating within this 

maze was always a search for ‘something missing’ — a means of illustrating the 

lacuna of the thing-in-itself through the shadow of praxis, and this requires 

using ‘weird’ as a verb — to weird. 

 

In this sense, ‘something missing’ was itself a thing — a gap, blind-spot, or 

lacuna that, in its absence, presented a weirding space — a portal into another 

dimension of design that was equally dark and illuminating. This new 

understanding of the term ‘weird’ and how to illustrate it was captured in two 

new maps: the messy and chaotic Ah-ha! quadrant mind map and the more 

ordered circular rendering of this ah-ha moment in the Weird-becoming map 

(see Figures 4.3 Figure 4.4 on pages 302 and 303). 
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These two maps were produced after I had taken a significant and formative 

gap year midway through my research. During this period, I set aside the 

gestures of searching that had culminated in the Zoo-map and put the practice 

of weaving and spinning at the centre of my time. This allowed this space to 

take on the separation of chorismos in a full and embodied sense. To this end, 

the gap of time spent away from research meant that, when I returned to my 

inquiry, the gestures of weaving and spinning had changed the way in which I 

saw my mapping of weird design and the kinds of questions that the term 

‘weird’ could be used to ask about design as a shaper of time, worlds, selves, 

and things. 

 

4.2-2 Mapping the gap as a territory of becoming 
Unlike the iterative phases of the Zoo-map, the process of generating the ah-ha 

map was much more like the improvised flow of the original Ur-map. It was also 

the result of trying to sort out the mangle of interconnected ideas that had been 

in play since bringing together the different areas of thinking action that lead to 

the complexity of the Zoo-map and the proposed Zoo of Weird Design.  

 

Additionally, owing to the gap arising from setting aside the threads of my 

research and focusing more fully on the alter-praxis of weaving, now framed as 

a becoming alienated from the projection of disciplined design, I had a stronger 

sense of how this outside/otherness sat in relation to the theory side of weird 

design. This also advanced towards the position of Becoming Human by Design 

as it covered a phenomenological and thingly territory that interlocked with the 

weird relational picture drawn by weird media (Fry 2012: 102-105). This 

included a strong case for a post-subject subject — literally another other based 

on a futural praxis of a new human becoming (Fry 2012: 213). This process of 

becoming towards designerly alterity resonated with the space of difference that 

I had found through the becoming of weaving — so now I could see that what I 

had charted as the zoo needed to be reformulated. Therefore, after plotting out 

as many of the different aspects I felt should be retained from my study thus far, 

I set out to reduce this to a new map that, rather than taking on the complexity 

of the Zoo, might move back towards the layout of the Hothouse Ur-maps.  
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The Ur-map process began with four key terms — things, practice, projects, and 

politics — and examined how these could be mapped in relation to time. This 

meant that the mapping began by first taking things as one axis (a move that 

required splitting it into two absolute extremes: nothing and everything) and 

time as the other axis (again split into the extremes past/future) and seeing how 

the rest of the terms could fit within the four squares of the quadrant. This 

generated the additional term of sentimentality as well as a series of islands. I 

wanted to see in the Zoo-map how the zones I had separated out of Foucault’s 

heterotopian spaces could be put into a similar binary relationship with each 

other and, further, how the various theories and practices I had matched to 

those zones took on a similar binary.  

 

4.2-3 Using the method of the Ur-map to drive a four-fold relation between 
subjects, objects, things, and selves 

 

In the process of turning the ah-ha map into the Weird-becoming map, I was 

now examining how relational thingly practice might drive a different story that 

was weird. This began by trying to see how the terms ‘subject’, ‘object’, and 

‘things’ might correspond to the four key terms of the Ur-map. These were 

extracted from Thacker’s discussion of subject-object, object-object, and object-

thing. To generate the four-fold symmetry of the Ur-map, I realised that I would 

also need a fourth term that would need to speak in an equivalent relationship 

to the subject as described by the relationship between object-thing.  

 

Consequently, I opted for the term ‘selves’, calling on Groys’ self-design where 

he notes that the real emerges “…not as a shocklike interruption of the 

designed surface but as a question of the technique and practice of self-design 

… we have been condemned to being the designers of our selves” (Groys 

2008). This was matched with Fry’s proposition of a ‘reborn subject’ — a 

moving toward the enactment of a new mode of human being that brings 

futuring things into being (Fry 2012: 170). This flipped my research on the term 

‘weird’ towards something that affords access to the difficult inner space of 

things; I therefore saw that my study needed an appropriate method for 

showing and describing relations as a weird worldview based on the internal 

heterotopia of a self-subject relation. 
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Taking Thacker’s use of the relations that produce weird media, the four terms 

‘selves’, ‘subjects’, ‘objects’ and ‘things’ were not used as binary opposites of 

each other but as a set of relational terms “…arbitrating a form of mediation in 

increasingly esoteric ways…” (Thacker: 118). As such, I realised that they did 

not belong on the horizontal-vertical axis but were more like the terms placed 

on the diagonal axis in both the Ur- and Zoo- maps. Therefore, to get my new 

map up and running, I had to consider what other terms could be used to 

anchor selves/subjects/objects/things. By thinking similarly to the relational axis 

of things and time used in the Ur-map, and taking into consideration the open 

and ambiguous combination of crisis/deviation and illusion/perfection used for 

the key axis of the Zoo-map, I found that use of Fry’s terms ‘futuring’/’defuturing’ 

opened up a new set of dimensional co-ordinates. 

 

At first, the temporal aspect of ‘futuring’ suggested that these terms might 

belong on the vertical axis in place of ‘past’/’future’ in the Ur-map. However, as 

these were also redirective verbs which signed an ontological approach to the 

capacity of the designed to either make or take away futures, placing them on 

the horizontal axis as a thingliness unpacked the question of things and time 

captured by the central cross of the Ur-map. Hence the relation of things-in-time 

was now folded into the single, horizontal axis of the Weird-becoming map. This 

meant that the vertical axis became available to ask a more open question: 

what terms can be used to address the thingly nature of time as something that 

weirds design, and thereby naming it as an agency or power that shapes or 

determines events? 

 

4.2-4 Using the ancient art of weaving maintained by a maestro to see the 

weird of design as continuity or discontinuity 
Instead of locating existing terms in the literature I had gathered, I found that 

the best fit for this question came from the radical qualities now made present 

through the transmission of ancient weaving. Here, the space of weaving 

perpetuates modes and gestures that travel through many generations. As a 

from of worlding that arrives via direct oral transmission from one maestro to the 

next, passing in this instance through more than 30 generations, the deep-time 

qualities of this weaving means that this living knowledge reaches beyond more 

recent histories of craft or industrial textile production and manufacture that 
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often underpin those find in the design school. Here the custodial and gestural 

continuation stands in difference to ‘weaving only for the sake of moving the 

loom’ (tessere per muove il telaio). Instead, as captured by a phrase often used 

by the maestro, the combined material and immaterial heritage she maintains 

constitutes a tessere per essere:—a ‘weaving-being’ and weaving as becoming. 

This presents weaving as an act that both makes and remembers, its gestures 

and forms operating as an encoded system of design that affords and maintains 

a radical connectivity: a rootedness to — rather than a radical break with — 

time. 

 

Reflecting on this unfolding, introspective difference in my study I considered 

how the act of this radical design learning was itself a space of praxis based on 

the continuity of flowing time. In this case, continuity was not only the repetition 

of material techniques, traditions, and know-how, it was also a line of becoming 

—  linked to the very specific relationship maintained by the passage of 

knowledge between a master and custodian of ancient knowledge and the art 

they are committed to protect and teach. Continuity is thus established through 

the making possible of a future where the passing of and through ancient art 

continues to be available. The complex nature of this dynamic and its specific 

protocols meant that I maintained, for a number of reasons, a partition between 

the space of research and the space of weaving. Observing situations where 

this partition was not maintained, I could see that, whilst a student/weaver might 

establish the possibility of continuity, there is equally the potential for this to 

become a discontinuity, a similar situation described by Fry’s dialectic of 

Sustainment as the “…balance between (re-)creation and destruction…” (Fry 

2011: 120).  

 

Placing the terms ‘continuity’ and ‘discontinuity’ along the vertical axis turned 

this into a line of praxis informed by my personal experience of weaving, the 

redirective philosophy of Fry, and the radical possibility of design between and 

betwixt what it was and could become. This unexpected placement of practice-

as -praxis happening in another space was another ah-ha moment. By now 

following the same process that generated the Ur-map, I could use the 

combination of each quadrant — futuring-continuity, continuity-defuturing, 

defuturing-discontinuity and discontinuity-futuring — to decide where to place 
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selves, things, objects, and subjects. Moreover, the arrangement of these terms 

was now based on using the different dimensions of design I had experienced 

through different qualities of lived practice. These dimensions of design were 

translated into a set of internal terms that took the place of the islands in the Ur-

map. Alongside these terms, the modes by which they could be accessed and 

the agency they carry were also included, resulting in four terms: ‘illumination’, 

‘darkness’, ‘speculation’, and ‘radicality’. 

 

4.3 The praxis of the map — the lacuna of self-design as a space of 
becoming to weird  

 

For too long, being ‘radical’ in philosophy has meant writing and talking 

incessantly, theorizing ideas so big that they can never be concretized but only 

marked with threatening definite articles (‘the political’, ‘the other’, ‘the 

neighbor’, ‘the animal’) … Real radicals, we might conclude, make things. 

 

 — “Philosophical lab equipment and Alien Probes” 
Ian Bogost 2012 

 

Writing a mystical text is an inherently futile practice (as is reading one). The 

writer has no choice but to use language to express the failure of language … 

The type of affective knowledge of female mystics in the Christian tradition is 

not counterposed to intellectual knowledge but rather makes way for a ‘noetic’ 

(weird) knowledge beyond the dialectic. 

 

— The Word Made Fresh: Mystical Encounter and the New Weird Divine 

Elvia Wilk 2018 
 

4.3-1 Using the maps as rhetorical machines and planes of abstraction  
Almost immediately after formulating the Weird-becoming map, I began to put it 

to use in a series of new and unexpected ways. On seeing how similar the 

Weird-becoming map was to the Ur-map, I began asking myself what might 

happen if the two maps were used together. Could there be certain alignments 

and unexpected connections? If to ask for a map is to say, ‘Tell me a story’ 

(Turchi 2004: 11), can the combination of different terms, as they stand for 
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ideas that have produced a worldview that is weird, generate a story to weird 

design? 

 

The sketch maps were reworked into more polished versions to explore these 

questions. This process of reinterpretation and reworking encoded the 

information and thinking more tacitly contained in the sketching of each map. 

Thus, using a range of visual hierarchies and ordering techniques, emphasis 

could be given to different components present within each part of the map. In 

this way, the mapping of the ontological gap between zooing and becoming 

could now illustrate what needs to be done to weird design. By developing new 

tools and methods that show and describe the weird of design as a verb-like 

action of mapping, scheming, and plotting, these visual devices could function 

as ‘rhetorical machines’ and ‘concrete technologies’ (Faubion 2008: 32, 

Johnson 2013: 798). Using this concept the maps became weird devices that 

could navigate between weird design, the weird of design, and to weird by 

design. The maps thus gave shape to ‘weird’ as a thing-like, in-between 

dimension that could bridge the modes of knowing I was absorbing through 

spinning and weaving, and using this to reorganise the theory and cross fields 

of knowledge. 

 

Unlike the iterative complexity of the Zoo-map, the Weird-becoming map more 

closely resembled the Ur-map in both the kind of thinking it covered and the 

way in which its structure took shape. Unlike the Ur-map — an artefact that was 

generated outside the study — the Weird-becoming map is a direct result of my 

research into weird design. Through the interrelationship of the terms 

employed, this latter map more accurately portrayed and described a dimension 

of design that I had been trying to make visible from the very beginning of my 

research. Thus, I was now using the specific mode of mapping iterated from the 

Ur-map as a kind of topological territory, a space that traced the conditions of 

concrete particulars producing the abstractions that were making design weird; 

these maps also operated as a plane where the “…concrete particulars can be 

arrayed in relation to each other…” (Wark 2012: 204).  

 

Whereas the Ur- and Zoo- maps predominantly used ideas and terms gathered 

from the existing literature, the Weird-becoming map introduced a new set of 
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key terms that had emerged from a parallel space of practice. These terms then 

revealed a new relationship between the ideas I had gathered and, moreover, 

located a more thingly, verb-like dimension of the weird that I had found 

scattered across the literature. Through the praxis of flipping between these 

different spaces, I began to see that the very specific modes of radical design I 

had found in weaving and spinning could be usefully applied as a dimension to 

weird my research. 

 

4.3-2 The leap to becoming weird by design  
The difference in the Weird-becoming map between design that appears to be 

weird and using design as a weirding is represented by the two diagonal 

trajectories. This follows the trajectory of my inquiry whereby design that occurs 

between ‘subjects’ and ‘objects’ — the diagonal vector of design that appears to 

be weird. These are areas of projects or production that have a quality of being 

strange, unusual, odd, or fantastic — that is, they operate as something that 

runs counter to, or in advance of, acceptable modes of discourse. In the case of 

my study, as it traced the trajectory from the radical to the speculative, these 

were used to orient this portion of the map. Along the trajectory that moves 

between ‘selves’ and ‘things’, these forms of design present the vector along 

which ‘other spaces’ weird design. These are areas of object-thing oriented 

praxis as embodied by the internal heterotopia of chorismos. The self here 

constitutes the vehicle through which the chronos of ontological design is 

experienced as something other in-itself: that which can be thought or directly 

experienced but resists being fully known as such by the discipline. In these 

instances, weird design takes on a dimension that utilises the weird in its verb 

form, something dealing in design as it shapes the fate of humans or apportions 

their destiny or lot.  

 

The various examples placed along each diagonal in my study are not 

necessarily definitive but are intended as indicative possibilities. These are 

based on the groundwork of my study as it surveys specific areas of the design 

discipline and both the adjacent field of media study and the parallax of ancient 

weaving; other researchers or designers may find their own equivalent 

elements to place in this position. These spaces of practice are thus gathered to 

show and describe a weird that is in, but also of, design. This adopts Foucault’s 
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examples of other spaces that are used to illustrate each of his principles. 

Following this process leads to the production of my own principles of weird 

design presented in the concluding chapter. 

 

As with the examples used to illustrate heterotopia, in mapping a double-

movement of the weird/to weird, my examples of other design allow me to 

“…get an idea of the vastness of the concept…” (Dehaene and De Cauter: 4). 

This process acknowledges that confusion and inconsistency may result (Soja 

1996, p. 154–162). However, this approach learns from heterotopian thinking as 

a method and “… tool of analysis in order to find a different approach to history, 

as a way of looking at discursive and underlying non-discursive practices 

without relying upon conventional approaches to the history of ideas … a way of 

looking at and diversifying space” (Johnson, 2013: 795).  

 

I develop the concept of weird design as a different approach to the history of 

the Radicals and utopia using the discursive practices of Thacker’s weird media 

and Fry’s ontological relation of object-things. This diversifies design as things 

and is paired with the underlying and non-discursive space maintained by the 

transmission of the ancient gestures of spinning and weaving. It allows for 

“…the thing we apprehend in one great leap…” of another system of thought 

that highlights the limitation of our own (Foucault 1989: xvii). I began to utilise 

the Weird-becoming map to properly locate an understanding of how ‘to design’ 

can also be ‘to weird’ by placing where my own ‘leap’ needed to be made.  

 

This is shown in the top-left quadrant of the preceding ah-ha map where ‘the 

leap’ is signed as a move towards a quadrant that includes things, becoming, 

and praxis. Here, ‘the leap’ is connected directly to a chapter in Becoming 

human by design, where Fry jumps temporally from a distant past to ‘a now’ 

that allows us “…to discover how to make the leap from where we are 

developmentally now to where we need to be futurally” (Fry 2012: 111). Thus, 

‘the leap’ in my ah-ha map signs a sense and use of design as being made time 

wise, reconceptualising ‘the world’ and reforming “…how we see our selves as 

conduits to object-things, animals and human Others, dwelling in every respect 

in mind and matter” (ibid).  
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Fry’s discussion of the leap includes a range of concepts linked to my thinking 

of the term ‘weird’, including fate, learning from the past, becoming, and praxis 

entangled as a temporal force of design (Fry 2012: 115-124). Therefore, the 

leap to a ‘becoming other by design’ is equally linked to the experience of 

spinning and weaving and Thacker’s notion of weird media, where object-thing 

relations result in a certain ‘paradoxical assertion’ that verifies “…the gulf 

between two ontological orders…” (Thacker 2014: 133).  

 

4.3-3 Becoming other as a lacuna or blind spot of self-design 
Through using the maps as a rhetorical device that could show how ‘weird’ 

operated as a verb, this action started to make a specific design blind spot 

become present. The paradox of making visible what one cannot see required 

using an ‘apophatic’ approach. Derived from apo- phanai — “to say no,” or to 

speak by not speaking — this excommunicational via negativa operates as a 

kind of performative failure of thinking and discourse, such that the impasse, or 

point of failure ends up serving as the mediation of that which cannot be 

mediated (Thacker 2014: 100-101). This negative form of saying something 

about that which must remain ‘unsaid’ is used in esoteric and mystical traditions 

and was deployed in my study to say something about certain qualities of 

weaving that cannot be expressed or documented as tangible, written 

observations or texts. This maintained an heterotopic ‘otherness’ of practice 

and thus to continue to fail to say something inverts the problem of revealing a 

crisis that refuses to be seen, that is the paradox of a continued production by 

design in the face of the crisis of crisis. By enforcing the silence of chorismos, 

the act of excommunication establishes the recoil of alienation by not speaking 

for or through the various object-things encountered as spinning and weaving. 

 

This sees practice, in disciplinary terms work underpinned by projection and 

production, shift function and operate as a locus for exploring to weird as a 

praxis — the constant labour of staying with the trouble and problems of 

asymmetrical times. Here, to weird design means to embody a key aspect of 

dark and weird media wherein the communicational decision reaches a point of 

crisis. Thacker, looking to examples of the mystical tradition, notes that 

“…nearly every account of mystical experience relies in some way on a union 

between the mystical subject and an enigmatic, inaccessible and mysterious 
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‘outside’” (Thacker 2014: 125), such that: 

 

At one level, mysticism retains the philosophical decision, but it 
subtracts the communicational decision. The divine is manifest, 
and therefore filled with meaning — and yet we as human beings 
cannot comprehend this manifestation and its meaning. Mysticism 
is thus the inability to communicate what is manifest in the 
inaccessibility of the divine (that is, the inaccessibility that “is” the 
divine) (Thacker: 128). 

 

Rendering the space of spinning and weaving as a blind spot or dark space in 

relation to the research affords the possibility of taking the leap to illumination. 

This brings together Thacker’s notion of mediation as darkness — a lacuna or 

blind spot that he extracts from readings of the paradoxical and strange ‘divine 

darkness’ that is at once empty and excessive, replete with the hyperbolic 

language of nothingness, the ‘wayless abyss’ which indicates that which cannot 

be adequately thought or put into language (Thacker 2014: 14, 128). Design as 

darkness is additionally covered by Fry as a condition of chronophobia. Here, a 

fear of confronting the time of defuturing is read as leading to a technologically-

induced future darkness which is additional to psychosocial darkness (Fry 2012: 

197-182). Darkened design is thus linked to darkness in media as that which 

paradoxically describes a gap between two ontological orders.  

 

The leap from dark to light now indicates a move that understands how to weird 

design as things is to use praxis to orient oneself away from defuturing by 

becoming time wise: learning to create a long view that establishes a thinking 

predicated on the future as world-making, and thus our ‘selves’, in the present 

where we continue to think and make predominantly in space, not time (Fry 

2012: 123). Recalling my earlier discussion of the term wyrd in Chapter 1.8-4, 

this activates a kind of wyrd design deophydig — a ‘deep-thinking’ soul that 

“…assumes the model human response to wyrd…” who can endure it patiently 

by thinking well upon the future (Lochrie 1986: 328). This informed my research 

as it looks to weird — an this manifests as an inversion of the ah-ha map 

arrangement; in the Weird-becoming map, illumination was placed in the top-left 

quadrant with ‘selves’, indicating a leap from ‘darkness’ as the weird of things.  
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This now places the thingly dimension of design as it manifests the force of the 

weird — the totality of the designed in and as time — in the bottom-right 

quadrant. Thacker identifies instances of weird media as photos, computer 

screens, videotapes, artifacts, doorways, portals, rooms, and divine objects. 

Whilst the focus is on what these are mediating as weird, in each instance it is 

designed objects that are suddenly working too well; through the weird excess 

of use or function, we get more than we bargained for, and some kind of cosmic 

or absolute other crosses the threshold (Thacker 2014: 102). In this sense, I 

hold that the everything of design left to accumulate as the discontinuous and 

defuturing can be read as a nebulous thing that is working too well and gives us 

more than we bargained for. The thingness of everything equally allows the 

weird of annihilation to be thought but, by definition, never fully be known by 

human subjects.  

 

This omega-point of a world filled with the unsustainable everything is 

something that Elvia Wilk also investigates by using Thacker’s concepts to 

compare the new weird of catastrophe climate-fiction and the noetic tracts of 

various female Christian mystics. Wilk suggests this combination can be used to 

weird climate science, such that the contradiction of self-annihilation and self-

negation of the mystic might be a strategy for dealing with future conditions of 

unsettlement: 

 

Faced with the possible annihilation of the planet as we know it, 
certain modes of knowing fall short. Especially insufficient is 
knowledge that purports humans to be distinct from ecosystems, 
much less in control of them … A mysticism for the Anthropocene, 
just like mysticism through the ages, would regard the ‘object’ of 
knowledge as alive and inseparable from the mind and body that 
encounters it. That is, rather than fictionalizing science, a 
mysticism for today would have to Weird it. (Wilk 2018: 13) 

 

As Wilk goes on to observe, the mystical texts reviewed “…are often repetitive, 

contradictory, circular; they breathe and they beat.” Hence, to read them is 

interactive and involves a “…radical absorption on the part of the reader to 

mirror the self-annihilation attempted by the author” (ibid). We can adopt the 

same approach to weird spinning and weaving as the other dimension of 

research by bringing this into my study as a via negativa that can be mapped as 
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the lacuna of the self through the circular maps. Designers are thus invited to 

mirror a kind of auto-annihilation of their own practices to see if they can weird 

them. This is presented as a potentially undisciplined and irresponsible mode of 

researching that reverses away from thingliness of defuturing by using the verb 

to weird design. This is mapped as a ‘becoming other’ towards the radical 

benchmark of Sustainment through practices that may be beyond the 

discipline’s limits, such as the rooted continuity of ancient gestures, traditions 

and modes of worlding, dwelling, and knowing.  

 

4.3-4 To weird giving shape to Design’s wyrd  

Shifting focus from looking at ‘the weird’ as a conceptual space to a verb that 

acknowledges design-based action, spaces, or methods that weird allows my 

study to register the ontological dimensions of design as a force that futures or 

defutures. As a mode of researching object-things, my study maps ‘to weird’ as 

multiple relations occurring between subjects, objects, selves, and things. 

These are considered in terms of how this can gather lines of improvised flow 

as the making and keeping of time and memory or those that cut the strings of 

life — the chronophobia of design as a terrifying and unsettling force “…that 

places everything outside its own nature…” (Heidegger 1975: 164).  

 

This puts the different meanings of the verb ‘weird’ — to preordain by the 

decree of fate, to be destined or divinely appointed to, into, or unto; to assign to 

(a person) as his fate; to apportion as one's destiny or lot; and to warn or advise 

by the knowledge of coming fate (weird v. 2020) — into a relation with weird 

design. In other words, weird design identifies that to weird is also to design in 

and as an ontological dimension. Design is thus a gathering — an acting on and 

thinging of the world.  It is equally the casting of objects in our path and an 

ongoing subjecting of forms that constantly manifest design’s wyrd: something 

that has “…the power to control the fate or destiny of human beings…” (weird 

adj. 2020). 

 

Having brought together within this study a range of thinking that points to 

design as a world-shaping force with both ontological and chronal dimensions, I 

contend that the theoretical grounds for establishing design as a weirding force 

— something that has the power to control the fate of humans and, indeed, 
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other life on the planet — are already in place and will continue to be developed 

further.  As the discussion on utopia suggests, the project for the better world is 

premised on the power and ability to control the non-space of an ideal future via 

a spatial-fictional model. Design’s use of this model is hence not weird as such. 

Instead, what is weird is that design has believed in this for so long, and still 

does if we look at certain movements or events that maintain this space of 

illusion. As I have investigated throughout this study, what is missing from this 

discussion are methods for both framing design as something weird and for 

confronting the complex relational character of weird design. 

 

Flipping weird design towards a mode of interrogation that uses the verb ‘to 

weird’ changed the nature of the questions I could ask about design as 

projection, redirection, speculation, and the radical. This turned the discipline of 

design and its use of terms such as ‘objects’, ‘things’, and ‘ideas’ into a 

relational territory that questions ‘design’ as a quality of being human by ‘the 

designed’. This puts at the centre of the map the fundamental question — what 

does using ‘weird’ as a verb do to design. Having arrived at a means of framing 

this question by investigating what might be weird about my maps, to answer 

this question required understanding how trying to weird was also to map. This 

opened up a further question regarding the nature of my inquiry and its output 

as a potential method for seeing design as a space, discipline, and ontology to 

weird and that weirds us: how might designers use ‘weird’ as a verb to weird 

design, and could this be demonstrated by the manner in which I had managed 

to weird the various maps developed throughout my research? This suggested 

that the key contribution I could make through my study would be to develop my 

own experiments with mapping the various territories, strategies, and issues I 

had used to identify the weird into a method that allowed others to see design 

weirding.  
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4.4 The method of the map — ‘to weird’ as a four-fold mapping of thinging 
things, objecting objects, subjecting subjects and spacing spaces 

 

Hyperobjects have dragged humans kicking and screaming (when they feel 

anything at all, rather than being merely blank with denial) into an Age of 

Asymmetry in which our cognitive powers become self-defeating. The more we 

know about radiation, global warming, and the other massive objects that show 

up on our radar, the more enmeshed in them we realize we are. Knowledge is 

no longer able to achieve escape velocity from Earth, or more precisely, what 

Heidegger calls ‘earth,’ the surging, ‘towering’ reality of things. 

 

— ‘The Age of Asymmetry’ in 
Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World  

Timothy Morton 2013 
 

The thing stays—gathers and unites—the fourfold. The thing things world. Each 

thing stays the fourfold into a happening of the simple onehood of world. If we 

let the thing be present in its thinging from out of the worlding world, then we 

are thinking of the thing as thing. Taking thought in this way, we let ourselves 

be concerned by the thing's worlding being. 

— ‘The Thing’ in Poetry, Language, Thought 
Martin Heidegger 1975 

 
4.4-1 Mapping the weird at the macro, across the meso of weird design to 
weird as a shuttling from the micro-meso-macro 
The production of the Weird-becoming map represented an important 

development as a new map generated directly by my study, and one that 

mirrors the process of creating the Ur-map. Using four key terms seen as 

equivalent to things driving politics, practices, and projects used in the Urmadic 

Hothouse event to consider a radical, future university, the Weird-becoming 

map used the analysis and thinking gathered by my inquiry to create a relational 

scheme regarding the radical benchmark of weird design. In the Weird-

becoming map, the term ‘weird’ was used to drive an undisciplined relation of 

selves, subjects, objects, and things. This in turn activated the existing 
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trajectory of the radical and speculative and flipped these by considering the 

dark and illuminated to produce a series of quadrants that produced an equal 

weight, tension, and complexity between the key relational qualities running 

along the cardinal points of the compass.  

 

This third map now allowed for a triangulated comparison of the Weird-

becoming map with both the Ur- and Zoo-maps to understand how my method 

of mapping could be considered as weirding. By unpacking the different thinking 

and scales locked inside each device; it was now possible to establish the 

different ways I was using them to weird as each map attends to a different 

sense of the term ‘weird’. 

 

In the case of the Ur-map, plotting out everything and nothing across a total 

time of past/future allows the territory mapped by the x-y axes to tell the 

relational story of all-things-in-all-time. It thus produces a total story of the 

human as a becoming by design, which produces the four islands as spaces 

that can be arrived at by dividing this story as politics, projects, sentimentality, 

and practices. In this sense, the Ur-map shows and describes the weird of 

design as a meta-scale of a thingly non-place that, whilst it can be thought, 

given the limits of distance linked to the deeper end of time it can never be fully 

known.  

 

The Ur-map was thus a provocative abstraction that is the thinging of design as 

it generates the real or concrete of the multiplicity of stuff, objects, systems, 

modes of production, and so on as the world-within-the-world. In this, the Ur-

map captures the vastness of a problem: the ontological force of design as a 

crisis of crisis, as a mix of its abstract distribution in and as time, and as the 

concrete elements as they travel along the various vectors that design creates. 

However, in this way the Ur-map also represents design as something similar to 

the concept of hyperobjects: things that are massively distributed in time and 

space relative to humans (Morton 2013). As noted by Timothy Morton, this 

weird hyper-dimensionality embodies a truth “…that tugs at the limits of the 

rhetorical mode…” such that they already have “…a significant impact on 

human social and psychic space…” (ibid).  
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Investigation of how the Ur-map can both reveal certain forms of hypocritical 

theory and hypercritical thinking about the weird of design also presents a more 

general problem of abstraction given that “…designers are … often not very 

good at thinking big” (Tonkinwise 2013). Where designing well usually does not 

require being very systematic or expansive, such that “…good design seems to 

be an oscillation between the meso and the micro, and not really something that 

happens in terms of the macro” (ibid). Hence, Morton’s observation regarding 

the time of hyperobjects as a time of hypocrisy also seemed to hold for the 

meta-story of design as a wyrd force, whereby “…cynical distance, the 

dominant ideological mode of the left, is in very bad shape, and will not be able 

to cope with the time of hyperobjects” (Morton 2013: 13). 

 

Dealing with a similar kind of lame, weak, and hypocritical deficit regarding the 

weird of design as something that “…magnifies the weirdness of things for our 

inspection where things are themselves, but we can’t point to them directly” 

(Morton 2013: 18) led to an attempt to break down the Ur-map into something 

smaller. This initiated my research on a single quadrant of the project, located 

on the Island in Search of an Idea in the Ur-map. This process reviewed the 

sentimental of the radical, speculative, and the non-place of design-as-politics 

as stations on the way to this island. The lines of inquiry gathered by this 

process contained the Zoo-map. Instead of things, it presented different states 

of disciplinary design that might be in the process of becoming weird or making 

design look weird; as such, I considered a project-based approach to showing 

and describing weird design in the Zoo. As discussed, this generated a view 

that uses the term ‘weird’ as a weaker, descriptive mode that designates the 

unusual and strange by reducing it to a subjective dimension of otherness to 

disciplinary norms. As such, it misses the agency of design as that which can 

also make weird or produces the action to weird. 

 

By thus interrogating what is missing in the Zoo-map — after a gap in the 

research spent on the ‘Island of the Sacred’ — the production of the Weird-

becoming map generated a view that used the verb ‘to weird’ by mapping an 

expanded view of the quadrant designated as ‘practice’ on the Island of the 

Sacred in the Ur-map. This was developed as a space over and against the 
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disciplined quarantine of the zoo as a becoming weird by ancient modes and 

gestures of design — a radical direction that travels along an ontological and 

anthropogenic continuity of embodied knowledge transmission. Instead of the 

disciplined breakage of alterity contained in the zoo or the massive scale of the 

ur-weird, the becoming weird of selves, subjects, objects, and things considers 

the communicational and excommunicational possibilities of control linked to 

what can and cannot be said.  

 

It thus maps an agentive relation to weird and design that was then used to 

consider how the maps might be used in relation to each other. Reading these 

three maps together suggested that, in the metaphor of the map, I had 

discovered a method for showing how to weird generates a fourfold view that 

can bring the micro, meso and macro into proximity. To this end, switching, 

shuttling, and flipping between these scales was further informed by the act and 

gestures of weaving — a careful and alchemic craft that can thing an island, 

thing time, and thing becoming by bringing the map into a relation with the 

proximity of the woven thing. 
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Figure 4.5: Overlapping the Weird-becoming map and the Ur-map 
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Figure 4.6:  Spinning the Ur-map against the Weird-becoming map 

 
Figure 4.7: Aligning and repeating the Ur-map to lock the Weird-becoming map
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Figure 4.7b : Interlocking and weaving the Ur-map and the Zoo-map
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Figure 4.8: A dark and weird carpet-tapestry mapping the chorismos of spinning 
and weaving and the territory to weird design 
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4.4-2 Weaving to weird as a carpet-tapestry of maps 

As tabled by Foucault, the zoological garden evolves from the botanic garden, 

which he traces through to the ancient and traditional gardens of Persia and the 

Orient. Linked to the sacred spaces of the ancient garden with their “…very 

deep and seemingly superimposed meanings…” (Foucault 1986: para. 20), 

there is an additional ‘space’, one of the few small-scale artifact-objects given 

as an example of the heterotopia:  

 

As for carpets, they were originally reproductions of gardens (the 
garden is a rug onto which the whole world comes to enact its 
symbolic perfection, and the rug is a sort of garden that can move 
across space) (ibid) 

 

With the Weird-becoming map introducing the alternate territory of weaving and 

spinning as a space that weirds design, the examples of the rug or carpet 

represented a new and rich set of possibilities to rethink the zoo via its own 

contradiction. By itself, as a heterotopia of juxtaposition, the zoo offers a 

framing device based on observation and classification, somewhere ‘we’ go to 

‘look at animals’; they are environments “…designed to mask the fundamentally 

and overwhelmingly human nature of the place” (Rothfels 2002: 7). As the critic 

John Berger points out, whilst the zoo might be a place where many species 

and varieties of animal might be collected so that they can be seen, observed, 

and studied, the structure of the zoo — each cage or enclosure — “…is a frame 

round the animal inside it…” (Berger 1980). Thus, visitors in a zoo move from 

cage to cage, not unlike visitors in an art gallery:  

 

In the accompanying ideology, animals are always observed. The 
fact that they can observe us has lost all significance. They are the 
objects of our ever-extending knowledge. What we know about 
them is an index of our power, and thus an index of what 
separates us from them (Berger, 1980 16).  

 

Picking up on Berger’s observations, Nigel Rothfels looks more closely at the 

‘un-natural histories’ of animals by demonstrating that the spectacle-like modes 

of exotic display offered by the zoo began with Carl Hagenbeck’s display of 

Indigenous peoples in the late 1800s (Rothfels 2002). Rothfels identifies in this 

example a situation that, when what is ‘on display’ reveals an agentive 
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presence, when the animal (and also humans) looks back, the edifice 

undergirding the zoological garden begins to collapse. In these moments of 

interruption, the zoo reveals itself as a structure that inevitably enforces silence: 

 

…little is more destabilizing to our vision of the zoological garden 
than when the animal looks back at us and seems to know 
something about both us and its own predicament ... this was the 
experience of the shows of exotic people at zoological gardens ... 
Once the exhibited people in the shows began to consistently refuse 
to be seen as ‘fabulous animals’, once they began to look back and 
interact with the viewing public as fellow humans the shows were 
doomed. As the people in the shows began to talk back, however, 
the animals were carefully ‘silenced’ and this enforced ‘silence’ is 
perhaps the defining feature of the modern zoo. (Rothfels 2002: 12).  

 

This notion of silence understands that the refusal of the fabulous animal as the 

weird and wonderful that speaks out renders the zooing of the Zoo of Weird 

Design a structure that, instead of being modelled and projected, needs to work 

in reverse — a means of bringing the weird back to the meshwork of things. 

What breaks the structure of the zoo is a weird moment when the animal looks 

beyond its captivity: through the spectacle of its captors, and in the case of the 

muted, exotic savage, the exhibit ‘speaks’. Here, the zoo exhibits announce 

themselves as objecting objects, thereby revealing the zoo as a gathering not of 

objects but thingly lifelines. This leaves the spectator-subject disappointed and 

the subjecting-subject, the zoo keeper, to enforce the silence of the artifact on 

display. 

 

Struggling against the paradox of the project — both of the zoo and the weird 

as a departure — my own ah-ha moment was similar to this break between 

what is viewed, who is viewing, and why the viewing situation exists at all. Like 

the ‘breaking- through’ motif in a horror film (Thacker 2014: 108), stepping into 

the breach of the weird as an excommunication allowed me to push beyond the 

limit of artificial space and back across into ‘real space’. It is at this point that the 

Weird-becoming map became a necessary device that that could catch the 

paradoxical anti-message of excommunication — a message that, on the one 

hand, cannot be enunciated, which is anathema, heretical, and unorthodox, but 

is also a “…message that has already been enunciated, asserted, and 
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distributed” (Thacker, Galloway and Wark 2014: 16).  

 

The zoo in my study represented the message that had been enunciated, 

asserted, and distributed: a space of juxtaposition based on a contradiction. 

However, to really weird the zoo, it was spinning and weaving that offered the 

means of turning the zoo in on itself. Just as the zoo has grown from the 

garden, and the garden is a rug onto which the whole world comes to enact its 

symbolic perfection, the rug was also like the ship, an urmadic, unsettled space 

— “…a sort of garden that can move across space…” (Foucault 1986: para. 

20). The rug or carpet is also an interlocking of threads: a meshwork of weaving 

that gathers the world into a symbolic perfection. Nevertheless, as an abstract 

and symbolic encoding, it equally resists the kind of classification generated by 

the exhibition space of a zoo or botanical garden. In applying the improvised 

flow of radical weaving happening in the spaces of practice beyond the 

research, I found that the maps I had used to gather the becoming weird of 

design could also be woven together.  

 

As Ingold observed, “…to improvise is to follow the ways of the world, as they 

unfold…”, a form-giving that flows towards the world of things (Ingold 2010). 

Improvisation travels along the thread-lines that are both lines of flight and lines 

of becoming. The work of meshing together these threads of life is not the 

connecting together of a network but more like the work of the “…the cook, the 

alchemist and the painter…”:  

 

As practitioners in the EWO [they] are in the business not so much 
of imposing form on matter as of bringing together diverse 
materials and combining or redirecting their flow in the anticipation 
of what might emerge (Inglold 2010: 9). 

 

By following my own lines of flight, trajectories of fleeing and eluding the 

disciplined that are also performed as modes of flowing, leaking, and 

disappearing into the distance, as these lines turned into and crossed over lines 

of becoming otherwise through design, I began to improvise methods and 

redirect my research along new pathways. By moving between these pathways, 

flipping between radical, irresponsible, and redirective research and the 

alchemic, crafty praxis of weaving, new territories were revealed to exist 
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between design that represented two different ontological orders. By mapping 

these as other spaces, I found that the maps themselves could be used to tell 

different kinds of stories — the story of urmadic futures, the zooing of 

otherness, and the weird darkness of defutured design and the illumination of 

practice as a chorismos. By switching from the zoo-as-garden to the weaving of 

the zoo, I saw that I had now shifted from asking what I need to project to 

questioning the nature of mapping as a method to weird. These methods were 

based on showing and describing another dimension of design that operates as 

and through weaving, weirding, and thinging. This method of flipping and 

gathering together the limit cases of other design offered a set of portals and 

protocols for thinking the that-ness of the weird; I therefore posited that this 

might serve as a method that other designers could use to find their own, 

radical ways into the EWO and navigate the becoming weird of design. 

 

4.4-3 Mapping, weaving, weirding, thinging 

To see the point at which the lines of flight lead to the becoming weird of 

design, further maps were generated using different combinations of the Ur-

map, Zoo-map and Weird-becoming map. Multiplying and repeating, 

overlapping, and turning, spinning and meshing: using these gestures to join 

the maps together produced new and unexpected combinations between the 

gathered terms. The maps thus began to speak back by using the theory and 

lines of inquiry locked in the terms to weave further connections across the 

quadrants. This further expanded the possibilities of how ‘weird’ was shown and 

described in each individual map by interlocking what had been pushed to the 

edges of these spaces and drawing these into a centrifugal twist that both 

blurred and concealed whilst illuminating the communicational possibility of the 

weird through the maps as a kind of portal. 

 

This process rendered what I had called ‘maps’ as a more materially present set 

of device-artifacts. The spinning and weaving of the maps was one set of 

results that emerged from this process; as this progressed, other ideas and 

directions started to open up. Using the impasse presented by experiencing 

spinning and weaving as something ‘more’ and within a separate time and 

place of the sacred, I found that, by subtracting any claim to a philosophical 

account of this experience, I could let this practice weird my maps as artifacts 
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and thereby change the gesture of my searching to weird design. 

 

By using the maps as devices and instruments for navigating the mangle of 

theory, I could test what design based on this kind of ‘weird’ (verb) might look 

like. As this process became more complex and experimental through the 

notion of the rhetorical machines, the circular systems used to produce the 

three key maps were further tested by producing schematic representations of 

the key texts used to develop the framework of weird design. Mapping 

Foucault’s heterotopian zones and Galloway, Thacker, and Wark’s 

excommunication permitted a different view of the entangled complexity of 

these texts. This necessitated expanding on the four-box system, using a key 

feature of the interlocking circular geometry to produce a more versatile tapestry 

of spatial arrangements.  

 

In the case of the multiple zones of heterotopia, this resulted in an interwoven 

knot of principles and examples. In the case of excommunication, the nature of 

the three interrelated inquiries of Galloway, Thacker, and Wark produced a 

networked map that turns the media theory into a spaced set of territories. I 

thus found that, by applying the same approach to weaving as an overlapping 

over-and-under movement, I could try to interlock the three different zones of 

excommunication covered by Galloway’s four avatars, Thacker’s three forms of 

dark media, and Wark’s take on the furious and alien. The process of 

interlocking excommunication also had the further result of allowing me to ‘see’ 

the negative gap of mysticism through the visual void that emerges at the 

centre of the three inquiries (Figure 3.6 page 266). This was used to consider 

how mapping might produce additional portals and protocols to give shape to 

the verb ‘to weird’. 

 

These additional maps produced new understandings that were added to what 

had been learnt through establishing the trajectory, moving from darkness to 

illumination and from things to selves; this allowed the flipping of the subject-

object relation that was generating the issue of crisis. When applied back to the 

radical and speculative and rendering the dark futures I had found within Fry’s 

design-as-politics, this led to additional possibilities for interlocking the different 

areas of my research. 
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Figure 4.9: The weaving and knotting of the heterotopian zones  
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Figure 4.10: Some topological vectors of other design 
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To weird my maps was thus to put them to use as weird pieces of philosophical 

lab equipment (Bogost 2012: 100-110). Using the geometric slicing produced by 

these new diagrams, I perceived that, by passing from the void as it moves from 

the weird to the divine, this gap cut through the wider framework of Wark’s 

xeno-communication and furious swarms and Galloway’s fecund middle. This 

was used to spin, merge, and create alignments with Foucault’s discussion of 

‘sacred spaces’ to produce a more complex carpet-tapestry of heterotopian 

weirdness. 

 

These maps now saw my research produce artifacts that came much closer to 

weird forms of mediating design that show and describe the other that is to 

weird: a process of creating a spatial lacuna for taking practice ‘somewhere 

else’. The topology of the verb ‘to weird’ now connected a series of topical lines, 

including the radical project of the Urmadic University, the radical and saturated 

experience of weaving and spinning, the chorismos and void of disciplinary 

crisis, and the gaps and voids that had emerged from examining other design in 

the other spaces identified by Foucault’s heterotopian system. 

 

The complex interweaving of ideas and concepts also meant that these maps 

started to approach the limit of legibility. I pushed this further to look to elements 

that could be used to omit or darken areas of the map. Inverting the dark form 

of the void was also a point that began to illuminate the sacred space as an 

area of both opening and closing. This was mapped through further links found 

within Faubion’s reading of Foucault’s heterotopias, where reference to Victor 

Turner’s concept of communitas and Harold Bloom’s daemonisation detail a 

complex relation of the marginal, liminal, and divine to heterotopian 'unroutine’ 

(Faubion 2008: 35). By engaging these texts, unrountine was seen as a linkage 

to the undisciplined; through an analysis of Bloom’s six poetic ratios, an 

additional map was made based on discussion as documented in Appendix F.  
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Figure 4.11: Dark Futures and Unsettled Lives: Fry’s concept of the ‘New 

Dark Age’ (Fry 2012:179 – 208), whereby unsettlement creates new kinds of 

cities and pos-turban futures and people or societies that may live in and 

between these spaces, are mapped into the Ur-map. 
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Figure 4.12: A weird portal to weird design through other spaces 
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This now generated a map that described how my inquiry journeys from the 

haunted juxtaposition of a disciplined zoo to locate a weird askesis in the 

transitional flow of communitas as a zone of redemption located betwixt the 

unknown unknown of chorismos and the unknown known of the esoteric. By 

developing more complex versions of these maps, the multi-directional lines of 

philosophical and systematic inquiry I trace as a line towards the object-thing 

relation produce a weird view of design. This is now detailed as a summary 

method to weird design as a fourfold system of mapping that then produced the 

principles of weird design. 
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Figure 4.13: The becoming ‘to weird’ of the methods of the maps: a weird theory-
fiction design-research-artefact built using a heterotopian mix of Foucault’s Other 
Spaces and Zones the poetic ratios of Harold Bloom (1973) and the liminal stucture 
and anti-structure of Victor Turner (1969) as discussed in Faubion (2008). 
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4.4-4 Understanding the fourfolding of the map is to weird and to thing 
From my initial point of departure — a search for a new radical benchmark that 

uses the undisciplined and irresponsible to confront future unsettlement and the 

crisis of crisis — my inquiry has journeyed through a series of encounters with 

other spaces of design thinking, action, and gestures that have shown me that 

design is something that weirds. Using the verb to weird establishes a position 

that brings the tricky business of design nearer to us as a relational model that 

expands on the thingliness of things. Through this proximity, a process that 

maps multiple views across scales, times, and language, to weird as weaving, 

thinging and mapping produces a view that sees design as a force that shapes 

the planetary world and our destined place within it. 

This territory comes into view by passing back and forth across the story of my 

own practice. This shuttles between different times and places that have 

shaped my own encounters with design as futuring, defuturing, and 

historicizing: a relational tension between the disciplined and undisciplined, 

redirected and radically other. This begins in the disciplining of my practice by 

the design school that is, in turn, redirected by the design philosophy of 

redirective design. Continuing to develop this practice as one that crosses 

between the professional fields of design and the production of experimental 

projects in the spaces of art, this multi-stable, redirective platform produces 

modes of working that draw from a range of identified techniques, including 

those of the radical 1960s, speculative design fictions and various modes of 

alterplinarity.  

Amidst these zones of practice, by joining with other designers who have 

gathered to imagine, plan and produce a redirective and radical future institution 

called the Urmadic University, the alterity of this space-event introduces a 

further level of otherness to my redirective baseline and expands my design-

based thinking and action. The process of working on a design system that 

engages four key terms: things driving politics, practices and projects produces 

the Ur-map of this study. This strange artefact constitutes a circular worlding of 

everything and nothing across time and generates a relational scheme that 

incorporates a further term —sentimentality — to identify four islands: the 

Sacred, the Utopian, the Arcadian, and the Island in Search of an Idea.  
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This began by adapting a tool known as a ‘four-box’ or ‘four-square’ that is used 

amongst other creative visual thinking methods to support data analysis and 

synthesis (Bolton 2014: 285). The four-box usually deploys a vertical and 

horizontal axis, its quadrants represent a series of unbound spaces that 

produces a “…defined network of reference points that enables the matching of 

two sets of variables against each other to generate four possibilities” (ibid). 

However, the Ur-map changes this model by introducing new elements, 

including the bounded limit of the circle, additional diagonal vectors to indicate 

directionality and shifts between quadrants, and the notion of internal islands.  

 

Figure 4.14: Politics>Project ‘vs’ Practices>Possibilities This diagram shows how I 
originally charted the move from politics to projects (in red) and how spinning and 
weaving to weird changed this movement in the Ur-space of the research (in blue). 

 

As the catalyst for this research, this map locates a starting point for my inquiry 

— a move towards the Island in Search of an Idea that asks if the projecting of 

the future-nothing can be shown and described as an unsettling project by 

launching itself from the Island of Utopia — a future-everything that is read 

through design as politics. By returning to this map within my research, I have 
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expanded beyond the Island in Search of an Idea by understanding that 

researching this island produces a zoo of weird design, something that is 

trapped inside a discipline that already produces the project of defuturing by 

framing utopia as the wish for a better tomorrow. Using the space of research to 

conduct a critical analysis of the terms found in Ur-map alongside a review of 

the radical period, speculative design, and the dynamics of sentimentality, I 

establish that, unless things can be teased away from objects then, per 

Flusser’s analysis used at the beginning of my thesis, in an epoch “…when 

everything depends on design… the word design makes us aware that all 

culture is trickery, that we are tricksters tricked, and that any involvement with 

culture is the same thing as self-deception” (Flusser 1999: 20). 

As Flusser also notes, the conditions that establish our modern gestures of 

searching is based on ‘bourgeois research’ where “…time was modeled as a 

river, flowing from the past through an imaginary point called the “present” into 

the future [and] the model of space was an empty box, its center fixed by 

convention and its axes lost in infinity…” (Flusser 1991: 158). Applying this to 

adesign-dependent hylomorphic model, it can be argued that this equally 

generates a crisis in the gesture of searching that in turn “…demands a change 

of models…” (ibid). Where Flusser notes that, instead of telematics — a framing 

that sees “…the utopian result of research consist of the optimal transformation 

of living conditions to bring possibilities closer…” — it is instead necessary to 

change the gesture of searching by referring back to the gesture itself (Flusser 

1991: 159). My study hence establishes a new mode of searching by drawing 

from the gestures of spinning and weaving as found through placing practice on 

the Island of the Sacred.  

This produces a leap that makes a new orientation possible and leads to a 

further investigation of things through the chorismatic weirdness of space using 

Foucault’s heterotopian model to track a shift from space to things and the 

media theory of excommunication to establish weird as a portal between object 

and thing. Using the techniques unlocked by the Ur-map — a praxis of mapping 

that looks to the protocols of “…mystical thought now up for grabs…” (Wark 

2014: 164) — the maps themselves emerge as a kind of heterotopian magic 

circle and site (Sheedy 2016: 121). Drawing from Thacker, the “…magic circle 

serves as a boundary between the natural and supernatural, and the possible 
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mediations between them that are made possible by the circle itself” — not only 

a boundary but also a passage, a gateway, a portal — and the magic site is a 

place where “…the hiddenness of the world presents itself in a paradoxical way 

… revealing itself as hidden” (Thacker 2011: 54, 82). 

This uses the map as a design-based, philosophical lab equipment (Bogost 

2012:109), a rhetorical machine that allows a weird dimension of design to 

become unconcealed through the fourfolding of a new set of terms: illumination, 

darkness, radicality, and speculation. These terms are emplaced as a set of 

relations that trace vectors of weird-becoming that occur between subjects, 

objects, things, and selves, and bring the weirding of maps, the weaving of 

theory, and the spinning of design into a mediated relation between the fourfold 

conditions of the known and unknown. The shift from using the maps to try and 

arrive at the Island in Search of an Idea through using the project as a space-

ship. Instead by first establishing a zoo of weird design, the spacing of this 

space represented the point at which the act of making a map means “…we 

turn from the role of Explorer to take on that of Guide…” (Turchi 2004: 12). 

Hence, instead of using the gesture of searching to set forth into the unknown 

and locate, trap and return with something called ‘weird design’, I was now 

using the maps to show and describe exit points that turn away from disciplined 

limits. However, by trying to weird the maps, using them as something that 

could be spun, inter-locked, and interwoven, the maps shifted function again. 

Here, they started to operate as devices of ex-formation and artifacts of 

knowingly engaging modes of unknowing. That is, they became something 

more like a dark, anti-structure that provided me with a source of evidence that 

could weird design as a negative method of inquiry that was instead based on 

the verb ‘to weird’. 

This demonstrated that the key finding of my inquiry has been to establish a 

method of using this form of mapping to weird: a process that produces a 

fourfold symmetry that links back to the nature of things. By way of return to a 

keystone text of the thing turn — Heidegger’s essay The Thing (Heidegger 

1971) — through the notion of the gathering, appropriating staying of the 

fourfold, it is now possible to name what I have mapped using the verb ‘to 

weird’ as my own method for unconcealing fourfold relations within design as 

the thinging of things. As Heidegger observes “…all distances in time and 
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space are shrinking…” (Heidegger 1971: 163)  and this  analysis underpins the 

essential content denoted by the word ‘thing’. I believe this matches with 

Flusser when he states that the “..utopian result of bourgeois research is a 

technology that manipulates the whole objective world…” (Flusser 1991) and 

Foucault’s observation regarding the present epoch as one of simultaneity, of 

the near and far, of the side-by-side (Foucault 1967). Thus, telematics, 

heterotopian otherness and thingly thingness name the terrifying and unsettling 

conditions unfolding at that time as that which “…places everything outside its 

own nature…” (Heidegger 1971: 164).  

He thus describes the way in which everything ‘presences’ as something that 

“…despite all conquest of distances the nearness of things remains absent…” 

(ibid). Following a separation of the thingly character of the thing from the terms 

of objectness and the over-againstness of the object (Heidegger 1971:165), 

Heidegger asks: how does the thing presence? To this, a major part of the 

essay responds by defining how: 

The thing things. Thinging gathers. Appropriating the fourfold, it 
gathers the fourfold's stay, its while, into something that stays for a 
while: into this thing, that thing … its presencing, so experienced 
and thought of in these terms, is what we call thing. We are now 
thinking this word by way of the gathering appropriating staying of 
the fourfold … The fouring, the unity of the four, presences as the 
appropriating mirror-play of the betrothed, each to the other in 
simple oneness. The fouring presences as the worlding of world. 
The mirror-play of world is the round dance of appropriating … The 
round dance is the ring that joins while it plays as mirroring. 
Appropriating, it lightens the four into the radiance of their simple 
oneness. (Heidegger 1971:172, 178). 

Using Heidegger’s notion of the fourfold, it is now possible to describe my own 

circling, fouring, and uniting of the maps as a mode of design that makes 

possible an attunement to how things thing, “to grasp thinging” (Willis 2006:81). 

This frames my investigation of the verb ‘weird’ as a journey from the general 

condition of worlding produced by the project of design to a method that gives 

shape to the weird of design as worlding-in-action. The maps here operate as a 

thinking that gathers the understandings of my inquiry and creates a space and  
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artefact that allows a “…dispositional change or an ontological shift to occur…” 

(ibid) — a fourfolding territory that makes a different kind of designing — to 

weird — become both visible and possible.  

Heidegger explores the thingness of a seemingly simple object — a jug — and 

explains this can be thought of as a fourfolding of earth and sky, mortals and 

divinities (Heidegger 1971: 171). By first considering it as a form or container, 

then as ‘idea’ leading to its production, then as a void and place of holding, and 

finally the act of outpouring as the gifting of a libation to the gods — the jug as a 

thing brings to presence a ringing mirror-play of thinging, worlding, staying, and 

gathering (Heidegger 1971: 178). Activated by Heidegger’s concept of the 

fourfold, the maps show that, through the multiple fouring across its islands, 

vectors, and axes, a relational model that uses ‘to weird’ as a way of showing 

that design can be conceived through a given key term and demonstrates that 

when we say one thing we are also “…already thinking of the other three along 

with it by way of the simple oneness of the four” (Heidegger 1971: 176).  

Through the series of maps produced by me in this study, and following the 

steps that allowed the dimension of an absolute territory of certain objects of the 

inquiry to return to symmetry through the fourfolding of interlocked elements — 

guided by those encoded by the first Ur-map — in producing my maps I engage 

in a design that performs the seeing and unseeing of how to use the verb of 

‘weird’ as a thinging and weirding quality and a force that shapes planetary 

becoming. To test how the method that uses maps to weird, it is possible to 

now activate Heidegger’s essay using this system (see Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15: Fourfolding the jug This fourfold map was created using the Ur-map 
system to show and describe the thinging-thingness of the jug in Heidegger’s essay 
“The Thing” 

 

With the multiple fourfoldings gathered within the onefold of my maps, mapping 

as both a weaving and weirding uses these particular kinds of devices to 

provide a weird view of design. As has been the case in my own study, when 

used as a means for locating or emplacing the designer themselves as a point 

within a multiple network of design-based mediation — that is, spaces that are 

in stages of becoming that are between and betwixt different kinds of structures, 

entities and units — the subject-self of the designer becomes but one part of a 

fractal tapestry of diverse and multiple threads.  
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As an undisciplined, exiled, or liminal figure, the design-self can take on the 

quality of an object-thing amongst a multitude of others. This flatness can now 

acknowledge that, just as design weirds and can be used to weird, such that the 

designer — as subject or self — is something to be weirded by the kinds of 

designs that they choose to practice. Thus to map, to weave and to weird has 

been the primary means I have found to use my own practice of design, and 

this research, to acknowledge the various dimensions of design as weirding. By 

arriving at the point where these devices operate as a space of tension and 

saturation, and by aligning different terms, ideas, and experiences, it is possible 

to develop insights into the conditions that have driven my research of the weird 

throughout my study across both media, design, philosophy, and craft-politics. 

This uses the internal symmetry and interlocking of terms in the maps to weird 

the questions we are asking about our world, ourselves, and what we design in 

the age of asymmetry (Morton 2013). 

My own inquiry shifts attention from using the word ‘weird’ to describe 

undisciplined or uncanny design forms to using its verb as a way of locating a 

method that uses design to perform, become close to, or comprehend the weird 

asymmetry of thinglyness; I thus found that I could turn and tune into an 

underlying symmetry by mapping which was both weird and showed me how to 

weird.  As a method of design based on using ‘weird’ as a verb, mapping 

becomes a weird thinging thing that can be used to unsettle certain lines of 

thinking that were part of my initial concerns regarding crisis, unsettlement, and 

doom. To demonstrate that the fourfold system of the maps could be used to 

weird, I further explored the possibility of using the method of mapping to weird 

other kinds of questions being asked by the design field, such as ‘Does design 

care?’ and ‘Can craft re-imagine a viable late modernity?’ (See Appendices G 

and H) — a process that saw how interlocking and overlapping the maps can 

be further used as a research method adapted and designed for unsettled and 

undisciplined scholarship . 
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Figure 4.16: Weirding care This map was presented, alongside other maps shown in 
this chapter, during my presentation of ‘Weird Care’. The system of mapping to weird 
design, developed from the initial Ur-map, was applied to the questions posed by the 
‘Does Design Care…?’ workshop to structure the essay, where I argue for two 
additions to be made to the existing list of design and care. The essay was then 
remapped as the scheme shown here. As with the move from practice to a centralized 
void existing between things in time, worthless care was identified as a weird, 
directional position that could begin to move towards a zero-point modelling of design-
care. 
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Figure 4.16 Weirding craft Based on the ‘Making Futures’ conference themes, the 
three terms of ‘craft’, ‘modern’ and ‘futures’ were extracted and balanced with my own 
addition of ‘histories’ so that they could be placed into the fourfold spaces of the Zoo-
map. I then added to this a further set of terms that simplified the ideas of the hyper-
object and hypo-unit to that idea of getting ‘over’ and getting ‘under’. To this I added 
the further term ‘beyond’, such that each presented a space of otherness or alterity. 
‘Beyond’ was paired with ‘within’ as a way of designating existing disciplinary 
discourse.  
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My working with the maps of weird-care and weird-craft confirmed that the study 

had produced a method that could then be used as a device to weird questions 

and frame what was problematic about them. What began as a curious 

diagrammatic scheme produced during the original Urmadic Hothouse as a 

means of showing and describing the interrelated qualities of things driving 

projects, practices, and politics in an age of unsettlement had evolved over the 

course of my study into a set of research-based artefacts that do the work of 

mediating between the dimensions of weird media and weird design. 

Hacked and assembled from various threads found across the theory and 

literature between these two fields, these maps then became activated through 

a series of alter-disciplinary experiences, including the otherness of placing 

practice in a space beyond the study. Seeing that the results of applying these 

methods lend themselves to being used and viewed in a multi-stable fashion — 

creating both disorientation, dissonance, and the wild oscillation of spinning and 

turning as well as a careful structured symmetry that required the balance of 

opposing terms within fourfold and eightfold relations — these maps were also 

devices that generated a rich tapestry of multi-stable connections. 

This method has also been used to generate an interlocked set of maps that 

allowed me to weird this thesis. Through a further set of artefacts, I was able to 

show and describe how to weird my study and use it as a site and structure that 

uses weirding to make research itself a mirror that can be held up to the thingly 

qualities of things. When this final thesis map was interlocked with the map of 

Foucault’s heterotopian zones, I was able to draw directly from Foucault’s paper 

and generate my own principles of weird design. These will now conclude the 

study, with the principles of weird design offering a way out of the weird zoo that 

is design, and a summary of how my research has developed methods that can 

operate as design, research and to weird it. 
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Figure 4.17 Spinning and weaving the research to create a scheme of the thesis 
— first pass 

(Urmadic design, 2011)

(Weird Design, 2017)
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Figure 4.18 Spinning and weaving the research to weird the thesis —  
second pass 
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Figure 4.19 Spinning, weaving, mapping, and weirding — final pass 
From the complex entanglement of ideas and concepts mapped throughout my inquiry, 
a final cut of key terms is made. This map now designates the spaces that shape and 
form the thesis and also allows for an identification of the findings of the research, 
alongside an emplacement of the Zoo of Weird Design. Navigating this space 
establishes that to weird as a gesture of searching that leads to the principles of  
Weird Design.
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CONCLUSION — To weird design and the principles of weird design 

As we enter an epoch of things, it seems that the gesture of research is being 

shaped by weird object-thing relations. This study has shown me that, when 

design is seen as tricky, defuturing, radical, and chronic, it can be further 

understood as being weird. By researching the weird of, weirding as, and to 

weird by design, I have found that changing the word ‘weird’ can shape the 

kinds of questions that other spaces of design-based thinking and action can 

ask. This operates in a similar way to Thacker’s three categories of subject, 

object, and thing relations and his observation that “…while one can trace a 

genealogy of philosophical thinking about objects, one is always confronted with 

the stark and simple realization that one is always thinking about objects, 

arbitrating a form of mediation in increasingly esoteric ways” (Thacker 2014: 

118). In my study, the term ‘weird’ has helped me realise that, in my search for 

a new radical benchmark of practice, I was already dealing with how design 

shapes a human-world relation in increasingly esoteric ways. 

This can be restated as follows:  

1) As an adjective, the term ‘weird’ indicates the strange and unusual. 

When this is applied to the disciplinary term ‘design’, it establishes ‘weird 

design’ as a category or concept that suggests other ways of doing 

‘proper work’. Weird design extends on approaches, categories, and 

histories that similarly add certain descriptive terms to the word ‘design’ 

to describe modes of practice. This can include product design, 

professional design, sustainable design, radical design, speculative 

design, strange design, decolonising design, queering design, and so on. 

I found in my study that weird design was a useful platform for taking my 

thinking and action elsewhere. However, further research showed that, 

as a conceptual framework, ‘weird’ (adj.) was limited by an association 

with existing modes of projection and production that tend to frame 

difference in opposition to the central field of the discipline. In other 

words, I could not produce projects or objects of weird design as this was 

counter-productive to the redirective and undisciplined nature of my 

inquiry. 
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2) Using weird as a noun links it to the weird, a concept that incorporates 

the etymological roots of weird as a force or entity that controls the 

destiny of humans. This puts the word ‘weird’ and the act of design into a 

trickier set of relations that are discussed by fields of research such as 

the ‘thing turn’, object-oriented ontology, the design philosophy of 

sustainment, the concept of hyperobjects, and media theories of 

excommunication and alien phenomenology. I have found that, reading 

across these lines of inquiry, a picture emerges that shows and 

describes the weird of design as it is seen by other disciplines in an age 

of asymmetry. Using a spatial model to gather these categories, I have 

used these areas of thinking to produce an interlocked space of the 

weird as a meshwork of otherness. Like the weaving of a tapestry or rug, 

this interlocking juxtaposition of different threads also produces gaps, 

blind-spots, or a weird feeling that something is missing. This is often 

described as ‘the weird’ in examples such as weird fiction. The weird of 

design hence shows and describes by occlusion that which cannot be 

fully known as such. This establishes a framework for addressing 

conditions of the post-normal, crisis as crisis, and unsettlement as 

dimensions of design that express the weird agency of everything—

designed as that which shapes subjects and worlds ontologically. In this 

case, theories and thinking about design serve as a mode of exegesis as 

opposed to the weird operating as a mode of practice-led research. 

 

3) Combining ‘weird’ (adj.) design and ‘the weird’ (n.) with ‘design’ (n. & v.) 

establishes a third usage of weird that deploys the verb form of ‘weird’ to 

weird design. This is seen as a gesture of searching that establishes an 

active, agentive form of inquiry. By shifting the spatial model to a cyclical, 

iterative, improvised, and thingly method based on radical and designerly 

gestures, actions, and memory inside the space of my research, I found 

that design becomes more radical the deeper in time its gestures are 

transmitted, continued, repeated, and traced. In other words, the weirder 

design is, the more it remembers. This has been found to be so by 

observing the way in which ancient and continued gestures of weaving 

and spinning are also a gathering and sustaining of the thinging of things 

as the threads of life. I have found, through these gestures, that weaving 
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and spinning is a radical design that remembers and sustains through 

flowing and unfolding in time. Mapping these threads as a designerly 

becoming-other, through the radical gestures of spinning, weaving, and 

mapping, the verb ‘to weird’, was found to operate as a radical 

benchmark that weirds how we might see design today. Thus, my use of 

the radical and thingly qualities of spinning and weaving to weird the 

designs of my study — models, maps, schemes, and graphs I had used 

to diagnose weird design and the weird of design — has allowed me to 

establish the following principles.  

I now offer the following conclusions to a body of research that will, by weirding, 

remain nebulous, inconclusive, and withdrawn. To do this, I modelled my 

principles of weird design on Foucault’s principles of other spaces to weird them 

— using all the tricks and schemes I have plotted in my maps, these principles 

now spin out new lines for others to follow — lines of flight and becoming that 

flow from other spaces towards the thingliness of becoming weird into, through, 

for, and to design happening in the great outdoors. 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF WEIRD DESIGN 

 

The first principle of weird design holds that design now emerges as 

something very weird, which suggests that design has always been weird: a 

force that has the power to control the fate or destiny of human beings. To 

understand design as something weird, it is necessary to see that the weird 

exists as a specific relation between objects and things. There is not a single 

culture in the world that fails to practice design in some form — shaping and 

transforming the world as it is into another world within the world. It this sense, 

design belongs wholly to ‘us’: as a collective species ‘we’ are quite literally 

human by design. The ability to create objects and things gives us control over 

different domains of both the human and the non-human world; as this 

accumulates both backwards and forwards in time, our collective fate is 

constantly given form. However, what is currently called ‘the discipline of 

design’ tends to use objects and things interchangeably when these can be 

described as separate categories.  

Objects are extracted from the world-as-it-is into discreet units that are 

generated for and by us. The process of creation is equally a process of 

destruction. To make, we must also unmake. Therefore, even as objects 

become what they are and multiply into many and various forms, they are 

always finite. Things, on the other hand, are ambiguous and nebulous. They 

gather the threads of life as an interwoven ‘parliament of lines’. Things are alive 

with an animating force we can call ‘thinglyness’, which is something that 

objects in themselves do not possess but which they can contribute to. When 

we do attribute thingly qualities to objects, what is actually being described is a 

certain relation between the two: the ‘object-thing’. ‘Things’ can include object-

things, as well as objects and even subjects. This means that, as we move from 

objects to things, we are building a set of relations that can extend from 

anything at all to the all-and-everything. The infinite process under which 

everything expands unto a horizon that recedes into an absolute void of 

nothingness — that which can be thought but never fully known as such — is 

the ‘thing-in-itself’. 
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Design is thus a field that, in the main, concerns itself with projecting things into 

objects. In so-called modern societies, the object is the primary means by which 

we discipline the deviant nature of thinglyness as either problems or solutions. 

Hence, design can simultaneously claim to operate on the real and non-real 

through the interface of the project, such that objects and things are divided to 

the point of being seen as one and the same. However, when we prioritise 

objects over things, therefore believing that anything can be projected, 

thingliness ensures that, at some stage, certain limits will become known. This 

is when objects begin to collapse back into a relation of the object-thing called 

‘crisis’. Examples include economic, ecological, and existential crises; each 

implies that certain problems can be resolved if we can separate these object-

things into a definitive set of problems, or objections, and then a corrective set 

of objects or solutions. A thingly approach would instead read these together as 

something bigger, more infinite: a crisis of crisis. This describes an ongoing 

process that is returning objects-things back to a chaotic, unknown state, of 

which we may only grasp constituent parts. 

To confront the crisis of crisis I have found that an undisciplined approach to 

researching what is problematic about the problems has allowed me to see that 

design is something that actually mediates the relation between the object and 

the thing, making design a domain that is weird. A weird take on crisis means 

that any problems or projections must begin from understanding why things 

look the way they do, act the way they act, and how they might shape our fate 

or destiny across multiple scales and dimensions.  

The second principle of weird design is that, when language is used to frame 

what can be done by design by changing the way terms function, we can flip the 

nature of the questions that design can ask. To establish a disciplined field of 

practice, certain terms are identified by the histories and theories of design. 

These areas of research and thinking are generally charged with surveying and 

grasping the field by asking what was done, when, and by whom. For example, 

if we ask, “What is Radical Design?”, histories of design would tell us that this 

term covers certain projects and practitioners operating during a period in the 

1960s and 1970s. To be radical then was to use design to ask questions about 

the ways in which architecture and objects shape the project of utopia. By 

changing the function of the disciplinary tools that mediate between imagination 
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and the real, the radicals changed what could be considered as a designed 

object, expanding this to include visionary lifestyles and critical propositions. 

As design histories establish what belongs to the disciplinary past, this process 

also defines what is acceptable to the field’s present — what was once strange 

and wonderful is now quarantined by becoming ‘known’. Thus, as a discipline or 

culture unfolds, certain methods identified by certain periods under specific 

terms can, over time, be reactivated through the introduction of new terms. 

Today, the methods of Radical Design are being used by what is now called 

Speculative Design, returning this phase of history to a state of wonderment 

and an opportunity to ask, “What if?” Speculative designs appear as real but are 

actually fictions and, in this sense, use utopia as a space of idealism and 

dreaming. However, whereas the radicals activated the monumental ‘non-

space’ of utopia as a counter-disciplinary exit point, speculative designers tend 

to focus on the micro-utopian scale of everyday details to expand commercial 

and industrial techniques to address certain social or ethical dilemmas. 

These understandings of the radical and speculative anchor design to specific 

methods; this can limit the issues they can address and conceal practices that 

fall across and between these terms. In my study, I have found that there are 

other dimensions of design that are excluded by the current benchmark set by 

the radical past and speculative futures. This makes these terms useful tools for 

showing us what design actually looks like at this moment —that design is 

weird. Whilst design-in-itself has always been weird, it is only ‘now’ that the 

subject of design has reached a point where a diagnosis of the weirdness it 

delivers becomes possible.  

If one looks at the historical use of the word ‘weird’, it undergoes a significant 

shift in meaning over the course of the 19th century. Instead of designating the 

wayward forces of fate and destiny, it begins to signify what is mysterious, 

supernatural, or uncanny; by the 1900s, it identifies what is merely out of the 

ordinary — the fantastic, odd, strange, or marvellous, as encapsulated by the 

phrase ‘weird and wonderful’. In this period, we also see significant changes 

and historical ruptures led by the rising forces of science, technology, media, 

and what will become the discipline of design.  
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The correlation between a diminished sense of the weird and the rising power 

of what can be done with and by design suggests that, by returning the weird to 

its original meaning and then pairing it with design, we can now view the field in 

a radically different and speculative frame. This uses the weird to change the 

function of the radical and speculative, estranging them from their existing links 

to design, craft, or art and making it possible to start asking new questions such 

as, "Does the weird start with the radical and are we becoming weird by 

design?” Rather than maintaining a relation to the utopian, these questions 

frame design as the fundamentally artificial, a state of becoming other to what 

we are presently. This becoming is a thingly state that allows the human to 

occupy a space that is both privileged and sacred. The weirdness of design 

thus becomes the primary force through which we exceed the limits of 

ourselves. Design hence becomes something that is at once permanently 

mysterious and absolutely real. 

Third principle. ‘Weird’, when activated as a verb, can be used to describe a 

method of design research called ‘weirding’. Weirding weaves together multiple 

lines of inquiry and juxtaposes disparately related fields of knowledge in a 

single territory using the heterotopian space of the map. By folding together a 

series of foreign and exotic spaces, maps allow us to trace lines between 

distant locales, identify useful trajectories, establish a set itinerary, or reorient 

ourselves when lost. In rendering the multi-dimensional complexity of the world 

down to a consistent surface, maps gather incompatible or contradictory sites 

into a single story that is read through the fourfold directionality of the cardinal 

points. The rectangular space of the map thus maintains a direct relation to the 

circle inscribed by the spinning needle of the compass. The current proliferation 

of digital devices, which supersede the cartographic limits of the paper map, 

means that the strange rectangular screens we carry around allow us to 

navigate the world as a seemingly infinite and vast data-scape. Compass and 

map are now one and the same, constantly communicating with a circulating 

hyper-network of systems such that, when we interact with the data-map, our 

devices are also actively mapping us. Like animals in a weird zoo, our relative 

positions within the map allow us to be observed as subject-objects. As a part of 

this entangled multitude of information, the space of the data-map gives rise to 

an endless web of superimposed vectors which create the ethical, political, and 

aesthetic obligation to constantly negotiate this map as the design of ourselves. 
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Research, and searching more generally, under these conditions now becomes 

subject to the constant questioning of how can I explain to myself what I am 

already doing? 

Weird design takes an undisciplined approach to this question by adopting the 

irresponsible practice of weirding. Undoing the sentimental idea that the maps 

we design and the projections we make exist as a blueprint for seeing where we 

are going, weirding as mapping produces nothing more than an alien proximity 

to a weird theory-fiction. The speculative agency of this approach lies in the 

constant interlocking of radical ecologies using the map as a spinning device 

that can generate multiple narrative threads, with several examples of this 

presented throughout this thesis.  

Fourth Principle. Weird design can link the totality of the thingliness of 

everything and nothing to an absolute temporal dimension bounded by all of the 

past (both known and hidden) and the futures that remain. This is to say that 

weirding opens onto the radical as chronal design: that which serves time and 

not productivity. The weirdness of design begins to function at a full capacity 

when it becomes a discursive domain. This arrives through a break with modes 

of design that sustain traditional time. What this situation shows us is that a 

place like the design school maintains a weird paradox: whilst it produces in 

certain individuals an ability to shape the fate of future life, it does so without an 

adequate framework for recognizing the weirding capacity of this heterochronic 

power.  

From an ontological standpoint, there are many spaces where the social 

structuring of design is transmitted from generation to generation. The schools 

based on the hylomorphic model prioritise the constant production of novel 

forms or concepts by inducing a sufficient discontinuity between what-is and 

what-could-be. These spaces tend to treat the chronality of material culture in a 

sliced fashion where one establishes new territory in the present by cutting a 

space from the past. This approach can also include the derivative plunder of 

the archive so that it can always be possible to generate what-comes-next, 

even if this constitutes a remixing of what-was. We could call these modes of 

operation ‘chronophobic’ as they sustain a state of practice that fills time with 

the continuous building up of new projects, a mass of products forever topping 

its own summit. This leads to an accumulation of weirdness distributed across 
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everything — a process that indefinitely encloses in the endless network of 

objects all times, epochs, forms, tastes, and problems. As a sort of 

universalizing pragmatics, the utopian ideals of this pluralism are increasingly 

found ‘everywhere' but rightfully belong to a future that is ‘nowhere’.  This 

makes the design school of today equally the unfolding site of the design 

museum of tomorrow, a closed loop that returns only the same. This produces 

weird designs that are proper to speculative and spectacular culture. 

In contrast to the accumulative mode, there are the ‘other’ schools of design 

that do not adhere to the discursive frameworks imposed by temporal 

disjunction and, instead, maintain links to design-as-time in its most flowing, 

intangible, and radically weird aspects. These are not oriented toward the 

infinite horizon of productive originality but, rather, are absolutely time-bound, 

design ‘chronicities’ — modes of cyclical recurrence and re-conjunction with the 

thingly dimensions of our own origins. Examples might include lines of 

transmission indicated by certain oral or gestural traditions, the performance of 

an art, or specific forms of craftsmanship that care for a particular place, culture 

or group, or adherence to social practices, rituals, and festive events that 

animate nature, creation, being, and the universe by maintaining knowledge 

about these equally weird forces. 

These spaces can be increasingly difficult to engage directly and can often be 

found in complex tension with speculative or economic interests. They may, in 

other cases, be undergoing a phase of transition or translation as static cultural 

artifacts. This can mean that what should rightfully be a space of learning and 

research equivalent to a university, design school, or laboratory is designated 

as belonging to the heteroclite and heterotopian spaces of the museum, 

festival, vacation spectacle, or even a strange hybrid sort of zoo. Regardless of 

these outward forms, I have found that, in the parallax space of a radically 

‘other school’ of weaving and spinning, the presence of a living custodian 

activates the temporal flow of design as an animating force that in turn serves to 

weird it. Thus, in an instant or over sustained periods, one can experience a 

rediscovery of a radical flow that reaches back to the origins of design, as if an 

entire history of humanity’s thingly relation to the artificial is unlocked by an 

immediate knowledge embodied in the prefigurative memory of time-as-

weirding or weaving as becoming. 
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Fifth principle: Weirding activates other dimensions of design by establishing a 

specific system of protocols or portals. These can be used to identify spaces of 

weird withdrawal or to make weirdness accessible to existing fields of critical 

inquiry. In general, weird design is not as permeable or readily communicable 

as standard design methods. It can occupy an ineluctable and radical position 

of alterplinarity, as in the case of redirective designers working towards the 

political design of sustainment, or when, in submitting practice to the total 

otherness of chorismos, it may induce an ineffable or liminal experience. This 

demonstrates that to use ‘weird’ as a verb is to fully occupy a state of 

chorismos. This can make it necessary to engage in the protocol of 

excommunication — the last word or penultimate gesture that says there will be 

no more messages. This can result in using the radical as a state of askesis, a 

breaking device that creates a practice-based and denaturalised proximity to 

the problematics of crisis. As an undisciplined action, this allows weird work to 

be purposely closed off from any limits demarcated by consensualising 

discourse.  

On the other hand, weirding can indicate a lacuna or blind-spot that might 

suggest an entry point to an open speculative territory. This parallax view 

returns an image that serves as an anti-frame that untangles existing theories 

and lines of inquiry. Weirding thus offers a design-based research approach 

that operates like a portal: a visual artefact that creates a passageway or 

conduit between two incompatible areas of thinking, such as the disciplined and 

undisciplined, sacred practice and a search for ideas, speculative-sustainability 

and political-sustainment, and so on. However, the absolute impasse of the 

weird-in-itself is always a negative mediation between two ontological orders, 

whereby the object recedes into a thing. Hence, whilst the concept of the weird 

can be distributed and shared via the method of mapping, it is also established 

as a device that offers a constantly shifting perspective between two points that 

can never be synthesized. This is because forms of design that are absolutely 

weird are almost impossible to produce under the conditions of the hylomorphic 

model and instrumental techno-culture grounded in Western metaphysics. 

Anything too weird is excluded, being said to have a lesser value, classified as 

useless or as something belonging to the irrational or mystical.  
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Mapping weird design as this very impasse serves as a means of passing back 

over this territory to find a way forward. Recalling the function of the ancient 

heterotopic device of the labyrinth — both a sacred space traversed by adepts 

and a visual symbol inscribed like a mind map on various surfaces — the 

labyrinth is a space that poses a problem that is also part of its own solution. 

Travelling deeper towards an unknown centre, at each turn one becomes more 

disoriented and lost. Nevertheless, this is only an illusion: all that is required to 

exit a labyrinth is to forge ahead and walk back over the path one has already 

travelled and depart through the same portal that was the original point of entry. 

Sixth principle. An underlying trait of weird design is that it has a function in 

relation to the design that remains — every object-thing that is left over after 

design has finished designing an age of asymmetry. This function critically 

weirds the role of artefact-research across two different states of alterplinarity. 

One role can be to create a conditional and illuminating framework — that is, a 

means of exposing every fictional-theory category of design, all its narrative 

spaces that indicate design as an ontological force becoming partitioned as still 

more illusionary. This was perhaps the role of political projects such as the 

Urmadic University or Global Tools, which could not overcome an inherent 

resistance to manifesting the visionary-artefacts it produced as a cohort of 

radical subjects.  

Alternatively, in inverting this position, the role is to offer a negative form of the 

research-artefact, a dark or ignorant unknowing that demonstrates a becoming-

other in-itself, constituted as an internal heterotopia. This type of weird design 

does not offer a collective illusion but is a constantly unstable platform activated 

by the boundary making of animist and esoteric approaches. Using embodied 

and performative modes of weirding is to actively leap across boundaries and 

purposely blur distinctions between artefact, researcher, practice, and things. 

This can be shown and described by staging an experience of what is 

problematic about weird research-artefacts by weaving these as a thingly-

meshwork. This is a process that flips between multiple contradictions so that, 

by turning, spinning, and interlocking territories of thinking, it becomes possible 

to radically transmute the critical responsibility of the artefact to produce a 

phased malfunctioning. Within each iteration, to carefully locate and balance 

mirrored terms within a fourfold unity allows for certain artefacts to make 
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present weird knowledge and observe in the negative what the undisciplined 

qualities of weird research reveal anew — the disruption of design as it is now 

using the symmetry of a circular island constantly in search of an idea.  

Between the darkness and illumination of certain artefacts, design can give 

shape to what is either discontinuous or sacred, alien or weird, by passing from 

the object-for-us to the thing-in-itself. When this is mapped, what remains of the 

subject at hand, that mediating force that can pass from weirding by design to 

design that is weird? The designer has been walking naked and exulted 

throughout the supersurface of time — a constant moment that is stretched 

between the epoch of space and the age of things. To weird this gap, we can 

say, after all, that it is the human self, the great instrument of design as that 

which currently develops and progresses the worlding of defuturing — this is 

also the greatest reserve of imagination. This makes the praxis of becoming 

other than we are perhaps the weirdest and most radical thing to weird by 

design. The self that maps the futures it wants and the past it remembers 

through the stories it tells is ‘the self’: the weirdest design force. Therefore, to 

establish a new radical benchmark, it is through the thingly qualities of 

becoming radical by design that are rooted in time that the weird can begin to 

operate as a new dimension of design futuring — an artifact par excellence that 

can take design beyond radical, speculative, and redirective practice through 

other verbs such as ‘weaving’, ‘weirding’, ‘mapping’, and ‘becoming’. 

 

––––– 
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Concluding Remarks: 

These principles have been generated by the maps and meshwork of my 

investigation into thingliness as it lies beyond the outer limits detailed by the 

methods of radical, redirective, and undisciplined practice. As we currently 

understand the field, by attaching itself to adjectives — radical, sustainable, 

transition, etc — design allows itself to continue along a trajectory of 

asymmetrical expansion. It continues to grow, outstripping what could become 

through these alternatives by rendering them weak, lame, disciplined, and 

divided. Across my own past practices and projects, the imbalance created by 

this system has led to a space of crisis. Looking for a way to make a rupture or 

break with this force, I fell, in the early stages of my research, into the same 

problem of trying to create a new limit that added yet another adjective — 

‘weird’ — onto the term ‘design’. However, this process allowed me to see how 

the positions that informed my past work —design-as-redirective practice, 

design futuring, and design-as-politics — had flipped the placement of design. 

By leading into the associated terms and thinking, ‘design’ designates an 

ontological interweaving of time, objects, selves, things and worlds. 

Through the course of my inquiry, I have traced the ways in which my practice 

has moved through various spaces and scales of design to act out, perform, 

and embody a testing of disciplinary limits. This is not a fully complete project 

but an unfolding understanding that begins by looking at objects and projects I 

have created as objecting objects that counter design disciplinarity. This has 

been framed by my redirective practices that engage with the design 

past/futures of different sites via the site of the artist being present: the self as 

an emplacement, as described in Chapter One.  

In Chapter Two, I observed that design currently uses the radical and the 

speculative to describe utopian projections that, whilst falling within disciplinary 

boundaries, operate at its fringes. These modes hence designate an ‘other’ to 

business-as-usual models. This suggested that Foucault’s concept of 

heterotopia — whereby otherness or alterity offers a specific kind of topos of 

difference — establishes an alternative to the better place and non-space of 

utopia. This disorders and unsettles disciplinary limits as they shape the project 

of what-might-become through a process that, at the outset, shaped my inquiry: 
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a mapping of certain lines that made evident an understanding that design has 

entered a phase I have identified as weird.  

This observation was arrived at by interpreting the literature from outside the 

discipline in a designerly way in Chapter Three. This revealed that design is 

increasingly becoming weird and mediated as we enter the age of unsettlement, 

asymmetry, and the post-normal. It also showed me that using ‘weird’ as an 

adjective diminishes the capacity to think one’s way through the radical 

possibilities of this framework as a benchmark for seeing design as a force that 

shapes our fate and futures. I have identified that this requires new methods 

and so have deployed the verb form of ‘weird’ to weird design. 

To take ownership of the term ‘weird’ as something that can shape an 

irresponsible or undisciplined research method, I saw that it was more useful to 

establish ‘the weird’ as a protocol for forging alliances and alignments across 

and beyond disciplinary boundaries and norms. This also established a weird 

connection with the absolute otherness of spinning and weaving — something 

that was able to provide me with gestures of design that were radical, time-wise 

(Fry 2012: 111), and embodied a wyrd timefulness (Bjornerud 2018). By using 

spinning and weaving as verbs and actions that could be applied to my maps 

and schemes by methodically mapping the spaces of otherness gathered by my 

research, a praxis-based concept of weirding emerged. In this way, the weird of 

design was shifted to a verb — to weird design. This made use of the turn 

towards the thinging of things to consider if weirding the weird could be framed 

as a method of weirding as mapping as detailed in Chapter Four 

I saw that a research-based mode of inquiry to weird as a fourfold weaving, 

mapping, and weirding brings these terms into a ‘fouring’ unity with the verb 

‘design’. This allowed my research to negotiate the complex territories of design 

otherness that had been opened by my maps. Instead of applying strategies 

previously used by me to create critical and speculative project-artefacts, I 

interrogated problems that I had identified in my study by asking myself 

whether, just as there is weird media, could there also be weird design? This 

revealed certain limits to approaches that rely on speculative projection as a 

means of asking about conditions that are known and can be made uncanny or 

strange.  
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Sidestepping the issue of these forms of design that tend to avoid being seen 

as too weird, I establish that what I was calling ‘weird’ is not another category of 

disciplined projection but uses what is absolutely weird to render an 

understanding of 'projection' that allows a further understanding of why things 

look the way they do. The act of seeing weird weirdly is to combine both 

projection and the real as a multistable frame that allows the viewing subject to 

interpret and apprehend the passage from object to thing. Here, the viewing 

subject is also a mediating object-thing; given the importance of projection to 

design, the designer is often in the position of mediating what is and what will 

be. My understanding, after looking at the growing body of literature from both 

within and beyond the field of design, is that design looks weird and, by reading 

‘weird’ as a verb rather than an adjective, it becomes possible to engage with 

others who might also see design as weird 

Therefore, I have been trying to explain, through my study on the otherness of 

design as bounded by radical pasts and speculative futures, what design 

actually looks like at this moment. This 'nowness' is what has been described in 

the key literature as an emerging age of unsettlement and the crisis of the world 

without us. By applying this sense of the weird to design, a totally unknown or 

alien dimensionality becomes present as the everything of design. To weird 

against the defuturing of everything changes the nature of what can be done 

with a project-based approach. Weird design deals with the relational passage 

from the thingly forces of life-flows and the dark dimension of the object-project 

that points to design as malfunction. Malfunctioning is how we come to know of 

massively scaled problems often experienced as and within moments of crisis.  

 

Crisis also puts us radically inside objects, highlighting the need for a slightly 

upgraded way of seeing that can include something like the “…plot or graph…” 

(Morton 2013: 63). By working with the concept of weird media presented by 

Eugene Thacker, I developed the mapping I was using in my study into a 

specific protocol called ‘weirding’. To weird is to spin and weave a fourfold 

oneness of thingliness mapped. This in turn becomes another other to what the 

disciplines of design can shape. Therefore, to weird offers a new benchmark of 

becoming radical by design: weird design is part of a project of becoming 

human by design and making a future for ourselves and the world in being — a 

ship passing from the Island of the Sacred to the Island in Search of an Idea. 
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My study thus offers a design-based means of addressing the implications of a 

mysterious object-thing dimension by contributing to the field the methods and 

principles of weird as mapping, weaving, weirding — a rethinking of the radical 

to weird into, through, for, and unto the weird of design. 
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